


MAXIMUMROCKNROLL MAXIMUMROCKNROLL MAXIMUMROCKNROLL 
I MAXIMUM ROCKNROLL IS A MONTHLY PUBLICATION. ALL WORK IS DONATED AND NO ONE RECEIVES ANY SALARY. ALL PROCEEDS ARE EITHER INVESTED IN TECHNOLOGICAL 
I liinn/MirurMTc nD r*r\ ta atucd ciuii adi v MAT-cmD-DDnnT PDfi k^hts anyone IS WEI COME TO REPRINT ANYTHING FROM MRR. BUT PLEASE LIST MRR AS SOURCE CREDIT. 

ATTENTION CARPET-MUNCHERS AND SWORD- SWALLOWERS 
We are currently working on a QUEER theme issue of Maximum to be 

released in July ’92. We would like to explore & document the current presence 
of queers in the punk rock scene. There has been an obvious punk rock influence 
on the queer rights movement, from fashion to the growing number of zines, as 
well as politics and the DIY ethic. There has also been crossover of mainstream 
queer culture into the punk scene as well. We are soliciting articles, news items, 
interviews with bands and individuals addressing queer topics, and the like. 
We're not expecting scene reports dealing with your own queer scene; consid¬ 
ering the state of hate crimes, intolerance, and prejudice in government (as well 
as punk rock in general), we don’t need to be depressed any further. However, 
any and all contributions are welcomed. We would like to see worldwide 
participation if possible, as all too often these things are way too SF-N Y centered. 
Lesbian, gay, bisexual & transgendered people are all encouraged! So send all 
letters, hate mail, etc. to MRR QUEER STUFF, PO Box 460760, San Francisco, 
CA 94146-0760. April 30,1992 deadline! Lily & Matt 

P.S. I am working on an article that will hopefully prove that queers are 
everywhere in the punk scene. I would like to put together a long list of individuals 
who will voluntarily out themselves in these pages. Any leads on any visible punk 
homos would be greatly appreciated! Address these items in care of Matt W. 
Smith, at the magazine. 

AD UPDATE! THE BACKLOG IS GOME! 
-..which means that with more pages, we now have room for most everybody's ads 
with no waiting. It's still best to call and reserve space, especially if you want the ad 
in the very next issue.. This also means we can now accept more types of ads, 
whereas we used to return many other non-recordAape/zine ads...Finally, we are now 
formulating a more coherent policy on racist/sexist ads. See the letter from Sean of 

f MRR HAS A NSW \ 
ADDRESS!!!! 

PO Box 460760 
San Francisco. 
CA 94146-0760 
Tht old PO Box will 

stay active for a 
whils Inst pleas* 

switch your 
correspondence now 

SHITWORKERS 
Steve Aycock Suzanne Bartchy 
Jerry Booth Anna Chapman 
Mel Cheplowitz Swave Dave 
Brian Devereux Chris Dodge 
Joe Donohoe Lali Donovan 
Gardner Fusuhara Karin Gembus 
Walter Glaser Katja Gussmann 
Lance Hahn Harald Hartmann 
Michelle Haunold Maya Hayuk 
Kent Jolly Jux 
Mick Krash Mike La Vella 
Timojhen Mark Mike McNiel 
Devon Morf Ms NP9330 
Katy Odell Mr Pagemaker 4.01 
Bruce Roehrs Harry Sherrill 
Dave Stevenson Emily Soares 
Steve Spinali Martin Sprouse 
Cammie Toloui Matt Wobensmith 
Eric Wilson Joel Wing 
Jeff Yih Tim Yohannan 

CONTRIBUTORS 
Mykel Board Ben Weasel 
Lawrence Livermore Jerod Pore 
Sam Shiffman Sam McPheeters 
Bill Collins Murray Bowles 
Jennifer Blowdryer Jeff Bale 
Jeff Yann Boisleve 
Doug Ward Mopa Dean 
Sinbad Seltzer Mike 
Patricia Gabe Meline 
Dan Hoffman Pignose 
Andy Chapman Zuhai Kececloglu 
Lydia Paweski Alan Bishop 
Glen Herman David 
Paul Grivas Kris McLaughlan 
Keyth Beck Christine 

CONTRIBUTORS- 
MRR is always looking for contributions (scene reports, interviews, news features, articles, letters), and we 

have a neato scanner that can read stuff you send us and put it into the computer, but it needs your help. Our 
scanner can only read things that are crisp and clearly typed. It can't read hand-written corrections. It can t read 
low-quality photocopies. .. , . _ 

If you need to make corrections, it helps to use a photo blue pen designed especially for layouts-the light 
blue is invisible to a scanner (or a xerox machine). Also, please don't type in all capitals because then we have 
to re-type everything, and that's no fun. And if you can, ti7 to follow the MRR format (song & book titles in quotes, 
LP/EP titles & zines in italics, local bands in all capitals in scene reports). This makes the shitworkers happy (or 
less miserable anyway). 

If you're using a computer, you can send in your stuff on a 3-1/2 inch disk-we can convert fromany program 
(both Mac & IBM, as long as you tell us which program you used). We will return your disk to you. 

"WHAT'S THE SCOOP?"... We want to broaden the stope of this section, and what better 
way is there than to have people getting "the scoop" from their own local "scenes". Must 
have access to a camera, tape recorder, and a typewriter or computer. Also must have 
the gall to ask sordid questions. For further details write: Me Mike c/o MRR. 

WHAT WOULD MOTIVATE you to write in about the sexist attitudes in 
yourself that you are or aren't confronting? What if we expanded the MRR "Girl Stuff 
section to include stories and opinions of both men and women? Everyone has an opinion j 
on how sexism affects their lives, whether it be negative or positive. 

Every 3 months we’ll try to have a theme to write about. So in #107 we're 
shooting to cover the medical dis(establishment), and any alternative options. Men, women/ 
boys, and girls, start writing now to: MRR Girl Stuff c/o the MRR address. 

^ ---- 
AJ n n n A rj I A") has relocated to our new studio located in the basement at the MRR 
/VI f% f% MX/A i-S f X*/ house. The equipment is all new, the crew is charged up, and the music 
will wail. We've been at this since 1977, and while we recently lost our home base station for all those 
years, we're fucking ready to kick ass again. Each one hour show contains the latest in punk/hardcore/ 
garage indie releases, as well as interviews (there will be more of them now) and other features. The 
weekly show comes on cassette, along with an info sheet on what's inside, and is ready to play for 
very cheap (justa tad above cost-averaging about $5 a week for stations in North America). For more 
information on how to receive the program at your station, send in an inquiry on statioiUet ter head, 
and we'll get the details to you. 

MAXIMUM 
IROCKNROLL 

Michelle Haunold 
Radley Hirsch 
Barry Lazarus 
Jon Von 

Mike Gill 
Paula Hirsch 
Kenny Kaos 
Alisa Schulman 
Last Will 

CFMU Hamilton, Ont 93.3FM Mon 11:59 PM 

CHRY No. York, Ont 105.5FM Fri 1AM 

CKMS Waterloo, Ont 94.5FM call station 

KALX Berkeley, CA 90.7FM Weds midnight 

KCPR San Luis Obispo, CA 91,3FM Thurs 5PM 

KSCL Shreveport, LA 91.3FM Weds 10PM 

KUNH Albuquerque, NM 89.9FM Weds 10PM 

KZUM Lincoln, NE 89.3FM Weds midnight 

WCNI New London, CT 91.1FM Sat midnight 

WEFT Champaign, IL 90.1 FM Sat 6PM 

WGHR Marietta, GA 102.5FM Tues 9PM 

WYRE Waukesha, Wl 103.9FM Fri 8PM & Sun 9PM 

WZRD Chicago, IL 88.3FM Sun 3:30PM 

Radio Pomme Louviers, France 91.6FM Sat 5PM 

A Slot Helmond, Holland call station 

Canal Sud Toulouse, France 92.6FM Mon 6PM 

Radio Dio Saint-Etienne, France 89.6FM Sun 7PM 

RADIO STATIONS: MRR Radio shows are available lor 
stations only. Requests tor into should be on station let¬ 
terhead. Contact us at the address on the next page. 



MAXIMUMROCKNROLL MAXIMUMROCKNROLL MAXIMUMROCKNROLL 
SUBSCRIPTIONS: 
•U.S.: available from U.S. address below 
Copies are $2.50 each/ 6 issues sub for 
$15.00. Calif residents, it's $16.25. 

• Canada: available from U.S. address at 
bottom of page. Copies are $2.75 each/ 6 
issues sub for $16.50 (US dollars). 

• Mexico: available from U.S. address at bot¬ 
tom of page. Copies are $2.75 each/ 6 issues 
sub for $16.50. 

• U.K.: available from MRR/ PO Box 59/ Lon¬ 
don N22/ England. Copies are £2.50 each/ 6 
issue sub for £10.00. Write this address for 
European distribution too. 

• Europe:available from U.K. address above. 
Copies are $4.50 each/ 6 issue sub for $24. 

•Australia, Asia, Africa: available from U.S. 
address below. Copies are $6.25 each/ 6 
issue sub for $37.50 (US dollars). 

• South America: available from U.S. address 
below. Copies are $3.50 each/ 6 issue sub for 
$21.00. 

BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE: 
Back issues #0, 37, 43-52, 55-64 are $1.50 
each ppd in U.S. ($1.65 in Calif), $2 Canada, 
$2.75 So America, $4.25 Asia & Australia (all 
from MRR/US). Same issues are £1.50 for 
U.K. and $2.50 for Europe (from MRR/UK). 
Back issues 66-100 (pts 1 &2) are: $2.50 US, 
$2.75 Canada, $2.50 Mexico, $5.50 Asia/ 
Australia, $3.00 So America. Back issues 
101-104 are as stated above in sub info. UK 
office only has issues 90-present. For earlier 
issues to UK & Europe, write MRFt/US, cost is 
$5 per issue. 

DEADLINES FOR NEXT ISSUE: 
Scene Reports: continuously, with photos! 
Interviews: continuously, with photos! 
Ad Reservations: backlog--write or call now! 
Ad Copy In: 1 st of month-absolutely no later!! 

AD SIZES AND RATES: 

TOP For «,hat !t 8 worth* here's some of the MRR crew's current Top 10 
lists. Please send us your records (2 copies of vinyl, If possible-one ' 

for rey eJ^^ Qne for airplay), CD-only release, but no tapes yet). 

1/6 page 
1/3 page 
1/3 page 
1/2 page: 

(2 1/2" x 5") $25 
(2 1/2" x 10") $40 
(5" x 5") $50 
(7 1/2" x 5") $100,2 or more items! 

CLASSIFIEDS: 40 words cost $2/60 words 
max for $3. No racist, sexist or fascist mate¬ 
rial. Send typed if possible. Cash only!!! 

COVER: Martin style Nation Of Ulysses; pic: 
by Shawn Scallen. 

SELL MRR AT GIGS: Within U.S., we'll sell 
them to you at $1.50 each ppd, cash up front. 
Must order 5 or more of the same issue. Need 
business address to UPS to. 

STORES: If you have problems getting MRR 
from your distributors, try contacting Mordam 
Records at (415) 243-8230. 

Please send all records, letters, articles, 
photos, interviews, ads, etc., to: 

&& MAXIMUMROCKNROLL 
^ ^ PO BOX 460760 * *£$<} 
* SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94146-0760 

(415)648-3561 

SUZANNE BARTCHY 

EXTREME NOISE TERROR -Phonophobia-LP 
I NAPALM DEATH-EP 
| CROSSED OUT-EP 

MINDROT-EP 
[ CARCASS-LP 

CHRIS DODGE 

MAN ISTHEBASTARD-live 
MINDROT-EP 
V/A-Appointment With Fear-CD 
DEVO-Hardcore Vol 2-CD 
MONSTROSITY-EP 

LALI DONOVAN 

MIGHTY BOSS TONES-45 
GISM-Victorious- bootleg EP 
DOA-Greatest Shits-LP & EP 
FACE OF DECLINE/BIG MOUTH-split EP 
SUCKERPUNCH-10* 

Missing Connections-zine 
SKEWBALD-Grand Union-45 
CROSSED OUT-EP 
The Brave Little Toaster-movie 
WALL OF VOODOO-The Index Masters-CD 

OUT OF TOWN: DYEING HER ROOTS 

KARIN GEMBUS 
V/A-Give Me Back-LP 
STRAIT-UPAJ NH ERD-split EP 
DRIVE LIKE JEHU-LP 
SKEWBALD-Grand Union-45 
SIDESHOW-EP 

WALTER GLASER 

GLAZED BABY-Big Smoonya-EP 
THIRD EYE-Sunshine-45 
CYNICS-I Want It All-45 
UNSANE-LP & live 
CROWS-Crow Bar-45 

MICHELLE HAUNOLD 

KLAMYDIA-Los Celebatos-LP 
DEVIATORS-Century-2x45 
ARMIA-Legenda-LP/FASTBACKS-Heat It Up-EP 
NINE POUND HAMMER-Smokin' Taters-LP 
V/A-Between The Clouds-45 

MICK KRASH 
V/A-Give Me Back-LP 
HEROIN-EP 
SIDESHOW-EP 
SHADES APART-12' 
HOLYROLLERS-LP 

MIKE LAVELLA 

HEROIN-EP 
SUCKERPUNCH-10" 
RED PLANET ROCKETTS-EP 
FASTBACKS-Run No More-EP 

DISTORTED PONY-Work Makes Freedom-EP 
DRIVE LIKE JEHU-LP 
COPSHOOTCOP-White Noise-LP 
CYNICS-Right Here With You-45 
HAMMERHEAD-Peep 

KUD IDIJOTI-Sam Zbog Para-LP 
POISON IDEA-Punish Me-45 
SWINGIN' TEENS-Fire In My Head-45 
SKEWBALD-Grand Union-45 
WHITE TRASH DEBUTANTES-45 

SKEWBALD-Grand Union-45 
SUCKERPUNCH-10" 
DRIVE LIKE JEHU-LP 
STRUGGLE-live 

MIGHTY BOSSTONES-45/JUDGE-Revelation Can Suck 11-10" 

OUT OF TOWN: CHECKING HIS ROOTS 

TIMOJHEN MARK 
CROSSED OUT-EP 
HEROIN-EP 
SKEWBALD-Grand Union-45 
GISM-Victorious-EP 

! SUCKERPUNCH-10* 

MIKE MCNIEL 
GISM-Victorious-EP 

I G-ZET-EP 
I CHICANOCHRIST-EP 

GREEN DAY-Kerplunk-LP 
CROSSED OUT-EP 

SMELLY MUSTAFA 
SLUDGEWORTH-What Is This?-LP 
MOL TRIFFID-EP 
SHIVA-EP 
POISON IDEA-Punish Me-EP 
D.O.A.-Greatest Shits-LP 

BRUCE ROEHRS 

ANTISEEN-Today Your Love-45 
POISON IDEA-Mario The Cop-45 
D.O.A.-Greatest Shits-LP 
KLAMYDIA-Los Celibatos-LP 
YUMMY-Happiness ls...-45 

GREEN DAY-Kerplunk-LP 
SHONEN KNIFE-Space Xmas-45 
KLAMYDIA-Los Celibatos-LP 
HITMEN 3-Perfect Copy-LP 
NINE POUND HAMMER-Smokin' Taters-LP 

TIM YOHANNAN 

A.G.'s-Cirkus Berzerkus-LP/BURNING HEADS-Reds-EP‘ 
CREEPING ILLNESS-Beat On lraq-45/DOA-Great Shits-LP 
EXTREME NOISE TERROR-Phonophobia-LP/JFK-movie 
G-ZET-EP/GISM-Victorious-EP 

^|AMMERHEAD^Pee|H^M 

JUDGE-107D.O.A.-Greatest Shits-LP 
SVOBODNY SLOVO-EP 
V/A-10 Meter Ohne Kopf-LP 
J.M.K.E.-Savist Saar-12* 
V/A-Panx Vinyl Zine 10-EP 

MIGHTY BOSSTONES-EP 
SLUDGEWORTH-What's This?-LP 
SUCKERPUNCH-10* 
SHADES APART-Dude Danger-LP 
AVERSION THERAPY-EP 

NAPAL^DEATf^P 
GOD BULLIES-War On Everybody-LP 
MIGHTY BOSSTONES-EP 
GREEN DAY-Kerplunk-LP 
DUH-Blow Hard-LP 

ANTISEEN-lt Looks Good For Them To Care-45 
SSD-Jolly Old Saint Nicholas-45 
AVERSION THERAPY-Blurred Visions-EP 
DEVIATORS-Century 21-EP 
V/A-El Garito Cafe Vol 1-EP 

FASTBACKS-Now Is The Time-EP 
FASTBACKS-Run No More-45 
SWINGIN' TEENS-Fire In My Head 
SUPERCHARGER-Supercharger-LP 
SLUDGEWORTH-What Is This-LP 

MERLENE & FREELOADERS-Dirty Rotten Scum-45 
RATS OF UNUSUAL SIZE-Elephant Man-EP 
SHEEP SQUEEZE-EP/SKEWBALD-45 
STRAIT UP/UNHERD-split EP/SUPERCHARGER-LP 
V/A-Panx Vinyl Zine 10-EPA//A-Please Stop-EP 



DO ??? MUR QUESTIONAIRE #2 
A couple of weeks ago, we had our first staff meeting in three years. Many issues were discussed at length (we’re 
talking hours) and not many conclusions were reached. So, we’re going to ask you, the reader, how you feel about 
certain aspects of MRR and what improvements might be made. Please note that these are either multiple choice or 
yes / no questions...there are NO essay question, so stick to the format for easy tabulation. Grab your #2 pencils and 

get busy. Thanks. 
1) Age 
2) Gender 
3) How long have you been reading MRR? 

4) Of the following list, which topic is of the utmost i 
a) foreign policy 
b) environment 
c> animal rights 
d) freedom of speech & expression 
e) sexism 
f) racism 
cjj gay rights 

t concern to you? 

»d rt»u 
•t\\us 

oboe 

? 

6) 

7) 

.., welfare/housing 
i) the AIDS epidemic 
i) health care 
k) none of the above concern me 

5) 

Do you feel women are under represented or ignored in the scene? (Yes/No) 

!!!C;:S£!=K«SL‘-,Ud,-N ^ 
how the record sounds. 

c) Reviews are too short. C/T<t/ 
Reviews are basically OK as they are. 

8) Should MRR review releases that are only available on CD. (Yes/No) 
9) Should MRR branch out and cover a wider variety of alternative music. (Yes/No) w 

10) Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? 
“It is the responsibility of MRR to accept ads (classified or display) that may contain sexist, racist, homophobi , 
or fascist material reqardless of any offense it may bring against the staff or certain readers. 

11) Is MRR too “PC” (dogmatic) or not “PC” enough? 

V 

? \ 
a) too much 
b) not enough 
c) just right 

4 r 
12) Occasionally, we’ve put out special theme issues (punk business, sexuality, women’s issue). Would you be 

interested in seeing more of these theme issues, and if so, what issues would you like to see covered in the future? 

13) Which part of MRR do you like best? 
a) news 
b) letters 
c) scene reports 
d) columns 
e) ads 
f) articles 
g) classified ads 
h) “Chyks are People Too” 
i) interviews 
k) ‘zine reviews 
l) record reviews 
m) display ads 
n) “What’s The Scoop” 

your least favorite feature of MRR? 
flea 



EPICENTER ZONE 
an all-volunteer run store/rommunity center 

Punk/Hardcore/Garage 
Industrial/Grunge/Noise/Thrash 

Volunteers always welcomed 
Meetings 1 st Sunday of month 7PM 

we buy, sell, trade 
new & used records/tapes/CDs 

fucking unbelievably cheap 

Hours: Weds-Fri 3-8PM 
Sat noon-7PM 

Sunl-7PM 
%aC\SCO/ C4 0 closed Moiv-Tues 

924 Gilman 
Berkeley, California 
!!!! 924 Gilman is under 
serious attack by the police, 
city, and bill collector. If 
the idea of a world without 
Gilman scares you, come down 
today! Sign a petition to save 
the club. (Money's nice, too.) 

Januarv 

"BLANK” 4 SONG 7" 
Yes,it's finally out. Gauge is this 

band that^formed about ayear 
ggTago.when Target and Ivy|S 

fcLeague broke up. Yeah thatjs 

.means there’s ex-members of- 

eak - 

shows all ages no drugs/ no 
jhol. Shows cost $5 or $6 w/ 
nembership. Call 510/525- 

for latest info. 

ALL RECORDS ARE $3 ppd. 

oavable to scott broadhurstS 
SHAKEFORK RECORDS 1 

P.O.BOX 9711 
AUTAmnn nr»Axm tt nori r 

UYVINTjAP CrnWV£i.lij OUUiO 

BLACKLIST MAILORDER 
475 Valencia St, San Francisco, CA 94103, (415)255-0388 

Aran nut | she Price Countn LABEL* 
Alee Donut Get a Ufe i7* 2* USA Vital Musk 
Anlschljm/Subvert Thinning fie Herd jLP 6.96 USA Mind Conn 
SxJRafijion Suiter ^LP 6.80 USA Epitaph 
B$ Mistake Just A Taste jr'" 1.95 usa” ComrnjCrt 
Staggers ITA Staggers ITA trip 4.05'‘ UK***”* 
Blanks SoWtO(77. •CASE 2.80 USA Grew, E art 

LMkwx*,”’ 
BUtT’M *******.**' Cheaper’liianBeer**. "’j’f’*' 230** USA. 
Born Against 9 Patlofic Hymns For ChlidcLP 4.50 USA* Vermiform 
Bossiones Where Did You Go \T 4.10 USA Taang 
Boss tones Where DkJ You Go •CDsl( 870 
Crossed Cm Crossed Out 2.60 USA Slap A Han 

£2 Prart jrep 3.00 Sweden CBR 
pertfcts^ low Machine 112-ei 4.90,, USA_ PenuWruk 

MRR. Dezerter Underground Out Of Poland :LP 'tsr Pdand 
Dfcjts FixkhePIgs jr 2.25 USA Touch 6 G( 
Distorted Pony Wort Makes Freedom it? 455 USA Bomp 
Drive Uk« Jehu Drive Uke Jehu :LP 6.85 USA Headhunt* 
Dryrot Oryrot •rep 2.30 USA 12x12 
SSmasfio BSmasho 1 r 2.60 ISA Bonehead 
Fa Cry Mich Time Spent Waiting ir 230 USA TPOS 
Fastoadts NowlsTheTtme '• fZ 236 USA****' Oed Beet"* 
Freeze Misery loves Company :co ib!«o USA Tiang 
Firs The Origin of he Staw Dog* 2/LP 1080 USA lost and Fd 
0;WWZ^ Ea t At Bft •cast. 7.15 USA • Enor. Theq 
Gwemment Issue*. No Way Out *62 |IP " 7.50 USA Lost & Foil 
Heroin Heroin irEP 230 USA Gravity 
Jack teW „ , Come...WeH Move to a OuleirEP 2.60 USA VancWCN 

Ji®... Revelation Can Buck it MO* 3.90 USA*”*” Revoltttloi 
Lonely Trojans Three Guys, Six Songs jl?EI 4.55 ^USA Limited Pc 
lungflsh lungtsh iLP 6.16 USA, ShipleM* 
Lupo lupo trEP 230 * USA****' 

.jTT..... 
Tiger Epoi 

Melvins 10 Songs jCD 10.75 USA C2 
MW m :rEP 2.50 USA Vandal CN 
MlnorThreat. 

Moving Targets 

Salad Days 

Fa. . 
IrEP 

IE 
2.40, 

175* 

USA,,, 

USA*”* 

Dlictwd,, 

Taang 
Nausea Cybergod ir 230 USA Ailed 
NecUxace 

Necncfito******. 

Neckbrace,,, JL. 
\vr\ 

slsi 

USA,, 

USA. 

Bodyeast 

F^’roc 

NOFX The PMRC Can Suck on This jrEP 
Opera Ion I vy 

Peggto Pink 

Poison idea 

fcgs.Jbe. 
Rapoman 

What's Your Deal I rep 
jlP 

Oh, CanadutvNew Ago ; r 

*£JBL 
SrongReactton 
CaWvt Uaestf •LP 
Kings of Punk 

TheRags, trEP 
Two Nuns and a Pack Mote -CD 

9.10 

**r 

Germany 

usa**” 

I“3L 
troognho 

Touch i Or 

Visionary 

ililod. 

Lookout, 

V4*iSok 

Blacklist mailorder is a not for profit, volun¬ 
teer run, mailorder operation. Those of us at 
Blacklist are dedicated to keeping the inde 
pendent music & literature scene alive and 
strong. If you are interested in volunteering at 
Blacklist, give us a call or drop by. Please send 
promos for distribution. For a complete cata¬ 
log, send $1 in USA and $2 overseas. 

POSTAL RAI LS'.RECORDS & TAPES 

Wc mail your order via‘special fourth class’ rale in the U.S.; ’ A.O. small 

packet'rate to Canada, Mexico and up to four pounds overseas. We will 

send large overseas packages 'surface parcel post’, or if requested, small 

packages. The initial charge for overseas surface includes postage for 

the fust three IPs or twelve 7"ers. Please list alternative choices or 

Ftedneduln Pain Tribal Dance Sequence ;7*EP 2.75 : USA  Sound, ol C tax. Please note that cassettes are the same wei ght as 7" s and compact 1 

Me>t.Fr*om JP^*””.**‘.; Chedkered Future : tied 166, usa TPOS*. discs are the same weight as 12" or LPs. 
Asia/ 

?c Afric 

Pac 

Rim 

Sur- I 

face j I Schtonjj 

The Soki 1 on .Revolution! IIP 

Ump? jrEP 

5.20 

2.26 

USA 

USA 

Resist 

Ve^Smal 
USA Mcx Hcmis Euro 

jsoefti Red ******. 8«eln Red :?EP *140*' Hoiand" none,. 
&eirf Red Seeln* Red tip 6.96 Hoi ana St Cliorcii each additional LP 0.22 0 65 1 50 265 365 3 70 r i 
jSkewbati/Grand Urton GkewbakVGrand Union jr 180 USA .. 1 
ISnuff 4 Songs : 12*EI 4.56 UK Part 12, 

Artlel em—— m m*TT t?T ''fi t'j ivn p .11 

tSpedal Forces,.. 

•6poke 

Red, White and Blue tr 

Celebrated j'rEP 

150,, 

it's" 
USA 

USA 

6hredder 

No Idea 

Absotutely Zippo #15 Prtnt MlMlin I 
Anarchy - #30 1A5 USA asm 1 
Bacteflei 0< Decay #9 print 0.70 USA 2 or. 

Sucker puTch Suckerpunch no* 3.90 USA UitleREdb Bantha Fodder #2 ^prtnt iis UK 3 or. ' 
Sugartxjm Haiiway Trah tr 3.00‘‘ USA Sonfo Book of False Gods #1 Print is USA 1 or 
Target Of Demand See You h Hell |rEP i.oo" Austria SacroEgo Breakthrough Summer 1991 print 2.00 USA 4 or. 
Toasters This Gun For Hire iCass 7.70 USA Moon Dear Jesus #34 prink 2^5 USA 7 or. 
Two Thousand Dirty Sq Squat The Lot ;LP ;7;oo„ Inti none Pegglal  #< " *" ’* 1 print 045 Finland roz.”* 
Union Morblde Freely Chosen |LP 14.00 Netheriai LeTt Make 

Fkm Threat VUooOutde«3 246 USA 6 0Z. 

Unit Pride Then and Now irEP 2.00 USA Point Bianl 
Riptide #75 „ ISO USA 6 OZ. 

^Ujent FUrj^Youth Gone Urgent Fury/Youh Gone Mac? 160 USA Ptggybank 
Forced Exposure #17 print 3.10 UOA 6 OZ. 

V/A. Rex You Head IIP is.io USA Dtachord 
Konexlon Rock Konexlon Rock print 1.90 Peru 2 oz. 
Local Anesthetic #1 print 160 4 or. ;V/A Fuok Straight Edge Vol. 2 trEP 2.80 USA 

V/A No Taste |?EP 3.00 mri 
....grgn!, 
Sacro Ego 

Lookout #35 print. .75 USA 2 or 
Love A Rage Nov. 1991 print 0.60 USA 3 oz. 

r,vi>A- Sign Language jrBo 7.60^ tnri. Ailed Mareha Mareha print 3.60 Brar» 4 OZ. 
V/A . They donl get Paid They doeLp' USA MRR Moshabie #7„. 140 Denmark 4 oz. 
V/A'' Turn It Around (the album) |LP 7*r USA ? Murder Can Be Fun 1*9*92 Datehoek. print 110 USA 3 OZ. 

,V/A Very Small World . I2LP 7.80, USA Very Smal 
No Answers #10 2.00 USA 6 or. 

fH..... Welcome to 19M tlP ioT Inti MRR*. 
No Answers #9 print, 3.60 USA 6 oz. 
No Idea #5 prtnv 11*0* USA Vox!" :V/a Give Me Back jlP *4*55*** USA jEbuHtlon Plea lor Sanity #2. print 0.90 USA***"” 2 oz. 

iV/A Voice OfThe Vofcelett HP 6.30 USA Ismorgatbf Pschltt #4 print 1.45 N. Ireland 3 OZ. 
'Art ilom of Change My Minds Eye ’* *':Lp”* *:!L uk* leigiosi Puncture #22 print 145_ USA 6^oz!” 

jVolc* Of Reason Parody To The Righteous | rEP 160 USA.*Mtrtfi*E*ye Raising Heli #23 print Tiff**** England 2 OZ. 

•Young Tuks Young Turks :r 1.96 USA Rainforest 
Resistant Harmony #4 print 0.75 Australia 4 oz. 

:Zero*. Dorfl Push Me Around *LP 6.85 USA }Bomp 
Sperry. Mark 

Vag^^ 

Scar 

#23 

print 

Prinl 

7Z0 . 

06™^ 

USA 7oz. 

JOjor 



THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF SHREDDER 

PARASITES 
+EN HOMAGE AUX BEATLES (SHREDDER STI2) 7’ 

• Beatles y-1 fyfr ot *625 
KC Colt 

A* * U'- a-EP.at/^/^a ? * •* >X €gv'* U 
tttrv fcA-dHD^r y n *M&2 tow? 
r - *TSfittlwfclf * t l '5 <&**«. 

*•7- ->#a *»tf* tv'-p/cft»Ulttu:fiia<7)XH60 

-xtfi&'ntc.* y 

UflOUGlES-Huavcn 
Cell, dor Prophot gilt r»i» i« olgonon lond. Mo 
ham s« ’no LP Tor Shrodrior, Kallfomion 
rjoaocht. dlo Norddootschon. Passan aueh got zu 
Parasites X Co.. Richard Claydcmarm-lUavior- 
lntro (wit/Jgorwoise "Goiter* bclitelt) * Ulk- 
Rop-Outro (Bwwwrlundor-otylo), dezwischon die 
hcrrlichsf.cn Punk-Lova-Songs *it UK-Indie-Pop- 
Mclodlcn f> Lonionheads-Anklangon & ochr. Super! 

Parasites : ‘En hommage aux Beatles 
(EP 4 lines - Shredder - import) 
Parasites: 'Last Caress' 

[as terasMs tienr^ un ryihme d'enler ! Qua ce soil 
au niveau de leur musique ou de la cadence de 
production de vinyls. Les revpilA avec pas mojns de 
deux 45 tours d un ooup ! II faut dire que sur les six 
morceaux figurant sur ces deux disques H y a cmq 
reprises et une version dftmo d une chanson de leur 
album. Done pas trop de bouleau au point de vue 
composition... lls'agit tfabord d un EP en hommage aux 
Beanes (comma I'indique son tnre. en frangais dans le 
texte) contenant en paracutier cfexcellentes versons de 
•Love Me Too' ou encore 'Paperback Writer 

PARASITES 

In Th* World Of Shreds VOL 5 . 
(45 compilation - Shredder - import) 
Shredder Records nous avatf habitu6s a des groductions de meiileur alot que ce 45 tours compilaoon 

les trots groupes qui y figurent. c est encore ice Fan qui 
s en tire le mieux malgre les sonontds hdroiques (U2 
And co) qui 6maillent un morceau pop-rock trop 
classique qu une tin speedBe ne sauve pas. Je ne 
m attarderajs gudre sur les autres : Dryrot fat du punk 
sous d6velopp6 et il existe 3000 groupes trangais du 
meme style qui ne d6passeront jamais le stade de la 
dixi6me r6p6otion ; Krupea Peasant Farmez (et ta soeur 
?) donnent dans la meme veme en un peu plus hard¬ 
core. Bret, au total, rien de bien excitant. fj E. 

★ PARAMANIAI (SHREDDER SHRED 16» f 

• ta$*s Pa¬ 

rasites 0-a—:77.Ue.1t 
Ramones 

»atl * ♦ fc-J: < ZXM* 1 *cT)tZtfsWA*># 
KCUI6LT 

mtnijVr-botcSvoa a U7*# 

Die DROOGIES median «uf fcrar xwaken LP 
rvreh wta vof icMrwv anganehman mModl- 
tchon Emocor*. Naban don unObarhfctoaron 
DC EWIOOon. 0twM Caltlomi* und t*hr vtol 
BOXHAMSTER3 Ftalr. So wOrdon itch dlo 
BOXHAMSTERS wihrichoWtch In engtkch 
anhOren. Nach dor "Nad* - Dtekuwton urn dlo 
Band untor ondocom hlor kn Holt bakamen dlo 
Jungs In Deutschland kotnon FuO mohr aul don 
Bodon. so war man nach Vorlwil dot hlwlgon 
Labels gozwungon akh lm A us land um ZU 
sehon und talsAchflch, SHREDDER Records 
hat daa Schelbcheo verOflantfctt. was dor 
Oruppo bet uni UoUdom nlcht aw dor Mhoro 
Helen dOrito. 
Shredder Records 

WHifK|aNd Btoc]. 

tn Homage Aux Beatles' 
(Shrtder. 7’EP. 1991) 

Kat va q fpdoiaa fioukad, 
'tadvwv nou edXouv va po«d- 
^ouv oc 6\oc<. rloptd^ovrac 
to 25 %p6>na and to tcAco- 
tafo xovafpio twv Beatles 
(lav «>pavTo(oKOt 29/S/6B). a 
apeputavof nXaxatCtS4«C *u- 
xXofopotiv 4va otvyxX xpiwv 
KoptiaTtuv. fdpo oia 

oxaOdpta. Eva 6wd touq xop- 
pdTt CLovo Me Tool hoi 5o6 
navx CK&oxtC twv 1 Feel Pno* 
nai *Papetboch Writer* twv Ler»- 
non/McCortney koi Ta fTapdot- 

Ta. fitvoov th Towqtaftoxi^ 
yta to nwq 6a tnatQav « 
B«sties, av uni^pxav oi^tpa. 

Aut6 ptpaia. Ac equalvu 6n 

vtc kcu saXd ofdXosAtc wi 
Tqv otfaoxoinit xai petc dX- 
Xwotc. dnape. iqv nXdna 
toot; xdvouv xcu avapivaupt 
too xpdvou. dxav 6a TtXtwaa 
to endpevo tobuto Try; pnd- 
vtaq oTooq Shattered Faith t 

jawbreaker 
★ UNFUN (SHREDDER SH-07) LP 

#/\< • Xt‘- KOUXis* h7*y^L:J|MtTtt/wn6T 

t'jt-hJirtli&nify.'tn? * law 

3 AtfioHOsker DQ/Replacements /MZJUCflL'fclfit 
ilb-3 T >/<-W7L 
v^7X€A5fc,J:*m5l'ltiLfc^;u-y<D7^D-€« 

The World’s In Shreds" compilation singles, $2.50 each: Volume 2 with JAWBREAKER, CRIMPSHRINE, MORAL CRUX and 
A PRIORI. Volume 3 with CAPITOL PUNISHMENT and 5 more Fresno hardcore bands. Volume 4 with THE UNDEAD, STICKS and 
STONES, PARASITES and 3 more New Jersey bands. Volume 5 with ICE FAN, DRYROT, and KRUPTED PEASANT FARMERZ. Still 
in print - JAWBREAKER’S "Busy" 7", $2.15. PARASITES "Last Caress" 7" $3.00, "Paramania" 7” $2.50. SPECIAL FORCES 7” $2.50. 
Also albums by DROOGIES, and PARASITES, $6.50 each, LP or cassette. JAWBREAKER "Unfun" LP, $6.50. Checks payable to: 
Blacklist 475 Valencia St., S.F. CA 94103. Include $1.05 postage 1st pound, 430 each additional pound U.S. 4th Class. 
Fr»r =, SMRFnnFR rataloa send a SSAE to. 181 ShiDlev St., S.F. CA 94107. Distributors contact Mordam Records. 

OufiAwStyJfftiC 
Includes the "DRASTIC"ep 
Plus live tracks and 
studio out takes.$a.00 ppd 

gG ALLIN "OUTLAW SCUMFUC" T.rhtptc 

shirt w/black print. Front & 
back design. 50/5,0 Blend in sizes 
L and XL. $12.00*ppd. 

•LIVE-Carolina in My Ass 
_REPO 007-3_ 
4-Song 7- ep on colored 
vinyl.GG's 1987 (only) 
Charlotte show.$5.00 ppd. 

Supply is -UrtiTEDilti i 

__ lt»* 

7"/?£ooRD5 

f\finSEEhl/^fiHC\V])(lT R&sfhf PMsnc, epRoyrdcv/, H«fWR 

Ar*wu°i -rtlews, piuj ttra 

VP TRflcKs frorvi ''RftWSHiT'’ 
luv/oU 

‘ ’ nvvwnujn.sj {J Ctf 

Mo CHICKS oneasH’Xrm V 



BAD RELIGION 

BAD RELIGION 1980 1985 

Compact Disc Only 4E86407-2 
PENNYWISE 

LP/CD/CA #E86412 

BAD RELIGION Along the Way 

VHS Video only #E86414 
DOWN BY LAW 

LP/CD/CA #E86411 
COFFIN BREAK Crawl 

LP/CD/CA #E86413 

CHECK OUT WHAT DR. STRANGE J1k 
RECORDS HAS IN STORE FOR YOU..^ 

DSR-1 MANSON YOUTH 7" E.P. “DEATH DANCE' Recorded in '84, Hardcore out of Southern 
California, Limited 1,000. (Sold Out) 
‘Masterpiece* - Ben Is Dead 

DSR-2 THE BOLSHEVIKS r e.p. 'CABBAGE IN MIND' 5 U.K. style punk rock tunes, first 
1,000 on red vinyl. 
‘Amiable, Light-Hearted Punk* - Max. Rock n Roll 

DSR-3 RHYTHM COLLISION 7“ 'A LOOK AWAY/SHOULDVE KNOWN' Early eighties 
style punk rock from LA. 
‘A Winner That Jumps At You’ - Max. Rock n Roll 

DSR-4 MANSON YOUTH r e.p. 'GOD’S FUN CHILDREN" Their second release of intense 
hardcore. First 500 on clear vinyl. 
‘Fast, Raw, Ultra Punchy Hardcore’ - Max. Rock n Roll 

DSR-5 GUTTERMOUTH r e.p. 'PUKE' 4 song pur\Uyhardcore release out of 
Huntington Beach, CA ‘Killer E.P., Pick It Up’ - Flipside 

DSR-6 RHYTHM COLLISION 

JUST OUT! 

LP “PRESSURE" Their debut UP. which includes their 
previous 7'. First 500 on red vinyl. 
‘Catchy Punk Rock* - Ben Is Dead 

DSR-7 GUTTERMOUTH 7- E.p. 'BALLS' Their energetic follow-up to "Puke". More high 
energy punk rock. 

DSR-8 12 PACK PRETTY Y E.P. “FOULMOUTH" Debut E.P. from South Carolina. 
Melodic punk rock with strong vocals. First 500 on 
gold vinyl. 

WHOLESALE: MORDAM, P.O. Box 420988, San Francisco, CA 94142 
™^ES: «-"*<=»<* cash, or money order to: Dr. Strange Records, P.O. Box 7000-117, Alta Loma, CA 91701 USA) 

7's": $3.50 Post Paid U.S./$5.5o elsewhere. 
LP*s: $7.00 Post Paid U.S./$io.oo elsewhere. 

Send two stamps for a huge catalog of rare, new, used, limited edition, punk records, 
shirts, tapes, badges, stickers, and more from *76 to the present. 

*Watch for Guttermouth UP. and comp, picture disc UP. “A Strange Compilation' with: 
The Bolsheviks, 12 Pack Pretty, Jobbernowl, Guttermouth, Face To Face, and Rhythm Collision. 



THE MONTY PYTHON’S OF PUNK 

RICHIES 
SPRING SURPRISE 

RICHIES • SPRING SURPRISE 
LP/CD/MC 

WINTER WONDERLAND LP/CD 
FISH LICENCE 7” 

WE BITE AMERICA, INC. 

distributed by 

ROTZ RECORDS 
17, NORTH ELIZABETH ST. 

CHICAGO, IL 60607 

write for free catalogue! 

ROCKIN’ HARDCORE! 

NEGA2UUM 
m 

NEGAZIONE * 100% 
LP/CD/MC 

LITTLE DREAMER LP/CD/PD 
SEMPRE IN BILICO 7” 

BEHIND THE DOOR MLP/CD (CD with 7”) 
THE EARLY DAYS-WILD BUNCH LP/CD 

WE BITE AMERICA, INC. 

distributed by 

ROTZ RECORDS * 17, NORTH ELIZABETH ST. * CHICAGO, IL 60607 

write for free catalogue! 



T 

Thank Heaven For Little Girls 
LP/CD/Cass 

Lucky Tonight 
3-song 7" 45 

Still Available: 

Blood, Guts & Pussy 
LP/CD/Cass 

Thrash-Trash-Rock ’n Roll 
More brutal tilth pop speed rock 
trom the world's sickest band. 

Look for the Dwarves on tour - 
banned at a club near you! 

For a free catalog write Sub Pop: 

PO Box 20645, Seattle, WA 98102 

CD/Cass distributed exclusively by Caroline 

lo*! d 16(*0*3 loco€d£ JA ££Voluc?jatA 

BIG DRILL CAR SKIN YARD 
"BATCH" 
B|G DRILL CAR is a muscle 
machine zoomin head-on into 
a hairpin turn. On their third 
release. BATCH, this So Cal 

r”™* quartet spinout hard hooks and 
Hf ■ wp bone breakin beats. BIG DRILL 

Wm. CAR slams, screeches and 
cranks on every cylinder with a 

lean mix of pop and rock that explodes on contact. Frank 
Daly s voice snarls atop the shattering rhythms pummeled 
out by Bob Thomson (bass) and Danny Marcroft (drums) 
while Mark Arnold's guitaroverdrive heads for a land speed 
record. Produced by Bill Stevenson and Stephen Egerton of 
ALL. CRZ 018 (LP/CA/CD). ALSO AVAILABLE: 
ALBUM/TAPE/CD TYPE THING (LP/CA/CD) CRZ 008; SMALL 
BLOCK (EP/CA EP/CD EP) CRZ 014: "Surrender/Getaway" 
(Split 7" SNGL w/ CHEMICAL PEOPLE) CRZ 701. 

"1000 SMILING KNUCKLES" 
SKIN YARD gushes a nasty, 
volcanic lava that pumps your 
pole of muscle. On their new 
LP, 1000 SMILING KNUCKI FS 
shards of guitars thrust across 
a murderous bass and drum 
grind drenched in blood, 
sweat and screams, pound 

after pound. Ben s strapping throat lurks and suddenly 
erupts on each of these ten new psychopowered SKIN 
YARD songs. 1000 SMILING KNUCKLES titillates the torso 
and crunches the cranium with raw psychopower. 
Produced by Jack Endino. CRZ 017 (LP/CA/CD). ALSO 
AVAILABLE: FIST SIZED CHUNKS (LP/CA/CD) CRZ 009 
"The Bulldog Single" (10" SNGL) CRZ702 

•SEE SKIN YARD ON TOUR THIS FALL* 

TONYALL 
"NEW GIRL, OLD STORY" 

TONY 

NEW GIRL, OLD STORY j 

NEW GIRL. OLD STORY is a 
new album of tunes played 
by some old friends. Tony 
Lombardo, the original 
bass dude from the 
DESCENDENTS, is the Tony 
in TONYALL. Tony's friends 
(Bill Stevenson, Karl Alvarez, 

Stephen Egerton and Scott Reynolds of ALL) are the 
ALL part of TONYALL. ALL back up TONY on these 
twelve indelibly stamped Tony type tunes that he wrote 
over the past decade. Tony shares the vocals with 
Scott and Karl on this collection of songs about girls 
not doin' what you'd think they'd be doin' and doin' 
what you wouldn't think they'd be doin'. CRZ 016 
(LP/CA/CD). 

- NWa cJl^cTO^ IOC?aQ = 

S«G„ CRZ £l7lS sSS SKS " I*' “ 

SSSIK — mwiKm -mm, „ mu- no 

ra Qnnn? ii qPaCA*$ah0: 5° $12iS° ?rders ,r°m 3,1 countries, except Europe, make check or money order payable in U.S. funds to: CRUZ Records PO Box 7756 Lona Beach 
AH rffn7 nrripfc haiio^L*77? Wlh,n Euhrope Pe*a^f,o f nterilatl0nal money order or cash PaYable in US. funds to: CRUZ Records. P.O. Box 2AE London UK W1A2AE * 
All C O D. orders have a $3.75 service charge. * VISA, MasterCard and C O D. call CRUZ mail order (213) 430-2183. * Write for a free catalog 

CRUZ US: P.O. Box 7756, 
Long Beach, CA 90807 

CRUZ CRUZ UK: P.O. Box 2AE, 
London. U.K. W1 A 2AE 



weak?...NOT! 

AUn Available: 
CAPITAUST CASUALTIES - “The Art OS Ballistics” 8 song e.p. 

“BlUleeeaauuurrrrggghhhh-The Record” • 41 band, 64 song cornpda 
PINK TURDS IN SPACE / CHARRED REMAINS - 8 song split e.] 

STIKKY • “Cuddle” 9 song e.p. 
NO COMMENT - “Common Senseless” 9 song e.p. 

$4 - CANADA OR OVERSEAS SURFACE HAIL 

$6 • OVERSEAS AIRMAIL 

EXCLUSIVE (LA. DEE DA) DISTRIBUTION! BY 
REVOLVER 

i* 

CHICANOCHRIST-7" 
BZRKER-7” 

ONE STEP AHEAD-7" 
OFFSPRING-7" 

INTENT TO INJURE-7” 
HUNGER FARM LP,CASS,CD 

_ PITBULL LP,CD 
- ONE STEP AHEAD CD INCLUDES 

BOTH RELEASES PLUS UNRELEASED SONG 
OUR BAND SUCKS EP,CD 

ah 7> am PMJU1 UPS AND CASS ARE SS PPD ALL CDS ARE (12 PPD 

EXCEPT OUR BAND SUCKS WHICH IS IP *7,CD ;••• 1°S^Sw»5D?i?^JSL 
RECORDS AND POSTAGE OR WE DON’T SHIP.BUY ALL FIVE 7 OR ALL THREE 

IPS AND GET A LIMITED EDTION NEMESIS NO JUSTICE T-SHIRT 
CASH OR MONEY ORDER TO ZED RECOWS 

__ BLVD. LONG BEACH CA. 90816 U.S.A. THANX TO EVERYONE FOR 
THEIR SUPPORT. 

NEW 7" SOON BY CHORUS AND SMILE. TRUE LOVE NEVERS DIES BUT ONE 
DAT WE will , LIVE YOUR LffE TO THE FULLEST, F.H.AND S.B. SEVER 



Records & Stuff We Sell: 
61. JAWBOX 2 song 7" ® 
62. NATION OF ULYSSES 3 song 7 ® 

60. FUGAZI ‘Steady Diet of Nothing’1* © 
59. HOLY ROLLERS ‘Fabuley’ & ‘As Is’ CD © 
58. HOLY ROLLERS ‘Fabuley' © 
57. NATION OF ULYSSES ' 13-Point Program't* (£) 
56. HIGH-BACK CHAIRS ‘Of Two Minds’t* © 
55. SHUDDER TO THINK No. 54 & Ten Spot’ (^) 
54. SHUDDER TO THINKw,^ t © 
53. DAG NASTY ‘Can I Say’ & ‘Wig Out at Denko's’ CD (D 
52. JAWBOX ‘Grippe’1* © 
51. SOULSIDE Combines 2 LP.S and 7" © 
50. SKEWBALD/GRAND UNION ® 
49. GRAY MATTER cd <« & taka it Back’) © 

16. RITES OF SPRING cd/lp/cs1* © 
t Also available as cassette *Available as CD, price code ® 

Price Guide, including postage, in U.S. $: 

U.S.A. SURFACE 
& CANADA Airmail 

® 7" 3.00 4.00 6.00 
© 12" EP 6.00 8.00 11.00 
© LP 7.00 9.00 12.00 
© CD 8.00 9.00 11.00 
© MaxiCD 10.00 11.00 13.00 

Please note our 
new prices. 
They are higher. 

Please send us a 
stamp for a full 
list of records. 

3819 BEECHER ST. NW, WASH., D.C. 20007 

< .. wv% <C ' 'S sv .-Ayi-Axiv: 
S - - „ , £- - -*.<• --'5; 

DUTCH COURAGE BM 
MORE THAN 40 MINUTES OF POWER HARDCORE 

TOOR >91 IN HOLLAND » CD HAS 4 SONUSSONQS 

MAKE IT STOP lp/cd 
THEIR FIRST LP WAS A CLASSIC ~ THIS ONE IS 

PRODUCED BY PAUL MAHERN . 

jglffit,,,. 
- vmMmmmmm. wm 
2ND LP FROM THIS BOSTON BAND AROUND VIC 
^«52?Sl"JHl?25f5HJ<,un « spring '92 r 
CONTACT GOLIATH PHONE / FAX * * 40 382674 

K articlesof faith 
CN -com-CO +3BONUSSONOS 

^ BLACK MARKET BABY 

! FAX + 40 783&8S 
REEPERBAHN 63 * S~ 2000 HAMBURG 36 

CDCQNTAINS BOTH LP'S 

«*4 BLACK MARKET BABY I  

mmm| "BABY ONBOARD "LP 

p;' Ireflex FRQilMB 

co * BLACK AND WHITE 7" 

JONES VERY 7" 



Dear MRR, 
I think your new section for women to 

expresstheirfeelings on sexism inthe scene 
can be a very productive step towards equal¬ 
ity. That is as long as people try to resolve 
the sexism problem and try to understand 
what causes guys to act so prejudiced to¬ 
wards girls. I think guys might challenge its 
purpose, arguing tnat for women to nave 
their own column is putting women’s feel¬ 
ings and frustrations ahead of guys needs. 

I feel that some guys might think in 
sexist ways because they could have met 
girls that were only in the scene to meet 
guys. I hopethatthroughthe newcolumn we 
can show guys that we can have strong 
opinions and beliefs on the very same is¬ 
sues they do. Let’s hope guys will share their 
insights with us and state what they think of 
sexism. All guys are not sexist, many guys 
are great and support women in the scene, 
just as they would a man. 
Tina Spafford/ 1957 Belvedere Cr./ Corn¬ 
wall, Ontario/ Canada 

Bands Who’d Like to Tour Europe: 
Myke and Chris of Sons of Ishmael 

here. We’ve just returned from a triumphant 
second tour of Europe and would like to 
share some tour stories. 

Our tour was organized by Ute Fues- 
gen of Berlin, who operates under the mon¬ 
iker MAD Productions. Long before we left 
for Europe, Ute assured us that for the 
duration of the tour we’d be supplied with a 
van and driver, and equipment, all at a cost 
of DM50 per day. 

Upon arriving at Schiphol Airport in 
Amsterdam, our driver was nowhere to be 
found. We were a little disappointed at being 
informed, upon his arrival the next day, that 
we would be paying DM150—and not 
DM50— per day for his services and his van. 
We were a little more disappointed to learn 
that we already owed him DM300 for driving 
to Amsterdam from Bologna. And we were 
disappointed even further still when we were 
able to discern that neither drums nor ampli¬ 
fiers were among the contents of his van. 

Anyway, we met up with Ultraman at 
our first show and were more than a little 
disappointed to find out then that we’d be 
playing on a bill/sharingthe pay with themfor 
most of the next three weeks. But it must be 
said, we were no more disappointed to learn 
this than were Ultraman, who, like Sons of 
Ishmael, had been told by Ute that they’d be 
touring alone. 

Still, it was a blessing to hook up with 
them, because they had some of the equip¬ 
ment Ute had promised us. (They even had 
some of the equipment Ute had promised 
THEM, but not all of it, of course.) And, as it 
turned out, money during those three weeks 
was not much of a concern; fifty percent of 
nothing, after all, is almost the same as one- 
hundred percent of nothing. (Read: there 
were a few “cancellations”....) 

We needed the time off anyway. After 
all, we did have to find a rental van to replace 
the one we began the tour with, as our driver 
deserted us nine days into the tour in order 
to fulfill prior commitments. 

During our down time though, we did 

manage to weasel our way onto some other 
bands^bills. In Benidorm, Spainforexample, 
a band from Montana called Songs of Ismael 
were scheduled to perform. When they didn’t 
show, we were allowed to play instead. (I’m 
sure we were a much better band than this 
Songs of Ismael combo would have been, 
anyway; WE have a press kit, after all. Too 
bad that aside from Ute, who was sent 
copies to distribute, no one ever got to read 
it.) 

Given the sorry tale to this point, we 
are sure you can understand why we were 
hardly phased when, upon phoning the 
Hafenstrasse in Hamburg on the day of our 
(supposed) gig there, the conversation went 
something like this? 
Chris: Hi, it’s Chris from Sons of Ishmael. 
Steina: Hey, you guys played a great show 
here last year! What do you want? 
Chris: Uh. I’m just phoning to find out what 
time sound check is tonight. 
Steina: Sound check? You’re not playing 
here tonight.. 
Chris: But it’s on our itinerary. 
Steina: Well, this Ute woman did call a 
couple of months ago about setting up a 
show for you, but we haven’t heard from her 
since, so.... 

By this point we would have been 
disappointed had it gone any other way. 

Sons of Ishmael doesn’t like Ute of 
MAD Productions. And we’d be willing to bet 
you won’t like her either if you ever have 
dealings with her. So don’t deal with her. If, 
however, you choose to ignore this advice 
and happen to find yourself in Ute’s office at 
some point, please liberate the Sons of 
Ishmael T-shirt artwork that sits UNUSED 
on her desk, and send it back to us. 

Sons of Ishmael/1998-B Yonge Street/ 
Toronto, Ont/ M4S IZ7/ Canada.... Tel#: 
(416) 481-5486 or (416) 485-2589. (Sorry, 
we can’t return any long distance calls if we 
are not here when you call, so please try 
again). 

P.S. Thanks to the many who did ex¬ 
cellent work for us in Europe. 

Dearest MRR & Readers, 
My name is Rich and I put out a fanzine 

that some of you may have heard about 
(Vicious Vinyl). My focus is to rate and review 
bootleg records and I do this with the help of 
my associate, Sinclair, who handles the mail, 
letters and things of that nature. 

Anyway, the purpose of this letter is to 
explain the aesthetics/”politics” of Vicious 
Vinyl. 

#1) The price; recently I completed 
issue #2 of my ‘zine and sent it out for review 
with a cover price of $2.50. This is something 
that I thought about for awhile considering 
that, for example, MRR, you get over 30 
pages for a price of $2.00 and with mine, in 
all honesty, you get about half that amount 
for more. However, I realized that thiis was a 
necessary evil considering that 70 to 80% of 
the boots that I cover I pay for with the money 
out of my own pocket. With boot 7”s having 
a starting price of $5.00 and LP’s $10, It gets 
pretty expensive really fast. I feel that $2.50 
isn’t too much to pay when the purpose of 
Vicious Vinyl\s to shed light on bootlegs that 

either do or don’t deserve the money the 
collectors put out for them. I hope to save 
some people money and provide exposure 
to bootleggers who put genuine effort into 
their product... 

#2) Originality; It is not a new idea to 
put out a publication that deals with unautho¬ 
rized records. Hotwacks press has been 
doing it for years and Rock n Roll Disc puts 
out special issues on such recordings but 
they mainly cover stuff by The Beatles, Jethro 
Tull, Prince, etc. Lame alternative/punk/un¬ 
derground music is bootlegged and I feel 
that it should be reviewed and documented 
for current and future reference. It also helps 
when researching the discography of a par¬ 
ticular group. So far I have not seen or heard 
of any fanzine or publication that devotes its 
pages entirely to covering boots that fall into 
the punk category. 

#3) Vicious Vinyl is anti-censorship. 
Whether it’s Skrewdriver or Public Enemy, I 
review the bootleg and not the politics of the 
band. However, Pm not going to waste my 
time promoting the ideology of either group, 
that’s for other fanzines, not mine. 

Lastly, bootleggers, send your product 
to me for review, rm currently working on 
issue #3 and I would like more material to 
work with, for this issue and future ones as 
well. Thanks... 
Vicious Vinyl c/o Rich/ 4739 University Way 
N.E, #1410/ Seattle,WA 98105 

Hey all you crazy fuckin’ punks, dig you now 
this: 

The opposition to producing punk rock 
and other forms of musical resistance on 
compact disc format is usually founded in 
fear of technology. Please keep in mind that 
fear stems from ignorance, like the kind of 
church-lady mentality that wants to censor 
our music. Punks have surprisingly rejected 
the idea of the punk CD when it should be 
embraced. 

First, CDs are not environmentally 
harmful. There is a giant misconception that 
CDs are plastic, and therefore a symbol of 
phoniness, America, etc., butthis is nottrue. 
the CD itself is aluminum. That’s right, alu¬ 
minum, you know, that stuff that is recycled. 
And the book inside, that’s paper, recyclable 
as well. The case protecting these things is 
plastic., .but so what? Plastic can be recycled 
too. The only kind of machinery used on CD 
production is a laser (harmless light) which 
writes little numbers and computercharacter 
strings on the surface of the metal, much like 
the printing of a book. 

Secondly, and most importantly, CDs 
are actually anti-establishmentary. Aha, 
pricked up your ears there, didn’t I you punk? 
Howthe hell are CDs anti-establishmentary? 
Lots of reasons. In this country, you are 
expected to consume. You’re supposed to 
buy, buy, buy, and when whatever you bought 
is broken, ruined, or you’re sick of it, you 
throw it away and get more. This is the 
simple system of capitalism. CDs work 
against this. CDs do not break unless you 
run over them with a car or pierce them like 
your nipples. They are not subject to 
scratches and skips due to a small drop on 
the floor (like records), and they are never 



victims of “sound fallout” like cassettes 
become after repeated playing. Fuck the 
businessman’s wet dream of self-destructive 
consumerism; I’m going to get my music on 
a permanent format. All you recyclers out 
there ought to be into this, because this 
means no wasted music. No more broken 
records, no more cassettes where the tape 
mysteriously unravels, no more depreciation 
in sound quality. And if you get sick of a disc 
you have, you can sell it at a used disc shop 
just like you do with old records...except 
there’s a greater incentive to buy and reuse 
those CDs because you know it is going to 
sound as good as if it was new. 

Most importantly, putting punk on CD 
is a way of preserving our music. In the 
future, when Crass records has shut down, 
disc owners won’t have to worry if someone’s 
going to sit on their “Feeding of the 5000” 
and break it, never to see another one. More 
than likely, disc owners will be making 
hundreds of copies of these CDs for people 
who chose a temporary format and have 
watched it destroy itself. I do not understand 
why a person would buy a record or tape that 
erases itself every time it is used instead of 
a disc that will not fail them. (That does 
happen, you know...record needles work by Sing the sound from the record grooves, 

cassette heads wipe the sound from the 
magnetic surface every time the cassette is 
played!) So why not buy compact discs? 
Price? Aha!!! 

CD prices do not have to be higher 
than records. It costs no more to provide the 
resources and create the CD than pressing 
a record or dubbing a cassette. That is why 
Crass can import their discs from France 
and the UK to the USA and still only charge 
8 dollars. Hell, Dischord gives you every 
damn Minor Threat song for only 8 bucks 
too. What punk needs is less co-operation 
with capitalist America. We do not need 
labels charging 14-15 dollars for a disc that 
only cost 3 to produce. Every label that 
charges that much money for a disc is full of 
shit. The Necracedia/S.F.A. disc is a perfect 
example of a cool thing. You get two full 
albums from two bands for only ten dollars, 
and that baby is going to last you forever! 
Because you get two bands, that’s double 
the potential interest in the punk “scene”, 
much like a split LP. Except with the disc; 
you’re going to get better sound and more 
minutes of music. All you so called “punk” 
labels who charge over twelve bucks for a 
thirty minute CD can fuck off and join the 
ranks of corporate music America with the 
likes of Columbia and Warner Bros. You’re 
doing yourself a disservice as well as the 
underground community by stifling interest 
in the music. 

Also, I'd like to agree with Larry about 
the UPC thing. Although not a device of 
Satan, I don’t like the idea of “having” to put 
anything on my disc covers. UPCs are ugly, 
and they serve no purpose in punk music. 
Most punk record shops don’t have laser 
scanners; therefore U PC symbols don’t play 
a part in punk rock. I congratulate Larry for 
not putting them on his records. Even if he 
does decide to later, at least he said “fuck 
off” to the demands of chain store America 
and put up a bit of a fight, ya know? 

Anyway, I hope anyone opposed to 

disc-making has thought about it a little...just 
so it is understood that CDs are not a threat 
to punk music in the least. This was not an 
argument to abandon production of vinyl 
and tapes as opposed to discs...I just want 
some thinking to go on. Also, how about a 
little inner-scene pressure to lower rip-off 
disc prices? This ain’t supposed to be no 
money grubbing gig, you shifty bastards! 
Joe Mama Shirley 

P.S. Kudos to all the labels re-issuing 
classic punkon disc (long lost 7" and B-sides 
especially). This combats the record trader 
mentality. Look, when I want to hear the 
Misfits’ Cough Cool”, I just want to hear the 
music. I don’t give a shit about whether this 
record is a test pressing, third edition, or has 
Danzig’s coffee stains on it. Labels, please 
reissue your music so we can sing happily 
into the sunset instead of standing around 
hoping we can find a cheap copy of a rare 
record someday. We like our music, we want 
our music back from the collectors. Why 
haven’t these discs been made yet: X-Ray 
Spex (germ free adolescents), Fear (the 
record), Germs (gi), Subhumans (all of 'em), 
the Misfits’ (as-yet-unreleased things...like 
“Last Caress” for example?) As if no one 
wants them... 

Dear MRR and Readers, 
Firstly, sorry to all who’ve written to 

2403 Collingwood Blvd., Toledo, OH 43620 
for info on the band Anti-95 or ordering Fun 
With Dad and Necro fanzines! As usual, 
nothing ever goes right when you’re a punk 
rocker and I haven’t gotten any mail at my 
new address yet (I wonder if I ever will, thank 
you US Postal Service). I suppose there 
may be mail back at my old place, but my old 
flat mates haven’t let me know so what can 
I do? 

Anyway, the new address for Fun With 
Dad, Necro, and Anti-95 is: 1648 West Ha- 
zlehurst, Ferndale, Ml 48220. So if you’ve 
tried to order zines or just tried getting in 
touch, I’m really sorry and I’m not an arrogant 
asshole who doesn't answer mail, I just got 
blitzed by the system again! 

Drop us aline here and everyone try to 
stay in touch! Thanks and my apologies 
again, Brian, 1648 W. Hazelhurst, Ferndale, 
Ml 48220 - or feel free to call about the mix- 
up and save yer stamps: (313)399-1614. 

P.S. Fun With Dad may be retiring so 
that I can can fully swing into the production 
of Detroit’s newest (only?) peace-punk an- 
archo- zine, Dehumanization. Issue one is 
currently under way and we are taking all 
contributions so hop to it! Love, Bri. 

Dear MRR Friends, Hi! 
Just two minor corrections from issue 

#103. One: my letter about the hardcore 
show /Karate tournament I attended had a 
couple typos (not mine, I checked my copy of 
it), but I’m not complaining. I just want to 
clarify one sentence. What was printed was: 
“Yeah, these few wanna-be ‘black Inner city 
MTV Raps) pumped high on testosterone 
and adrenalin wanted to fuck my candy ass 
up.” What it should have said was: “Yeah, 
these few wanna-be ‘black inner city youths’ 
(see: Yo! MTV Raps) pumped high on 
testosterone...” 

Two: In the New Jersey scene report 

mm 
from #103 the wrong address is listed for 
THE ORGASMIC TOILET BAND and MAT¬ 
TER OF FACT. Both bands and myself can 
be reached at: Joseph A. Gervasi/142 Frank- 
ford Ave./ Blackwood/ NJ 08012. Thanks! 

Dear MRR and Readers, 
This letter is in reference to the TVTV$ 

interview in MRR #103. In the opening inter¬ 
lude of this interview, there were several, if 
not all, falsehoods. First off, I (Bob Pigment) 
did not conduct any part of this interview, f 
did do a totally different interview with Blaze 
and Nick when they were in the band Heater- 
head, for a different fanzine. 

As for the Echo Park story, me, El- 
wood, three of four TVTV$ and two of three 
Pop Defects were drinking beers by the lake, 
with no interview intentions in mind whatso¬ 
ever, when Damion starts trying to piss on 
everybody. Then I pushed him in the lake 
and everyone calls me a dick and leaves. 
But me and Elwood drove anyway, my car 
was parked about 100 yards away. 

The Sunset Strip story was also taint¬ 
ed. It was all fairly true except we were 
plastering Harleys with Heaterhead stickers 
not TVTV$ stickers. This happened before 
the TVTV$ existed. Then the two hippy guys 
caught and kicked Blaze’s ass, not mine. I 
had a tape recorder with me, but we were 
interviewing street people, not any band. 

Lastly, I’m not a vegetarian, I've never 
seen the TVTV$ at Raji’s, and Elwood didn’t 
take those photos, Gus Flipside did. Thanks 
forthe space and corrections, Bob Pigment. 

To Max readers: 
Mainly I have two points of interest for 

everyone out there. And guess what folks 
I’m not gonna slag anyone at all. First off is 
governmental and has to do with the U.$. 
Postal Services. If you all will now open your 
trusted dictionary to the word frank. You’ll 
see that frank means A) to put a offical mark 
on (a piece of mail) so that it can be sent free 

to place a stamp or mark on (a piece of mail) 
to show the payment of postage. As you can 
see from the meaning of the word frank most 
U.$. citizens have wasted money on postage 
for something that is clearly free. Now from 
what I understand is that you just write the 
word frank in the place wnere the postage 
stamp used to go and drop it into the box. 
But I’m sure I don’t have all the information 
on this so maybe someone can do a followup 
on this and inform us all as to the weight of 
package or letter, distance it can be sent 
free, within the U.$. only or if overseas mail 
is allowed ect. Maybe some with the re- 
sourses can tackle this for us. My next 
article of interest is on the Hare Krishnas. Is 
everyone still concerned about them? I’m 
presently reading a bookthat should interest 
all out there who are wary of the Krishnas. 
This book is by John Hubner and Linsey 
Gruson called Murder, Madness and the 
Hare Krishnas Monkey on a Stick”. From the 
back cover of the paperback edition - Child 
abuse* sadistic torture, white slavery, drug 
dealing, arson, arms running and even whole¬ 
sale murder. These are some of the 
unspeakable atrocities committed by the 
Hare Krishna movement in the name of 
religion! For ten years their songs of peace 



mm 
and love veiled a massive crime spree funded 
by extortion, embezzlement, andfraudulently 
solicited contributions. This is the spine- 
chilling account of the Hare Krishnas, with 
devotees in the thousands, profits in the 
millions, and leaders battling for the control 
of a gold domed empire... Now doesn’t this 
sound interesting to you. Information and 
knowledge is indeed power. That’s all folks. 
Before I go I’m looking for people that can 
keep me on my toes as far as what’s 
happening in your area. Plus it would be nice 
to nave a few more people to call a friend. 
Please write: David John Pudney #91-A- 
4797/ Box 338/ Napanoch, NY 12458 

MRR Readers, 
I’m a film student at Rhode Island 

School of Design in Providence, Rl and I’m 
interested in doing a 16mm-synch sound 
documentary next semester on the HC 
scene. What will be the focus of the film is 
undetermined yet, however seeing as how 
I’m from CT, it will most likely concern shows 
and bands within the CT, Rl, and M A vicinity. 
Anyway - I’d like to hear from bands within 
the area and also bands who are planning to 
tour through the area from February to May 
that would be interested in being included in 
the film. I’d also like to hear from other 
filmmakers involved in the HC scene. It 
would not only be nice to get feedback, but 
to possibly be able to collaborate with other 
filmmakers in my area, especially those in 
the NYC vicinity. I grew up in CT near the Rl 
border so I’m more familiar with CT, Provi¬ 
dence, and Boston not NYC. That’s it.... I’m 
just in the planning and thinking stages so 
any suggestions from anyone would be great. 
Thanks. 
Lynn Robinson/RISD/ PO Box 1034/ 2 Col¬ 
lege St./ Providence, Rl 02903 

A public service message to all MRR read¬ 
ers 

The band ZERO TOLERANCE adver¬ 
tises in Maximum RocknRoll. We have zero 
tolerance for $5.50 cassingles! We have 
zero tolerance for $10 shirts! We have zero 
tolerance for racist fuckers who listen to 
Skrewdriver and wear S.O.D. shirts! 

Fuck their racist profiteering bullshit! 
Don’t buy their shit. Don’t support them in 
any way. Thank you. 
Love, Todd & Alex Anok. 

Dear MRR: 
Yes, it’s yet another letter about every¬ 

body’s favorite money hungry “punk” rock 
band “Libido Boyz.” Tnis one’s written after 
the release of their brand new album“Opgu.” 
The album’s out, my verdict’s in. 

Why I even boughtthis record I’ll never 
understand. I would like to try my best to 
warn others against doing the same. The 
phrases “sell out,” “poseur,” “boring” and 
“conformist” would all be understatements 
to use while describing this record. 

Isn’t it bad enough that they’re distrib¬ 
uted by a major label (Metal blade, Red 
Decibel, Warner Bros.)? Did “Libido Boyz” 
really have to mold their music into an untal- 
ented mixture of “Jane’s Addiction” and “Nir¬ 
vana?” Did Billy Bisson think his new “Elmer 
Fudd” sounding voice would impress the 
corporate giants and help gain all the major 

label ‘Ians?” Didn’t anyone have the nerve 
to tell him he didn’t have a voice for melodic 
songs like “Ghia?” 

I’m amazed that the same band re¬ 
sponsible for the excellent punk on the album 
“Hiding Away” made the boring, melodic shit 
contained on “Opgu.” I guess I should have 
expected it. 

“Libido Boyz” have lost what little in¬ 
tegrity they had left when they signed onto 
“Metal Blade” records. I can’t believe they 
still had the nerve to include “Mr. 
Greenthumb” on their new release. 

The “Libido Boyz” had a lot going for 
them. They had a very large underground 
following. They managed to get good re¬ 
views in most fanzines. Best of all they had 
some interesting, energetic, fun and fuzzy 
punk rock music. Now it seems being well 
know in the underground is not good enough 
for them. 

It didn’t even come as a shock to me 
that they will make, have made, a nice little 
video for MTV. It also didn’t surprise me that 
theirfirst single is the melodic, typical (boring 
piece of shit) “happy” song “Godzilla.” It 
doesn’t seem at all like it sounded to me 
during their concert... hmm. 

I feel punk is more than just the way a 
band plays music. It’s a way of expressing 
feelings and emotions that an individual or 
band believes in. Punk should not conform 
to a major label for money and fame. 

What a joke it was to see Chad Sabin 
write in trying to defend his group. If you’re 
joing to conform to society and not “live life 
or what you believe” why don’t you guit 

reading MRR and pretending you’re still part 
of the underground. I know I don’t want you 
here anymore and I think the majority of 
MRR readers would agree. I’m sorry to say 
this Chad, but the only shit anyone needs to 
sift through is yours and the rest of your little 
money hungry band. 

I would have liked to end this letter with 
an alternative version of the “Libido Boyz” 
song “Mr. Greenthumb.” Altered to describe 
the band’s willingness to sell out for money 
and fame. I chose not to because I’d prob¬ 
ably be taken to court for copyright infringe¬ 
ment. I’m sure nothing is past “Libido Boyz” 
when it comes to lining their pockets. 

Good bands like “Cringer,” “SNFU,” 
“Downside” and “Christ on a Crutch” are 
mentioned in the “Libido Boyz” thank you 
section. Just because “Libido Boyz” are 
drowning in a pool of cash I wish they wouldn’t 
drag others down with them. 

If bands like “Libido Boyz” succeed 
how long will it be before punk is just another 
commercialized form of music? The thought 
of “Billboard Magazine’s” top 10 records 
being full of boring bubble gum punk like 
“Libido Boyz” makes me sick. 
Alex Sandell/ 8950 Goodrich Rd./ Blooming¬ 
ton MN 55437 

Dear MRR, 
Hey what’s with MRR and the ABC 

crowd? Pm sick and tired of hearing about 
BORN AGAINST, RORSCHACH, ECONO- 
CHRIST, CITIZENS ARREST etc. and their 
stupid opinions. These guys don’t have that 
much to say...gay politics aside, this con¬ 
stant self congradulatory, backslapping is 
getting truly nauseating. OK what they do for 

the NY scene is good but, it seems that they 
always have to be hvping themselves. 

First of all ABC is a very small place 
(out of state bands take note) it maybe holds 
50 people downstairs (which is no bigger 
than my granny’s basement, watch your 
step) wnere the bands play, and 75 people 
upstairs (pray the floor doesn’t cave in). As 
good as this may be., it’s pretty pathetic that 
this is the best our/NY scene can do. These 
guys should learn a little humility and inform 
people more often about the ridiculous state 
the NY scene is in. The bands I’ve named 
above play too often and are always booking 
themselves with any decent band that plays 
ABC. For instance, take a band like CITIZEN 
FISH, they should have merited a lot more 
space than the 2 or a inches in the bottom 
right hand corner of the flyer put out by ABC, 
while BORN AGAINST got a big giant head¬ 
line. I went to see CITIZEN FISH but if I 
hadn’t looked carefully at the flyer I wouldn’t 
have even known they were playing. A band 
like CITIZEN FISH has a potential for a good 
turnout (that’s why you’ll find an ABC house 
band playing that day), but for unknown 
bands turnouts are pretty small.. Yeah, so 
what, you say, at least its a place to play, 
right?..with a minimum of connections to get 
in, right?... it is NY, riaht?.Maybe I should 
quit bitchin, right WRONG. 

As a show goer I can see NY and L.l. 
need more venues for bands to play, I’m not 
talking about shit places to play like the 
Marquee or the Ritz, but a homegrown place 
run by scene orientated people. If ABC was 
serious they wou Id encourage friendly coop-, 
eration and work with people in NY and L.l. 
Who? Well on L.l. SBH (SOUND BITE 
HOUSE) produced a series of excellent 
shows at Stony Brook University, shows that 
were attended by.200-300 people, why not 
work with them? Or how about that little 
dump called Carol’s Place that was trying 
some hardcore shows (although who knows 
if it’s still there) I’m sure there’s others; if I 
could think of a few, surely the ABC crowd 
could locate some interested parties to ex¬ 
pand the HC/Punk scene. ABC shouldn’t 
see itself as having a monopoly on the HC/ 
Punk scene in NY, with MRR being its 
publicity tool. 

Either MRR has seriously lost touch 
with reality (or is getting totally burnt out) 
when it allows itself to be used this way by 
bands. Maybe MRR should lighten up and 
take a look at what’s going on. You panderto 
the ABC bands constantly. Why not give 
unkown bands a break, more often (free ads 
for newcomers?, maybe, you figure out the 
details but get back to being creative MRR). 
It’s a sad day for all NY bands when one 
clique can exert such strong influence on 
MRR, (to the detriment of thelarger picture). 
What NY and LI need are more people, 
venues and bands willing to work together, 
without the egos and not just to hype them¬ 
selves. If ABC’s the best NY can do, I’m 
moving to Minnssota! 
Joe Harrington/ 39-50 52nd St #5D/Wood- 
side, NY 11377 

Dear Joe, 
I can't answer all your questions or 

accusations, but it's my best guess that the 
ABC people are just doing their job well, and 



that's why they've gained such noteriety. 
They don't really go around telling us to 
exclude others, and we don't. But if we don't 
get other intelligent reports, we obviously 
can't pass them on. 

While doing Gilman St, we often got 
accused of doing the same, and even MHR 
gets criticized for being monopolist, but those 
charges are pretty spurious, and I refuse to 
accept such claims if we are doing our job 
well and others aren't. 

Joe, yes, obviously the scene(s) would 
be more healthy if more alternatives to cor¬ 
porate clubs existed, but being a veteran of 
many such enterprises, I can attest to how 
draining it is to just try to keep one of them 
afloat. To somehow find the extra energy to 
connect with other clubs is almost asking too 
much. And as far as the same bands playing 
too often, I suspect that has to do with the 
fact that members of those bands tend to put 
in a lot of time into ABC. That seems fair to 
me. Tim 

Goodman: 221 -8826, Henig Furs: 521 -2037, 
D Cohn: 2 TAN FUR. All of those numbers 
start with 1 -800. Tendler and Erwin Goodman 
have answering machines at night, so fill 
them up! If you harass them, which is the 
best thing to do, call from a pay phone (it’s 
toll free). The first thirty seconds on the line 
costs them a dollar. So stay on, pretending 
to be a customer, and then tell them what 
you really think! Or call over and over again, 
hanging up every time. 

Do it as often as possible, and they will 
be forced to cancel their numbers like so 
many fur stores already have. Pass these 
numbers on to everyone you know. Pay 
phones are everywhere, and best of all it’s 
fun. If everyone who reads this starts doing 
it over the next few weeks, we can ruin the 
run-up to Christmas - then keep it up right 
afterwards, when their sales are at the lowest 
point of the year and they are most vulnera¬ 
ble. 
Direct action is even better, Sab Hunt 

MRR, 
We here in Athens, G A have a problem 

with the local “scene”. For some reason, no 
real punk bands ever come through. There 
are quite a few clubs to accommodate, yet 
mostly garbage has played here. As for 
myself, I hate REM and the whole hippy- 
beatnik scene. 

To add on to my reasons to hate this 
scene, is the fact that our record stores suck 
up to Stipe and his following. Also, almost 
everyone is so goddamn pretentious and 
always slaggin’ someone or something. It 
makes me sick! Some of these fucked up 
values have rubbed off on me. I don’t know 
who to trust, as not to many people care 
around here. 

Sadly, the high school kids are affected 
the most. They have nothing. I feel that I’m 
one of the few “punks” (I also don’t like using 
labels, but to keep things short I have) in 
town. Being “straight” in a drunken myth 
sucks. What you do is your business, but I 
prefer no booze or drugs. Athens is so fuckin’ 
conservative! Apathetic Athens! The anti¬ 
war demos? A fucking “Peace” comp. No 
flag burning here. That’s unpatriotic. AHHH- 
HHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!! 

Uh-um.Well back to my point. Our 
trendoid infested town is yearning for some 
good punk music, I’m in a HC band myself, 
but would like some assistance. THIS IS AN 
OPEN REQUEST TO YOUR BAND! PLAY 
ATHENS, GEORGIA OR FACE A LONG 
AND HORRIFYING DEATH! Call Yo Watt 
Club, (404)549-7871, Downstairs,(404) 549- 
4416, Freds, (404) 549-2904, Flying Buffalo 
(404) 549-5123, or write to me at Agitator 
fanzine for more club info: 443 Old Epps Rd. 
Athens, GA 30606. Do It Now! 
Borax B. Tidy 

Dear MRR and all animal activists, 
The murderous fur industry has been 

almost put out of business over the past few 
years, and we can finish them off with a little 
more pressure. To waste their time and 
money and frustrate the fuck out of them, we 
can call their 1-800 numbers constantly 
USA Foxx and Furs: USA FOXX, Tendler 
Furs: 347-7040, Fur Vault: ASK-4FUR, 
Seattle Fur Exchange: 445- MINK, Erwin 

Dear MRR Letters Editor: 
The only things wrong with MRR seem 

to be the readers, particularly the ones writ¬ 
ing letters in. 

Contrary to popular belief, MRR isn’t 
preaching to the converted. The letter-writ¬ 
ing readers aren’t converted yet, not until 
they realize and share in the IDEAS being 
passed along. Anybody can dress the part 
and listen to the right bands. 

The last several issues of MRR had 
several great columns packed with great 
thinking and great ideas. What shocks and 
amazes me is that people who wrote in 
chose to rebut Ben Weasel’s opinions. No 
one commented on the fine ideas passed 
along by Tim, Katy, Jeff Bale, or Larry. In the 
Nov. issue, only 4 letters dealt with any type 
of idea relevant to the punk scene or alterna¬ 
tive thinking. The rest were slagging Ben 
Weasel, slagging other bands and record 
labels, or bitching aboutthe columnists’ opin¬ 
ions. 

No wonder the whole punk scene is on 
the verge of turning into a trivial caricature of 
itself. People are more concerned with what 
“uniforms” to wear or what bands to listen to. 
They also seem to want a “uniform” thinking 
code to adhere to, and to punish those who 
don’t pay lip-service to the same beliefs. 
That’s been my whole gripe with the scene 
since the mid-80’s. 

No one wants toturn all that anger and 
aggression into valid critical thinking and 
ideas. Evidently, few have made the realiza¬ 
tion that Doc Martens, motorcycle jackets or 
hooded sweatshirts alone don’t automati¬ 
cally make you a PUNK, but the actions, 
ideas, and lifestyle you support DO. 

Doesn’t anyone THINK? Not just opin¬ 
ions. Everyone, contrary to popular belief, 
has a right to have opinion. But doesn’t 
anyone stoptothink about what’s happening 
in the US and the world today? I don’t mean 
drawing easy, correct conclusions like “hate 
the gov t” and “anarchy” - that’s lame and too 
easy, plus thinking like that only scratches 
the surface of problems. 

Doesn’t anyone see that the letter¬ 
writing readers’ intolerance of Ben Weasel’s 
(or any other opposing) opinion is a direct 
reflection of the entire quasi-moral intoler¬ 

ance and judgemental movement surfacing 
all overthis nation? That alone should either 
scare the hell out of people, or inspire them 
to action. Just because you don’t agree with 
what someone says, it doesn’t make him/her 
automatically wrong! It’s so boring to see 
people jump to rebut another’s opinion. 

I challenge all the readers - especially 
the letter-writing ones to THINK. What ideas 
do you have? What facts do you really know 
about whatever issue it is you choose to 
lament? What are you doing to bring your 
ideas to life? What’s the scene and situation 
like where you live? Please write about real 
ideas and situations, instead of petty slag¬ 
ging and bickering. I’d love to see ideas and 
actions discussed. Active discussion was 
how we enlightened people when I was in 
both college, and grad school. I guess I want 
to see that accomplished in this forum also, 
because discussing ideas and beliefs really 
unified all the free thinkers and radicals I’ve 
ever known, plus it drove us all to action. 

MRR has had that same effect on me. 
I write in with ideas and views that I’ve 
pondered, hoping it will cause other people 
to think as well. I guess it’s also therapy for 
me. I’m living in Okinawa, Japan for 2 years, 
while my husband finishes nis sentence in 
the US Moron Corp. Just being loosely asso¬ 
ciated with the war machine (as a wife of a 
cook) makes me constantly contemplate 
how Americans are passively, blindly allow¬ 
ing others to squander our freedoms and 
rights that were supposed to be inalienable. 
I’ve never seen such Nazi-styled brainwash¬ 
ing before. The military thrives on it, yet 
people blindly sign their rights away to join it. 
It infuriates me to see similar tactics being 
acted-out in the free world, even by people 
who claim to go against the grain. 

Please readers, just get real. People 
can, and do, have conflicting opinions. There 
are much more important things to discuss 
and fight about: situations that threaten to 
limit our lives, right down to the ability to earn 
a living or feed your family. Sincerely con¬ 
cerned, 
Beth Johnston/Okinawa, Japan 

Dear MRR and Jello Biafra, 
I wanted to thank Jello Biafra for ex¬ 

pressing the official politically correct opinion 
on political correctness. The PC party line 
that PC fascism is just a right-wing conspir¬ 
acy to descredit the left is all the more 
evident of the left’s ignorance and failure to 
critique itself. To further say that the “attack” 
on PC is an attack on the “opressed people 
of the world” is selfrighteous and 
sanctimonious. I would hope Jello, that you 
realize you are talking for yourself. No one 
appointed you as spokesperson for the 
“oppressed.” 

When the left, (including the political 
punk left) fails to critique itself , especially 
with PC, it is setting itself up for a fall. To 
claim that there are no flaws whatsoever in 
leftist (or rightist) ideology, attitude and 
practice is self-righteous and as ignorant as 
the people you attack, Jello. The right is 
more than willing to use every opportunity to 
critique you if you don’t, but that doesn’t 
mean in itself, that the left and PC ideology 
don’t have their own mistakes. 

The left and PC are very influenced by 



Marx, (Karl, that is, not Groucho) the man 
who brought us the concept of 2 people in 
life: oppressors and oppressed. With PC, 
these concepts become very “black and 
white”, (pun intended) You can only be one 
or the other. If we’re oppressed, weVe afraid 
of becoming an oppressor, so we stay vic¬ 
timized. Why do people stay in addictive, 
codependent and abusive relationships for 
so long? Part of the reason lies in the fear of 
having “power” and hurting and abusing 
another like one’s abuser. 

PC ideology is basically the “entitle¬ 
ment” stage of recovery. We’ve been abused 
and oppressed and realize how hurt we are, 
so we go overboard . 

We feel entitled to hurt and attack and 
abuse others in the name of justice and 
oppression. And we don’t feel like an abuser 
because we are the oppressed still, so we 
are pure from any judgement of violence. 
We don’t have to look at ourselves. 
Entitlement is a necessary stage, but not an 
end in itself. 

What concerns me about the current 
left and PC is the absoluteness. We’re pos¬ 
itively sure we’re right. There’s no room for 
self-examination, or questioning or admitting 
I might be wrong even. There’s no concept 
that people make choices in life and that I 
can’t force anyone to be or do anything. At 
least as far as personal decision. An alcohol¬ 
ic isn’t going to quit because I’m morally 
opposed to alcohol and call him a “evil per¬ 
son.” Or if I call a meat-eater a murderer. 
This approach actually reminds me more of 
the right and groups such as Operation 
Rescue. 

To say that we in the left speak exclu¬ 
sively for the oppressed is the mark of an 
ego-maniac and manipulator. Adolf Hitler 
didthe same thing in Germany. I’mspeaking 
for me and my feelings. If the personal is the 
political, then the political needs to become 
personal. I don’t like meat eating or home¬ 
lessness. I have a choice to become a veg¬ 
etarian and work at CCNV downtown. To 
expect the rest of the world to do that and cal I 
them murderers and racists is my mark of 
self-indulgence and arrogance. Those were 
my feelings and my choices. I need to clean 
up my side of the street first, before I, as a 
petty bourgeous punk start talking about the 
‘oppressed” people of the world. When we 
eliminate the options in life, the free will of 
people, we have fascism. And that is what 
PC seeks to do. 

PC is dehumanizing. In our zeal to 
purge the nazis, we become nazis. Jello, 
you use the classic Marxist/left position of 
victimization of the “third worldization of the 
U.S. They are seeing how much they can get 
away with.” 

A small point, Jeflo, but who are “they?” 
The tone I hear is that “they” are not human. 
That they are evil. By that statement I as¬ 
sume you either mean. (1) the masses of 
people, (2) traditional US 2 party govern¬ 
ment, or (3) the far right conspiracy theory. 

Both parties and the right do have 
programs they want to implement. The far 
right and groups like Aryan Nations want to 
segregate the US. The left has extremist 
plans that they want to implement too. I’m 
sure you’ve heard the classic suggestion 
that radicals and reactionaries have different 

ideals but similar means. Both RCP and 
Aryan Nation would like to overthrow the 
government. 

If you’ve ever watched Blood In The 
Face, notice the elderly Klan wizard in black 
robes who complains how misunderstood 
he is and how unfair society is to him. He’s 
talking about injustice and feeling victimized, 
something my punk friends really under¬ 
stand. We’ve said the same words, the exact 
same words, except we hate society and 
people like him, instead of black people. 

Women talk about how no one under¬ 
stands them, but when they get together 
they finally feel like they belong. When I was 
a teenager going to punk shows we all felt 
the same way. An old racist man complains 
how horrible the government and Reagan 
have been. My anarchist friends and I were 
in complete sympathy by now! These were 
our people! 

And there was a young woman who 
led an abused, confused, tortured, lonely life 
until she found a person who brought mean¬ 
ing and joy to her life. He or she wasn’t Che 
Guevera, Bakunin, Emma Goldman, Karl 
Marx, Lenin, Malcolm X or MLK. He wasn’t 
Ray of Today, either! The person who 
changed her life was George Lincoln Rock¬ 
well, founder of the American Nazi Party. I 
understood her and these people as if they 
were my leftie-punk friends who I had talked 
with about Revolution. This woman could 
have as easily been describing for me and 
my friends bands like the Sex Pistols, or 
Minor Threat, or even the Dead Kennedys. 

And while the PC left will argue that 
that’s “human dynamics” and there’s a big 
difference between right and wrong and 
commies and nazis and even punks and 
“normies”, I really don’t think so. Witness the 
Provisional Irish Republican Army, the 
Weather-Underground, the Eco-Guerillas, 
the Red Brigades, the PLO, the ANC, and in 
theory and sometimes not, AYF, ALF, and 
RCP , as well as countless drunk anarcho- 
punks who like to “fuck shit up.” Many 
liberation groups have been just as willing to 
kill people and abuse people in the name of 
justice, and have often killed innocent 
civilians. The violence issue and revolution 
issue are separate discussions. I’m not 
debating the violence/non-violence issue 
specifically here. What I am saying is that the 
left is not always so different from the right. 

Life is too complex and too imperfect to 
limit who we are or how to change the world. 
When we put up mental roadblocks to not 
accept others as human beings, we stop 
growing and become old. 

The basic left assumptions I tend to 
agree with. Life is unfair. Where PC ideology 
and the left take it, I strongly disagree. White 
men are evil. Rich people are evil. Pro-life 
people are evil. Military people are evil. The 
only good people left are African-American 
lesbian militant separatist pro-choice politi¬ 
cal prisoner environmentally conscious in¬ 
cest survivor punk rock wimyn. I’m obviously 
being sarcastic. If the left wants to alienate 
itself from 99% of the human race and create 
an elitist group of good, pure people: (1) 
we’re not far off from the nazis, and (2) we’re 
digging our own grave as a political move¬ 
ment. I do happen to hold the un-pc position 
that even a U-Madison, Wl. hippy professor 

who is environmentally conscious could him¬ 
self have character defects of racism, sex¬ 
ism, hatred, intolerance, and phobias. I be¬ 
lieve a nazi could be for animal rights. Hitler 
was a vegetarian. 

As a leftie, I am here to say that too 
often I have not conquered my own racism, 
sexism, hatred, and intolerance of other 
people. 

I’m here to say that I’m not perfect. I’m 
here to say that my letter doesn’t have all the 
answers and never will. I hope to make 
changes and have an opinion but I also hope 
I’m open to new ideas and think that every¬ 
one should live their life like I do. 

To close, I look back to Brother Mal¬ 
colm X. We forget his forgiveness and only 
remember his rage. When Malcolm went to 
Mecca he realized that not everything was 
literally in terms of black and white. Even 
white men could be human beings. Malcolm 
came down tothe basic primordial and meta¬ 
physical realization that all we are is human. 
When he symbolically forgave his abusers 
and gave up his PC entitlement, Malcolm 
was free at last. He was just human as we all 
are. With love, 
Michael Munson/ 916 N. Cleveland St./ Ar¬ 
lington, VA 22201 

Dear MRR: 
Charles Bukowski once slurred in his 

writing the phrase,”lt’s criminal what men 
and women do to each other”. In today’s 
world, it seems the criminal element does 
not merely lie in what men and women do to 
each other, but that they conceive and 
opinionate about the opposite sex. 

The recent Supreme Court hearing 
involving Anita Hill and the William Kennedy 
Smith rape trial case both bring up an alarm¬ 
ing factor. A large percentage of the press 
and public opinion seemingly have come to 
the conclusion that, in fact; these two women 
made up their stories in order to “further 
[their] career^ orto simply, “get a life”. These 
ludicrous views seem to stem from the fact 
that Hill and Smith’s accuser were of the 
female sex, therefore, being women, Hill 
and Smith’s accuser were capable of 
performing such deranged theatrics because 
their nature enabled and urged them to. 
Further, it is implied by this body of opinion 
that these women were motivated by a sense 
of greed and selfishness which led them to 
subject the respectability of others in order 
to fulfill their own mentality. 

I ask you, ‘What individual, man or 
woman in his/her right mind, would con¬ 
sciously wish to subject himsef/herself tothe 
degradation, humiliation, and blatant em¬ 
barrassment that a nationally publicized 
event brings?” “What woman could ever 
possibly desire being grilled by a male 
prosecution tothe point of emotional distress 
about the details concerning her most 
intimate and personal affairs for the mere 
exchange of personal glory and media 
attention?’! 

Katy O’Dell’s column from the Nov.’91 
issue reflects this alarming and deranged 
mentality of many Americans concerning 
the nature of women. It is absolutely ridiculous 
to suggest that any woman could “enjoy” 
physical and sexual subordination against 
ner will.. This warped form of thinking is a 



prevalent danger in society. This mentality 
has surfaced too many times in rape trials 
where the male has contended that the 
female was, in essence, “asking for if by 
simply wearing a skimpy outfit or being overtly 
flirtatious. It will be interesting to watch the 
events in Canada where feminist groups are 
currently campaigning to pass legislation 
which would set the actually definition of 
constituted rape and which situations do or 
do not fall under its definition. This ruling 
would remove all ambiguity concerning the 
nature and qualifications of‘Tape”; a woman’s 
testimony could not be discredited because 
she was wearing a short skirt or because she 
had consentedto goto the rapist’s apartment, 
among other cases. 

Whatever happens, no one, man or 
woman alike, deserves his/her credibility 
degraded because of a majority group’s 
sexually prejudiced point of view. 
Jane Hseu/27 Mallorca/ Laguna Niguel, CA 
92677 

Tim, 
I’m writing because I’ve iust been in¬ 

formed by JP, from a “life For A Life Distribu- 
tion”that you’ve censored, or rather, banned 
his ad and will not print other hardline ads 
because of our pro-life stance. 

I find such a move on your part to be 
very inconsistent with the past (and probably 
present) policy of your magazine, not to 
mention with your supposed anti-censorship 
stance, & I’m writing to see if this Stalinesque 
tactic of airing only those views which con¬ 
form to your agenda is one that you’ll be 
using on everyone or if it’s reserved for us 
only. 

Unless there’s been recent changes in 
MRR during the last few months, it seems 
like such treatment is indeed reserved for 
us. As the last issue I’ve seen had ads from, 
or rather, for Shelter & Bad Brains Records 
(both of whom are against abortion) as well 
as from other bands and labels who are pro¬ 
life. 

On top of that, you are pro-abortion 
because you equate that (somehow) with 
women’s rights, yet you advertise labels 
such as Sub Pop who put out bullshit retro- 
70’s sexist crap or an artist (for lack of a 
better word) such as G.G. Allin who not only 
say’s things that are sexist and racist, but 
also violently assaults women. 

There’s just no integrity or consistency 
here. Throughout your magazine are ads 
from all sorts of bands and labels whose 
beliefs are vastly different from yours (and in 
some cases, diametrically opposed). So what 
singles us out to be banned from the pages 
of MRR? 

Why are we cut from your pages when 
a band like Slapshot is not. I mean, not only 
are they nationalists, they’re also, at best, 
ethno-centric, but more accurately, de¬ 
scribed, racist. How is it you’ll continue to run 
ads of their products, or those of the various 
conservative Orange County punk bands 
(whom you even give good reviews) but not 
from us? 

If everything we say is just bullshit & 
we’re so ignorant, and if you believe so 
strongly that what you’re into makes sense, 
then why are you afraid to let people decide 
for themselves which views are more logi¬ 

cal? 
And if you’re so much the liberal cham¬ 

pions of freedom of expression that you 
claim to be, then why are you using PMRC 
tactics of denying artists a forum or market¬ 
place to express their opinions? 

Your magazine grewto be what it is not 
as a mouthpiece for a single agenda, but as 
a forum for dialogue and debate amongst a 
whole spectrum of thought within the punk/ 
hardcore community. Support from all sec¬ 
tors of that community, from those who share 

our views to those who do not is what has 
ept your magazine alive & what keeps it 

going today. 
If you cut out all divergent voices from 

your magazine and only air the opinions of 
those who share your exact political & social 
viewpoints - not only would you run out of 
advertisers, scene reporters and records to 
review which live up to your approval - you’d 
also run out of readers, who, contrary to 
what you might think, buy your magazine 
more for it’s musical courage, than the lefty 
columns section. 

Well, this may have all fallen upon deaf 
ears. I’d just like to hear from you as to 
whether we are indeed permanently banned 
from MRR, & what your response behind 
this is. 
Sean/ PO Box 490/Laguna Beach, CA 92652 

Dear Sean and others who wonder just what 
the hell MRR's ad policy is: 

At varying times over the years, we Ve 
been pretty inconsistent in how we've en¬ 
forced our ad policy (or lack thereof). Re¬ 
cently, we held a staff meeting, and one of 
the items discussed was just how to deal 
with ads people here feel uncomfortable 
running. 

before we get into what the policy will 
be, it should be mentioned that the vast 
majority of MRR regulars felt it was within 
our rights to not publish ads we feel shitty 
about. A minority felt this was censorship, 
but the ovenwhelming sentiment was that 
this is still a fanzine, and that it is still a very 
personal magazine. If someone volunteers 
their time for such a labor of love, they must 
be able to feel good about it. If we don 't want 
to either take money for something we find 
repulsive, or don't want to be interpreted as 
somehow supporting a particularly abhorrent 
perspective, we can refuse to run the ad. 
This does leave other avenues for a band to 
get “exposed", which can include either a 
confrontational interview, or a review of the 
record. But even if neither of these options 
existed, the majority here felt this is not a 
case of censorship. We are not trying to put 
someone out of business or get anybody 
else to follow our example. There are other 
publications that would willingly run such 
ads. We feel it's our right to take money and 
print what ads we feeTok about, just as your 
band feels it has a right to say what it wants 
without being dictated to by those outside 
your organization. There is quite a difference 
between this approach and that of the PMRC 
or religious groups that want to snuff out 
differing expressions. 

We've had an “anti-racist, anti-fascist, 
anti-sexist"credo since issue #1, and turning 
down ads that fit the first two categories has 
been fairly easy, but anti-sexism is tougher. 

Some ads are blatantly sexist, but more 
often the problem is not so much what's 
stated in the ad itself or its graphics, but what 
the band stands for, either lyrically or what 
values they promote. We obviously can't 
know everything about every band that sends 
in an ad, but if we do, we hope to apply that 
knowledge to our decisions. 

Sean, you are quite correct that we 
have been inconsistent in the past in terms 
of ads run, that being caused by a more 
piecemeal approach and by the whim of 
whoever was opening mail on any given 
day. But as a result of our recent meeting, we 
hope to be more coherent in our approach. 
As stated earlier, there was not unanimity in 
this area, but the development and 
implementation of any ad policy was ceded 
back to the day-to-day core group here at 
MRR with the understanding that they are 
the ones who know the most about the 
overall processes, the most about how all 
the staffers feel on different issues, and the 
ones whose opinions and feelings are the 
most crucial to the maintanence of the huge 
workload here. 

In specific answer to your question: 
yes, we will not take money and run your 
anti-choice agenda. But an exchange of 
viewpoints is certainly possible, though we 
did engage in just such a lengthy dialogue a 
while back, with many readers joining in till 
the subject got real old. It's not like you can't 
get your perspective aired here. And if you 
want future releases reviewed, send them 
in. Tim, Suzanne, Mike 

Dear MRR and it’s readers, 
I’d like to announce an opportunity for 

you all to get off your lazy, malnourished 
punk asses, and make an active stance in 
the world of politics. As you all know, the 
forthcoming year is a national Presidential 
election year. So what are you gonna do? 
Are you gonna vote for Doug Wilder, or Paul 
Tsongas, or god forbid George Bush or 
David Duke? Hell no, you’re not! That would 
offend your grandiose PC punk sensibilities. 
So instead you’re just gonna sit home and 
wish that things weren’t howthey are. Right? 
Hell no! There’s a new candidate. His name 
is J. Quinn Brisben, and he is leader of the 
Socialist Party of the United States. 

First of all, for all you who are not 
familiar with the Socialist party, I’ll try to 
explain. Rememberthat wild and crazy group 
of liberal activists, the A.C.L.U., who defend¬ 
ed your right to produce and distribute your 
underground newspaper on campus back 
when you were in school? Well, they are a 
function of the Socialist party. Remember 
what Karl Marx considered to be commu¬ 
nism? That’s the modern Socialist party. In. 
other words, they are the liberaler-than-lib- 
eral let's-make-a-real-change party. 

In December of 1991 I got the opportu¬ 
nity to listen to Mr. Brisben when he came to 
my H istory class to speak. So I’ll give you the 
highlighted points of his talk. First of all, he 
has no realistic expectation to win the pres¬ 
idency. Especially since he opposed the 
Gulf War and Bush’s foreign policy. As he 
says, “It’s hard to resist a popular war.” Lots 
of otherwise liberals will not even listen to 
him because they are utterly blinded by their 
patriotic faith in the union, and his opposition 

I 



to the war has been branded “unpatriotic”. 
Mr. Brisben then mentioned that, in 1944, 
the Socialist candidate at the time, Norman 
Thomas, received his lowest vote total ever 
after a portion of his diatribes and speeches 
were strongly opposed to the encampment 
of Japanese-Americans during the war, and 
also opposed to the fascistic injustices com¬ 
mittee! by Joseph Stalin in the Soviet Union. 
Thus, not only was N. Thomas “a Jap lover” 
but he was hostile to one of the U.S.’s major 
allies in the 2nd World War. Faux Pas, sir. 

At last Brisben discussed the issues of 
his current platform. Among other things, he 
would “socialize banking and credit, “re¬ 
structure the housing industry to (provide 
jobs) and provide affordable homes for all”, 
“support renewable, decentralized energy 
sources”, and “stop the greed that is endan¬ 
gering the planet (with regards to environ¬ 
mental issues)”. I asked for further thoughts 
on the issue of centralized banking, and he 
mentioned that “we should control banking - 
banking shouldn’t control us”, and that he 
would strictly limitthe bureaucracy relatedto 
the banking industry. Then I asked him if 
national healthcare would eliminate profi¬ 
teering motives in the health care industry. 
He said “you can’t eliminate human nature” 
meaning some people will always have 
greedy intentions, but he expected that na¬ 
tional healthcare would certainly help with 
getting rid of unnecessary bullshit that’s de¬ 
signed to strip your pocketbook. 

The last topic that Mr. Brisben covered 
was the drug and alcohol trade. In response 
he was radically social: “Let’s give each 
other a reason to stay sober”. He explained 
that further anti-drug legislation would not 
help, but education, and the elimination of 
the CIA (who use illegal drugs for various 
covert silly things) would both be progressive. 

So that’s that. If you’re too lazy to run 
for president yourself, then at least give a 
fresh voice a chance. Brisben’s politics might 
not be perfect, but I personally find them to 
be pleasing, rather than offensive, to my 
realistic punk politics. But for all the 
complaining I hear from the underground 
nowadays about our loss of constitutional 
rights, freedom of speech, freedom from 
censorship...! see little action taking place. 
Vote Socialist and at least you will be doing 
something! Protect your rights by exercising 
your right to vote. If you’re too young to vote, 
then spread the word. Vote for the Socialist 
Alternative in 1992. Sincerely, 
Matttthew Foote - Hanley News, Black Fish, 
New Revolution, VPNC, etc./7781 N. Aveni- 
da de Carlotta/ Tucson AZ 85704 

P.S. Send donations, questions, dirty 
laundry, etc. to: Brisben-Edwards Campaign 
Committee, 784 E. 100th Place, Chicago, IL 
60628. 

This is Brian Devereux's response to Bob 
Suren, whose letter we printed last issue. 
Hi Bob- 

First off, I think you misconstrued my 
review. I actually liked the record. I was 
pointing to the “can't play" feel and primitive 
production as positive (although not explic¬ 
itly stated as positive) qualities which set the 
record apart from the typical, generic thrash 
record. There's no doubt the record was a 
DIY, homemade effort from an isolated part 

of the country, but why should any of those 
factors influence my (admittedly personal) 
opinion of musical worth or “quality" (and I 
use this term loosely)? I don't see the 
difference between a bad DIY record and a 
bad major label record. If anything, I can 
rationalize the major label band's “badness" 
as resulting from compromises to the 
commercial marketplace whereas the the 
DIY band's “badness" points to a problem of 
a more intrinsic nature (that is, they suck). As 
a reviewer my allegiance is to the consumer 
and not to the bands. If anything, I think I'm 
too generous with my reviews and there is a 
tendency to be descriptive (not negative) 
when I can't be positive. I can't be worried 
about “hurting feelings"and I'm certainly not 
about to offer encouragement to bands re¬ 
leasing terrible records. The only encour¬ 
agement I can offer them is the advice to 
breakup. Life's rough. 

On a different matter I'd like to correct 
a mistake I made in the Mean Red Spiders 
review in MRR102. This was indeed record¬ 
ed in 78 as stated on the sleeve. I was led 
astray by the incorrect year (‘87) stated on a 
previous release (the Tar Babies/Distorted 
Levels 7") as well as by completely misun¬ 
derstanding the person who released this 
record in a telephone conversation. - Brian 

Dear MRR 
I am writing in reply to a letter sent in by 

Issy Planas about the New Orleans music 
scene. I have been into the punk/hardcore 
scene here for several years, and I have no 
idea who this girl is, but she does not know 
much about the scene. My friends and I 
book shows for out of town bands here and 
I would first like to clear up that there is a 
band FIDDLEHEAD here and they do play. 
PSYCHO A GOGO have been under that 
name for an extremely long time now, and 
play quite often, using that name. Most of the 
bands Issy mentioned are the types of bands 
which are out to make it to the major labels, 
one of them does not play New Orleans, or 
at least not often. I do not want to rag on 
anyone, because I know people in a lot of the 
bands mentioned, but they are not a real big 
part of the music scene here (some of them 
might be classified as alternative, but none 
are hardcore excluding PSYCHO A GOGO 
and FIDDLEHEAD). 

I am still booking shows in NewOrleans, 
and any band interested in playing here can 
contact me. I would like to thank all the 
bands that have came and let my friends and 
I book their shows; I’ve enjoyed them all. My 
friend Bobby and I are currently working on 
a new, updated scene report for NewOrleans. 
The scene here is really improving, and 
there are a lot of new bands starting up. 
Anyone with questions or comments can 
reach me at: 
Stacy Pscenicka/ Box 1315, 31 Me Alister 
Dr./ New Orleans, LA/ (504)865-6275 

Dear MRR and Jeff Bale, 
Since Jeff Bale started writing for the 

magazine again in issue #100, we have a 
few questions that you might be able to help 
us answer. It seems as though Jeff’s attitude 
on music has changed from “both form and 
content are important”, to “who gives a shit if 
it’s on a major, it sounds .good.” Indeed, in 

Jeff’s last column, he says “In final analysis, 
you can’t gainsay a great record, even if it is 
on a major.” 

To this, Jeff, we say that although it’s 
the punk or alternative musics’ sound which 
we all find so incredibly thrilling and energiz¬ 
ing, the music does not make up the whole 
of the message. Bands like Social “rock 
gods” Distortion, Guns N’ Roses, and Poison 
you define as “groups that share some great 
songwriting ability, nasty ass guitars, a trashy 
asthetic, and a shitload of energy”. In the 
current issue you go on to assert that it is 
necessary to challenge the implicit assump¬ 
tion made by many of the people associated 
with MRR that that music on alternative 
labels is better than corporate rock. You 
come to the conclusion that some of the 
greatest records in history are on major 
labels. To you, the music is more important 
than the message (either the message 
through the lyrics, or the message the band 
sends out by signing with a major). 

Your new attitude is saddening to us. 
The bands you mention above provide proof 
positive that the healthy gut-level rebellious¬ 
ness exemplified by punk music can serve to 
mask fundamentally regressive sentiments. 
You trivialize the real value by elevating 
musical form above eveiything else. We 
think that those who believe that “gnarly 
tunes” are all important should be aware of 
one incontestable fact - to the extent that 
punk becomes just another form of escapist 
entertainment, it betrays its original signifi¬ 
cance as a genuine cultural alternative to 
mindless corporate rock. You see, the real 
problem lies in the acceptance of this dis¬ 
graceful situation by the bulk of the punk 
audience. Ratherthan exerting positive coun-. 
tervailing pressure to help bands preserve 
their integrity and live up to their ideals, most 
fans appear content to allow themselves to 
be economically and psychologically exploit¬ 
ed by their musical idols. This lack of con¬ 
sciousness among punks has eventually led 
to MTV videos, like your personal favorite, 
NIRVANA. What a nauseating thought, 
doesn’t anyone care anymore? 

Of course, all this could be manage¬ 
able, though not completely eradicated, if 
enough people come up with creative ideas, 
and withdrew financial and moral support 
from these major label, corporate-rock bands. 
Since we believe that punk’s musical and 
social value continues to be inextricably 
linked to the maintenance of its role as an 
intelligent, self-conscious alternative tocrass 
commercialism and irrelevant, or downright 
reactionary, ideas peddled by those with a 
stake in preserving “business as usual,” we 
aren’t going to just sit back and ignore the 
occasional manifestations of gross ignorance 
which appear in punk, or alternative, releas¬ 
es like you have chosen to do recently, Jeff. 

Apathy and passivity drain in every 
counter-culture, so all of us have to play a 
more active role on determining the future of 
our scene. Sincerely, The ‘What Happened 
To Jeff Bale” Committee. 

PS: Any response you might have to 
this letter, Jeff, you can write to yourself; as 
all the contents of this letter have been 
directly quoted from your old columns in 
MRR #10, #13, and #14. There is no WHTJB 
Committee, only Jeff Bale. 



PEGBOV 
VOLCANO SUNS 

"CAREER IN ROCK" 
LP/CASSETTE/CD 

LP/CASSETTE $7.00 P.P. (U.S.) 
CD: $12.00 P.P. (U.S.) 

VOLCANOSVNS 

STRONG 
REACTION 

ii 

PEGBOY 
"STRONG REACTION" 

LP/CASSETTE/CD 
LP/CASSETTE: $7.00 P.P. (U.S.) 

CD: $12.00 P.P. (U.S.) 

ROLLINS BAND 
"TURNED ON" 

DOUBLE LP/CASSETTE/CD 
LP: $8.50 P.P. (U.S.) 

CASSETTE: $7.00 P.P. (U.S.) 
CD: $12.00 P.P. (U.S.) 

I 
OVERSEAS and CANADIAN ORDERS ADD $1.50 PER ITEM 

U.S. FUNDS ONLY 
MANUFACTURED AND 
DISTRIBUTED BY 

ft o u e n «• q 
QUARTERST1CK RECORDS * P.O. BOX 25342 • CHICAGO. IL 60625 

RECORDS 

White on Black 
100% Cotton 
$9.00 PPD. U.S. 
World Add $1 

Just Say No 
Tricks (Are For Pigs) 7" ep 

Lansing, Michigan's own 

pound out 4 insanely 

rocking tunes, with a 

Raymond Pettibon cover 

to boot. WAY limited 

edition autographed by 

the entire band. Get it 

while you can. Cheese. 

$3.00 a pop ppd. U.S.A., 
$5.00 ppd. World 
Wholesale inquiries welcome... 

Fuck Staight-Edge 
Volume 2 

We don't hate straight 

-edgers, we just think 

they're stupid. 

Featuring incredible Punk 

Rock anthems by Just 

Say No and Tesco Vee's 
STAPLE 

\ 
Hate Police 

Fuck Yeah! 

Staple Gun Records 
P.O. Box 867262 
Plano, TX 75086-7262 RECORDS 
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Ahem... some of the shit on Johann's Face... 

CHIA PET “Elpee" lp only SLUDGEWORTH “WHATS THIS?’ lp/ CD 

STARLINGS 

SHIVA “Starlings” 7" e.p. 

Mach Fly Bonepart and crew 
rip out their brand of White 
Trash Boogie. Scotch Whiskey 
and Minestrone Bongs! 500 
on blue vinyl almost gone! 

What can we say? 
They rule. Buy this now. 
CD contains two extra 
songs “Only One" and “Cry Baby" 
Mach Fly’s Pick Hits 

Records: U.S.- $7.00 ppd/ World- $8.00 ppd 
Compact Discs: U.S.- $9.00 ppd/ Vforld- $10.00 ppd 
Seven Inch records: U.S. $3.50 ppd / World- $4.00 ppd 
Well Concealed cash, checks, or money orders 
payable to Johann’s Face Records please. 

Distributed By: Cargo,Blacklist, and Good Guise 
Wholesale Pleas tolerated (312) 226-0957 

Members of No Empathy 
and the Defoliants come 
together for this one. Melodic 
power and smarts. Limited to 
1000 on clear vinyl. 

P.O. Box 479-164 
Chicago. IL 60647 
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HU 
“ELECTRIC CRAZYLAND” 

New CD out now includes “Herbal Lunacy” and 
“Bastard Sons Of 10,000,000 Maniacs” E.Fs. 

“STONED” 
Ex-Proton Energy Pills new single not on CD. 

Only available on vinyl and limited to 
1000 on coloured! 

OUT NOW ON WATERFRONT 

THREE ON THE TREE FROM ESTRUS 

MARBLE ORCHARD V/A: THE ESTRUS THE BROOD 
"SAVAGE SLEEP" CD HALF RACK CD "VENDETTA!" LP/CD 

Eleuen psych/punk blow-outs 12 drunken slug-fests from Mono Men, Americas foremost all-girl garage band are 
dished out as only these black-light Prisonshake, Mudhoney, Fastbacks back with a vengeance...16 smokin' songs 
loggers can. ESCD2 $12.00 ppd. and more! Wow! ESDX3 $15.00 ppd. on one disc! ES007 8.00/12.00 ppd. 

OIM THE BURNER: The Mummies ’’Ruder Than Thou" LP, Mono Men "Wreck’er” LP/CD, The Estrus Gear Box 
3 x 7’’ Box-Set, Gories 7", The Woggles 7", M-80's 7", Phantom Surfers LP, Mortals LP/CD and lots more 
trash for yer can! We also carry loads of cool and hard to find non-Estrus stuff...write us for a free catalog! 

JOIN THE ESTRUS CRUST CLUB: 6 SINGLES FER 20 BUCKS (25 CANADA/30 FOREIGN J 
You'll get the next six limited edition color vinyl singles, a 15% discount on mail-order and lots of groovy "members-only'' bonuses..so what'cha waitin for? 

lEstrus Jlecorfcs JUS. ®nx 2125 |$elitngi}am JBJV. 98225 ILjsLA. 



SACRO EGOISMO 
Records & Distribution 

If you're interested in austrian HC/ 
Indie/Industrial releases...then ask 
for the latest mailorder-list! 

We're also interested in trading 
records with other labels. 

So get in touch! 

In the US available through BLACKLIST! 

04 NO FISH ON FRIDAY LP 

Vienna has its new heroes - very 

melodic HC with sick lyrics. 

06 NO TASTE comp. 7" 

SONS OF ISHMAEL, IT, KURORT, 
THINGS CHANGE 
all songs are previously unreleased. 

08 SEE YOU IN HELL, 

TARGET OF DEMAND T 
A farewell vinyl with four unreleased 

songs of this austrian "cult"-band. 

coming soon: 07 SCHWESTER 7" 

09 PIRATES LP 

010 COLD WORLD LP 

7":$4/DM6*LP:$10/DM 15 
All prices including postage & packing 

Just cash orJMO! 

SACRO EGOISMO 
c/o TIBERIJU 

Schelleing. 39/24 
1040 VIENNA 
AUSTRIA 

Tel: 0222 / 65 24 662 

Zines are 750 
ppd. each. 
Send to: 

LongShot Fanzine 
P.O. Box 546 
Furlong, PA 18925 

LongShot #5: Vegan Reich & Ray of Today 

“Ray is the great deceiver, presenting illusions to those naive kids in order 
to further his religions evil intentions.” 

—SeanA/egan Reich ini 
“Everybody should kill Sean Vegan Reich." 

—Ray of Today Int. 

LongShot #6: Chain of Strength & No Escape 
“Straight-edge kids should worry about Ray of Today before they worry 

about a guy who has an occasional beer. That guy is obsessed with 

region. Religion is controlling his whole life. I think that’s more abusive 

than alcoholism." 

—Curtis/Chain of Strength Int. 
"Krishna is the straight-edge of the ‘90’s and Hardline is the skinheads of 

the ‘90’s." 

—Steve/No Escape Int 

LongShot U7: Born Against 
A chat with Adam Against and Sam McPheeters (Asshole Extraordinaire) 

about Hardline, Krishna, Politics, abortion and a whole lot of other *h»T. 

NEW 12" OUT NOW 

1: orcIeaI 7" Ep 
2: AVAil 7" Ep 

5: stacks apart 1 2" 
4: fly 7" EpOUT IN DEC 
5: 1.6 bANd 7" EpOlIT IN '92 

1.6 bAi\d 6 soNq dEiwos 
AVAiUbkfoR$2.50 

7"...$ 5/4/5 12"...$6/8/9 
SPOTS 1 ,2, & 5 fOR S10 
All pRiCES ARE POST pAid 

USA/SEA/AiR 

CAsb/ctack/M.o. 

SunSpot 
r RECORDS 

PO BOX 7453 
ARLINGTON, VA 22207 



9 B-CORE 

PRANK «Pronk» 7" e.p. 

SUBTERRANEAN KIDS .Live in Au» 7" e.p. 

CRUCIAL YOUTH .A gig too far. 7" e.p. 

JORDI Apdo. Co. 35221 
08080 BARNA (SPAIN) 

liLtMjmilL 1.8.1 q Drill Cat 

trams trap 
41 §(§3K3@ T GLtK 

3 bucks ppd. 

P®*1 leaves you 'describe 

E.»“• “g^^sies-E®. — 
IraF.E TKQu^r--- 

an tf-sbot® 
2 color 2 sided 

9 bucks ppd. 

Garage based melodic pop with a raw, 
rough edge Chat could probably give 
Greenday a run for their monev.Catchy 
stuff.” - MAXIMUM ROCKNROLL Julv '91. 

[chlnas^^FLIPSIE^ulv 

_cW 

TOURING THIS SUMMER-IF YOU CAN HELP^l^ 
WITH BOOKING SHOWS,WRITE US OR CALL (714)766-6925 

Send orders to 
2424 Greenacre, Anaheim CA 9280! 

CO 

< 
CD 

The debut 8 song LP. 
A new band 

from anew label. 
Full-color front cover. 

$8.50 ppd. 

Send cash or money order to : 

broken shoelace 

7 

iii 

0 
I/I 

records 
c/o Michael Santoro 

RD 9 Box 395 

Oswego, NY 13126 

I 



By 
OK, OK, this month 

here it goes. Big Black was perhaps one of 
emerge from the Chicago music scene in the early 

80's. Combining the terminally simple yet 
effective drum machine, the crush-your- 
cranium-with-a-brick bass lines, and the 
patented Steve Albini and Santiago Duran¬ 
go guitarisms, Big Black managed to bring 
something fresh to the Chicago music 
scene. Their first record, the Lungs 12” 
e.p., was released in the winter of 1982. 
This record was fairly primitive and sparse, 
but I think that was fairly intentional. At 
this time it was almost a solo project of 
Albini's exceptforJohn Bohnen (manager 
of the Fix) "playing" some sax, and of 
course Roland, the ever present drum 

machine. Many copies of the Lungs 12" had rather interest¬ 
ing inserts, scary pho- tographs, small fishhooks, condoms, crayola sketch 
es, bloody gauze, Bruce Lee trading cards, etc. (don't you love it when you 
get a record that's "personalized" like that?) Their next release was the 
Bulldozer 12“ e.p. Steve Albini was again on guitar and vocals, Santiago 
Durango on guitar, Jeff Pezzati of Naked Raygun fame, on bass, and Pat Byrne 
on drums for just a few of the songs I believe. 200 of these puppies had 
galvanized steel covers with "Big Black" acid-etched into the cover. These 
copies came with posters of scary old people and the front of the regular sleeve 
inserted into the metal jacket (I just DARE you to try and find one of these). I 
believe it was about this time Big Black put out a live cassette tape that's 
supposed to have some kind of WAY cool foil cover of some sort, personally I've 
never seen one, and chances are you probably won't ever see one either. Next 
up was the Racer X12” e.p. This in my opinion is probably one of the best, if not 
THE best record Big Black record made. This time around they had the same line¬ 
up from the previous record, except they didn't use a real drummer (although Albini 
might argue that point) and John Bohnen was back with his sax. With this record 
we started to see the patented style that Big Black made so popular. This record 
has become rather hard to come across recently which is a real shame, but have 
no fear (except for those of you that just paid big bucks for it), Touch and Go is 
reissuing it soon. Finally they recorded their first full length l.p. on October 5th, 
1985, Atomizer. This album included a live version of cables, a song of Bulldozer, 
and their "hit", "Kerosene", which is probably the most famous, but by far not 
the best, of all Big Black songs. Their next record was the Headache 12" e.p. 
This record saw the bringing together of the three piece line up of Albini on 
guitar and vocals, Santiago Durango on guitar, and Dave Riley on bass. Their 
was a limited edition of these (500?, 1000?) in a vinyl bag with red vinyl copies 
of both the Headache 12" and the Heatbeatl" with a different sleeve, along 
with the most vile autopsy picture that you've ever seen on the 12 ", some guy 
that looks like he took a point blank shotgun shell in the face. Not for the weak 
of heart. The limited edition also came with a poster and a booklet containing 
various pictures of sexual positions, a detailed account of a serial killer's trial, 
etc. The regular edition has Savage Pencil cover art. Of all the Big Black 
records, I like this one the least, it justdoesn't come off as well as their other 
records (why couldn't they have put the cool autopsy sleeve on a limited 
edition of the RacerXe.p.?) Their third and final l.p. was released in 1987, 
the infamous Songs About Fucking l.p. This was again a very good l.p. with the 
sound we had all grown to love. On this record we saw Melvin Belli take 
over for Santiago Durango on guitar (get it?) Their were two great 
promotional posters made for this record, one with the sad otter and one 
with the happy otter (form your own conclusions). I'm not going to even try 
to get into all of the compilations Big Black is on, most of the tracks can be 
found on other releases anyway, and there's just too many to mention, 
except for the track " Burning Indian Wife" on the Happiness is Dry Pants 
compilation 7”, which is unavailable anywhere else. Along with all the 
releases talked about Big Black released several singles. They had three' 
singles on Touch and Go Records, the III Duce T, the Heartbeat 7", and one 
of the greatest cover 7"s of all time. Big Black doing a Cheap Trick tune and 
a Kraftwerk song, with mimicked covers to boot. There also was a one sided 
7" that was given away to Forced exposure subscribers with a cover of" Rema 
Rema" by, well, you know, and many bootlegs. That's it for this month, Check 
out next month's column where we'll be exploring the world of one of the best 
Texas bands of all time, the Dicks. Meanwhile be sure and eat all your 
vegetables, and try not to get hit by a train, cheese. 
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ALTERNATIVE TENTACLES RECORDS 

P.O. BOX 424756, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94142 

ANTISCHISM - STILL LIFE 

ALLIED No. 5 LP 

DEBUT FULL LENGTH ALBUM 

NAUSEA - CYBERGOD 

ALLIED No. 6 7 INCH 

B/W BODY OF CHRIST 

aujid 
ALLIED RECOFIDINGS NORTH AMERICAN POSTPAID PRICES: 

7"/Double 7"/LP - UNITED STATES: $3.00/$5.00/$6.00 CANADA (Air): $3.50/$6.00/$7.50 

SEND CASH OR MAKE ALL U S CHECKS/M.O.'s (IN U S. FUNDS ONLY) PAYABLE TO: JOHN YATES 

PHLEG CAMP BULLY MY PUSHY 

ALLIED No. 8 DOUBLE 7 INCH 

5 SONGS IN GATEFOLD SLEEVE 

M°UTriFUL of 
MONKEY" BILE 

i 

6 BAND / 7 SONG 

PSYCHO TRIBE 
HESTER PRYNE 

GORE GORE GIRLS 
YOUTH GONE MAD 

SOCKEYE 
THE EELS 

$3.50 U.S A 
$5.00 WORLD 
ALL PRICES POSTPAID 

hmmi 
ON VOMIT GREEN VINYL 

m 
V/A - “A Mouthful of Monkey Bile* EP 

Seven song compilation featuring bands from the eastern side of 
the US. One track each from YOUTH GONE MAD, SOCKEYE, 
PSYCHOJRIBE,GOREGOREGIRLS,and HESTER PRYNE, and 
two tracks from THE EELS, The Quality of the rones ranges from 

ood to excellent and there Is a nice variety of mid-tempo punk, 
ecommendcd even though there bn*t a theme. (KK) 

(Flash Records, PO Box 1050, Richmond, CA 94302' 

FLUSH records 

p.o. box 1050 
, Richmond, CA 

94802 USA 

I l \\ 
Send for free FLUSH catalog 

5-HA 

*7 I e' 

from flush records 
.W.VMV.V.W.VAV.WvV.;^^^ 
iitWAfavA^>^<.Vv.v.vwvv,S-m ^ 

O Say Can You See? 

News item from the San Francisco Chronicle. “One 
in four Americans surveyed in a new Gallup Poll about 
patriotism don’t know what event the Fourth of July 
commemorates, and about the same proportion can’t 
name the country from which we declared our inde¬ 
pendence 215 years ago.” 

SKRAPYARD 

ALLIED RECORDINGS & PUNCHLINE MAGAZINE/SHIRTS ARE NOW AVAILABLE DI¬ 

RECTLY FROM THE EUROPEAN ADDRESS. ALL U.K./EUROPE ORDERS SHOULD GO DI¬ 

RECTLY TO THE BM BOX ACTIVE ADDRESS. WRITE THEM FOR COMPLETE MAILORDER 

DETAILS/PRICES ETC. SAVE ME THE TROUBLE AND YOURSELF SOME MONEY. 

PUNCHLINE SMOTHER EARTH' ISSUE No. 11 IS NOW AVAILABLE 

A TIRADE AGAINST ECOCIDE FROM ATOP A RECYCLED SOAPBOX. JUST A FEW REASONS 

WHY YOU SHOULDN'T SMOTHER YOUR MOTHER, FUCKER! 

POST PAID NORTH AMERICA: UNITED STATES: $1.75 CANADA (Air): $2.00 

POST PAID EUROPE: U K £1.00 EUROPE: £1.20 

ALL EURO CHEQUES IN £ STERLING AND PAYABLE TO: J. ELLIOTT. 

TUMOR CIRCUS 
Self Titled 
LP/CS/CD VIRUS 87 

l Biafro with Charles Tolnay (King Snake Boost I & 
Steel Pole Bath Tub. The tumor grows...) 

N0MEANSN0 
0 + 2=1 
LP/CS/CD VIRUS98 
(Already? Yep, the brand new studio olbum is 
here! Eleven songs ..you know they're great!) 

WHITE TRASH DEBUTANTES 
Bill Dakota b/w Bod In Bed 
7" VIRUS 107 

(Local legends who just happen to be Joey 
Bamone's favorite bond. Comes in poster sleeve.) 

SKRAPYARD 
Sex Is Sex 
12" EP / CD EP VIRUS 103 
(Featuring former DeadKennedys guitarist East 
Boy Bay. Pop funk sensibilities - a first for A. 7.!) 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 7": $3.50 12" EP: $6.50 LP/CS: $7.50 CD EP: $10.00 CD: $12.00 
All prices are postpaid within the U.S. Other countries write for detoils. California state residents add 8.25% sales tax. Send 50< for a complete mailorder catalog. 

New signings Victims Family will be on the road with Alice Donut, January thru February '92, on their "Pointless Crusade" tour. Victims Family's debut A.T. release 
will be the album "Germ" due out late February. Our other new signing. Neurosis, will also release their new album on A.T. in the near future. Biafra will again 

be on the road early in '92, so watch local information sources for details. Remember: If You Uked 1991 - You'll Love 1992. 

NOMEANSNO OH, CANADUH 

ALLIED No. 10 7 INCH 

B/W NEW AGE 

ALL THE NEWS THAT’S FIT TO ABUSE 

ALLIED RECORDINGS - US POSTAL OFFICE BOX 460683, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF 94146 UNITED STATES of AMERICA. 

ALLIED RECORDINGS/PUNCHLINE BM BOX ACTIVE, LONDON WC1N 3XX ENGLAND. 



Wipers 
Rare and Hard 
to find Records 
7"s and L.P.S 

send stamp for catalog 
(overseas send 
int post coupon) 

Part Music 
‘ P.O. Box 1733 

Tempe, AZ.85280-1733 
U.S.A. 

TEMSOFroNSUMFTO^RlCE 

GIVE ME BACK - Comp LP V 

(14 bands) BIKINI KILL, 
SAWHORSE, SPITBOY, 
ECONOCHRSIT, MAN 
LIFTING BANNER, 
DOWNCAST, etc... 

SUCKERPUNCH - 10- 
DOWNCAST - LP 

GO! - There Is No Man 7" 

NAUSEA - Cybergod 7" 

NO ANSWERS #9 with 

DOWNCAST - 7" 

AMENITY - Chula Vista 7" 

GO! - Only Sheep Need... 7" 

NO ESCAPE/TURNING 
POINT - Split 7" 

SHADES APART - new 12" VI 
INFEST - the new 7" III 
RESIST - The Solution LP VI 
DEVIATORS - ...Century 7" III 
UNIT PRIDE - Then... 7" III 
HEROIN - 4 New Songs... 7" III 
NO ANSWERS #10 Bom I 

Against/Suckerpunch flexi 

By-Product Mailorder 
C/O Kent McClard 

PO BOX 680 
Goleta, CA 93116 

United States of America 

IV 
V 
III 
III 
IV 

III 
III 
III 

USA CANADA SEA AIR 
I $2.00 $2.50 $3.00 $5.00 
II $2.50 $3.00 $3.50 $4.50 
III $3.00 $3.50 $4.00 $5.00 
IV $4.00 $5.50 $5.50 $7.00 
V $5.00 $6.50 $7.00 $10.0 
VI $6.00 $7.00 $8.00 $10.0. 

Make checks payable to Kent McClard only. 
In Japan/Australia please add SI to each item. 

Thanks. 

OUT NOI1) ! 
VINDICTIVES 

the VI NDI CTfl VES 
7 i nch EP 

Four Punker Than 

Fuck Rockin’ Songs 

also avail able 
T-Shi rts $5 

| VI KT» MZOFSOCIETY^ 

LP "$5~ 
Mail well-concealed cash, plus a buck or two for postage to: 

P.O Box 183 Franklin Park, Illinois 60131 U.S.A. 

Screeching Weasel 
11 Punkhouse w 6 song EP 

$3 ppd 
"Mv Brain Hurts" 
t-shirts $7 ppd 
No Budget Records P.O Box 62 
Prospect Hts, IL 60070 U.S.A. 
(checks and nuo's to Portia Graham) 

<3> 



me.006 
THE BROKEN TOTS. 

1) raw, hire melodic punk- 
rock-killara from on« of 
emerica' a finaat bands 
at tha moment, 
releaaed 3/91 

INC.018 
WOMBELS 
-TOO LONG*2 E.P. 
BEST PAST & OOUNCI 
MELODIC SUMMER HARD¬ 
CORE/ PUNK SMASHERS, 
rel. 11/91 

INC.007 
TBS BROEES TOTS 
- 4 TRACE X.p. 

r3ct >»««a uaa. brilliant eound like 

ete!PP7 ••coo<1*"' "blisters", 

released s/90 

INC.019 
ANHRE7N - THE DAVE 
GOODMAN SESSIONS L? 
1) graat punk-songs 
like EMTTS/SL?, prod. 
by SKI PISTOLS* sound- 
engineer D.GOODMAN, 
rel. 5/91 

INC.020 
THE BLISTERS - PISSED 
TO MEET ME L? 
fantastic aoft-punk- 
albua with 10 track* 
like MC4/LEM0NHZAD3. 
rel.9/91 

FOR FREE MAILORDER CATALOG 
SEND A LOOS STAMP TO: 

INCOGNITO RECORDS 
HOCHFIRSTSTR.23 

7000 STUTTGART 80 
GERMANY 

FOR STORE INQUIRIES 
FAX: 0711-6874224 
LABELS, WHICH ARE 

INTERESTED IN TRADING, 
PLEASE GET IN CONTACT 

WITH US AS WELL. 

IN THE U.S.A.: f 
ROT2 RECORDS, INC. 1 
17 N.ELIZABETH ST. | 

CHICAGO, IL 60607-19111 
FOR STORE INQUIRIES 1 
CALL:(312)942-1710 1 

fjM - ^Integrity 
. JDI|o ,3fear '(Eomorrofo*’ 

iti 13 s°ng CD ($11 US), 13 song Cassette & Vinyl ($7 US) 

-,cp.l v S „ 

(Sftltlj ridden, 

<®t]Etto Stricken, 

^Hotljer af mine™ 

<3l’d gtin mg left arm, 

3)uet to fottnesB 

^jour demise 

CD & Cassette available 
in Jan. ‘92, Vinyl in 

Mar. ‘92. 

Foreign add $3/CD & 
Cassette, $5/Vinyl 

OVERKILL 
PO Box 20224 

Seattle, Wa. 98102 

USA 
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*Something capable of causing oblivion of grief and suffering .. 

the commonwealth 

fey 
..one of the best punk , Dl0Lal mind bJower 1st 

albums of the year" LP . its fucking awesome' 
The Rocket Profane Existancel 

J ...Enough honest Intensity 1 * 
to push it over the top." * 

(p ^ _ -Flipside 

ry m 
100% cotton Tshirt $8.0 

_MEDIA BLITZ\ 
P.0. Box 86493 
Portland, Or. 
97286 USA 

L.-'i 

t 

% % ^ Overseas add $3.00 per item , ^ ^ M 

* ^ \ * m m Distributed by AI 

Tribal War. M.C.R • Toxic Shock. Blacklist f J 
/ / 

Profane Existance 

Tt e frcttt 
AVAILABLE ON LP (S7ppd USA, $9ppd Europe) & CASSETTE ($6ppd USA, $8ppd Europe) 

Make ell checks end money orders payable In U.S. funds to: Free Thought Conceptions 

AH melt order IP's on crystal deer vinyl! 

Free Thought Conceptions / P.O. Box 432 / Qlen Echo, Maryland 20612 

,8ttrr Wr zwf* SEE HEAR MAGAZINES AND BOOKS 
STORE • MAIL ORDER • DISTRIBUTION 

BUTT tXJLY #6 OUT NOW!!! ! 
vith - Kent McClard of No Answers 'zine, Sam of 

Born Against, Satan on a stick 'zine, Lenny 
Goose ex-Punk Pals, an old Antischism tour 
diary, columns, reviews, and the usual garb¬ 
age. 24pgs. full size. 3 stamps ppd. 

oh, by the way,Butt Ugly «6,#5,#4_all for 
5 stamps , ppd.( a1though #5 may be sold out 
by then-now.) Foreign orders send CASH. 
(3 stamps equals $1, and so on.) 

408 E. Roberta Ave. 
Waukesha,WI 53186 

B WE NEED DISTRIBUTORS!!B 
Punk Rock as the new God... 

Sacrifice yourself to the 

new Christ; acknowledge It as 

master. Give thanks and praise 

to It, for It created you and 

all that is "cool" around you. 

Give your life to Punk find you 

shall live happily. It loves 

you and you should love it. 

Fucking kill yourselves. 

• 100's of Fanzines & Books on Music & Trash Culture 
• Specializing in all Popular Music Past & Present 
• Maximum Rock 'n' Roll, Forced Exposure, Option, The Bob 
• Re/Search, Psychotronic, Betty Pages 
• Tattoo, Comics, and more 
• Raw, Eightball, Hate 

SEE HEAR 
59 East 7th Street 
New York, NY 10003 
Store: 212-505-9781 
Mail Order and Distribution: 

212-982-6968 

Fast Reliable Service 
Send $2.00 ($3.00 outside U.S.A.) 
For Mail Order Catalog 



merchandise 

REVOLT 
premadomifl 

"If you saw this on 
drugs you'd commit 
suicide"-Laura W. 
'Snuff said. Contains 
Premadonna 1&2, & 

I Kill Ken, a barbie film 
. 30 min. VHS color. 
.$10 

SHIRTS: 
1. S&M PAIN! (Black) 

I 2. premadonna (blk, 
I grey, purple) 3. SUCK 

(blk w/ red "suck") all 
shirts printed on 100% 
cotton ruit of looms xi. 
Designs are 15-19" tall. 
RATES: 
1 @ $12 pp 2 @$20 pp 

Z1NES-41 ppd: JjQiaQEiS(30pgs, wG.G. Alin interview) 
& Ho! M:va)entjnes issue! 
rin^pptre§aff7 \aincfie 

fUmzne-, Books~$12 ppd: 
AflOBacfeO psychotics of a 
snuff tirrhmakerff) 169 pgs. 

COMING :1. Bash, an anti- 
gay queer film 2. more shirts 

merchandise 
'REVOLT 
P.O. BOX 105 send stamp for catazine, or 
Brandon, FL 33509 call (407) 823-4239-Anthony 

CONSPIRACY 
OF EQUALS 

GRAND ILLUSION 7” 
ARIZONA HARDCORE 

COMING SOON: 

ACTIVE MINDS / SCRAPS 
SPLIT EP 

DOG DAY SUNRISE 
BP 77 

F - 75623 PARIS CEDEX 13 

CASH OR IMO PAYABLE 
TO O. SIMONPIETR1: 

$4 - DM6.00 - FF23 ppd. 

TRADES WELCOME - BANDS W ANTED 

KING • FACE 
"Mother1fucker Read My Back" 

Double Live single 

$6US/$8SUR/$10AIR 

Seven League Boots 
"Man About Town" 

single 
$3US/$4SUR/$-6AIR 

Seven League Boots T-Shirts Dbl Sided 
$8US/$9SUR/$10AIR 

S £ Conatant Change Fanzine 
jl number three with: Verbal 

Assault, American 

-r i ~r s~~\ t~i Standard, Jawbox & 
LnAlNGJi oi Poiioi. 
2028 west main rd 

middletown, ri 02840 $1US/$2SUR/$3A1R 

NAKED AGGRESSION 
A.P.P.L.E. - Disintegrate the 

Church and State 
(Neither Victims Pt. 2) 7"EP 

®P.P.L(El 

I 

NAKED AGGRESSION - ‘They Cta't Get Me 

One of the best 7’’s I’ve hurd In quite * while. TbuJ rdc««* 
excitement, politic*! rage and female vocal power of the earty AYENGERS with the 
pure enery and n« drive c( eariy 80’* L.A. hardcore. Awesome debut! (JY) 

SKIP 4 
THE GITS ■ Second Skin / 

Social Lova 7" 

The second half of the early A.P.P.L.E. 
sessions previously released as SKIP 2. 
"Neither Victims nor Executioners Vol. 1." 
Great New York City political punk. 

A.P.P.L.E. - Neither Victims nor 
Executioners Vol. 1 7"EP 

preat melodic punk/rock 

ytith female vocals 

SKIP 3 
ASSASSINS OF GOD - 

Mo M"«Ic Tonight / Pink Song T' 

m. Waltz time rocker with the thrash 
verse: "The drummer broke his hand. The 
singer left the band. Someone stole the ^ 
van. Nobody gives a damn." ^ 

A.P.P.L.E-. - °LUTOCPACY T-SHIRTS 
100% cotton Black shirt white ink 

LG. or XLG. $9. U.S. $10. N.AMer. 

$13. overseas air. 

This was supposed to be their first single 
and includes tracks never before re¬ 
leased. New York’s finest political punk 

Assassins of God 

No Music Tonight 

B ROKSNBtE Kl PS 

P.0.B0X460402 S.F. CA. 94146 

Each Record Costs;$3.50/$4.50/$5.50 
Or Two For: $6.00/$8.00/$11.00 ppd 



4 song EP 

Tooling for Bovines 
7 Song EP on Cass. 

* Swiss Army Tractor 
2 Song 7 inch 

* Lack-a-daisy 
4 Song EP 

♦ split release v/ bing's Hans 

Call or write 
for your free catalog 

BRICK ROW MOSIC GROUP 
P.0. Box 4110 
Star City, WV 26505 

(304) 296-2613 
(304) 292-7120 
(304) 291-5169 

(all ltess on 7 inch vinyl 

unless otherwise stated.) 

BRAND SPANKIN NEW FROM DETOUR RECORDS 

Ragin new powerpunkpop for the NOW 90s! 

THE RAMONAS 

3 SONG 7" 45 

THE RAMONAS 
MISDIRECTED 
TDON T LIKE YOU 
SHE S A BITCH 

"A very great punk rock band!" 

-Scott McCaughey (YFF) 

EACH ONLY $3.50 ppd in USA; $5.00 ppd WORLD 

ORDER DIRECT: 

DETOUR RECORDS 237 8th AVENUE SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118 

THE WITNESSES 

BRAINWASH 
* SLOW LEAK 

THE WITNESSES 

7" 45 

BRAINWASH 

SLOW LEAK 

######################### 
BIRTH FANZINE NUMBER SIX 

OUT NOW!! 
48 pages of mayhem with a free 10-color swirled vinyl seven-inch! 

THE ZINE: Tons of reading (in tiny 6pt. lazer-type) and photos. First off comes a hearty ten-page 

interview with VICTIMS FAMILY who talk a lot about the European tour, hash smoking, and the 

new LP. There's also a huge expose on sex work and industries with dialogue in the form of 

interviews with MYKEL BOARD who talks about sex with children, KATY O'DELL who talks about 

her job as a sex-booth operator in San Francisco, LILY BRAINDROP who talks about Taste of Latex 
and the state of independent pom distribution, and last but not least RON HAY discusses the pros 

and cons of being gay in the Security Housing Unit of a maximum security prison. Plus, there's over 

100 reviews of various publications, records, books, shows, and movies. Plus we've added two new 

columnists to our ranks. In addition to all of that there's even a letters section and a Denmark punk 

scene report from Lars and Peter at Moshable in Aalborg. 

THE 7": A seven-inch record on 10-color swirled vinyl. Featuring mainly unreleased stuff from 

PROPAGANDHI, JOHN BARTLES, and SOCKEYE! 

Housed inside of a high-guality offset picture sleeve. Hand numbered and limited to 500. 

The zine and the record come together and are available for only $4 post-paid within the U.S. of A. 

and $6 overseas. Birth is non-profit, public accounting of the money we've gotten and where it has 

gone is available for an SASE . SUPPORT THE SPIRIT OF D.I.Y. PUNK, before it's too late. 

Distributors get in touch. Any bands looking for shows in Philadelphia, call if you'd like a hand!! 

Birth, Post Office Box 1382, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010-1382 U.S. of A. 

phone- (215) 527-1339 fax- (215) 527-7409 
u u u u u u u u. u g u u u u M M M M M M u y u 



COIiCJMNX STS _ _ AND ARE v .IJilOT 

To start off the New Year, I'd like to share with you one of my more recent mail 
projects. What you're about to read are copies of letters I sent to French's mustard. 
Although my complaint was a real and valid one, I felt 1 should pose as an old man; 
companies are really frightened of old folks for some reason, i continue doing this sort 
of thing but I am now using a completely phony name. By the way, although the letter 
doesn't state it, I ended up getting 6 free jars of mustard sent via UPS in addition to the 
mustard I got courtesy of the coupon in the first letter. Inspiration courtesy of Don 
Novello, author of The Lazio Letters and Ft. Lauderdale's SCAM fanzine 

August 26,1991 
Beniamin M. 
Apt 2E 
Chicago, IL 
60618 o 
Dear Sir, , , . 

I have long thought of French's as the finest mustard in the 
country. However, it is with dismay that I must inform you of my 
recent decision to switch to Plochmans. Although French's is better 
tasting, I can no longer put with your containers. 

Every time I squeeze a container of French's onto my hotdog or 
hamburger, I wind up with pieces of the label stuck to my fingers. 
This is because It's next to impossible to wash off. I switched to 
squeeze bottles from glass because the arthritis in my hands makes 
it difficult for me to get the caps off. Some change! Now I spend half 
my time trying to scrub the paint from the label off of my fingers. I 
try to use my hands as little as possible because of my pain. French's 
certainly is not a solution. 

Plochmans is fine, but frankly I feel it is an inferior product 
when compared withyours. Won't you go back to different labels? 
If you don't, I shall be forced to consume Plochmans from here on in. 

Angry, 
Benjamin M. 
PS. You might think I am just oneperson so my opinion doesn't 

matter! Not true. I have several friends who are considering drop¬ 
ping French's from their shopping lists for the same exact reasons as 
mine! 

September 20th, 1991 
Benjamin M 
Apt. 2E 
Cnicago, IL 
60618 © 
Miss Lavook, 

I was angered to receive your response to my complaint of 
August 26th ofthis year. I wrote to you to compla in about your labels 
coming off on my hands. All I got was a stupid form letter saying it 
was a sub-standard package and a mistake. You did not read my 
letter very carefully! This is a problem with all of your containers, not 
just one! 

As I said I might in my last letter, I have switched to Plochmans. 
Not because it is a better product (it's not) but because it is easier on 
my arthritis if I don't have to scrape away at my fingers every time 
I put a condiment on my burger. 

I want you to know that I will not be scared by your feeble 
attempts to to shut me up. And I most certainly will not be bought off 
by your crummy coupons! Is this the way you treat all your custom¬ 
ers’ complaints? It's a wonder you're still in business. As I stated in 
my previous letter I prefer French's to Plochmans any day but; I will 
not use your product when it aggravates my physical problems. You 
say the Food and Drug Administration says the labels are safe. That's 
just fine, but I wonder if the Food and Drug Administration has ever 
had to scrape French's paint off of their fingertips. I'm sure if they did 
they woula sing a different tune! (besides they were all appointed by 
the Democrats anyway). 

I'm not normally a man of harsh words, but I want an answer 
to my complaint, dammit! If I receive another one of your stupid 
letters I will be forced to go over your head. You're not dealing with 
an idiot! I have lots of friends who I keep informed about businesses. 
I can promise you that I will have every hotdog stand covered with 
Plochmans instead of French's! 

Demanding satisfaction, 
Benjamin M. 

August 30,1991 
Mr. Benjamin M 
Apt. 2E 
Cnicago, IL 60618 

Dear Mr. M, 
Thank you for contacting us regarding the defective label on 

French's Classic Yellow Squeeze Mustard. 
It is difficult to explain how this may have happened in view 

of the strict supervision and quality controls maintained at all of our 
plants. It is unusual for a sub-standard package not to be detected by 
our Quality Assurance inspectors prior to leaving our facility. Your 
comments have been forwarded to our packaging department for 
review and evaluation. 

The ink colors used on our food packaging are not harmful and 
have been approved by the Food and Drug Administration as safe. 

Enclosed are coupons which we hope you will use toward the 
future purchase of our products. We appreciate your taking the time 
to contact us and we do nope you will continue as a valued consumer 
of the Durkee-French Foods line. 

Sincerely, 
Lisa A. Lavook 
Consumer Services 

© 

© 
October 10,1991 
Mr. Benjamin M 
Apt. 2E 
Chicago, IL 60618 

Dear Mr. M, 
This is in response to your most recent letter about the labels of 

French's Squeeze Mustards. 
A copy of your original letter was forwarded to our packaging 

department for their investigation. 
Our management is aware of the problem where the ink comes 

off the label. Mr. M, let me assure you that corrective steps are being 
taken to prevent this from happening. 

In the meantime, we are sending you French's Mustard in a jar. 
While we realize this type of package may not be as convenient, we 
would like for you to remain loyal to French's. 

Thank you again for your comments. 
Sincerely, 
Lisa A. Lavook 
Consumer Services 

DOIMT BE 

AN 

ASSHAUL! 

As if to prove 
that miracles never do 
cease, I made it 
through my sister's 
wedding without a 
hitch. Truth be told, I 
actually had a very 
good time! 

I flew to New Jer¬ 
sey from Chicago, —- 
where I attended the sixth annual Living in Leather conference. This 
event was comprised of assorted minglings of the rich and kinky. 
(Oh, not to say that everyone at this conference was totally fat with 
cash, but hey, only a dummy would argue against the commonly 
held opinion that participation in the mainstream s/m community 

Lily Braindrop 



is a rich person's sport! ...$300 for the leather 
pants, $100 for the right hat, and god knows 
now much else for the sex toys...). Despite 
the fact that I felt like a punk-rock pauper (no 
explanation needed), it was a pretty good 
time. 

After 2 years of trying to figure out 
where I fit into that politically-conservative, 
culturally-mundane social microcosm 
known as the "mainstream" s/m communi¬ 
ty, I've finally figured out where I belong: 
Outside of it! Ha! With that resolved, I 
shucked all notion of conformity and trotted 
around the conference site in a hot-pink flow¬ 
ered minidress and dirty, obviously unpol¬ 
ished cowboy boots. I also had a swell, if 
unconventional, time in the dungeons, slic¬ 
ing up & poking my willing partner with 
scalpels and hypodermic tips, humiliating 
him by making him wiggle his booty like the 
stripper that he isn't, and waddling like a 
duck in my 5M heels to get back and forth 
under the bondage table onto which my 
partner was strapped (I couldn't just walk 
around it like a normal person, because a) 
I'm not a normal person & b) the table was 
thethered to the wall on all sides). Y'know, 
once you let go of all the trite social rituals, 
you can actually have a pretty good time at 
an s/m event....and if you consciously set 
out to be a flippant rable-rouser —which I'm 
sure none of you would ever do— you can 
have a very good time! One piece of advice: 
To really raise the ire of a tired s/m yobbo, a) 
wear pink b) wear a sweater c) talk about 
ACT-UP really loud d) swish e) be flagrantly 
bisexual, heterosexual, punky and rude about 
it, or f) feminine. These are all guaranteed to 
raise the eyebrows, but maybe you have 
better things to do with your time than chap 
the asses of those who wear chaps. Next. 

So, I literally went from one extreme to 
the next when I landed in New Jersey for the 
matrimonial fandango of ma soeur. My friend 
picked me up at the airport and then imme¬ 
diately whisked me into the city to interview 
for a job as a dominatrix at the dungeon 
where she works. I met with the "Head 
Mistress"/manager and snapped up a cou¬ 
ple of shifts to fill the time before I took off 
into the wilds of suburbia to see my family 
This was my first venture into the wonderful 
world known as "S/M for money". For 40% 
of the $150 per hour fee, I fulfilled my job 
requirement of meeting, getting chosen by, 
negotiating with, and entertaining the aver¬ 
age "joe blow" s/m client. What with s/m 
being largely a head trip, I was challenged to 
find the client's buttons and gently push 
around and perhaps tap on them, without 
knowing anything about him save for what 
he's revealed at the beginning of the session 
Sound difficult? You bet! I was humbled to 
learn that this is no easy job! Any of you 
strippers and straight workers out there may 
want to reconsider any moves for a career 
change into the realms of professional 
dominance...it's tough! (Then again, this is 
my opinion). I was mildly disappointed 
(though not terribly surprised) to find that 
most men want to be dominated by a barbie- 
doll with big tits...kind of like a Playboy 
bunny with fangs. When most clients call for 
an appointment, if they have any sort of 

prerequisite at all, it's usually that they want 
adorn that looks a certain way... and that way 
is usually pretty normal. In fact, most of my 
punky dom friends take out their septum 
rings and put on wigs 'cos the way they look 
scares the guys! Hey guys, isn't fear what 
you're paying for in the first place? Oh, you 
want to be scared, but you don't want to be 
threatened! Ah HA! 

Anyhow, the novelty of my life as a 
real life clominatrix kept my mind occupied 
as 1 plodded through the visit with my fam¬ 
ily. As I answered all the rote questions 
("No, I'm not hungry, thanks", "Yes, I'm 
really happy in San Francisco", "Oh, I'll mail 
you a copy of the magazine when it has a 
glossy cover",...), suffered through the wed¬ 
ding rehearsal ("Should we wear white hose 
or off-white?") and made neccessary con¬ 
versation with friends of the family (Picture 
moi chatting non-chalantly about pornogra¬ 
phy and sex work with my sister's Prebyte- 
rian minister friend), I let my mind wander 
back to my secret life at the dungeon. In fact, 
as I drifted down the aisle in my repulsively 
ugly pastel bride's maid dress, I managed to 
keep my composure by thinking this thought: 
"Less than 48 hours ago, I was making a man 
drink piss, raw eggs and chocolate syrup out 
of a dog dish." Thank Goddess for these 
mental meanderings, for they keep us out¬ 
wardly sane in these trying suburban mo¬ 
ments! Blessed are the piss-makers! 

But back to our regulary scheduled 
childhood trauma.. Not one incest flash back. 
Not one! No depression! NONE! I was 
shocked and thrilled. My thoughts as to how 
that happened? Well, I think I saved my 
psychic booty by, beleive it or not, doing the 
dom work! Not only did I have a distraction, 
I also was doing something so very different 
from anything having to do with my family. 
As a dom, I was in control (to the extent that 
any sex worker is in control...), I was revered 
as a grown woman, and I got to KICK ASS 
(on people who loved to get their asses 
kicked, no less)! I also maintain that I breezed 
through this family ordeal (visit, ordeal, same 
thing...) knowing that, for the first time in my 
life, I am fully capable of defending myself 
against anyone who tries to hurt me, psy¬ 
chologically or physically. 

How do I know this? I'll tell you in 2 
words: Model Mugging. Model Mugging is 
a controversial self-defense course that, 
among other things, teaches women how to 
street fight. I took this class in the spring of 
'91, and after the five 4 and a half hour 
sessions were over, I knew how to knock out 
a single unarmed assailant in a variety of 
different ways, from walk-by muggings to 
pins on the ground. MM differs from most 
self-defense classes because the students ac¬ 
tually use the techniques on a "model mug¬ 
ger" ( hence the name "Model Mugging"). 
This sainted "mugger" dons $1500 in pad¬ 
ded safety equipment and lets himself be hit, 
punched, kicked and struck full force by all 
the women in the class. Due to the fact that 
you do actually hit full force, the technique 
gets prgrammed into your body...like a re¬ 
flex, girl! This class, which I took with 15 
other women, has radically transfomed my 
life. Through this class, I have learned that I 

am (and every woman is) a tremendously 
strong person! By knowing that I can defend 
myselfnow, I have managed to heal much of 
the injury incurred during the times in my 
life when I couldn't. And I can truck around 
in a miniskirt without fearing for my life. (I 
don't know how I did sex work before Itook 
this class!) It would be a stretch to say "Oh, I 
can knock somebody out, so my incest trau¬ 
ma is over", but I can say for sure that this 
class has shown me that not only am I able to 
defend myself, I am worth defending, and I 
am in control of my own life. I also know 
how to define physical and phsychologica.l 
boundaries, because this class teaches you 
how to discover that about yourself..for your¬ 
self. Picture 16 women standing arm and 
arm in a circle, stomping thier feet in unison 
and shouting "NO!!!!" with every fiber of 
thier beings! YES!!!! Never say date rape 
again, honey! NO MEANS NO ain't just a 
band any more! 

So, as this experience shows it, I am 
finally effectively telling my old inner de¬ 
mons to fuck off and die. Because if any one 
will die from this incest hell, it will be those 
demons, not me. I will carry on, fabulously 
accessorized, ferocious, and punk as fuck. In 
some untold future issue of MRR, I will do a 
full-lenght feature on MM, so you can all get 
the full scoop. This hardened cynic thor¬ 
oughly recommends this course. Stay tuned! 

In the meantime, hello to all my sister 
and brother childhood sexual abuse survi¬ 
vors and a big shout to my family of punk- 
rock dominas and dom-dudes out there! 
Keep working at it & keep working it, gang, 
and know that if I ran the world, you'd never 
have to hide it under a wig! 

And the "NOW I KNOW WHY I 
DON’T OWN A TELEVISION" award goes 
to: Sisters. Have you seen that wimpy, psue- 
do-liberal, pseudo-feminist show? I had the 
misfortune of seeing it when I was in New 
York. In the episode I saw, one sister gets 
arrested when she protests the removal of 
nude photographs from a gallery. Noble 
enougn, right? Well, when the photogra¬ 
pher who shot the photos comes in and asks 
her why she's going to such extremes, this 
stupid windbag starts waxing and foaming 
at her pretty little, upperclass white mouth 
about her civil rights, and the first ammend- 
ment, etc. To prove the soundness of her 
"reasoning", she turns to her cellmates in the 
county jail who are street walkers (who are 
of course stereo typically constantly hooting, 
saying "Yes, girl," and snapping their gum.). 
Miss Muffy Liberal says to the women (my 
paraphrasing): "Ladies, do you think the 
government has the right to tell you what 
you can and cannot say, do or see?", and all 
the gals shout"Hell, no..." Miss Muffy then 
turns back to her concerned arty-liberal friend 
and says (and I QUOTE): "See, even a bunch 
of hookers know that!" Call me oversensitive, 
but I was so pissed at this line that I burst into 
angry tears and flipped a fat ole' finger at this 
precious little "freedom fighter". Fuck you, 
all you princessy network dolts, "hookers" 
and their ilk know a fuck of a lot more about 
political and legal struggle than any of you 
cushy-assed morons. They don't, however, 
know much about erosion of their civil rights. 



because hookers don't have any! Why not 
really go out on a limb and have this self- 
aggrandizing hippy-yuppie character cham¬ 
pion that cause during an episode?!!! To all 
you network fuckers, take your ridiculously 
inane prejudices and stick them where they 
belong....!hen come to me and pay me what 
I usually charge for the hour and Mistress 
Fist (yes, that is my working name) will 
come pry those prejudices out for you. May¬ 
be after you've been sitting on them for a 
while, you'll see just how shitty they really 
are. Sex workers have enough trouble with¬ 
out your multi-million dollar stereotype re¬ 
inforcements. Leave us the fuck alone ! 

Anything I could say about being a 
woman in this nere and now you've already 
heard a thousand times before. As much 
thought as I give to feminist issues, even I'm 
getting a little tired of hearing about it. So, 
I'm going to lay down that chisel for now 
and take a little time to speculate on just how 
men are feeling about their roles in society. 
Always portrayed as the bad guys, there's 
really not tha t m uch sympa thy for men when 
it comes to discussing the oppression of gen¬ 
der stereotypes. 

I'd never given it much thought, my¬ 
self, until I got into an accident on the free¬ 
way while on my way over to the MRR house 
last week. Some idiot screeched to a com¬ 
plete stop in the middle of six speeding lanes 
of rush hour traffic, assuming that whoever 
was behind him was a good enough driver to 
avoid smashing into him. I guess he had no 
way of knowing he was in front of me. AAA 
managed to get us off the road and under the 
exitramp where we could see just who would 
be able to drive away from the collision. I 
was driving a Chevy Nova, manufactured 
during the pre-oil crisis early seventies when 
they still made cars out of metal. The damage 
seemed to be concentra ted to one fender and 
headlight - all I needed was to change the tire 
and I'd be out of there. The man I'd rear- 
ended was driving some little gas-efficient 
modem Japanese import. It looked like Jap¬ 
anese origami, but with a change of tire 
would probably be able to limp away. The 
big, friendly man in greasy overalls who'd 
towed my car immediately set about lifting 
up the front of my Nova and changing the 
tire. The other car's tow picked his teeth and 
gossiped with the police while the driver of 
the car got a tire jack from his trunk and 
commenced to crank. No one offered to help 
him. No one asked me to do anything but 
stand around wondering how much this 
was going to cost me. I didn't complain -1 
don't want to change a tire...l don't know 
how to change a tire. But I still thought it was 
kind of weird that he was just expected to 
change his own tire while I was expected to 
let a man do it for me. 

That kind of thing is really very com¬ 
mon. I couldn't tell you how many times I've 
taken advantage of that sexist chivalry when 
it results in not having to stand on the train, 
open beer bottles with my own teeth, or 
carry big heavy boxes. If it's sheer laziness 
that lets me lean on the helpless female ste¬ 
reotype, then it's greed that motivates me to 
purposely portray myself as a sex-object. 
Making twenty dollars an hour as a live 
nude orifice in the peep shows was so lucra¬ 
tive that I found it easy to justify as being 
perfectly OK, if not downright liberating. 
Actually, I will still maintain that view, but 
at least I'm honest enough to say that money 
is the primary charm of the sex industry. 
Being, as one customer so charmingly called 
me, a "jizz bimbo" is actually a sort of even 
trade-off of stereotypes. In exchange for act¬ 
ing like a mindless nympho straight out of 
Penthouse Forum, I got to see men at their 
very piggiest. Perfectly nice, decent men will 
walk through the doors and be transformed 
into creeps. Not all the men who enter a strip 
joint undergo this transformation. There are 
also a fair proportion of guys who were 
slime before coming in, but tor the most part 
I think the customers tend to be normal guys 
who could be your father. These nice family 
men get a whiff of the mingled scent of stale 
cum and Lysol, and it releases something 
deep within them. In a peep show, a man's 
smug macho sexism is free to hang out like 
his beer gut on Super Bowl Sunday. As 
horrible as that may sound, rather than be¬ 
ing offended, I usually ended up feeling 
pretty sorry for the poor guys. There's some¬ 
thing pathetic about a human being being 
desperate and lonely enough to spend twen¬ 
ty dollars or more in order to watch a naked 
woman through a smeary window. Since 
my job was to actually talk to these men over 
a phone in the little private "fantasy booths", 
I got an insight into male sexuality that the 
people who did the Kinsey Report could 
never fathom. Convinced that I'm not really 
human, the customer feels free to bare his 
very soul with a frankness few people can 
achieve with their therapists. In a very short 
time it became apparent to me that those 
men had more sexual hang-ups than any 
woman I'd ever known. I mean, how often 
have you heard all that crap about most 
women being frigid and sexually ignorant? 
It's assumed that a woman learns about sex¬ 
uality from her male lover, who is instinc¬ 
tively knowledgeable about all matters or¬ 
gasmic. After all, we girls just got a little 
pamphlet about menstruation and fallopian 
tubes at age twelve while our brothers got a 
man-to-man talk and Playboys to read, right? 
I think the Playboys are partly to blame for 
the whole mix-up - countless times I've read 
of things in magazines that I know for a fact 
are physically impossible. (Example: since 
the vagina has no nerve endings inside it, a 
woman simply can't "feel her lover's hot 
cum shooting deep inside her.") I think it is 
from these magazines that my customers 
have gotten a lot of dumb ideas. I have been 
asked to perform feats that would defy the 
laws of pnysics. 

When I wasn't fielding silly requests, I 
was playing psychologist. Damn! Some of 

the biggest, strongest guys were as insecure 
as hell. Usually, it was the penis size thing. 
I was constantly being asked if it was "big 
enough". Big enough for what ? I mean, 
what's the requirement for beating off in a 
booth, anyway? I'm a lot nicer than you 
might think-1 always assured them that they 
were just fine regardless of the size of the 
member in question. Actually, I'm inclined 
to think the average of six inches is a myth - 
I think most men are really smaller that six 
inches, but since I've never measured any 
customers, I can't say for sure. 

Next to penis size, men worry about 
being perverted. That's actually something 
a lot of women can relate to as well, but at 
least we had Nancy Friday reassuring us 
that anything in our Secret Garden is OK. As 
far as customers go, I can honestly say I like 
perverts - they're more entertaining and they 
usually spend a lot of money. But I do get 
tired of telling them tha t it's perfectly normal 
(if not downright mundane) to wear a cloth 
diaper under their three piece suits. I tell 
them this "You are perfectly normal. If any¬ 
thing, you are gifted in that you are in touch 
enough with your sensuality to recognize 
and express what turns you on. There's noth¬ 
ing wrong with you." In my mind, the only 
thing truly sick is a need to hurt or belittle 
another person. If I got one of those in my 
booth, I simply threw him out immediately. 

I've noticed in both my work and in 
real life that many men are obsessed with 
making a woman come. I try to be fair here, 
because I know we never have to worry 
about getting the guy off - that's something 
we can take for granted. And I know we can 
be difficult - but there's something weird 
about the way some men go at it, determined 
to get me off in order to prove their virility. 
Sex isn't a skilled combination of smooth 
moves, exotic positions, and technical know¬ 
how... it's energy. Sex is in the mind as much 
as it is in the genitals. I get myself off - with 
or without your help. Another thing: when¬ 
ever a man proudly informs me that he can 
fuck for hours, I cringe. Ouch . 

It sounds like I'm really slagging men 
here, but I'm not. I'm simply trying to see 
how the stereotype of omnipotent virility 
can be just as crippling to men as any weak 
or simpleminded expectations are to wom¬ 
en. It must be awful to feel the need to 
always appear powerful and in control of all 
situations. Maybe that's something I'll think 
about the next time I get pissed off about 
breast implant surgery. 

Yeah, yeah, I know - columns about 
about punk analysis and "alternative com¬ 
munities" are pretty boring. I agree, really. 



even though that's all mine seem to be about. 
So instead of wasting print re-frothing at the 
mouth over alternative music. I'll try to go 
over something that's probably way too hip- 
pyish for you all: alternative education. 

Alternative schools started in this 
country as a by-product of the American 
hippy filing, but they got their real kick in the 
ass from an English school called Summer- 
hill. Summerhill was started in the late 60's 
by an older man named A.S. Neil, and got 
noticed in a pretty big way by American 
educators in early 70's. The school's educa¬ 
tional principles were, and are, pretty revo¬ 
lutionary: let kids do whatever tne fuck they 
want. Let them read, play ball, swear, swim 
naked, play with legos, explore in the woods. 
The goal is to get it into kids' heads that they 
have to treat education as an open-ended 
process which has nothing to do with grades 
or degrees, and by the mid-70's small D.I.Y. 
schoolhouses were sprouting like blackheads 
across this country. 

I spent six years at two of these alterna¬ 
tive schools, one in upstate New York and 
the other, when I was in high school, in 
upstate Vermont. My experiences at the two 
schools couldn't have been more different, 
but more and more I'm really struck be¬ 
tween the similarities between alternative 
education and alternative music, punk rock, 
whatever. Like, in both cases, it takes the 
enormous energy of one single individual to 
get things rolling, which also places the or¬ 
ganization in great danger of losing that 
individual. Both the schools I went to (just 
like all the other alternative schools - not 
many - that I knew about) would have been 
fucked without their founders, the same 
way that I get the impression that Positive 
Force DC or MRR would be in deep shit if 
Mark Andersen or Tim Yohannon ever quit. 
At the same time, I caught a lot of mumbling 
then, just as I do now, over how to deal with 
the kind of internal power structures these 
lopsided hierarchies create. How do you 
create a working, democratic institution 
when so much of the architecture rests on the 
dynamism of one individual? Similarly, just 
as in the punk community, there was always 
lots of tension between the intellectuals and 
the anti-intellectuals at these schools... some 
teachers would rattle on about the virtues of 
Thomas Dewey or "superlearning" (don't 
ask) while others would take the kids out 
bowling in order to teach them math skills 
through proper scoring. 

But part of the individualism involved 
in the making of alternative schools usually 
meant that they reached very different ends, 
often depending on the personalities and 
idosyncrasies of their founders. The un¬ 
named school in upstate New York could, I 
guess, be called a success story. It functions 
today pretty much the same way it always 
has. I went to an open house there about a 
month ago with my dad - the kids are young¬ 
er, some of the paint is peeling, but they've 
built a fantastic new library, they still raise 
animals and tend gardens, they still share 
health food recipies and software programs. 
The unnamed school in upstate Vermont, 
however, was in the process of imploding 
when well-dressed state investigators ar- 

rived one morning to check out claims that 
the principal had molested two of the stu¬ 
dents. I was in 10th grade at a religious 
school at the time, and just happened to have 
been visiting during one of the first weeks of 
the investigation. I remember a lot of secrecy 
and shielded resentment: these people were 
being invaded from the outside, and the 
utopian structure of the place wasn't de¬ 
signed to accommodate such intrusions. The 
investigators, via a small, outside board of 
directors, forced the principal's resignation. 
The school folded later that year. 

It was, in a roundabout way, the state 
that closed the school - a doomsday scenerio 
which was much discussed while I was there, 
and one I had originally written off as para¬ 
noid ramblings. Now I wish I'd paid more 
attention to various rumors I had heard about 
other schools getting shut down. One big 
tale that briefly made the rounds was about 
a school in Florida, run by American Indians 
on a reservation, that was closed in a pre¬ 
dawn raid by the FBI. No one ever offered 
any reasons for the raid, but the logical as¬ 
sumption was that there was no reason, that 
they been busted for being different, for 
trying to establish some option from the 
governmental bullshit they had to put up 
with. Actually, all things considered, the 
government probably could've done a lot 
more to us if they'd wanted to. In fact most 
our food came from the state - cheese, peanut 
butter, big drums of acidic, noxious grape¬ 
fruit juice. It seems bizarre and encouraging 
to me that our government would actually 
have let these schools exist in the first place, 
let alone give us free food. 

Especially interesting in light of the 
parallels with punk rock are the ways in 
which alternative schools deal with burn¬ 
out. At the high school in Vermont, there 
was almost no mechanism for dealing with 
stress, other than endless policy meetings 
which involved teachers and students and 
sometimes consumed entire days. Conse¬ 
quently, the turnover rate was enormous, 
new teachers were in and out all year long, 
sometimes pulling students out with them. 
In the upstate NY school, they did develop a 
mechanism - a weekly closed meeeting for 
teachers, a kind of therapy with which to 
discuss the week's events. I suppose it did 
the trick, if for no other reason than because 
I know that almost all the same people who 
taught me 15 years ago are still there. The 
drawback was that the weekly discussion 
group eventually mutated into an entire 
emotional support structure for a closed com- 
munity, incorporating a lot of silly self-help 
trends in the process - EST and Gestalt in the 
70's, Shirley MacLaine and past life therapy 
in the 80's, co-dependency and men's move¬ 
ment issues in the 90's. 

Did these schools do more good than 
bad? I'm still trying to figure that one out. 
My gut reaction used to be a deeply felt 
"yes', but these days I'm not so sure. I re¬ 
member borderline child abuse at the New 
York school.. hell, not even borderline some¬ 
times: one poor kid got hung up by his 
thumbs. I talked to my parents about him a 
while ago, suprised to find out that both 
knew about the incident. But none of us 

could come up with any easy answer. This 
same school mat could've been shut down 
for that one little kid swinging from the 
ceiling also got me interested in art, reading, 
acting, and forced me to treat my education 
as some sort of active, personal experience, 
which is a fuck of a lot more than I can say for 
any of the public schools I ever went to. 
Likewise, the reason I left the Vermont school 
was because I was the only person to come 
out strongly against the idea that everyone 
there could do all the drugs they wanted, 
and I got sick of being shit on for holding 
unpopular opinions. But this same school 
got me to produce, to actually enjoy doing 
work in order to create things, and was re¬ 
sponsible for my getting into punk (as sappy 
as it sounds in retrospect, we had a class 
discussion on "hardcore vs. classical" in 
which we debated the merits of the DK's and 
Vermont's own Nation of Hate versus 
Rachmaninoff...our principle's favorite). In 
fact, lots of the punk stuff I'm involved with 
now seem like natural extensions of the hip¬ 
py ideas I got when I was a kid. Putting 
together a fanzine is the same thing as the 
little comic books I worked on in art class. 
Touring reminds me of the "field trip" the 
Vermont school took down south... we made 
it to the Florida keys by offering to work for 
hotel rooms and restaurant meals, and one 
of the teachers scammed free plane fares for 
all of us to get to the Bahamas, where we 
stayed in the closed kitchen of an island 
resort. When I hear people bellyaching about 
the two hour meetings held by the new Pos¬ 
itive Force group in New York, I have to 
laugh... in Vermont we had eight hour meet¬ 
ings, usually involving emotionally unsta¬ 
ble teenagers. 

Now here's the typical Sam McPheeters 
column crap. My band used to practice at a 
studio around the comer from Madison 
Square Garden, and one day we scheduled a 
rehearsal 3 hours before a big Greatful Dead 
concert. When we emerged from the studio 
building, a ten-block radius around the gar¬ 
den had been converted into a festival of 
weekend hippies, suburban kids with fresh 
tie-dyes and pocket allowance for dumb 
drugs. I brought up the idea that it would be 
fun to parade around in police or nazi out¬ 
fits, but Adam pointed out that these pseu¬ 
do-hippies were so stupid that they'd prob¬ 
ably applaud us for "doing our own thing" 
or, more plausable still, offer to help us beat 
up niggers and queers (kind of like all the 
bands in New York who play Amnesty Inter¬ 
na tional benefits and talk about how great 
the death penalty is). Seeing all these ver¬ 
minous deadheads, fake deadheads, assem¬ 
bled in one place, I couldn't help but be 
reminded of when I saw Murphy's Law open 
up for the Beastie Boys several years earlier 
in Troy, NY. That was my one and only 
experience with arena rock, and when they 
took the stage a massivfe pit opened up... a 
giant fistfight 150 people large. Both the 
Murphy's Law and The Greatful Dead expe¬ 
riences were prime examples of the way 
counterfeit cultures work, especially when 
they're based on real countercultures that 
have long since been flushed down the toilet. 
And although I didn't go to any, my guess 



would have to be that theLollapalooza shows 
served as a hybrid of both worlds, the fake 
hippy and the fake punk, and probably set 
the tone for a good decade of high visibility 
"alternative" arena quackery to come. The 
end result being that energy which could've 
been channeled into building real alterna¬ 
tive institutions, like maintaining the hippy 
schools I went to, or putting together dura¬ 
ble, consistent fanzines, or taking over aban¬ 
doned buildings, are now channeled into 
pre-existing fake alternatives. And eventu¬ 
ally, after another generation comes and goes, 
we'll have less and less single minded indi¬ 
viduals to take initiatives to do anything in 
the first place. 

Didn't I say at the beginning of this 
thing that I ha ted columns about "punk" and 
"alternative communities"? I'll shut up now. 

Why Guns 'n Roses are more impor¬ 
tant than 50 average punk bands, or how I 
overcame my prejudices and started to love 
(some) heavy metal. 

Before talking about Guns n' Roses, I 
guess it would be a good idea to explain how 
it was that I, for years the most anti-metal 
person in the whole world, grudgingly came 
to appreciate certain types of metal. Sad to 
say, the main culprit was music television, 
although before that I had liked the occa¬ 
sional rebellious metal anthem (e.g, stuff by 
AC/DC and "I Wanna Rock" and "We're 
Not Gonna Take It" by Twisted Sister - the 
latter cut sounds kinda like a metallized 
version of a good Cock Sparrer song) and 
belatedly been awed into submission by the 
total heaviness of the guitars on Metallica's 
Master of Puppets LP. 

Then, when I first got a cable hookup 
for my television, I began to periodically 
watch MTV. At first I hated it, because most 
of the music on it was - and for that matter 
still is - totally lame. And for the first couple 
of months, I found metal videos entertaining 
mainly because I enjoyed laughing at their 
general ridiculousness, not to mention look¬ 
ing at beautiful girls. Let's face it, when 
you're dealing with crap like Whitesnake 
and Van Halen, laughing is the only option. 
But gradually I found myself really enjoying 
and, to my chagrin, humming some of the 
better old-style pop metal songs from that 
period ("Rock You Like a Hurricane" by the 
Scorpions, "All We Are" by Warlock, some 
songs by Alice Cooper ana Ratt, etc.). 

The aspects of metal that I had always 
hated (and still find annoying) - those hor¬ 
rible falsetto vocals and the overlong, wanky 
guitar solos - began to seem somewhat less 
repugnant if only due to increasing familiar- 

ity, especially since as a listener 1 have al¬ 
ways focussed most of my aural attention on 
the pounding beat and the roaring rhythm 
guitars. At the same time, 1 was definitely 
into the bone-crunching guitar power and 
the much heavier overall sound characteris¬ 
tic of many metal records (especially com¬ 
pared to the often tinny production of punk 
indies), even though other such records are 
overproduced and hence lack both power 
and immediacy. 

However, the thing which really forced 
me to acknowledge that my earlier anti¬ 
metal prejudices were no longer entirely jus¬ 
tified was the simple fact that much of the 
recent crop of metal has been influenced so 
much by punk that it no longer reminds me 
of the kind of progressive metal shit that I 
hated throughout the 1970s. This is observ¬ 
able on all sorts of levels. 

The debt owed by Metallica and their 
hordes of speedmetal followers to thrash 
punk should be obvious to everyone, but to 
this must be added the influence of 77-style 
punk on vocal styles (lower and gruffer), 
song lengths and structures (shorter and 
simpler), lead guitar parts (also shorter and 
simpler), and lyrical themes (more explicitly 
social and political). The fact is that much of 
what passes for heavy metal nowadays is a 
hybrid of metal and punk styles, and only 
someone with a totally closed mind could 
fail to notice the change. These hybrids grew 
out of a reciprocal borrowing process, both 
via metal bands who were influenced by 
punk or punk bands who slowed down, got 
heavier, and adopted a more metal guitar 
sound. It is certainly no accident that so 
many members of today's metal bands 
sprang from punk and hardcore groups, nor 
that many metal rockstars increasingly sing 
the praises of punk in their interviews. Like 
it or not, raunchy punk-influenced metal 
stuff has attained mass popularity and me¬ 
tallic punk appeals to many people who are 
members of the underground. 

Not all of the resulting punk /metal 
hybrids are equally appealing, however. For 
example, having overdosed on straight 
hardcore a while ago, I find that I rarely like 
speedmetal, which generally weds more or 
less wanky leads and bad vocals to tuneless 
thrash, i.e., the worstof both metal and punk. 
There are of course exceptions, such as Sui¬ 
cidal Tendencies' killer crunch rock, the 
slower new material by Slayer, some earlier 
stuff by Megadeth, punk covers by Anthrax 
(like Joe Jackson's "Got the Time"), and the 
truly amazing Metallica, who continue to 
produce well-written, catchy, and innova¬ 
tive songs and whose trademark chunka- 
chunka-chunka guitar riff is, along with a 
heavier production sound, metal's greatest 
gift to punk music. But other hybrid metal- 
punk styles are generally way cool, such as 
the humorous trash metal of Manitoba's Wild 
Kingdom and Zodiac Mind warp, the hard 
guitar pop/glam metal on the first Poison LP 
(punk guitar riffs galore) and songs like "Beat 
the Bullet" by Vain or the cover of "Leather 
Boyz wi th Electric Toy z" by Pretty Boy Floyd, 
and the Dolls-style raunch of the first Faster 
Pussycat LP or cuts like "Sex Action" by the 

L.A. Guns. To these often rousing hybrid 
rockers must be added the almost straight 
punk songs featured on innumerable metal 
or pseudo-metal records, e.g., "(Na Na) 
Nukklear Rokket" by WrathchUdU.K., "Half 
The Way Valley" by the Sea Hags, etc. Fi¬ 
nally, there are an increasing number of 
bands. Nirvana being the best and most fa¬ 
mous, that occupy that hard-to-define ter¬ 
rain somewhere between punk, metal, pop, 
and psychedelia. Most originated as under¬ 
ground quasi-punk groups, though some 
also stem from the metal side (like Warrior 
Soul). 

Some people apparently view all of 
these trends toward hybridization as 
unlistenable or a form of selling out, but I 
think they represent the most refreshing 
cross-fertilization of musical styles (along 
with metal/rap combinations) in years. If 
not for this A.P. ("After Punk") mishmash of 
rockin' styles, the only option open to punk 
fans would be to listen to "pure*' 60s and 77 
punk (neo or old) or thrash (generic or other¬ 
wise) forever, certainly a retrograde and es: 
sentially nostalgic endeavor, or "progress¬ 
ing" on to neo-folk, jazz, or arty-farty noise, 
which is undoubtedly the worst of all pos¬ 
sible courses of action. As an older local 
scenester named Mono so aptly put it at a 
recent gig, "fuck you if you anvt playing 
rock n' roll". Precisely my sentiments. 

Aside from these perfectly reasonable 
rationalizations for changing my musical 
tastes, I have to admit that there was a final 
factor which caused me to get into heavy 
metal. Given my personality structure, the 
very fact that almost everyone I knew re¬ 
acted so negatively and contemptuously to 
my efforts to encourage them to listen to 
newer metal stuff provided me with a per¬ 
verse sense of satisfaction. I was actually 
able to shock and horrify old punksters, the 
only people left who had seemed to be im¬ 
mune to my negativity and efforts to be 
offensive. Once I realized that, I gleefully 
played this psychological card to the hilt. I 
began to rave about Poison to Biafra, Mickey 
Creep, Tim, Martin, etc., just to see the in¬ 
credulous, disgusted looks on their faces. 
Biafra probably thought there was nothing 
in the world that was still capable of shock¬ 
ing him, but he almost turned a nauseous 
pea green color when I first told him I really 
liked Guns n' Roses. Don't misunderstand 
me, I actually do like the first Poison album 
and Guns n' Roses, but it became even more 
fun to broadcast this publicly when I real¬ 
ized how much it irritated other people. In 
this spirit, let me tell you why Guns mRoses 
are so important. 

The reason I like Guns n' Roses is cer¬ 
tainly not because I think they are clever 
fellows or great songwriters. In fact, they are 
singularly unreflective if not altogether ig¬ 
norant, and only about 20% of their songs 
(like "It's So Easy", "Think About You", 
"You Could Be Mine", etc.) are really power¬ 
ful, punky, and inspired. But they display 
certain characteristics that are almost en¬ 
tirely absent in hugely successful corporate 
rock and pop acts. For one thing, they nave a 
football field full of "attitude". They spew 



out venom against practically everyone, and 
don't give a fuck who likes or dislikes it. Of 
course, this sometimes leads them to make 
the most moronic statements imaginable (as 
in the infamous "One In A Million", a great 
song aside from the stupid, regressive lyr¬ 
ics), but such an absolute lack of forethought 
is positively endearing in a kiss-ass industry 
where so many groups are trying so hard to 
"please", essentially by not offending any¬ 
one who might promote them or buy their 
records. Furthermore, they are real fuck- 
ups. Among the reasons for Guns n' Roses 
abrasiveness and abusiveness is that Axl 
Rose is a bona fide headcase who needs 
psychological treatment, and other mem¬ 
bers of the band are totally wasted on alcohol 
or drugs half the time. When that belligerent, 
irresponsible attitude is infused into the 
music, it results in hard rockin' songs with a 
really raw, out-of-control edge to them. In 
short, there's something genuine about Guns 
n' Roses which comes across in their better 
material, and it is this which has managed to 
touch the psyches of rowdy, alienated teen¬ 
agers and young adults throughout America 
(and the world). And that, my friends, is why 
they are more important than 50 average 
punk bands. They are able to effortlessly 
catalyze feelings of rebellion in millions, 
whereas most of today's insular, self-righ¬ 
teous "punks" can only inspire boredom in 
the handful of people listening to them. Punk 
has largely lost its undercurrent of danger 
and forbidden pleasures and become whiney 
and stodgy. Sad but true. 
For real punks only - wimpy punx fuck of 

Now that I've thoroughly offended 
and/or bored everyone with my digression 
on metal and Guns n' Roses, which might 
lead some foolish people to assume that I've 
"sold out" or that they're way more "punk" 
than I am, it's time to demonstrate otherwise 
by introducing a brand new section for real 
punks only. I'm not talking about the hu¬ 
morless, intolerant PC punks who are al¬ 
ways stuffing their faces with bean sprouts 
and whining about some evil "ism" or other, 
nor the well-adjusted upper class "shiny 
happy smart punx" - in the immortal words 
of Shred of Dignity - but rather those people 
who know that the essence of the punk atti¬ 
tude is a constant desire to give a big middle 
finger to authority figures (including would- 
be "punk" authorities) and the world in gen¬ 
eral. You know, the kind of angry, alienated 
person (like myself) who is forced daily to 
add at least one other person to the list of 
people who can kiss his or her ass. The kind 
of person who recognizes that the vast ma¬ 
jority of people are ignorant assholes, re¬ 
gardless of their social and economic posi¬ 
tion, race, creed, gender, or sexual orienta¬ 
tion. The kind of person who hates to be told 
what to do, even if it might be something 
worth doing. The kind of person who, far 
from worrying about offending the sensi¬ 
bilities of every Tomas, Dick, and Harriet, 
enjoys being offensive and obnoxious and 
actually goes out of the way to irritate others 
when the occasion warrants it. The kind of 
person who views censorship, speech and 
dress codes, and other thought and behavior 

control measures as the worst of all possible 
evils. Along with a desire to have fun and/or 
be creative, that was the most representative 
attitude of the earliest punks. 

1 oughta know, since 1 was among 
them. Somewhere along the line, this per¬ 
fectly legitimate desire to tell the world to 
fuck off was transmogrified into today's pa¬ 
thetic pseudo-punk desire to rectify all the 
world's problems (a hopeless cause), turn 
every single issue into a political or moral 
crusade, display "concern" for every living 
thing (including total assholes, as long as 
they're "oppressed" and/or "disadvan¬ 
taged"), and avoid giving offense. So let me 
give you all fair warning, if you're one of 
those guilt-ridden, goody-goody, 
oversensitive "punks" who spends every 
waking hour wringing your hands about the 
world's (real or imagined) injustices and 
never laughs at off-color, insulting jokes. 
Don't fuckin' read this section, you nerdy 
little shit! The records discussed here are all 
loud and in your face, and they deal with 
subjects of interest to real punks - sex, alco¬ 
hol, rock n' roll, drugs, telling off assholes 
who try to prevent us from indulging in 
these pleasures, and in general satirizing 
society and authority figures. 

The single of the month is by the Diesel 
Queens, which contains two classic punk 
songs in the old style, one uptempo ditty 
("Waterhead Boy") and one slower number 
("O.S.H.") that's perfect for banging heads 
but not metallish. The production is bright, 
the guitars are loud, the vocals are snotty, 
and the lyrics, which 1) compare different 
types of baldies and 2) slag off rednecks, are 
clever and funny as hell. You'd have to be a 
dork to not like this record. Runner up is the 
Screaming Bloody Marys EP, which con¬ 
tains one slower song guaranteed to offend 
every sensitive gal and male "feminist" out 
there, and three great fast punkers with raw 
guitars and catchy choruses. The only prob¬ 
lem here, which alone prevented their record 
from being this month's biggest hit, is the 
muddy production, which tempers the gui¬ 
tar power and almost obliterates some great 
singalong chorus melodies. With the right 
mix, the future looks bright. 

And speaking of punk rock, check out 
the Crazies 45, a bunch of Aussies who've 
released a record on the Sympathy label. 
Both tracks are fine examples of grungy, 
mid-tempo punk with an obnoxious edge. "1 
Wanna Kill You" is real posi-core, hah fucking 
hah! Another fun-loving bunch of guys are 
in Tattooed Corpse, who've put out a punk 
winner with "Fun Girl/Head Hunter". Both 
songs have raunchy guitars, gruff vocals, 
and a cool mix with a pronounced snare 
drum sound. "Fun Girl" hasa touching qual¬ 
ity, what with its opening line, "Now you're 
dead. Ended up with a bullet in your head .. 

Moving along, we come to a couple of 
7" records by the American Soul Spiders 
from Japan. Anyone who wants to know 
what a "Jeff Bale record" sounds like, circa 
1991, should check out the A-side of Sympa¬ 
thy release 86. "Spanish Doll" and "Physical 
War" both have that total Stooges feel, with 
the addition of demented Japanese vocal 

stylings. Great stuff, and the slower flip ain't 
bad, either. Again, though, the production 
needs to be heavier so that the full effect of 
the crunchy guitars can be felt. The Spiders' 
other single might even be better, especially 
the fast 77-style punk blast "Lazy Cowgirls". 
I'm anxious to near more from these cats. 
And speaking of American, there are a bunch 
of Brits called American Ruse, perhaps be¬ 
cause they do such a good job sounding like 
an American garagepunk band. They've got 
a few singles out, but my favorite might be 
the EP with the Only Ones' cover song, "An¬ 
other Girl, Another Planet". The original 
was very appealing in its own right thanxs to 
Peter Paret's vocals, but I like this raunch 
guitar version even better. The flip contains 
two other careening drunk punk songs. 

In a more pop vein we have the EP by 
the Muffs, featuring Kim and Melanie from 
the late, great Pandoras. Not surprisingly, 
this is hot 60s-influenced garage pop with 
raunch guitars, and "New Love^is a particu¬ 
larly entertaining "love" song with a pleas¬ 
ant "fuck you" message. Can't wait to hear a 
whole album's worth, but I think they need 
a bit more crunch and a bit less treble on the 
guitars, Pat. Then there's a recent 45 from the 
often overlooked and underrated Lime Spi¬ 
ders. Once again they offer a heavy, hook- 
filled guitar romp on ''Cherry Red", which is 
right up there with some of their other classic 
cuts (like "My Main Attraction"). Of course, 
it's not quite up to the standard of a couple of 
tracks from their first double 45, but then not 
much is. I also recommend the A-side of the 
Mono Men's Booze EP, which contains a way 
rad guitar-heavy melodic punker called 
"Watch Outside". Finally, before I forget I 
want to urge everyone who loves druken 
stupor punk to pick up the You Got It and 
Older... albums by Gang Green. It's no secret 
that I've always been a huge Gang Green fan, 
and I think these recent metallic punk efforts 
showcase them in top form. The songs are 
catchy as hell, the guitars rage, the rhythm 
section is super tight, and the lyrics are really 
funny in the best obnoxio-punk tradition 
(check out "Bedroom of Doom", "Church of 
Fun", and "L.D.S.B."). "Bom to Rock" and 
"Just One Bullet" are rousing anthems, but 
the most poignant song for me is their heart¬ 
felt but doomed effort to deny the aging 
process, "I'm Still Young". If only such defi¬ 
ant faith could turn back the clock! And 
speaking of drunk punk, can you believe 
that someone has actually created "smart 
drugs". I can't speak for anyone else, but 
when I go to gigs I try to get as stupid as 
possible, via overindulgence in alcohol, so 
that I can escape this lame ass world for 
awhile. After a week of intensive research 
and thinking, the last thing I want to do at a 
gig is get "smart". Only in California. 

On the gig front. I'm really looking 
forward to some upcoming Poison Idea 
shows. I haven't seen those guys in years due 
to cancellations and my own lameness, but I 
share their love for overindulgence and have 
always had a great fondness for their music 
and off-color humor. Add the Dwarves and 
the S.B. Marys to the bill, and you can't go 
wrong. Punker than fuck, dudes. The recent 



Buzzcocks show was amazingly wonderful, 
according to trustworthy reports. Too bad I 
was broke at the time. I did make it down to 
see the Cosmic Psychos, though, and I'm 
sure glad I did. These older yobbos from 
Down Under once again proved that they 
could rock harder than twirps half their age. 
And they had an appropriate remark for 
some macho fools who were competing to 
see who could mosh the hardest—"pick the 
grubs out of your bums, you fuckin' mo¬ 
rons!" A bloody good idea, if you ask me. 
P.S. - Just so no one gets the wrong impres¬ 
sion, I never claimed that forcing people to 
learn English was "libertarian". Although I 
don't think it is a good thing to encourage 
immigrants not to learn English by having 
multi-lingual ballots, etc. - since I don't want 
this country to evolve further into a cesspool 
of ethnic hostility and incomprehension a la 
Yugoslavia -1 ended up agreeing with Mykel 
that the way to encourage new arrivals to 
leam Englisn (so they could fully participate 
in American society) was to provide incen¬ 
tives for them to do so. Also, I didn't make 
any independent determination that 
Clarence Thomas was a promoter of indi¬ 
vidual civil liberties in his legal judgements. 
I simply repeated the opinion of Net Hen toff, 
who (unlike 99.9% of Thomas' supporters 
and critics) actually took the time to review 
all of Thomas' judicial decisions, as well as 
various assessments of those decisions in 
professional legal journals. 

The whole point of any kind of protest 
or movement is rejecting the status quo, and 
showing people they don't have to passively 
accept any institution's policies or practices. 

But the key to any successful, mean¬ 
ingful movement is establishing justifica¬ 
tion, hence credibility. It was for that very 
reason, that both the public and the press 
dismissed the Gulf War protests, for example, 
as mindless violence. 

Had the leaders of the protest groups 
across the US gone to the library and read 
about Kuwait and the Middle East, they 
would have found a veritable goldmine of 
ammunition to shoot down Bush's insis¬ 
tence on our involvements He had the nation 
believing it was a showdown for freedom, 
free speech, and democracy. All his embel¬ 
lished bullshit went unrefuted because no 
one bothered to do his homework and ex¬ 
pose Bush's lies. The pathetic thing about it 
all is that all the evidence to turn his reason¬ 
ing around on him was easily attainable 
from most any public library or college li¬ 
brary. 

To be able to protest an issue, practice, 
or policy, you first have to understand the 

issue protested. No one can effectively rebut 
or offer alternatives for any issue unless he/ 
she knows exactly what the issue encom¬ 
passes. Basic daily newspapers and maga¬ 
zines kept on file in libraries offer current or 
background information on events. Several 
academic magazines like the National Re¬ 
view, the New Republic, and the Atlantic 
Monthly offer thought-provoking a rticles and 
commentary on a variance of social/politi¬ 
cal/economic/world issues written by ei¬ 
ther scholars or experts in the fields they're 
discussing. 

Had anyone bothered to go read about 
Kuwait, they could have discovered facts on 
their opulent lifestyles, their enforced social 
caste system, their largely dictatorial gov¬ 
ernment, and their contempt for the Western 
world. Imagine how many whitebread, 
middle America supporting constituents 
could have been burned against our involve¬ 
ment in theGulf with that information. Imag¬ 
ine how many more people would have 
turned into protestors after being shown 
that we were intervening to save a lifestyle of 
people so rich that it mocks the meager life 
most Americans struggle like hell to eke out. 

TheGulf War protestors fell victim to a 
big case of "too little, too late". Those pro¬ 
tests SHOULD have begun in August, not 
January. The tardiness with which they be¬ 
gan protesting tipped their hand to the pub¬ 
lic and media that they only got around to 
opposing the war once "draft" was men¬ 
tioned. Instant loss of credibility. 

"No blood for oil" was a nice motto, 
but it couldn't stand alone to describe a 
whole point of view. Thus, it was weakly 
received as an entire protest stance. The only 
effects the chants seemed to have was to 
whip the public into its own support pro¬ 
tests. The media gave the protestors space 
and air-time, but they only came across as 
lame-assed kids who were protesting be¬ 
cause it was the cool, trendy, radical thing to 
do. 

On the contrary, there have been sev¬ 
eral protest movements that were highly 
successful in precipitating interest, support, 
and awareness because they established cred¬ 
ibility for their claims. The animal rights 
movement is probably the most successful, 
credible example to use here. Not only did 
they tell people there's too much sadistic 
killing of animals for useless, shallow rea¬ 
sons, they SHOWED us. They printed pic¬ 
tures of animals clubbed or electrocuted to 
painful, torturous deaths for their furs or 
flesh. They showed us pictures of the hellish 
experiments monkeys and other animals are 
subjected to in labratories. The pictures speak 
for themselves. And it succeeded—there is 
now a public consciousness and negative 
stigma on eating meat and wearing fur and 
skins. (Notice how some punkers now harp 
on animal rights, as if the problems and 
abuse surfaced only recently. I wonder who 
opened their eyes?) 

Theproblems with animal abuse aren't 
solved yet, but the animal rights effort has 
progressed considerably because its support¬ 
ers told the public it's happening, it's wrong, 
and it's got to be stopped. They drove their 
points home to the public with facts and 

evidence that established credibility for that 
point of view. Now they've got companies 
changing practices, capitulating to the pres¬ 
sure and support the groups wield. More 
power to them. 

The animal rights movement is also a 
fine example of how violence can be used 
effectively, once justification has been estab¬ 
lished. Violence is a touchy subject. It dosen't 
matter if it's violence against property or 
people. Use of violence tends to blow up in 
the group's face because all too often the 
public perceives it as mindless. Credibility, 
validity, and justification for a movement 
have to be established first. If not, the vio¬ 
lence just causes people to get bogged down, 
arguing over its use, instead of contemplat¬ 
ing the issue at hand. 

A couple of years ago, several groups 
of demonstrators dumped red paint or blood 
on women wearing fur coats in some metro¬ 
politan city. Because the animal rights move¬ 
ment had already established legitimacy, 
dumping the paint or blood on those 
womens' coats just pointed out their obnox¬ 
ious display of disregard for the value of 
animals/ lives. Not only were the women 
mortally embarassed, but it drove the point 
home that there is no reason in the world to 
wear fur, when we can make warm coats out 
of cloth. No one argued over the dumping of 
the paint/blood. People argued over the 
wearing of fur and hides, which showed that 
the protests successfully opened the public's 
eyes, thus changing their policies and prac¬ 
tices. Notice that cosmetic companies now 
go to great lengths to advertise that their 
products are not tested on animals. Certain 
fish companies even announce on their la¬ 
bels that their methods are safe to dolphins 
and sea creatures. All of these companies 
have taken heed to the animal rights aware¬ 
ness in this country. We can thank those 
rights groups for a fine job in inspiring people 
to action. 

Protest is an important avenue in the 
whole scheme of social change. But for pro¬ 
test to effectively change minds, policies, 
and practices, it has to establish legitimacy 
as a workable alternative. That can't ever be 
achieved unless the would-be protestors do 
their homework first. 

London is a most excellent place to 
spend the winter. If the sun ever shows itself 
at all, it's only for a few hours a day. Better 
yet, it never rises much higher than the roof¬ 
tops across the road, and its color is approxi¬ 
mately that of an egg yolk that's been fried 
about a half hour too long (a description 
which, come to think of it, matches most 
English cooking). 



They've also got a lovely thing here 
called freezing fog, which I've never experi¬ 
enced before, in which the atmosphere takes 
on the color and consistency of grey cotton 
candy with the added attraction that it turns 
to ice on everything it touches, including the 
inside of your lungs. We had a grand time 
last night watching the drunk American tour¬ 
ists come hooting and hollering out of the 
bar next door and promptly fall flat on their 
porcine butts when they set foot on the glass- 
ine streets. Of course when I ventured out¬ 
side a little later, the same thing happened to 
me, and then it wasn't nearly so funny. 

But I'm not being sarcastic at all when 
I say that I prefer this kind of climate to 
winter in California, where the sun shines 
entirely too much, and people amuse them¬ 
selves by running their goddamn power 
mowers around the yard outside my win¬ 
dow in the middle of fucking December. For 
several years now I've been increasingly dis¬ 
inclined to go outdoors during daylight 
hours. It's not that I was turning into a vam¬ 
pire (at least not to my knowledge), just that 
Mr. Sun didn't seem to have as friendly a face 
as he used to. Now my suspicions have been 
borne out, with new studies revealing that 
some 20 million Americans can expect to get 
skin cancer in the next few years because the 
hairsprays, deodorants, and stinking "air 
fresheners" they've been brainwashed into 
using have been destroying the ozone layer 
that protects us from the sun's ultraviolet 
radiation. 

This is a problem that's been known 
about for years, but it's just been discovered 
that it's a lot worse than anyone realized. Till 
now the main damage to the ozone layer was 
over Antarctica, and who's going to worry 
about a bunch of sunburned penguins (or 
Australians, who because of their southerly 
location, have the world's highest rate of 
skin cancer)? But now it's happening over 
North America too, and California, land of 
the dingbat sun worshipers, is likely to get 
the worst of it. 

The dim bulb bozo who runs America's 
so-called Environmental Protection Agency 
isn't worried about it, though, because for 
reasons that are a bit too technical to go into 
here, destroying the ozone layer helps to 
slightly slow down what's known as the 
"greenhouse effect," the process whereby all 
the carbon dioxide our cars and factories 
pump into the air causes the planet to heat 
up to the point where large areas of it become 
uninhabitable. So according to him, the 
United States, which with about 5% of the 
world's population produces about half the 
world's carbon dioxide emissions, can go on 
with business as usual. And if a few million 
more people have to get cancer (in the only 
major industrial country that doesn't guar¬ 
antee health care to its citizens), well, at least 
there'll be more jobs in the hospital business. 
So take heart, those of you who are having 
trouble getting hired at your local 
McDonald's or getting by on the $4.25 an 
hour they pay: you can look forward to 
plenty of work down at the cancer ward. 

And if you lack the requisite skills, 
there's always America's fastest growing in¬ 
dustry, the prison system, with plenty of 

openings on both sides of the bars. In an¬ 
other job-creating development, the govern¬ 
ment is making arrangements to sell prison 
labor to private corporations at rock-bottom 
prices. In other words, if the public-spirited 
McDonald's Corporation gets tired of pay¬ 
ing that princely 54.25 an hour to you un¬ 
grateful pimple-faced kids (or you la id-off 
factory workers trying to make enough to 
feed your families), they can rent prisoners 
from the government even cheaper. And 
since the government is being so kind as to 
provide the prisoners with a place to sleep 
and three meals a day, the government will 
keep most of the money (what are you going 
to do with money in jail, anyway?). 

I think once upon a time such a system 
was called slavery, but nowadays it's just 
good business combined with law and or¬ 
der. It's done wonders for the economy of 
China, where slave labor produces most of 
those cheap radios and pairs of blue jeans 
that you can buy all over America. Yes, that's 
the same China where the government mas¬ 
sacred at least 3000 people for standing in the 
middle of a public square politely asking for 
freedom of speech and the right to vote. Yes, 
that's the same China that our heroic de¬ 
fender of freedom George Bush is bosom 
buddies with, no doubt because he figures 
they've got a few things to teach him about 
how to run a country. 

It's time to face facts, kids, America is 
in dire fucking shape. I know you've been 
hearing that for years from us commies here 
at MRR, and I know politics can seem more 
than a little tedious when you'd rather be out 
shopping for punk rock records or spray 
painting Spike Anarkie and the Fucken Shitz 
graffiti on the wall down at 7-11. That was 
the attitude of the artists and underground 
types in Germany of the 1920s, too. No, they 
didn't have punk rock records then, and as 
far as I know. Spike and the boyz weren't 
gigging back then either, but in terms of 
clothes, drugs, and lifestyles, you'd find re¬ 
markable similarities between today's punks 
and the counterculture of Weimar Germany. 
What happened to those hipsters of yore? 
The lucky ones got out of the country in time. 
The others wound up in the army, were shot, 
or taken to concentration camps. 

To most of you World War II is some¬ 
thing out of the history books. To me it's a 
little more real. My father fought in that war, 
and so did nearly all the men in the neighbor¬ 
hood where I grew up. Everyone more than 
a few years older than me remembered the 
war and how it had affected them. When us 
kids played soldiers, it was always the good 
guys (Americans) against the bad German 
nazis. 

Things have changed a bit since then. 
There are many American kids - I've met 
some, even in the supposedly more aware 
punk scene - who've never heard of Adolf 
Hitler or what he was about. And in Novem¬ 
ber, a card-carrying, swastika-wearing nazi 
came dangerously close to being elected gov¬ 
ernor of Louisiana. 

You might slough that off with the 
reasoning that it's only one state in the Deep 
South, which has never been a hotbed of 
progressive thinking But vou'd be over- 

looking the fact that numerous other politi¬ 
cians, among them the governor of Califor¬ 
nia and the president of the United States, 
are peddling basically the same message 
minus the swastika. It's been said long ago, 
and it's still true, that if fascism comes to the 

I USA it won't be speaking German and wear¬ 
ing funny little moustaches, it will be 

I wrapped in the stars and stripes and shitting 
red white and blue. 

Some of you are so obsessed about nazi 
I skinheads, who amount to a handful of bor¬ 
derline psychopaths, while remaining bliss¬ 
fully oblivious to the real danger, bland 
whitebread politicians whining about immi¬ 
grants and poor people and welfare and 
crime, all of which are code words for people 
who are the wrong color. I've said it before 
and I'll no doubt say it again, but if you opt 

I out of the political process on the grounds 
that "all politicians are corrupt" or "don't 

I vote, it only encourages them" or similar 
| anarchist pap, you're just one more gullible 

Luck helping to pave the way for fas- 

Certainly all politicians are corrupt. 
So, in case you hadn't noticed, are all punks 
and anarchists. A certain amount of corrup¬ 
tion is indigenous to human nature. Ifl.de- 
manded absolute purity of intention from a 
person before entering into a political or 
social agreement, I wouldn't be able to deal 

| with anyone, including myself. I'm not sug¬ 
gesting that society will be transformed if 
you simply vote and participate in the con¬ 
ventional political process; you've got to do 
lots more than that, like creating your own 
media, economic systems, culture, and val¬ 
ues. What I am saying is that if you abandon 
the mainstream political arena altogether, if 
/ou leave elections up to reactionaries and 
T V-drugged sheep to decide, then all the rest 
of your efforts, no matter how heroic, won't 
matter at all, because you'll most likely be 
dead, in prison, or insane. History's there for 
a reason: learn from it. 

OK, back from the momentous to the 
picayune, or in other words, punk scene 
stuff... It seems this has come up before, and 
maybe it's because I lack diplomacy in the 
way I express myself, but every so often 
people, or groups of people get outraged at 
me because of the opinions I put forth. Some 
of that's to be expected; while I doubt George 
Bush reads Maximum Rocknroll, even if he 
did, I wouldn't tone down my rhetoric for 
fear of hurting his feelings. But it gets a little 
trickier when you're criticizing a person or a 
band who is considered part of the punk 
scene. Apparently there is some idea that 
we're supposed to all be in this together and 
not talk shit about one another. 

Well, I have two problems with that. 
The first is that there is no obvious line of 
demarcation where "punk" leaves off and 
'non-punk" begins, and even if there were, 
people would always be crossing back and 
forth across it. The second is that even if a 
person goes to all the same shows and likes 
the same bands and wears the same clothes 
as me, he or she can have some political or 
social ideas that are naive, ignorant, or even 
dangerous. There's no way I'm going to not 
criticize those ideas for the sake of an illusory 



and essentially non-existent "'scene unity." 
It doesn't mean I don't like the person 

or am tryin'g to get them kicked out of the 
scene; just that I think ideas are something to 
be talked about and exchanged with the goal 
of making us all wiser. People have a way of 
getting so attached to their ideas that they 
can't separate them from themselves, when 
in fact only a very dull or a very stupid 
person clings to the same set of ideas year 
after year despite ever-changing circum¬ 
stances. 

For example: Ian Mackaye, Jello Biafra, 
Jeff Bale, Tim Yohannan. Four major punk 
scenesters, all of whom have differing opin¬ 
ions on many issues. I could sit and argue for 
hours with any one of them about things as 
trivial as what constitutes a good band or as 
consequential as how society should be run. 
In some cases, I doubt we'd ever reach any¬ 
thing resembling an agreement. And yet, I 
like and respect all four of them immensely 
(I've only met Ian briefly, but his punk pres¬ 
ence is so ubiquitous I feel I almost know him 
anyway). 

Another example: recently a local DJ 
(Mel Cheplowitz, who also runs Shredder 
Records) had G.G. Allin as a guest on his 
show. Allin, who not too long ago got out of 
prison after being convicted of beating and 
torturing a woman, was allowed to dismiss 
the whole incident with something along the 
lines of "The bitch deserved it." I thought 
Cheplowitz was totally irresponsible for nut¬ 
ting such crap out over the air without chal¬ 
lenging it. I don't care whether Allin is con¬ 
sidered "punk" in some circles or not; abus¬ 
ing women is an ugly, hideous crime that's 
altogether too prevalent in our society. To let 
Allin use his abusive behavior as simply 
another item in his promo-pack is to be 
complicit in it. But when I wrote just that in 
Lookout magazine, some people, especially 
Cheplowitz, thought I was engaging in vi¬ 
cious character assassination. 

Wrong. I like Mel, always have. But 
what he did was poorly thought out, and 
could have harmful effects. It would be irre¬ 
sponsible of me not to criticize it. A third 
example also concerns Mel, although he's 
not the only one cheesed off about it. A 
couple months ago. Lookout Records ran an 
ad comparing mail order prices charged by 
various "independent" record labels, an ad 
prompted by my wondering why so many 
labels charged $12 or even more for CDs and 
up to $9 for albums. 

Mel, and apparently some others, 
thought thatl shouldn't even implicitly criti¬ 
cize other independent labels, since "none of 
them are riding around in limousines," as he 
put it. Well, maybe they aren't, but I still 
think it's a legitimate question. I know from 
my own experience that it's possible to make 
an OK profit selling albums for $6 postpaid 
and a good profit selling CDs for $8. If some¬ 
one feels it necessary to charge $7 and $9 
respectively, I wouldn't even raise an eye¬ 
brow. But when supposedlypunk labels want 
$12 for a CD, I'd sort of like to know where 
that extra four bucks is going. I mean. Tower 
Records often sells punk CDs for less than 
$12. 

And the idea that "punk" or "indepen- 

dent" labels should all stick together seems a 
little specious as well. What makes a label 
punk or independent? Is it what they call 
themselves or how they act? Many of the 
labels that advertise in MRR are not strictly 
independent, but are in fact subsidiaries of 
mucn larger corporations. And as to whether 
they're punk... well, if some of the music 
being advertised in these pages is what 
'punk" has come to, then I quit right now. 

By the same token, my own label takes 
a fair share of criticism for being too big or 
too commercial. 1 don't enjoy it, but 1 don't 
deny people their right to make those criti¬ 
cisms. Like Mr. Hamster, who l referred to 
last month, said, "You need to keep ques¬ 
tioning yourself, and if you won't do it. I'll 
do it for you." Having been born Catholic, 
with a guilty conscience in other words, I do 
tend to question myself constantly. Some¬ 
times it gets a little neurotic, but 1 think it's a 
necessary part of staying true to one's val¬ 
ues. Ana questioning each other within our 
community is equally necessary. It needs to 
be done in an atmosphere of mutual respect 
and consideration, but to smooth over or 
ignore serious differences in the name of 
unity hurts everyone in the long run. 

Anyway, that's it. I'm off into the dank 
London night to attend some massive Christ¬ 
mas party put on by Southern Studios, which 
is the punk conglomerate that more or less 
owns the English scene. I was advised not to 
identify myself as being from Lookout 
Records as that would only produce endless 
amounts of bother, so I guess I'll pose as a 
rock journalist, which in a sense I am, the 
realization of which just prompted a sudden 
urge to throw myself under a subway train. 
But on the plus side. I'll get to see 
Chumbawamba, my favorite band on this 
side of the Atlantic. Disco lives! 

Postscript: It's the next morning, and 
I'm a little bleary-eyed after last night's ul¬ 
tra-trendy event at which 1 fell asleep on a 
bench near the back. When 1 woke up, Jeff 
Nelson of Dischord Records was sitting next 
to me, and he said "I thought for sure you 
were some drunk who'd passed out." And 
since I'd had several beers earlier, I had to 
ponder where being a respectable scenester 
taking a well-earned nap leaves off and be 
ing a passed-out drunk begins. 

But in my defense, much of the night 
was a real snoozer. Even Chumbawamba 
were considerably off their peak, lacking 
most of the punk edge that originally made 
their move into dance music so promising 
They were positively vibrant, though, com 
pared to the evening's stars, a "band" called 
Bizarre, Inc., who even though I'd never 
heard of them, currently have a Top Five hit 
here in England. 

They played (that might be a misstate 
ment; although they had keyboards on stage, 
almost everything, including the vocals, was 
pre-recorded) total machine music that had 
about as much spontaneity as a George Bush 
press conference. Their "show" amounted to 
clapping their hands over their heads and 
exhorting the audience to do the same (the 
"music" continued unabated, hands or no¬ 
hands) while a female go-go dancer cavorted 
along the same lines as an NFL cheerleader 

The USA was represented by an outfit 
called Babes in Toyland, who've been get¬ 
ting a lot of attention lately, though after 
seeing them. I'd have to conclude that it's not 
solely for their musical ability. They're good 
instrumentalists, no doubt, but they sort of 
lack tunes. At the same time, they present an 
image of generic baby-doll sexuality which 
does absolutely nothing for me other than 
remind me of Playboy magazine and the 
1950s. Of course that might be because I'm 
hopelessly repressed or am turning into a 
100% fag. On the other hand, I don't find 
boys with poofed-up hairdos and high heeled 
shoes attractive either. 

Easily the most pleasant part of the 
evening was running into Ian MacKaye, who 
was standing there looking bemused as the 
Eight Track Cartridge Family ran through 
what one can only hope was a parody of 70s 
(and 80s and 90s) rock bands. We adjourned 
to the men's room to discuss various punk 
rock stuff, and I soon found myself feeling 
guiltier than ever for not being the world's 

gest Fugazi fan. 
I'd always been impressed with the 

way he and Jeff run Dischord, and I was still 
more impressed by the answers he gave in 
last month's MRR interview about punk rock 
business. As Fugazi and Dischord have got¬ 
ten bigger, people have been increasingly 
willing to question and criticize them. What 
I found especially gratifying is thatlan is still 
questioning himself, and not at all taking 
things for granted the way so many bands 
and labels do once things start going well. 

In the past I've tended to think of Ian as 
someone who had his heart in the right place 
but didn't always think deeply enough about 
the views he put forth. I was wrong, way 
wrong. I think I may even dig up one of those 
Fugazi CDs and give it another listen. 

Speaking of questioning oneself, I see 
in last month's MRR letters column someone 
is outraged because I wrote that I was having 
to contend with the issue of whether or not to 
put UPC codes on Lookout Records prod¬ 
ucts . To the writer of said letter: poop on you, 
and learn to read instead of simply reacting 
to buzzwords. What I was doing was think¬ 
ing out loud, reflecting on the pros and cons 
of UPC codes (and as you'll remember, I 
decided against them). I'm hardly guilty of a 
crime for trying to make a balanced moral 
and esthetic decision, and anyway, I prefer 
to think in ideas rather than in slogans. 

The writer presumes there's something 
inherently wrong with a product being sold 
in K-Mart. Maybe there is, but I'd like to hear 
what it is. He also feels punk rock is threat¬ 
ened by certain bands and labels becoming 
"too big." Well, how about some specifics? 
How big is too big? 10,000 records sold? 
100,000? What about MRR? Should we stop 
accepting new subscriptions if our reader- 
ship rises above a certain level? 

All right, that's enough of my yapping. 
I think being in England makes me more 
talkative, probably because my American 
accent makes me sound so distinguished 
compared to all these people running around 
sounding like they just escaped from the 
Benny Hill show (and lucky for me this issue 
won't get to England till I'm safely back in 



California; in case it does, just joking folks, I 
love your brand of English, even if you do 
spell it funny and drive on the wrong side of 
the road and close your bars at 11:00 at night 
and have no minimum wage and a govern¬ 
ment presided over by the sorriest lot of 
inbred fascist morons ever to infest a 
dungheap). In fact I love England with the 
same misbegotten passion that I love 
America, which probably speaks volumes 
about my predilection for ill-starred and di¬ 
sastrous love affairs. But more about that in 
some future installment... 

I'm not ready to do my highly subjec¬ 
tive and opinionated roundup of new chap- 
books and fanzines yet. Mostly because a 
certain Remix Von Popstitute, editor of Tan¬ 
trum,, has not mailed me a replacement copy 
yet, and even had the nerve to send me a 
carefree postcard from the ''Hawaiian Gar¬ 
dens" of a seedy hotel in Hollywood, before 
attending to it. I'm sure that Dawn of 
Aquarius's book Just When You Thouqht It 
Was Safe To Be A Republican will be in it, as 
well as the fanzine Agony, and Tantrum as 
soon as they run off more copies. 

Instead, I think I'll do a highly subjec¬ 
tive account of all the cities I've visited, based 
on my own small experience and limited 
reality tunnel. Los Angeles can be fun, but 
the celebrity reading scene is terrible be¬ 
cause everyone assumes that you want what 
they want, everybody is consumed by want 
but reading poems about their friends tragic 
death but really they have turned that death 
into some kind of audition, look how real I 
am, and it's just not relaxing or fun. I guess 
that I would stay in a seedy hotel too, if I visit 
again. 

Toronto is bland, but has good West 
Indian food because they do not squash their 
incoming immigrants the way a city like 
Manhattan does. They can open restaurants 
right away that have their own food. There 
was a trendy cafe called Betty Boop with a 
friendly waitress who bought my books out 
of pity, and another place that stank of beer 
and cigarette smoke, where you would try to 
eat a greasy breakfast, fries with gravy made 
from a mix, while sweaty and defeated bik¬ 
ers began playing pool and drinking before 
even reading the morning paper. 

Everyone there is always saying "I'm 
censored, I'm censored", but then they are 
actually campier and more upfront, like chil¬ 
dren exploring fetishes, and they definately 
have better skin. Even the anarchists wear 

colorful outfits and knit interesting sweaters 
that they plan to sell somewhere. Loser bands 
from America go there to play, and some¬ 
times they do much better than here. 

Baltimore has a great afterhours speak¬ 
easy called "Medusa", as you stagger awake 
from a drug induced nap at 5 am, it will not 
be thepaparazzi snapping your photo, catch¬ 
ing you unawares. It is the zoning board. 
Also Scallio's tavern is a fun bar, there is an 
outside area to just buy beer, and they have 
to buzz you in, and sometimes Fred Collins 
from the Motor Morons, Psoriasis and the 
Pleasant Livers will bring down a video 
from his collection to show. The Scallio's 
have been running the bar since prohibition 
day, although the photo of their grand open¬ 
ing, the day after prohibition, shows a floor 
that's already scuffed up. 

Monkey Spank is a good Baltimore 
band, and there's another one 1 like but the 
name is too hard to spell. Rent is very cheap, 
but it's dangerous and jobs are scarce. A 
slum lord manufactured a Bohemian area 
called Sowebo, and then told the papers that 
he was leaving the very neighborhood he 
created because of the crime. The bricklay¬ 
ers and cabd rivers just carry on, occassionally 
switching intoxicants, but basically enter¬ 
taining and unhampered by coming eco¬ 
nomic and social collapse. 

San Francisco has Clubstitute, and 
Omewenne Coat Checking there. It's run by 
an irritating queer whose a good friend of 
mine called Diet Popstitute, and Remix from 
tantrum D.J.'s there. They have lesbian 
hardcore bands like Tribe 8, a Pee Wee 
Herman impersonator, reclusive funk com¬ 
poser Mudhead X and a lip synch act called 
Lypstinka. Stephen Maxine bartends there, 
and although I don't drink much because it 
slows me down and I'm already 
hearbreakingly slow, almost at a standstill, I 
appreciate having theopportunity of haming 
the theme drink of the night. 

Manhattan is OK. if you hang out with 
Professor Steve Cannon, who's in a burned 
down building on 3rd Street and Avenue C. 
Circulate with no expectations and follow 
your subconciuous meticulously. You'll end 
up at the best entertainment events at the 
wierdest hours, occassionally even the day¬ 
time. Sideways crawling urban spiderscome 
and go, snatching bits of persona and cul¬ 
ture, recirculate, and become part of the 
ecosystem after running up a phone bill, 
hopefully not yours. 

Chicago is a hard town. There are pas¬ 
sive aggressive art people and you have to 
book way in advance, but once you do the 
shows are good. They have talented people 
who just live in small culture pockets be¬ 
cause there are so many of them and it's so 
tough and they maybe also don't care that 
much, after all they're in Chicago and it is 
some kind of ultimate city. The attacked 
sometimes commit suicide, the hungiy some¬ 
times leave. I had a fun show at Lower Links 
Hall and the Green Mill, an old A1 Capone 
Lounge where they now have poetry slams; 
and also got to eat in a diner called Chester's 
that had Japanese American diner food - 
miso soup with hamburger floating around 

in it, fries with gravy on the side. The 
Macrobiotic people looked ca utious and pale, 
and although they're right, the other ghettoes 
are more established and lively. 

Montreal had expensive coffee and 
cheap hideouts; Williamsburg and Brooklyn 
have the best warehouse parties with bands 
playing and it can be pretty fun to hang out 
in without worrying about the immediate 
commercial and social value of the person 
you are currently bumping up against, but 
it's still close to Manhattan so people worry 
anyway. 

Berkeley is where my mother lives in 
an apartment where rent has just been raised 
to $450, on a Social Security amount of $515. 
This worries me because all the food is or¬ 
ganic and the chicken is free range, and a 
tomato at the Living Foods once cost $1.65. 
My mother can attend a movie rep. house on 
a senior citizen discount, and get the latest 
books from the Berkeley Public Library, but 
there is a chance that she will not be able to 
make it. 

Rhode Island is where I grew up. I am 
fond of the yard I got used to, the small roads 
I walked on, but not of the years tha t went by 
there. North Carolina is where I also grew 
up. The land's flat, locals are odd and wel¬ 
coming, at least in a surface way, but I saw a 
teenage girl cashiering at a store called 
Conners, with tom jeans and the right plaid 
shirt, and she looked at me because she had 
to but we didn't talk, and I knew she had 
nowhere to go. 

Oh baby, slam it hard! Go right up that 
bunghole till you hit paydirt! Faster! Harder! Do 
you think Marx really stood Hegel on his head or 
did he just blindly apply the Hegelian duality to 
economics.Ah! More! More! Deeper! 

Your snorting smile tells me you think 
this an unlikely monologue. Yet, you want it 
to be true. You want the same person who 
gives you sexual fulfillment to give you 
emotional fulfillment; And more! Why? 

It comes from the urge to have just one 
person fulfill all your needs. It's ludicrous 
enough to ask that one person fulfill all your 
sexual needs, but your emotional and intel¬ 
lectual as well? Pul-ease! 

Suzanne, the sexy MRR covergirl, com¬ 
plained that San Francisco suffers from a 
monogamy epidemic. Sexual one- 
personness, brought on by the AIDS plague, 
degenerates into the fantasy of a single sex . 
partner/friend/intellectual stimulator. 

It's not only San Francisco that suffers. 



but the entire U.S. and possibly the entire 
non-Thai world. People don't talk about help¬ 
ing each other and providing important things 
for each other. Instead they talk about love. 
Love, that bogus idea that there is one special 
person who you should devote your life to. 

Love and marriage. Love and marriage. Go 
together like a horse and carriage. 

That's right. The idea that love goes 
with marriage —or even sex— is as relevant 
to the 1990's as a horse and carriage. But I still 
hear kids talking, 

"Well sex is ok — as long as you're 
really in love. Marriage doesn't matter, but 
still there should be love." 

And these are the liberals! 
I blame Hollywood. In earlier times 

parents arranged marriages for their chil¬ 
dren. They were economic agreements to 
bring certain benefits to both families. Later, 
the bride and groom chose each other. But 
they still saw the union as an economic one. 
Hollywood killed all that. 

"Darling, I love you that's all that mat¬ 
ters." 

"But you're a brain surgeon and I'm a 
men's room attendant." 

"That doesn't matter. We're in love." 
"But you're Jewish and I'm a black 

Muslim. Our parents will kill us." 
"Nothing matters, but our love. We 

should get married." 
These ludicrous fairytales elevate love 

to a religious plane. It can do anything, con¬ 
quer any wrong. Anything is ok as long as 
you're in love. You can cheat, steal, kill or be 
killed in the name of love. 

To be fair, it didn't start with Holly¬ 
wood. Goethe wrote a story about young Mr. 
Werther. He killed himself because the girl 
he loved, married some one else. In typical 
German fashion, the book set off a wave of 
suicides among young Germans. Unfortu¬ 
nately, the wave ran dry too soon. 

Today we suffer the combined results 
of Goethe and MGM. Homy young men and 
women have to convince themselves that 
they love the object of their lust. Then they can 
pursue their hormones. How many whispers 
of I love you have passed between folks who 
really mean Jeez, you're a good fuck? 

Why shoula love have to do with sex 
any more than it has to do with eating or 
going to the movies? Why is sex anymore 
"intimate" than a deep conversation? Why is 
the physical penetration of another more im¬ 
portant than the mental penetration? 

"Romantic love" is so ingrained in our 
culture that we think it must be part of being 
human. It is evil. It causes so much hate and 
jealousy that if I could cut it out with a knife, 
I would. I'm not free from its effects. I grew 
up here too. I get irrationally jealous when 
someone I "love" even talks with someone 
else. The reason I'm better than you, though, 
is I know where it comes from. I don't ratio¬ 
nalize my irrationality. I don't dress it up in 
high sounding moral terms. I don't make it 
noble. 

Let's go back to the monogamy plague. 
When we want to associate with other people 
we look for intellectual stimulation. We look 
for the ability to have fun. We look for nookie. 

We look for someone who's emotionally 
reliable; who'll help usout if we're in trouble. 
Why do all these qualities have to be in the 
same person? 

Didja ever notice how homos (except 
the women-haters) havebest friends who're 
girls? Why? They're smart! That's why! 
Girls don't expect sex from them. Girls'll be 
honest. No games. No half truths. No lying 
for ulterior motives. Homos get emotional 
support from girls BECAUSE they don't get 
sexual support from them. 

There would be fewer rapes if both 
boys and girls gave up on this one-person- 
does-it-all romantic love shit; if they began 
to realize there are different kinds of social 
intercourse. Rape is a crime of violence, but 
that violence might be born out of frustra¬ 
tion. 

Imagine the guy whose wife is a "fine 
woman." She takes care of the kids. She does 
wifey things like cook and clean up. BUT 
she's Italian. That means along with getting 
married she gets fat. She's no longer attrac¬ 
tive. Or perhaps she's Jewish. Carrying on a 
long tradition, once married she stops hav¬ 
ing sex. 

Now Giovanni or Sammy is frustrated. 
He's grown up in a culture that tells him his 
wife should take care of his sexual needs. He 
can go to a prostitute, but they're "bad 
women". Besides, he heard on TV he could 
get AIDS. The frustration builds and turns 
to violence. That violence becomes rape. 

(Aside: I've already written a lot about 
rape. You know what I think. Still, the 
Kennedy trial deserves a brief comment. 
Again, I don't know whether the guy is 
guilty. 1 don't know whether the Kennedys 
paid the prosecuting attorney to act like a 
dork. That's not the point. The point is how 
many times are they're poor folks NOT able 
to hire fine lawyers or pay off the opposi¬ 
tion. How many times are their public de¬ 
fenders plea bargaining consensual "rape" 
cases? How many guys are stuck in jail 
because of a girl's second thoughts? How 
many guys walk away free because the de¬ 
fense said the girl "brought it on herself" by 
simply acting sexy? It all could stop if we 
remove the laws against rape. We should 
prosecute VIOLENT ASSAULT whenever 
and in whatever form it appears. End of 
aside.) 

Everybody need s a ffection. Everybody 
needs intellectual stimulation. Everyone 
needs a playmate. Most everyone needs sex. 
The same person doesn't have to be meet all 
those needs. Even one need can be filled by 
lots of different people. When we see this, 
we can begin to vaccinate ourselves against 
the monogamy / monosexuality virus that is 
decimating most of the world. 

I know what you're thinking. At first it 
sounds fine, but what's gonna happen? Some 
folks'll get all the conversation and intellec 
tual stimulation. Others'll get all the nookie! 
Sure that's a problem. Doesn't that happen 
now? I wouldn't be 42, five foot three, mi¬ 
nutely endowed, balding and making these 
suggestions if I thought it would make things 
worse. 

Things will get better; once the pres 

sure is off; once folks no longer have hus- 
| bands, wives, girlfriends or boyfriends; once 
folks no longer have mates who are supposed 
to fulfill all their needs— and fulfill them 
completely. Then they will open up to ex¬ 
plore different folks and different opportu¬ 
nities. 

Different people provide each other 
with different areas of fulfillment. Different 

j people can also provide fulfillment within the 
1 same area. That is what's so appealing about 
bi-sexuality. During the mid-/0s, thanks to 
the NY DOLLS and David Bowie, bi-sexual- 

reeping 
J hort AIDS FEAR have made it less and less 
fashionable. Monosexuality and monogamy 

I have come back into the fore. Many of the 
folks who call themselves bi-sexual, see them¬ 
selves as a separate group. They want to be 

I like homos or Negroes, proclaiming a spe¬ 
cial and unique "life style." I expect a de¬ 
mand for "Bi-sexual Studies" on campuses 

I around the nation. 
It’s time we throw out this baby with 

it's dirty bathwater. "Bi" means two. Why 
stop there? What about masturbation? 

j T ranssexuality? Fetishism? Necrophilia? The 
myriad of consensual forms of sex beyond 
two. (There's a problem with "consensual 
necrophilia," but who would claim that the 
active partner hurt anyone?) 

Let's take the label bisexual and bum it 
like the flag. People are sexual, that's it. It 
depends on your partner, your mood, and 
your ability what kind of sexual you are at 
any moment. You don't have to expect intel- 

I lectual or emotional support from my sex 
partners. It's fine if you can fuck two hole 
with one prick, but it's not necessary. I could 
have sex with a Nazi, but I wouldn't want to 
counton one tohelpmeoutofagaschamber. 

I'm not in any group based on my 
sexuality— except the human race. Most of 
you, also members of the human race, are too 
scared to admit you're just plain sexual too. 

I ENDNOTES 
-> As the first part of this long endnote. I'd 

like to give The Manacled, a great defunct 
New York Band, partial credit. The hefty 
lead singer put out a fanzine that included 

I notes on Fear of A Fat Planet. When I men- 
tioned the chubby Italian lady. I didn't mean 

I her lack of attractiveness was justified. Like 
romantic love, thinness worship is an evil 
Hollywood trick. One I've also fallen victim 

1 to. That'll be a column sometime. There are 
I a lot of really cool fat people. Yet FATNESS 
is the one area where it's socially ok to blame 
the victim. Nasty! 

I —>Record label (I mean what's actually stuck 
on the record) of the year: Bulge on 
Fudgeworthy records. It's a drawing —close 
up— of just what you would expect, with the 
hole in exactly the right place, 

j —>1 just finished laying out the next NOTH- 
| ING BUT RECORD REVIEWS. This is a spe¬ 
cial issue featuring The Letters That MRR 

I Wouldn't Print. You can get one by sending 
| me $3 cash. (PO Box 137 Prince Street Sta, 
NYC 10012). I've got some video reviews I 
didn't have space for. If you want them for 



YOUR fanzine, you can have 'em in ex¬ 
change for an ad. Just let me know. 
—> Bravo to The Frogs. They're on their 
comeback tour. I just saw them in New York 
with an audience of almost a dozen. Jim 
Fouratt exposed them as incestuous broth¬ 
ers pretending they were heterosexuals pre¬ 
tending to be gay. Since then, they changed 
their act. They've added a bass player and 
touring a show called Racially Yours. The 
drummer brother shuffles on stage. His curly 
wig, hides the line around his blackface. 
Then enters the tall one. The barely balanc¬ 
ing top hat adds to his length. The hat covers 
the line of his white face. He's painted his 
lips clown red. The new bass player is in a 
black leather jacket and pink wig. 

The oven of life baked me this way. Sings 
the blackfaced one. 

Yes, the new Frogs take every bleeding 
heart pla titude and —like Marx with Hegel— 
stand it on it's head. The cage is broken. It's 
written in the sky. In spray painted letters, the 
black dove must fly. Songs like 400 years, if 
sung by a real Negro, would bring tears to 
liberal eyes. It's The Frogs' genius to take the 
cliches, twist them into a ball, then shove that 
ball down your throat. 

During their performance, a local Ne¬ 
gro came into the club. He wears a long 
overcoat over a business suit. On his head 
(Dr. Gazork!) is a coon skin cap. Oblivious to 
the lyrics, he dances by himself in front of the 
stage, twirling and swooping to what he 
thinks is the beat. No, the band didn't hire 
him. They should have. 
—> A couple months back I got a second 
letter about my column condemning Chris¬ 
tianity. I'm going to answer it here. Chris¬ 
tians torture me with their misology. It's 
time to fight back. The cross prayers say that 
God gave humans "free will." Vve can choose 
to do good or "evil." If we choose good, we 
go to heaven. If we choose evil, we die. That 
is, we go to hell. The Bible tells us that 
although we have free choice, everybody does 
evil and will go to hell. So God kills his kid. 
Now all we have to do is believe in him. Then 
we can go to heaven despite our sins. 

the stui 
tians, 
your neck. 

First: Who set up this situation? Who 
gave us the ability to do evil? Who created us 
so each of us would fuck up? Who created a 
situation where in order to redeem ourselves, 
someone had to die first? You bet! It was 
God. 

Next: Do we have free choice? I'd like 
to make myself invisible so I can hang out in 
the girls' bathroom at CBGBs. Do I have the 
choice to do that? I'd like to teleport to Tokyo 
to visit my friends. Then I want to jump up, 
flap my arms and fly to Bangkok for a brothel 
tour. Do I have that choice? Of course not. We 
DON'T have free choice among everything. 
We only have free choice in a certain limited nlyl 

B.IfC range, if God gave us those choices, why did 
he include the ability to "do evil." I'd gladly 
trade it for the ability to fly —especially if it 
would save me from hell. 

Could you imagine a father setting 

1 x ' ^ 

spinach and ice cream in front of his young 
daughter? 

"Listen," he says, "you are free to 
choose either one. But if you choose the ice 
cream. I'll kill you." 

What would you think of a father like 
that? That is the Christian God. Even worse, 
how about that same father. 

"Listen," he says, "there's your spin¬ 
ach and ice cream. I'll make the same offer to 
you every day. One day, 1 know, you'll pick 
the ice cream. But, you can prevent yourself 
from being killed. See, I just nailed your 
brother up on some wood pieces in the back 
yard. All you have to do is love your dead 
brother and me and I won't kill you. BUT if 
you don't, then you die." 

Do you think a father like that deserves 
love? Yo Christians. Your God's an asshole! 
—> I'm sorry I missed the INTERNA¬ 
TIONAL CHILDREN ANDSE-N1LE MEET¬ 
ING in Toronto this year. It was sponsored 
by the Kids Liberation Front, a child-run 
organization opposed to compulsory school¬ 
ing, Christian Religion Dogma & Morality, Com¬ 
pulsive heterosexuality, Couple relations and a 
bunch of other stuff. 

You can write to them at Postbox 
810361, D-8500 Nuernberg, GERMANY. 
Send them five bucks and they'll send you 
their latest booklet. They really give the lie to 
this bullshit about how kids have no sexual¬ 
ity or adults "exploit" kids by having sex 
with them. No auestion about it. Adults 
exploit kids, but the main ways are through 
school, the church, and parenting. NOT giv¬ 
ing pleasure. 
—> I just found a leaflet calling for a demon¬ 
stration against the White Students Union at 
the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis. 
They claim it's racist. Could you imagine 
demonstrations against a Black Students 
Union? Of course, there already is one! 
—>1 must be on every catalog list in the 
Northern Hemisphere. I could start my own 
recycling plant. So I barely looked at the one 
for a company called SHOCKING GRAY — 
until I saw the subtitle. The Catalog For The 
Other 25 Million People. Yes, it's things for 
homos! I don't mean dildoesand Jeff Stryker 
movies. I mean "Earth Day Cloth Napkins" 
(four for $24) and a marbled leather "Larru 
Bag" ($1375). How about a "His and His" or 
"Hers and Hers" ring set ($300 a pair)? It's 
the logical extension of the move by "gays 
and lesbians" to try to become as disgusting 
as heteros. Excuse my while 1 go gay bash 
with Johnny Noxema. 
—> Well, well well. It seems as if the Su¬ 
preme Court made the right decision. Eight 
to nothing too!! They voted down the Son of 
Sam laws that say a person convicted of a 
crime can't profit from books or movies about 
her exploits. I can't imagine the current court 
ruling for free speech. I bet there's some¬ 
thing I didn't understand. 
—> Speaking of the courts, I know there 
aren't many folks who would enjoy having 
me on a jury to decide their fate. Still for some 
reason I've been picked to be a juror four 
times in the last ten years. That's a lot, con¬ 
sidering they can only call you once every 
two years. If you're not chosen, you wait 

another two years. This time it was federal 
court. I came prepared with my FIJA mate¬ 
rial. (FIJA, you remember, is the group push¬ 
ing for an amendment to force judges to tell 
jurors they have the right to decide law as 
well as fact. Right now judges lie. I was going 
to defend my right to acquit the dope smoker, 
the pomographer, the gun owner, the pros¬ 
titute, whoever they charged with a victim¬ 
less crime. What kind of case did I get? A 
dumb lady who fell on the way home from 
work. She sued for half a million. And the 
fuckers settled out of court. 

Anyway, if you're interested in infor¬ 
mation on FIJA, you should send a couple of 
dollars to them at PO Box 59, Helmville MT 
59843. They're a worthy cause. 

■> Speaking of good causes, have you heard 
about ADAM AND EVE? I don't mean those 
naked sinners in the Bible, but the company 
in North Carolina. They sell mail-order 
condoms, sex toys and pom videos —all in 
Jesse Helms back yard. And they fight for 
the right to do it. They've been victims of the 
Meese/Feminist coalition called Post-Pom. 
They've been harassed the company for 
years. Rather than move, these brave folks 
fought back —and won! 

Now, despite my reputation. I'm shy. 
Actually I'm embarrassed to go into a store 
and ask for condoms. They're always too 
big. I'm even more embarrassed to ask "do 
you have something smaller?" ADAM & 
EVE is the perfect alternative. I just order the 
"Super Snug Fit" and I'm set. They're fast, 
reliable and they deserve support. 

Send a couple of bucks for their sexy 
color catalog. (You have to tell them you're 
over eighteen. These are the nineties after 
all.) Write to ADAM & EVE, One Apple 
Court, PO Box 400, Carrboro NC 2/510. 
While you're at it, you might compliment 
them on their bravery. 
—> While you're stuffing envelopes with 
dollar bills you should send one to the Liber¬ 
tarian Party of California. They've got these 
handy little charts with a two dimensional 
grid on it. You answer some questions about 
Personal Freedoms and Economic Freedoms and 
you see where you fall on the chart. Accord¬ 
ing to their standards I'm a Libertarian with 
Liberal leanings. I guess that's because I 
believe in the minimum wage, welfare and 
Social Security. 
—> Got any money left? Send the rest to 
CITIZENS AGAINST PROHIBITION (Inter¬ 
national Square, 1825 "I" St. NW, Suite 400, 
Washington DC 20006). Their pamphlet sup¬ 
porting drug legalization is one of the best 
presented, non-nysterical arguments I've 
seen. If your teacher is giving you shit in 
those drug education classes, this is the ma¬ 
terial to defend yourself. These guys are 
great! 
—> Also on the freedom front is a horrifying 
pamphlet called "Freedom of Speech Under 
Siege" published by the INTERNATIONAL 
SOCIETY FORINDIVIDUAL LIBERTY, 1800 
Market St, San Francisco CA 94102. They 
detail just how much the first amendment 
has been turned into toilet paper. Who 
would've thought that anything with Indi¬ 
vidual Liberty would be in San Francisco? 
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CD - $11 and CASSETTE - $7 

Postage Is extra. 

Make checks payable to: 

Rotz Records, Inc. 

17 North Elizabeth Street 

Chicago, IL 60607-1911 

Send loose stamp 

for free catalogue. 

TOO MUCH OF A GOOD THING, the new album by RATTAIL 
GRENADIER. Features guest appearances by Bruce 
Stuckey (TOXIC REASONS) and Matt Marz (THE DISEASE). 
Production by PAUL MAHERN (ZERO BOYS, TH'INBRED, RAW 
POWER, SLOPPY SECONDS, etc.) and Mass Giorgim. 

To place a C.O.D. mailorder call (312) 942-1764 

ASSAULT FORCE RELEASES AVAILABLE THROUGH ROTZ RECORDS, INC. 

OUT SOON ON DRAG CITY.. 
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"Who wants to be a camel?" 7" 

BHRR9DT 
Debut 7" 

WHAT IS ROYAL TRUX' 
"THE MOVIE" 80-minute Docu-Dra 

DC I. ROYAL TRUX “Hero Zero” 7" 
DC2. PAVEMENT “Demolition Plot J-7“ 7“EP 
DC3. ROYAL TRUX “TVin Infinitives" 2LP 
DC4. PAVEMENT “Perfect Sound Forever" 10"EP 
DC6. SMOG “Floating" 7"EP 
DC7. ROYAL TRUX “What Is...?" VHS Video 
DC8. V/A "I Hear The Devil..." 7"EP 

(Xpressway NZ sampler, 12 bands) 
DC9. PAVEMENT “Summer Babe" 7"EP 
DCU.MANTIS "Who Wants lb Be A Camel?" 7" 
DC12.BURNOUT Debut 7"EP 

PRICES: 7"-$3,10"-$6,2XLP-$11,Video-$ll 
Canada add $1, Surface add $2, Air add 1001 
Exotic Locations add 50% more. PLEASE make 
checks payable to Dan Koretzky. 
DRAG CITY P.O. Box 476867 Chicago, IL 60647 
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COMICS 
"THIS WILL SCARE YOU" 
SPINECHILLING TALES GF HORRGF 
"Love is Horror". 'Lucky Rcck 
"The Hac Man Cometh". 
S3.50 ppd 

"MAGIC AND MONSTERS" 
Voodoo. Ghouls. Baseball, a dwarf 
SI .50 ppd. 

"THE SCRATCH MERCHANTS 
A Tattoo Tale of Terror 
DIGEST SIZE. $2.00 PPD. 

TAPES 
THE PHANTOMS "PHANTOM Of 
THE DISHROOM" 

Dishabilly Superhero Bop with 
COMIC 
S4 00 ppd. 

KISS THIS! TRIBUTE COMPILATION 

GLORYHOLE. DROPDEAD small factory 
MORE 

WITH COLLECTOR CARDS AND PUZZLE 
$2.00 PPD 

is the name of the all- 
new ALANS mail¬ 
order catalogue. It’s a 
whopping 72 pages 
long and has exclu¬ 
sive BABES IN 
TOYLAND and 
DECADENCE 
WITHIN interviews! 
Plus the most essential 
listings of Hardcore, 
Noise & Indie stuff. 
Send: £1 U.K. 
/Europe, $3 USA 
(cash only!), £2 
Other. ALANS, 39-41 
Hallgate, Wigan, 
WN11LR, England. 

OUT NOW 

GLEE CLUB 
ALL FALL DOWN 
TERROR CAKE 

7” EP $3 EA 
Also. 

Glee Club, AFD, Terror Cake, 

Substance & Intent shirts. ($8 
each) 

Rake, Hey Ladies, Pansy, 

Nozzlehead & Skedaddle 
zines. ($1 each) 

3 Highland Drive, E. Greenbush, NY 12061 

Records Also Available From 
Blacklist Mailorder 



jet behavior in yourself, and we all 
with and reactions to, both female a 

honestly, to look even deeper 
treat male and female peopl' 

To get a good lo 
first look at your 
asking yourself these questions 
Then notice in real life how you 

Both Sexes: When men speak in a group, do you give them more attention then when a woman speaks? Do 
you give women the same undivided attention as you would with a man. 

If you saw a fanzine, book, political literature or art work etc., with no author listed, would you 
automatically assume that they were done by a male person? 

Women: Do you feel pressure to look attractive to validate your self-worth? 

or outspoken behaviors when othermen^arem°und? 
4r Women: Do you hide your aggressive 
•ff. "-i-r wry- 

first more interested in 
the first time, are you genuinely 

women? 
rather 

Heterosexual Womeiv 

BAY AREA EARTH UNBOUND, PO BOX 423592, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94J02 

THE EVER EVOLVING CHYCKS ARE PEOPLE TOO SECTIOMTHArg_EVO«nNGIMTO A GENDER 



Do you have close non-sexual friends of the opposite sex? 

; 1 v < 

If you saw a band advertised and you went to see them and found out that all the members were female, 
would you be surprised at first or think it was unusual? 

SSteW.™® '. K a woman 
SS aatS„d,'° O ■interested a person? 

'A 
' *n y°u *n the same way, do you 

Do you tend to talk about emotional, family and love issues with women more then with other men? Do you 
save more logical, argumentative topics for discussions with men? And are their opinions about issues and 
philosophies more important to you? 

Women: Do you sometimes become obsessed with your appearance- spending a lot of time figuring out 
what to wear, working with your hair, make-up etc. 

i f? " ? i — 

^ Ir* : 

Men: Do you help women, come to their rescue automatically, without first asking if they need or want 
your help? 

We_ that needs to be solved, do you tend to turn 

\SSVSS^ss£SSm “ isL 

first to a male or a female person, or 

y j.- ^ 

Zp " 'sl' r ^ i.. f 
ZJZl...I*--?*? AJ r* *TT > 

I Men: Do you attempt to gain most of the control, power and credit in situations and projects, even 
| unconsciously, especially when working with women? 

V.J ; | VJ- 

i / \ '• • 

H Sendo?VhTtEhfs?tLToniSther then °th6r W°men' When y°U need help Wlth something? Or does it 
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WALK MY WAY- 

^ ' 'T 
5255 CRANE RD. 

W. MELBOURNE, FLA., 32904 
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'Naked 1^<^o5/free CtassiPieds, Lame Poems 
u PO.Box 50b6 Pleasanton C3 94566 
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Random 
Killingi 

RANDOM KILLING, 'Kicked in the Nuts - A True Story' (Aardvark 
Records, 60 Castle Knock Road, Toronto. Ontario, MSN 2J7, CANADA): 
This band came into action from a basement in 1984. The music is hardcore 
rock and I could barely keep up with the speed of this stuff. The language 
is pretty crude throughout much of the album. The guys seemed tobe quite 
bitter at times, but I think that was the intent that they were trying to make. 
1 would imagine that if I were a man, and kicked in the nuts, I would be a 
bit angry myself. If the language were cleaned up a bit, it wouldn't be so 
bad. (T/AM) FACTSHEETFIVE#44 

"KICKED IN THE NOTS"7,,e.p.6 songs PRESSED IN EUROPE $4 

killing” d* wed^e head 
15 SONG TAPE (7 NEW SONGS PLUS KICKED IN THE NUTS 7") $7 

killing” the *^3°° head 'fy 
WE CONTAINS "THIS WHOLE WORLD" L.P.'" TAKE OUR FLAG" 7”e.p. $7 

RANDOM KILLING "THIS WHOLE unPin">l - P 7CASS.|$7J)0 | 
RAnB5m KILLING -TAKE OUR FLAG" 1985 rTOT^ 
RANDOM KILLING "THEN TILL NOW" 1985-88 CASS. $ 6.00 

T-SHIRT M.LG,XL $9.00 

AARDVARK RECORDS 
60 CASTLE KNOCK RD 
TORONTO ONT. 
M5N 2J7 
CANADA PHQNE # 

(416) 489-8721 

Random 
Killinq 



CHILDREN OF THE CORN 

Compilation CD featuring 16 

bands, including TOXIC REASONS, 

RATrAIL GRENADIER, DATURA SEEDS 

DELIRIUM, SCOURGIN’ ZOMBIES, 

STRONTIUM 90, etc. 

CD only - S10 PPD. 

nwML 

RATTAIL GRENADIER - ’88 

debut album on Chicago’s 

Roadkill Records. Produced 

by Paul Mahem. 

LP or CASSETTE - $6 PPD. 

F.O.N. - "Same Difference" EP 

Produced by Paul Mahem. 

Seven Inch EP only - $5 PPD. 

RATI AIL GRENADIER - TOO MUCH 

OF A GOOD THING. Brand new 

release. Available Dee. 15. 

CD - $10 PPD. and CASSETTE - S6 PPD. 

SONIC IGUANA RECORDS 

P.O, Box 4035 

I^afayctte, IN 47903 

to 30 beyond 
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borders WuSic, 
punk, noise, 
c© r*\ p 355• on, 
ideas, an3er* 
a*»«l cKaos .Then 
welcome x.0 A 
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Check this out, thou perky knave: ^ _ _ 

*1.00 plus 3 stamps- KINGDOM SCUM 8* Flexi-*You CaTT’t Stop a Good Idiot" 
*2.00 PPd.- EERIE BOUTIQUE 60 min. cass. sampler of .11 the bands on E.M 

*3.00 ppd.- SOCKEYE/EEYORE POWER TOOL Split 7" Two Legends on one recordl 

*3.00 ppd.- THE POPSICLE MELTS 7" EP or 30 min. cass. Incredible- 

*4.00 Ppd■- HOW TQ KILL FRANK SINATRA 90 min. cass. compilation featuring 

^^v,29,ban!?S Uke BUTTSTEAK< NEW KILLERS ON THE BLOCK, THE WALLMEN, 
KEPONE (members of GWAR,BUTTERGLOVE,HONOR ROLE,and BURMA JAM), BIG 
POO GENERATOR, AURORA PARALYSIS, KINGDOM SCUM and MANY MORE... 

*•,.30 ppd.- KINGDOM SCUM 60 min. cass. "Contaminating the Thinking Supply" 

, WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOG AND A SECRET GIFT --- 

Please Send Your Cash, Waste Products, and 
Conspiracy Theories to,__ 

, h. EERIE MATERIALS 
PXX BOX 14592 

SCUM * I'*1 RETCHMOND- VA 23221 

Overseas "Orders Please Add $2. 

* 
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YB002 
Notes From the South 

7" Compilation Featuring: 

The Believers, Hangman 
Beyond Reason and 

Ego-Trip 

YB001 
Beyond Reason 7" Debut 

It's Just Begun 
-SOLD OUT- 

Send cash or money order made out to 
Patrick Spohrer. $3.50 USA $5 
elsewhere. Send to: Youth Bus Records 
P.O. Box 413 Venice, Ca 90294-0413. 
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Is The U.S. Once Again 

Plotting The Overthrow Of 
Saddam Hussein From 

Power? 

By Joel Wing 
Despite failed attempts in the past, the 

U.S. might once again be plotting the overthrow 
of Saddam Hussein. Press reports claim that 
the new effort is the product of President Bush's 
concerns over domestic criticism and fears that 
the Democrats might use Hussein’s continued 
presence in Iraq in the 1992 elections. Bush 
cannot be looking forward to much success, 
however, since his new plans are opposed within 
his own administration and only mimic past 
efforts that have failed to oust the Irqi 
government. 

The main advocates of a new destabilization 
program have 
been the 
National Security 
Council, Senate 
Democrats and 
President Bush 
himself. Current 
U.S. policy 
towards Iraq 
consists of 
economic 
sanctions meant 
to cripple the 
economy and 
cause domestic 
discontent 
against the 
government. 
Sanctions have 
been a mainstay 
of U.S. policy 
since Bush 
ordered 
Hussein’s 
overthrow two 
days after Iraq’s 
invasion of 
Kuwait in August, 
1 9 9 0. 
Presently, there are three plans being considered 
by the Bush administration for a more aggressive 
effort against Iraq. The first is the provision of aid 
and training to Iraqi rebels. The second is to 
encourage dissent within the Iraqi army for a 
possible coup, and the third, is to help establish 
a provisional government by Iraqi rebels in the 
northern part of Iraq now under U. N. supervision. 
All but the third scenario, however, have been 
tried and failed by the United States. (David 
Hoffman and Dan Balz, “Bush vows invasion to 
be reversed, “Oakland Tribune, 8/6/90; Doyle 
McManus and Norman Kempster, “U.S. Hopes 
to Provoke Coup," S.F. Chronicle, 2/27/91; 
Leo Rennert, “Iraq rebellions aided Saddam, 

Bush Continues 

To Advocate . . . 

U.S. Says," Sacramento Bee, 4/12/91; John 
Rossant, Stanley Reed, Thomas Goltz, Doug 
Harbrecht and Bill Javetski, “The Vise Tightens 
On Iraq," Business Week, 8/27/90; Andrew 
Rosenthal, "U.S. Expecting Hussein To Be Out 
By Years End, “New York Times, 3/18/91, 
“Aides Discuss Pressing For Hussein’s Removal," 
New York Times, 2/25/91; Gerald F. Seib, 
“Bush Is Returning To Previous Policy Of Iraq 
Sanctions,” Wall St. Journal, 4/22/91; R. 
Jeffrey Smith and John M. Goshko, "U.S. mulls 
overthrow of Iraq leader Hussein," Oakland 
Tribune, 11/25/91; U.S. News & World 
Report, “Skeptical brass," 12/9/91) 

Immediatelyafter President Bush ordered 
the overthrow of President Saddam Hussein in 
August, 1990, U.S. intelligence agencies began 
maxing contact with Iraqi dissidents. With the 
help of allies, the United States attempted to 
organize these groups into a unified opposition. 
The purpose of this program was to encourage 
a military coup against the government. These 
plans looked as if they were coming to fruition 
when a spontaneous uprising broke out against 
Hussein in March, 1991 after Iraq had been 

forced from Kuwait. 
The U.S. provided 
tacit support to the 
rebellion, and gave 
aid to the Kurds. 
Rather than causing 
dissent within the 
government, 
however, the U.S. 
efforts led the military 
and ruling Baath 
Party to rally around 
Hussein. Thus, new 
U.S. efforts to assist 
the Iraqi rebels or 
attempt another 
coup cannot be 
expected to have 
successful 
outcomes. (Jack 
Anderson, "Is 
Hussein 
assassination 
possible?” Oakland 
Tribune, 8/26/90; 
AP, “CIA Reportedly 
Got OK to Help Iraqi 
Rebels," S.F. 
Chronicle, 4/4/91; 

Lisa Beyer, "Seeds of Destruction," Time, 3/ 
18/91, "Wanted: a Strong Leader for a Broken 
Land (Not You, Saddam)," Time, 3/25/91; 
Jonathan Broder, "U.S. policy on Iraqi chaos," 
S.F. Chronicle, 3/31/91; Stephen Budiansky, 
Louise Lief, Bruce B. Auster, Kenneth T. Walsh, 
Richard Z. Chesnoff, David Makovsky, Carla 
Anne Robbins, Jihan el-Tahri and Gordon 
Robinson, "The real target?" U.S. News & 
World Report, 2/18/91; Allan Cowell, “Kurds 
Assert Few Outside Iraq Wanted Them to Win," 
New York Times, 4/11/91; Edward Epstein, 
"Who'll Come After Saddam?" S.F. Chronicle, 
9/13/90, “Turning POWs Into an Army," S.F. 
Chronicle, 4/11/91; Thomas L. Friedman, 

"The Rout Bush Wants," New York Times, 2/ 
27/91; Hoffman and Balz, Oakland Tribune, 8/ 
6/90; YoussefM. Ibrahim, Two FoesofHussein 
Say Opposition Is Weak," New York Times, 3/ 
5/91; Al Kamen and Ann Devroy, "Saddam 
Grip on Iraq Looks Firmer Than Ever," S.F. 
Chronicle, 4/20/91; Laurie Mylrie, "Led Astray 
by the Saudis in Iraq," Wall St. Journal, 4/10/ 
91; Rennert, Sacramento Bee, 4/12/91; 
Steven V. Roberts, Kenneth T. Walsh, Louise 
Lief, Douglas Stanglin, Jim Impoco, Carla Anne 
Robbins, L)avid Makovsky, Richard Z. Chesnoff, 
Jeff Trimble and David Lawday, "George Bush, 
diplomat," U.S. News & World Report, 9/10/ 
90; Andrew Rosenthal, “Bush Says Saddam Is 
Violating Cease-Fire in Attacks on Rebels," S.F. 
Chronicle, 3/14/91, New York Times, 3/18/ 
91; Sacramento Bee, "Stern U.S. warning to 
Iraq: Don’t fly combat planes," 3/16/91; Elaine 
Sciolino, "Saudis Gather Ousted Iraqi Officials," 
New York Times, 2/22/91, "Radio tied to U.S. 

Were Counting On U.S. Help," S.F. Chronicle, 
4/6/91 

The last 
proposal, 
support for a 
provisional 
government, 
also lacks 
strength. 
The United 
States’ 
European 
allies have 
said that they 
would not 
support any 
moves 
against 
Hussein as 
long as Iraq 
continues to 
comply with 
U . N . 
inspections 
and 
oversight. 
Turkey is also 
against the 
creation of a 
breakaway 

government in northern Iraq, since it might 
encourage Kurds in Turkey to do likewise. The 
Iraqi opposition is also in a state of disarray, and 
has little chance of successfully proclaiming a 
government or being able to maintain it. (Smith 
and Goshko, Oakland Tribune, 11/25/91) 

Lack of support for a new effort against 
Hussein goes beyond just America’s allies, but 
also lies within the U.S. Administration itself. 
The Pentagon and CIA are not enthusiastic 
about new attempts to overthrow the Baghdad 
government. Neither believes that the U.S. has 
enough influence over internal Iraqi politics to 

IRAQ Continued Page 2 Col 3 

. . . The Overthrow 
of Saddam Hussein 
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UNITE AGAINST POLICE BRUTALITY 

FREE SCOTT ODIERNO 

OR^i^S',ACTTOGETHE« 
OR THEY WILL BURY US ALONE 

On Saturday, Nov. 16, 1991, there 
was a combination birthday party/benefit show 
for the Navajo tribe under siege at Big Mountain, 
Arizona, which was held in Hart Park in Orange, 
California. There were a half dozen tables set up, 
including that of Food Not Bombs of Long 
Beach, which sponsored the event and served 
free food and condoms, and which informed 
people of the oppression that the U.S. gov’t and 
Peabody Coal are bringing down upon the Native 
Americans of Big Mountain. There were also 
several speakers who talked about the attempted 
forced relocation of the Navajos. Several local 
punk and alternative bands played, includinq 
DOGMA MUNDISTA, DYCHRONICMIRROR, Seth 
from GARBLECRAT, AUTONOMY (ex-MEDIA 
CHILDREN) TOTAL CHAOS, and an Indian Drum 
Circle. 

All was going well until around 6 p.m. 
when officers anasergeants Arona, Jensen, J. 
Marchest, Jett, & K. Roberts appeared on the 
scene and went around to the back of the open- 
air amphitheater, snuck inside the door, and 
turned off the power. They did not announce 
their presence to us, tell us why we were being 
closed down, ask who was in charge of the 
event, or give an order to disperse. When asked 
why the show was being closed down, they 
originally refused to give an excuse, but when 
pressed they said that there was "a fire in the 
bathroom that was already out, drinking and 
drugs in the park, etc.” Why didn’t they just cite 
these people for such evil violations of their 
precious laws and leave us alone, like they would 
have done at most “normal" concerts is unknown, 
but instead, they made the rest of the crowd pay 
for the victimless “crimes" of others. 

Rather than negotiate, officers Jett 
and Arona slammed the door on the event 
promoter, Camille Ortanez, as she attempted to 
show them her permit and explain that one of 
the park supervisors had given her verbal 
permission to keep the power on until 7 p.m., 
since they were two hours late in setting up. 
Instead, they decided to shut it down. When 
Joe, from TuTAL CHAOS, who were on stage, 
went behind the door to see what was happening, 
the cops turned off the video camera that they 
had brought to video tape the riot, grabbed him, 
and closed the door, the people on the other 
side could hear the thumping & pounding of Joe 
going on behind the door and got nervous and 
tried to open it. The cops then called for a 40 
car, 100 cop back-up of the Santa Ana Police 
Dept, who showed up as Joe was being dragged 
away. People couldn’t stand it anymore and 
surged forward, yelling and some throwing 
bottles, as the cops clubbed people, chased 
them, and arrested others, including Chris 
from RESIST AND EXIST, Brandon Stolz, and 
myself. Stolz, a minor, were putln the back seat 
of a squad car with an adult (Joe) & were not 
read their Miranda Rights until after arriving at 
the police station. Chris was told to admit to 
something he had not done (throwing a bottle) 
and I was not read my Miranda Rights until 2 
HOURS (!!) after being arrested and processed. 
In between I was informed by officer Roberts 
that I was already guilty, they had it on video, and 
so I might as well just admit it. 

Meanwhile, spokespeopleforthe police 
denied the riot or arrests ever happened until 2 
days after the event (see OC Register, Nov. 18, 

A few notes on 
my own situation; while 
being processed at the 
City of Orange Police 
Dept, my life was 
threatened several times and they 
continually forced me to admit to a crime, 
before my rights were ever read to me. 
Comments sucn as "we’ll make sure and put you 
in a tank with some big black homosexuals" 
(Officer F. Kelly, Badge #978) were common. 
One woman who was allegedly arrested for 
having sex on the lawn was continuously sexually 
harassed - “why don’t we go in the back room 
and you can show me what it is that exactly you 
were doing" were common, and eventually, the 
woman was reduced to tears. The cops treated 
the whole thing as a football game - “did you see 
so-and-so whaling on that one guy!" 

While being processed at the OC Jail 
I was again continuously harassed. When asked 
about my arrest and why I "assaulted a cop” I 
refused to talk and was told that “once you walk 
through that door you have no rights. If you don’t 
answer my questions I will hit you." This was said 
while 4 or 5 officers encircledme in the OC Jail. 
When I told them I was innocent and had been 
falsly charged, they said that only guilty people 
come to this jail and once I walked through the 
door I was guilty. 

After spending 3 1/2 days in the jail 
on false charges (the only sympathy and support 
I ever got were from the fellow inmates, who 
sharecftheir stuff with me, gave me tips on my 
trial, and told me how to work my way through 
the jail system.) I was finally released on a 
$5,000 bail, lowered from $10,000. The two 
juveniles, Chris and Brandon, were released 
after 4 days, and Joe was released on OR during 
the night of the cop riot. 

I was originally charged with one felony 
and 5 misdemeanors, including assaulting a cop 
w/a deadly weapon, resisting arrest, at the 
scene of a riot, etc. But knowing that they had 
fucked up bad, it appears that they have already 
dropped the felony without even a huff. 

We hope that we won’t have to go to 
court to prevent a jail sentence, but our lawyers 
and phone bills are still very expensive (public 
defenders are free but are usually worse than 
cops and don’t care what happens to you.) so if 
you could in ANY WAY possibly help us with 
money, spreading the word, etc. that would be 
great. We’re also trying to get a benefit show 

1991) They had fucked up bad and they 
knew it - they didn't give an order to J 
disperse, arrested several people on 
false charges, violated individual’s 
rights and their own laws. We have 
many witnesses, and even our own 
video tape of the whole incident to 
testify and use against the cops, 
which they know about and which is 
why they are trying to fight this all 
the way. The cops also nave their 
own video tape of the incident, 
which shows their guiltiness, but 
in order to get a copy of this 
“evidence" you have to pay them j 
for it, and they also get the * . 
“right” to edit out the « 
incriminating evidence 
against themselves. 

FREEDOM 

Am*CHBTBlACr 

going to raise 
money so if your 
band is interested, 

that would be great, 
or if you know of a 
cheap place to have 
it in Southern 

California, that would 
help. If you were at the 

riot and are a witness, have photos 
of it that we could use, etc. that would be 
great if you could help us in some way. 

For more info about the case call Tin- 
Ear at (714) 647-2307 (who has helped out 
immensely with research, getting down cops 
names before the whole thing went down, going 
to the trials and supporting the juvies arrested, 
etc.) or write to him at BOX 2246, Anaheim, CA 
92814. or write to me, S.M. Steppenwolf at 
BOX 4472, Long Beach, CA, 90804 -0472. 
You can make checks out to Scott O’Dierno. 

From Page 1 Col 3 

allow for any of the proposed plans to succeed. 
Officials in the State Department are even more 
resistant having stated tnat the idea of a revitalized 
effort to oust Hussein is “stupid," "out of touch 
with reality," and “Ollie North adventurism." With 
opposition coming from within and without the 
government, President Bush is not presented 
with an encouraging picture for his plans. (Smith 
and Goshko, OaklandTribune, 11/25/91; U.S. 
News & World Report, 12/9/91) 

Despite these difficulties, it appears that 
the Preside 
schemes to 

ent Bush is pushing ahead with new 
isein. The recent press oust Hussein. The 

reports, however, could be government'leaks 
meant to silence critics and create the impression 

nyway. 
U.S. attempts at a coup have failea, the Iraqi 
opposition is weak and fragmented, the U.S. has 
no real influence over the internal situation 
within the country, and the likely successor to 
Hussein would be just like him. The most likely 
course for the U.S. to take is to continue with 
sanctions and starve the Iraqi populace into 
submission, while Hussein remains in power. 

i 
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New 4 band Atlanta 7" 

with Dirt, Fiddlehead, 
oily-O, and Figure. 

Also available: 
oily-0 7" 
Fiddlehead 7" 
Wrong Answer 7" 

All 7"s are $3 ppd. each 
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a division of 
KENT McCLARD INC. 

12x12 RECORDS 
IDEBUTE RELEASE 

7or~ 
terns, chief! 

7” EPS $3.50 PPD. 
LP $7.50 2x7” $6.50 5T 

gJIiT notorious Qx<E grtnicore masters... 

HARD BALL SS^SSt- 
DEAD IMAGE Forward’7” 

“Original and powerful! I love the Yankees!" M R R 

RELEASE ‘No More’ 7’ LAMENT7” 
CLUTCH Pitchfork’7” ONION7” 
SUB ZERO7” (formerly Breakdown) 

SOULSIDE double 7” 
EDGEWISE 7” living on the edge 7” 
NO EXIT, NO RETURN 7” w/ Encounter, 

Refuse to Fall, Dead image and more. 

HORIZON HARDCORE T w/ 
Encounter, Lifetime, Resurrection, Flagman 

ENDPOINT / SUNSPRING 7” 

JUDGE The Storm' INSIDE OUT 7” 
RAY & PORCELL7TAR SIDE7’’ 

SHADOW SEASON (ex-Turn. Point) 7” 

NAKED ANGELS 'Real Hardline’ 7” 
S H E LT E R ‘In Defense of Reality’ 7” 

S H E LT E R ‘No Compromise’ 7” 
REFUSE TO FALL Soul fire’7” 

VOICE OF THE VOICELESS LP 
MAJORITY OF ONE One Man’7" 

-JF Check or M.O. to:-X- 
NEW START® RECORDS 
v P.O. Box 10110 w XWinston-Salem, NC 27108X 

Can/Mex add $1 per item, World add $2 

NEXT DAY SERVICE!! 
yo /T-SHIRTS \ G 

HARD BALL short and longsleeves 

NAKED ANGELS short and longsleeves 

BURN short and longsleeves (not 
even Revelation has these!!) 
SHELTER (2 designs), REFUSE TO 
FALL, CHAIN OF STRENGTH 
BOLD, GORILLA BISCUITS 7” cover 

QUICKSAND (2 designs)EDGEWISE 
T-SHIRTS $9.50 LONGSLEEVES $13.00 

I COMING NEXT MONTH! | 
Odr new TOLL FREE NUMBER' and 
new releases from Conversion, Victory, 

Doghouse, Revelation, Equal Vision, 

Smorgasbord and more. Send SASE for 
frae_mail-ardei_catalog_today 
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demo' 91 
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Jaya Govinda! PEACE 

dryrot 4-song 7" 

First 300 on Red Vinyl 

$3.50 ppd in USA 

$4.50 ppd overseas 

Willie Hodges 
1671 Capri Lane 
Richmond, IN47374 

Reconstruction 
DArttrdfi 216 e. 6tii st. 
HvvvJl 113 (belween 2nd & 3rd Avenues) 

NE'u NAwVJ 
INDEPENDENTLY OU’.Y I? D/V0 LUi\THI5R OPERATED 

WE BUV/SEM/I'RADE AM. NEW & USED 
IIARDCORE/PUNK/AIJERNATIVE 
C.D.S, RECORDS & CASSETTES. 

PLUS T SHIRTS, POSTERS, AM) EW/IMiS. 

OPEN TUESDAYS TO THURSDAYS 2-!) PM 
FRIDAY, SATURDAY 2-MIIMIGIIT 
SUNDAY 1-9 PM 

(CLOSED MONDAYS)_TEL 1212) 505-0963 



This month's question: 

When you were young (about ten), what did 

you think you’d be doing at this time in your life? 
Rndp©™ Rtaie “Jeronimo”, age 21 
"Well I was In Hawaii when I was ten, so I probably 
thought I would be surfing or something. I was surfing 
when I was ten... or doing nothing, I’m not sure, maybe 
painting or something." 

fl-we, age 20 
"I wanted to be a stripper or a doctor. Me and my best 
friend always had this facination with strippers. I 
wouldn’t be either of those now, though." 

flien Scott, age 24 
"I thought I’d be playing with Star Wars 
action figures, no, honestly, when I was ten I thought I’d be 
a big, cool, rockstar, like one of the guys in Cheap Trick or 
one of the members of Kiss or somethin like that." 

Mike Stan, age 19 
"My parents had me convinced that I’d be a scientist or 
something like that, so I guess I thought I’d be in coUege 
studying to be a scientist right now, but I’m not. So 
there!" 

Karen, age 19 
"I thought I was going to be an airforce pilot. I wasn’t into 
the competative part of it all, I just wanted to fly and go 
fast. Just for the speed of it all, the adrenalin." 

JaSper, age JO 
"A politician. A socialist politician...but only for a little 
time, maybe, over dinner one night with my father, I 
thought I’d be a politician and give lots of money for 
education- lots and lots of money for education and 
hospitals- and have a three day week." 



Ke^in Dill, age 25 
"I figured that by the time I was eighteen I’d be out of my 
house and I’d be a mailman. I always wanted to be a 
mailman because you get to carry mace and I always 
thought that driving those trucks was really neat because 
the seat is on the other side." 

Mark, age 2a 
"I wanted to be a she-male and a junkie...and I’m both!" 

Phil, age 27 
"I really didn’t have a due. I had no sense 

of direction whatsoever. I hadn’t started playing guitar 
yet. I liked music, but I had no idea of what I wanted to 
do. Maybe an engineer or something uninteresting like 
that." 

xpotSky, age 26 
"I wanted to be a farmer. My old man is a farmer, I grew 

up on a farm, so 1 was well into farming. Then I got into 
playing drums and I joined the Subhumans and that took 
off pretty quick, so, I thought “fuck going into farming, I’ll 
do this instead!”. 

Pete, age 28 
"My parents wanted me to join the army. I didn’t want to 
do anything until punk rock came along...what can I say?" 

Dick, age JO 
"My image of people who were thirty when 
I was young was they were pretty old, you know,very 
stable usually got a family, got married and kids and I 
didn’t really look forward to being thirty at all, but I never 
imagined myself in any sort of future 
situation." 

"I thought I’d be a buisnessman, making money and 
fucking people over." 

John, age 20 
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DONATIONS TO THE NIHILISTICS LEGAL DEFENSE FUND ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED 
(Cash, check, money order, travellers checks, or "immoral" support) 
(Supporters will be mentioned in upcoming releases) 

AVAILABLE RELEASES; 

BAD, DIRTY, HATE 12" 
FUCK THE HUMAN RACE 12" 
13th ANNTVERSITY CD 

(DEBUT LP AND SINGLE) 
13th ANNTVERSITY 7" 

(DEBUT LP AND SINGLE) 
INFERNO 7" 
MERRY CHRISTMESS 

COMING SOON: 
FUCK GUNS & ROSES 

HERE’S THE NIHILISTICS 
CD 

(GREEN VINYL) 
(YELLOW VINYL) 
(GLOW IN THE DARK) 

(WHITE VINYL) 

(RED VINYL) 
(CLEAR VINYL) 

FOR MERCHANDISE INFORMATION: 
SEND SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE TO: 

Dutch East India Trading, P.O. Box 800, Rockville Centre, NY 11517 or (516) 764-6200 
TO CONTACT THE NIHILISTICS: 

Nihilistics, 524 West 23rd Street, New York, NY 10011, Suite 4049 

RELEASED EXCLUSIVELY BY DUTCH EAST INDIA TRADING 

Upcoming Releases 

VICTORY RECORDS MAILORDER 

ICEBURN Firon’ LP/Cs./CD 

P.O. Box 146546 
Chicago, IL. 

60614 

WORLDS COLLIDE ’Effect of the Age’ 7"/Cs./CD 

Still Available: 
INNER STRENGTH 'Time For Reality' 7" e.p. 

BILLINGSGATE 'Reach Out' 7" e.p., shirt, longsleeve & hood. 
INSIGHT What Will It Take’ 7" e.p., shirt, longsleeve & hood. 

ONLY THE STRONG Compilation 7" e.p. 
ICEBURN 'Burn / Fall' 7" e.p., shirt, longsleeve fit hood. 

VICTORY LOGO shirt, longsleeve and hood. 

U.S. and Canada: 7": $4.00 shirt: $10.00 longsleeve: $13.00 
and hood: $20.00 

AlrWorld: 7": $6.00 shirt: $13.00 longsleeve: $16.00 and 
hood: $24.00 

Due to past problems with the post office we have acquired a postage meter, 

all orders will now be shipped by the next day. We apologize for any past delays. 

Send SASE for catalog. 
Distributed hy: Important, Caroline. Cargo. 

Dutch East.Good (aiiseand Rotz. 

In Germany. Austria and Switzerland 

exclusively by We Rite. 

VICTORY 

RECORDS 

New Address 



7"ep 7 songs and 7 
its recess #2 $3-OQpP 

still available # 
f.y.p-extra credit fePi; Sjdoppd 

a*> apO 1(1 For AifiHAiL 
Amo >od |t l for S,uf*-ACt 
CAMAOA ADC> SO<t 

W/rtV RECESS RECORDS I V ' -^=7=, , 
P 0 801 1112 SEND FOR A THINGS-TO-GET SHEET J 

To<r»nce, CA 90505 & 

II / 

T shirts-$6.oo ppo 

L.l 

Liv^rbox ^ 
4-song 7" E 

' rf*f 
Also available: 

FAQ - Pre-pay LP 
Multi-colored on White T-Shirts 

Split “ out now ; ; 
first 500 on dear viiiyl 
$3.00 p.p. U.S» - $5.00 far 
cash or money brd^lr ma< 
out tp' Dave l4r9^tti.h|cily 

IK?.-'... 
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;:i same pfipces:.- 
send stamp list. pf. 

by the way, nick, Bill ]B?ikeT, 

EXCURSION PLO. B& 3103 
BELLINGHAM WA #225 

. - A—;. 
it's not this spooky 

Born to hose Ml 
Die to Win? 

14 song Cassette 
or 

Comma tute 
Slumped 

5 song 7“ EP 
Rod & 8lad: on White T-Shirts 

rCostsT I 
7* = $3 Cass. = $5 

I LP = $5 T-Shirts---$10 ! 
| (T-Shirts avail, in Large ONLY!', ! 

}ub-mi}}k>n Record} 
P.O. Box 6824 
St. Paul, MN 55106 
Call us with your computer! 
BBS (612) 339-9280 



Send MRR your record for review. If possible, send 2 copies of records (1 for review, 1 for airplay). No reviews of test pressings. Staff: 
(SB) Suzanne Bartcliy, (MC) Mel Clieplowitz, (SI)) Swave Dave, (CD) Chris Dodge, (HD) Harvey Dent, (BD) Brian Devereux. (LD) Lali Donovan, 

(KG) Karin Gem bus, (WG) Walter Glaser, (MH), Michelle Haunold, (KK) Kenny Kaos, (MK) Mick Krash, (ML) Mike La Vella, (MM) Mike Mcniel, 
(TM) Timojhen Mark, (SM) Smelly Mustafa, (BR) Bruce Roelirs, (SS) Steve Spinali, (MS) Martin Sprouse, (MW) Matt Wobensmith, (TY) Tim Yo 

At the recent MRR staff meeting, it was decided to begin a few reviews of CD-only releases, an addition I detest, 
but that's what the consensus determined. Also, the idea of beginning tape reviews again came up. Two in-house 
staff people committed to doing them, but given the tidal wave of cassettes we'd receive, it was decided to wait until 
we had at least 5 people to take over the task. If there are any knowledgeable reviewers living in the Bay Area who 
want to make at least a 1 year committment to this nightmare, get in touch with Chris Dodge c/o MRR. Thanks, Tim 

A.G.’s - “Cirkus Berzerkus” LP 
More of that SAMOANS catchy pop hardcore with a geeky 

GREEN DAY feel to it. Can’t help but like it (TY) 
(Forefront Records, 280 Fairniount Ave, Chatham, NJ 07928) 

ANTISEEN - “Here Today, Gone 
Tomorrow.../The Witch” 
A nightmare record for fans as this 
limited live/outtake thing will not be 
readily available stateside. Good sound 
on the live side (a RAMONES cover 
and one original) while the flip (a 
remixed outtake from their ‘84 dehut) 
is a long, slow grinding thing that 
sounds like little else they’ve recorded. 
(BD) 
(Fuck Yourself, Romerstr 225, 6900 

Heidelberg, GERMANY) 

ANTISEEN - “It Looks Good .../Fuck All Y’all” 
It’s a fine line between their great and so-so material and this 

unfortunately is closer to the latter (would have been the worse two 
tracks on their recent album). Still, I paid money for it and would 
buy their next ten singles without hearing them. (BD) 
(Sympathy, 4901 Virginia Ave., Long Beach, CA 90805) 

ARM LA - “Legenda” LP 
Fast paced Polish punk/thrash with driving guitars, raspy 

vocals and a slight metal edge. Well played and if that’s your cup 
of tea then you should like this. (KK) 
(Wifon Records, POLAND) 

BLITZ - “Killing Dream” LP 
After mulling over the average Link packaging (none), I 

endured listening to a hand I used to respect pretend they were 
THE CULT. Not for me. (TM) 
(10 High St., New Mills, Stockport Cheshire SKI2 4AL, 
ENGLAND) 

BRUTAL OBSCENITY - “Dream Out Loud!” LP 
They’re about as brutal as “The Hobbit” and as obscene as 

Pat Boone. I don’t get it Are they kidding? The music is well 
produced moshcore that would feel right at home in NY C, although 
these five hail from the Netherlands. However, the lyrics could 
have been lifted from fairy tales for all I know. How about “Elfs 
giving me warmth & compassion”or “I love the hippos & I love the 
moon”? For thrashing punks who secretly love Winnie The Pooh. 
(CD) 
(Pres. Steynstraat 153, 2021 VD Haarlem, HOLLAND) 

BURNING HEADS - “Reds/Beggar” 
Two really good songs from this French outfit Fairly standard 

melodic hardcore, but with more of an edge than I expected due to 
the galloping rhythms and somewhat metallic guitar. Vocals in 
English. Free with issue 4 of Flying Charentaise. (DS) 
(Bourouf Salem, 2 Passage Basfroi, 75011 Paris, FRANCE) 

CARLOS -EP 
So, is CARLOS a guy or a band? I don’t know, but it is a nifty 

little record. “Saturday” and “O.K.” are my faves with the pop 
sensibilities and quirky timings. The production kinda stinks, but 
the melodies still shine through. Neat. (LH) 
(Big Rehad Records, PO Box 1133, San Mateo, CA 94403) 

ASTROZOMBIES “The Meat 
Grinder of Our Corruption” EP 

An odd one here. Jangly light 
goon-pop into ultra-distorto noise 
trash with an early BLACK FLAG 
guitar buzz. Nice and nasty. (WG) 
(Community 3, 438 Bedford Ave., 
Brooklyn, NY 11211) 

AVERSION THERAPY - EP 
An Australian band who 

remind me of an early German band 
(especially the vocals and choppy 
tempo). UK influences come through 
more noteably on side two rounding 
this out as an European experience. 
It’s great to hear hardcore devoid of 
US influences. Well done. (MM) 
(c/o Jerry, 17 Glover St, Sth Oakleigh, 
3167, Victoria, AUSTRALIA) 

CARNIVAL OF SHAME - “Tortured” LP 
Hot dogs a rocking with extra cheese!! Vocals are a bit like 

DANZIG. Straight forward rock&roll with guitar licks we’ve all 
heard before. Well this ain’t punk, maybe they should move to 
L.A. and play at Gazarios!!! Nice package, comes with lyrics, 
photos, & a full color poster. This is full on thick neck rock! (SM) 
(Burnin’ Records Inc., 606 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia, PA 
19147-1918) 

CARNIVAL OF SHAME “Happy Alcoholidays” EP 
Punk Xmas records-Iove ‘cm or leave ‘em. I can’t really 

decide how I feel about them either. Here these guys tackle “White 
Christmas”, “The Grinch”, and a few more, with are delivered 
well, but a tad obnoxious. (WG) 
(Burnin’ Records, PO Box 15909, Philadelphia, PA 19103) 

CAUSTIC SODA - “Subtle Change” EP 
A mostly all-female garage band that’s got the low, painful 

sound combined with too sung vocals for such a raw musical 
approach. (TY) 
(Rainforest Records, 8855 Holly #110, Wilsonville, OR 97070) 



mw&i CHEATER SLICKS-“I’mGrounded/ 
Can It Be?” 
They really got the guitar sound down 
on this one- the distortion is right on 
the verge of' white noise so it sounds 
like maybe six (rather than six 
hundred) guitars are going off in 
different directions. The songs (both 
covers) are top-notch too. Raging, and 
their best yet (BD) 
(In The Red, PO Box 49583, Los 
Angeles, CA 90049) 

CICATRIZ - “4 A nos, 2 Meses, 1 Dia” LP 
Melodic punk that’s got a ‘77 heat and a hit too much of pre¬ 

punk ‘70’s retro-rock guitar. Actually, it’s kept to a minimum, but 
I still feel it mars an otherwise very enjoyable release. (TY) 
(Zika Records, SPAIN) 

* M V',>' * 11 

CROWBAR MASSAGE - “Training Wheels/My Life” 
More on the experimental post-punk side of music. This 

seems like a demo of a jam session where noisy cacophony is the 
rule and a few words repeated over the chaos is the exception. 
Possibly trying to put the hand name into an aural explanation? 
<MH) 
(Funky Mushroom Records,POBox 100270,Brooklyn,NY 11210) 

CROWS - “Crow Bar/Low Brow” 
This is the first of the new Amrep “Research and 

Development” series, coupling a new band and a new artist on a 
picture disc format: a good concept First off, the full color 
illustration by Kozik on the disc is really nice. Musically, THE 
CROWS lay down a jazzy BIRTHDAY PARTY esque groove with 
CRAMPSy vocals that swings with the best of ‘cm. Great package. 
(WG) 
(Amphetamine Reptile, 2541 Nicollet Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 
55404) 

COLORED GREENS - “White Out” EP 
Unnerving sounds with some sort of message. Rock riffage 

mixed with EX style dischord. Best part of this band is the use of 
the french horn. Makes some great tones on the first tune. Nice 
change of pace. Solid record, though it would be to their benefit to 
use more horn. (LH) 
(Community 3 International, 438 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, NY 
11211) 

COPSHOOTCOP - “White Noise” LP 
If you haven’t acquainted yourself with these guys from 

their now-gone “Consumer Revolt” LP, here’s another chance 
and you best not pass it up this time. COPSHOOTCOP mix almost 
BIRTHDAY PARTYcsque bass grooves, tribal percusssion, weird 
sampled bits, powerful guitar grinds, creative political and social 
lyrics, and ominous vocals, creating an intensely original and 
moving sound. Actually, this record seems a tad more rock-based 
that their first, but is still unconditionally recommended. This, 
along with the UNSANE album, is among the best of 1991. Tracks 
to watch for: “Traitor/Martyr”, “Heads I Win, Tails You Lose”, 
and “If Tomorrow Never Comes”. Incredible. (WG) 
(Big Cat, PO Box 855, Radio City Station, New York, NY 10101- 
0855) 

COUCH POTATOES - “Disturbing Foresights” EP 
4 songs of slowish dirge punk which at times reminds me of 

a JEFF DAHL/DANZIG project Unremarkable - comes with 
issue #6 of Couch Potatoes fanzine. (LD) 
(Sticking de Wijde Wereld, PO Box 39, 1713 ZG, Obdam, 
HOLLAND) 

mmm 
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m D.O.A. - “Greatest Shits” LP with 7” EP 
A 22-song compilation of D.O.A. 

% tom 
miscellanea including all the tracks from 
“Triumph Of The Ignoroids,” and a few 
previously unreleased things. Tracks are 
included from at least 8 different releases. 
The 7” has cover versions of 3 “Classic 
Rock” tunes. This makes a fine 
companion volume to the essential 
“Bloodied But Unbowed”. (MC) 
(QQRYQ Productions, PO Box 45,02- 

792 Warszawa 78, POLAND) 

DELIRIUM TEMENS - “Bilbo Suzcnean 91-5-24” LP 
A well-recorded live LP from this Basque band. However, 

for the most part the songs are too long and uninteresting, with 
spacey FLOCK OF SEAGULLS guitars and FALL-like vocals. 
(KK) 
(Esan Ozcnki Records, Nafarroa 60, behea, 5. atea, 20800-Zarautz, 
Gipuzkoa, SPAIN) 

IIiiilM 
DEPARTMENTO B - “The Hidden 
Side Of The Beach” EP 
With songs like “Voodoo Surfers” and 

“Bloody Beach” you would probably 
guess this was “specially for psycho- 

| surfers” as it sez on the sleeve. Heavy 
I accents add to the fun. (BD) 
(no address, SPAIN) 

mm 

CREEPING ILLNESS - “Beat On 
Iraq” EP 

Taking the RAMONES’ 
initial idiocy one step further, this is a 
hilarious retardo record that will 
appeal to the Jeff Bale in all of you. 
(TY) 
(Forefront Records, 280 Fairmount 
Ave, Chatham, NJ 07928) 

CROSSED OUT - EP 
In the true tradition of a Slap-A-Ham release, you get a raw, 

loud, whirlwind, political grindcore band that reminds me 
somewhat of a cross between NEANDERTHAL and SORE 
THROAT. Five Crusty points if you buy this today. (SB) 
(Slap-A-Ham, PO Box 420843, San Francisco, CA 94142-0843) 

THE DEVIATORS - “Century 21” I EP 
Main track is a classic punk 

| tune complete with “woah”s and all. 
Brings to mind the old Canadian 

1 SUBHUMANS. “Let It Go” is also 
pretty cool pop punk with great singing. 
In fact, a pretty great record all around. 
My fave Skene release in a while. (LH) 
(Skene! PO Box 4522, St Paul, MN 
55104) 



KES0RD 
DRIVE LIKE JEHU - LP 

There are many new exciting hands hailing from San Diego. 
Among these is DRIVE LIKE JEHU. Including former members 
of PITCHFORK, this project progresses on that sound. Intense, 
driven music with tight crackling noice. This record reconciles the 
balance between noise, rawness and tight, calculated precision 
timing that is loose yet whole sounding. The songs’ dynamics lure 
you in with head-shaking gooves and then smack you in the face 
with a barrage of feedback. Overall I’m reminded of FUGAZI in 
this record’s ability to push the defined boundaries. (MK) 
(Cargo Records) 

EXTREME NOISE TERROR - “Phonophobia” LP 
Finally, a record I’m excited about This has been on the 

turntable almost every day since it got here. Don’t worry, they’re 
more chaotic and unruly than ever, with UK stench-core as only 
ENT could do it (SB) 
(Vinyl Japan (UK) LTD., 281 Camden High St., London NW1 
7BX, ENGLAND) 

FACE OF DECLINE/BIG MOUTH - split EP 
A four song EP FACE OF DECLINE have two really 

pleasant pop punk tunes that have buzzsaw guitars, total hooks, 
and great vocals. BIG MOUTH reminds me at some points of ALL 
minus the fluff and wussy vocals - kind of their more “artsy’ stuff. 
It’s good, but I prefer FACE OF DECLINE who are really, really 
good. (LD) 
(Fetish Records, 1754 Star Cove, Corpus Christi, TX 78412) 

FASTBACKS - “Now Is The Time” EP 
Some old demo tunes here. It’s amazing how a tight pop 

punk band can even make a four track recording work for them. 
All three tunes are big time winners with nifty singing and 
incredible guitar stuff. Real cool looking cover too. Great all 
around. (LH) 
(Dedbeet Records, PO Box 494, Verdego City, CA 91046) 

G-ZET G-ZET - EP 
A “boot” with two instrumental cuts 

and two vocal ones - the latter being the 
better. Japanese hardcore with a punk 
rawness to it Relentlessly pounding and 
powerful, this is a mighty fine example 
of 1983-84 era Japanese hardcore. 
(MM) 
(Japanese Leather, no address) 

GISM - “Victorious” EP 
Limited edition (just 300 

copies) picture disc from one of Japan’s 
better known bands. Metallish leads 
woven into punk song structures with 
a hardcore sound. All of that behind 
one of the gruffest sounding vocalists 
ever. One of those rare records that 
bristles with ill intentions and conveys 
it Suitably scarring. (MM) 
(Japanese Leather, no address) 

GLAZED BABY - “Big Smoonya” EP 
Ultra-heavy post-punk rock stuff here that reminds me 

indirectly of early DIE KREUZEN. “The Big Lie” and “Sock 
Hop” hit just as hard as the heavyweights with hot starts and stops, 
while “Plow” has a more hardcore feel. Nice pummel. (WG) 

.) > : 

(Sweet Fetus, PO Box 2862, Woburn, MA 01888) 
GO DEVILS - EP 

Super studs rocking out. This slab of meat rock sounds like 
a garage band (the kind that rocks balls out) with samples and 
super distortion vocals. Two songs on this vinyl head full of hole/ 
chicken Iivers.Overall, this is a nice record, good sound quality. 
<SM) 
(3.00 ppd to: Planet Todd Records, PO Box 55408, Atlanta, GA 
30308-5408) 

GOD BULLIES - “War on Everybody” LP 
Just when you thought that these guys were a one-note joke, 

along comes a record that actually, er... “explores” new aspects of 
the band. Okay it’s still got the old (too) obviously ironic, leaden 
clampers like “I want to kill you” but also some decent use of 
samples and feedback that edges the band closer to PAIN TEENS 
country. Also come painfully slow (as in DAMN slow) workouts 
that causes nice guttera! bowel reactions in yours truely. Still gotta 
wade through some dreck, but hey... not totally a waste. (HD) 
(Amphetamine Reptile, 2541 Nicollet Ave. S. Minneapolis, MN 
55404) 

GREEN DAY - “Kerplunk” LP 
These guys know how to write fast, fresh, guitar-oriented 

pop-punk in the tradition of the early WHITE MICE. Catchy 
choruses and irresistible hooks make this one a winner. 
Recommended. (SS) 
(Lookout Records, PO Box 11374, Berkeley, CA 94701) 

^ HAMMERHEAD - “Peep/U.V.” 
Another Amrep picture disc, 

this one displaying the artwork of 
ex-REPLACEMENT Chris Mars. 
HAMMERHEAD belts out a full- 
frontal guitar noise attack that took 

l even me by suprise. “Peep” kicks 
you down like the UNSANE do, while 

g “U.V.” has a more punk feel. Fierce. 
(WG) 
(Amphetamine Reptile, 2541 
Niccolet Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 

55404) 

THE HARRIES - “I Don’t Go” EP 
Fuck, I can’t look at this cover anymore. Someone’s gotta 

explain to European boys what boxer shorts are. These guys are 
geeks. Disposable lyrics, y’know? Still, I did find myself tapping 
my foot to the pop punk they dish up. It’s fun, but don’t quote me 
on that. (LH) 
(Gas Chamber Records, no address) 

HIADACIl HEADACHE - “Stuart’s Up/Love 
Without a God” 

Blistering guitar-driven 
burnt balls barroom amplifier 
violations. Kind of like the HA RDONS 
playing SONIC YOUTH songs on 
mushrooms. This begs for an inch of 
beer and urine on the dance floor. Now 
these are blokes you’d do well to trust 
(BR) 
(Seaside Records, Box A 537, Sydney 

S., NSW 2000, AUSTRALIA) 
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HEARTBREAKERS - “Live at Mothers” LP 

This live LP sutlers from bootleggy sound quality, hut the 
raw, loose protopunk of the HEARTBREAKERS is still captured 
with some success. Some of their best tunes are represented here 
- but the record label has it right (SS) 
(Fan Club Records, no address) 

HELLBENT -10” 
A successful fusion of ’60s/’70s hard rock and punk in the 

same ballpark as STICKY FILTH. Suffers from the live sound (as 
do most live records), hut I’m guessing it will be a corker when/if 
they hit the studio. (BD) 
(Ima Hitt, PO Box 407, New Plymouth, NEW ZEALAND) 

HITMEN 3 - “Perfect Copy” LP 
Totally rockin’ pop-punk from Finland with tons of energy 

and cool grinding guitars. All eight tracks are excellent One of the 
best records I’ve heard in a long time. English lyrics. (KK) 
(Stupido Twins Records, PO Box 301,00121 Helsinki, FINLAND) 

HOLY GUNS, INC. - “I Got It” EP 
Fairly hot post-punk noise from Italy. This has a pretty BIG 

BLACK-ish feel to it, w ith perhaps a more modern HC influence. 
Lots of churning sounds; a good release. (WG) 
(Sartor Massimo, Via U. Libera 7, S. Dona Di Piave, VE 30027, 
ITALY) 

HOLY ROLLERS - “Fabuley” LP 
Talk about comebacks! Anyone who was disappointed by 

this DC trio’s debut LP should be easily converted by the superior 
production and playing on “Fabuley”. It’s hard to pigeonhole the 
ROLLERS musically. I guess I’d have to say they’re straight 
ahead rock, but a grab-bag of influences (funk, industrial, acid- 
rock) and a trippy, drugged-out feel make that sort of inaccurate. 
That combined with lots of tempo changes should keep you on 
your toes. (DS) 
($7 ppd to: Dischord Records, 3819 Beecher St N W, Washington, 
DC 20007) 

ICEBURN-EP 
This two-song 7” seems rather short Musically dark, chunky, 

slowed down metal with some thrash/funk influences thrown in. 
The style is similiar to some new Revelation Records stuff (i.e. 
QUICKSAND). (MK) 
(Victory Records, PO Box 197, Clarendon Hills, IL 60514) 

INDIGNANT FEW - “Revenge Your Authority” EP 
Liked the music, which w hile not overw helmingly original, 

has spunk and a curious mix of hateful attitude and innocent¬ 
sounding vocals. But their basic punk and melodic hardcore is 
marred by some stupid homophobic lyrics. I guess since I’m now 
being branded a homophobe in some quarters, I shouldn’t care. 
(TY) 
(Better Days Records, 1591 Bardstown Rd, Louisville, KY 40205) 

J.M.K.E. - “Savist Saar” 12” 
Upbeat, melodic, catchy, all those good adjectives apply. 

Lots of tempo changes, starts/stops, everything that makes a good 
record (in my book). Lyrical content varies from songs about 
Estonian independance to political isolationalism. A great record. 
(TM) 
(Stupido Twins, PL 301, 00121 Helsinki, FINLAND) 

KLAMYDIA - “Los Celibatos” LP 
Here’s some excellent Finnish pop-punk. Their label claims 

that these guys are the most popular punk band in Helsinki, with 
a current hit on the national charts! Healthy dollopsof RAMONES, 
CLASH, and STIFF LITTLE FINGERS inspirations make these 
lads eminently listenable. With all the accolades bestowed upon 
them at home of late, look for even greater successes for 
KLAMYDIA in the near future. (BR) 
(Stupido Twins Records, Box 301, 00121 Helsinki, FINLAND) 

KUD IDIJOTI - “Mi Smo Ovdje Samo Sbog Para” LP 
Pop-punk from Yugoslavia. Songs vary from slow to mid- 

tempo to fast paced. Some of the songs are catchy and quite good, 
while cithers seem more like filler. The better songs tend towards 
the Scandanavian style of pop-punk. (KK) 
(Branko Crnac, Park R. Boskovica 10, Pula, 052/29799, 
YUGOSLAVIA) 

LIBIDO BOYZ - “Opgu” CD 
I groaned when I saw this in my box, because I had already 

heard it. Well, I hate to pan any thing, but I’m not about to lie about 
it - so - This sucked. Lots of (over) produced boring rock songs. 
Unfortunately, they’ve redone some old songs, and I’ll stick to the 
old versions. Call it the ‘maturing’ of their sound, compare them 
to FAITH NO MORE or whatever, it still sucks. (TM) 
(Red Decibel/Caroline/Metal Blade) 

LITHIUM X-MAS - “Trigger Mortis” 
EP 

Surprising in that this release 
does not conjure up the reverb 
drenced, but still reverent psych- 
wliomp of their previous releases. The 
band seem to have upped the noise 
level/psych damage to damaging levels. 
“Magnu” is probably the lysergenic- 
stun-stomper of the year! Somewhere 
between HAWKWIND, the 

ELEVATORS, CHROME et al. And while the flip ain’t quite as 
grand, it’s still nice to know that someone (besides the 
CRYSTALLIZED MOVEMENTS) seem to know how to wreck 
effective synaspse overload with a hella lot of guitars. (HD) 
(Direct Hit, 3609 Parry Ave., Dallas, TX 75226) 

LOS DEL RA YO - “Miedo AI Miedo” LP 
Take LA SECTA’s penchant for a groove, ASTA KASK’s 

gruff vocals, and set that to STEVE MILLER BAND style rock. 
What you get is a “bar band” that’s well-produced hut loves ’70s 
rock as well as psych and basic punk chords. The mixture is 
appealing on a certain level. (MH) 
(Gor Records, Rio Urrobi, 1 31005 Pamplona-Irunea, SPAIN) 

MALIGNUS YOUTH - “Crisis” EP 

Alternating between awkward pop punk stop-go hardcore. 
The vocals seem imaginative at first, but the layering/dual effect 
wore thin on me. Certainly tame in comparison to their first 7”. 
(TM) 
(Youth Ink Records, 125 Carl Hayden Drive, Sierra Vista, AZ 
85635) 
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MERLENE & THE EREELOADERS - “Dirty Rotten Scum/ 

Back Door Girl” 
A recycled AC-DC(?) riff given an ultra-trashy, wah-walied 

workout behind some hiker-chick vocalizing. Surprisingly, this 
succeeds on its own terms. The flip fails miserably as the exact 
same riff is played at half-speed and half-grunge. (BD) 
(Ima Hitt, PO Box 407, New Plymouth, NEW ZEALAND) 

MICHAEL’S UNCLE - “The End of Dark Psychedelia” LP 
What’s with beheadings and decapatations on album covers 

all of a sudden? MICHAEL’S UNCLE are a very diverse 
Czechoslovakian hand. Sometimes tribal drums and screeching 
guitars dominate and other times a familiar European hardcore 
groove surfaces. (ML) 
(Rat Records, 1990 Kotclna-na porici 14, 16 Prague 1, 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA) 

THE MIGHTY MIGHTY 
BOSSTONES - “Where’d You Go?/ 
Sweet Emotion” 

First song is a pretty catchy ska 
number, horns, the whole hit. Neat 
huge Marshall guitar powerchord 
chorus. The “Sweet Emotion” cover is a 
real fast yelling deal, kind of nietalish, 
but then with key boards and horns too... 
(GF) 
(Taang! Records, PO Box 51, 
Auburndale, MA 02166) 

MINDROT-EP 
A full scale blitzkrieg from these SoCal beach behemoths. 

Colossal crustcore capable of annihilating any auditory apparatus 
loitering in a 4,000 mile radius when this holocaust hits the 
turntable. Sluggish dooni-capades frequently experienced in the 
territory of BLOOD, CARCASS or a metal-laced version of 
MISERY. If I didn’t know any better, I’d think these five murky 
lads were a European hand. This is strong material I’m sure would 
not appeal to Ashford & Simpson fans. (CD) 
(Tempest, PO Box 1597, Huntington Beach, CA 92647-1597) 

MOL TRIFFID - “Media Clowns/I, Caligula” 
I saw these guys live a while ago and the length of their songs 

bordered on comedy. Epic-length metal of the crunching mid- 
tempo variety. “Media Clowns” has a spastic thrash-funk approach, 
“I, Caligula” is a straightforward banger’s delight (WG) 
(Icon Records, PO Box 1746, Royal Oak, MI 48068) 

MY DAD IS DEAD - “Chopping Down The Family Tree” LP 
Possibly the most accessible MDID record yet, although long 

time fans won’t be disappointed. This time around Mark has some 
heavy duty help from members of PRISONSHAKE, DEATH OF 
SAMANTHA and even BASTRO, making it fuller sounding while 
keeping that paranoid and slightly psychotic mood. The packaging 
is amazing, one of the best I’ve ever seen. (ML) 
(Scat Records) 

NAPALM DEATH - “Live” EP 
Not the official live EP they sold on their tour a few years ago. 

Just another bootleg with toilet bowl quality put out by some 
greedy turd trying to cash in. The old NAPALM DEATH line-up 
was cool, but every shitbox recording doesn’t need to be 
“immortalized” on vinyl. (CD) 
(no address cuz the guy is chicken) 

NERVOUS CHRISTIANS/LAST 
PARIAHS - split EP 
Couple of noisy bands outta the 

Portland area make up this split single. 
NERVOUS CHRISTIANS are on the 

•j* raw and heavy side while LAST 
| PARIAHS are more psychedelic and 

twisted. Most likely a good introduction 
R to either hand. (ML) 
S? (Lung Lizard, PO Box 1274, Portland, 

or 97207) 

NINE POUND HAMMER - “Smokin’ Taters” LP 
The second LP from this Kentucky band is a fantastically 

high-powered punk record that rubs elbows with the country 
element Combining the best aspects of the LAZY COWGIRLS 
and RANK AND FILE, NINE POUND HAMMER has matured 
into a sound that’s raw, melodic and energy ridden. Besides, 
anyone that can cover HANK WILLIAMS “Long Gone Daddy” 
the way they do has won my allegience completely. (MH) 
(Crypt Europe, Hofenstr. 32, 2000 Hamburg 36, GERMANY) 

OUR AMERICAN COUSINS - “Pandora 99” EP 
Very melodic syncopated songs that are really car-catching. 

At times this reminds me of a rawer version of the VOLCANO 
SUNS. There’s also hints of the LIME SPIDERS in the b-side song 
“Red Swirling Grey.” Real catchy college radio pop. (MH) 
(Rockville Records) 

PARABELLUM - “Bronka en el Bar” LP 
Catchy slower to mid-tempo punk from Spain, which is 

similar in style to late ‘70s punk. Good quality with vocals that are 
particularly good. Comes with a cool poster. (KK) 
(GOR, Rio Urrobi 1,31005 Pamplona-Irunea, SPAIN) 

PINK SLIP DADDY - “Junkyard/Sex & Violence” 
The A-side is a simple rocking groove about halfway between 

the FLESHTONES and the CRAMPS with razor-sharp production 
and great guitar-playing. The flip is a throwaway live number. 
(BD) 
(Sympathy, 4901 Virginia Ave., Long Beach, CA 90805) 

POISON IDEA - “Punish Me/Mario the Cop” 
Aahh, the band we all love to hate. Oh geez they’re back, and 

this single is POISON IDEA - no further explanation required. 
One song is about Jerry A. being beat up mentally as well as 
physically by a woman, and Mario the Cop is strange to say the 
least Each 7” is numbered and autographed by the band - oooh. 
(ID) 
(American Leather Record, PO Box 86333, Portland, OR 97286) 

POST MORTEM - EP 
Infinitely more rockin’ than their LP, this latest three song 

endeavor packs even more of the old 1-2. Twisted, bruising looney- 
rock cruising at a powerful tempo suitable for moshing or using 
your Garden Weasel. The different vocalists on each side add thier 
own dementia to the pulsating tunes. Fine production and nutty 
song titles. Hilarious cover collage. I would gladly trade my 
Grizzly Chomps anyday for a copy of this. (CD) 
(Wicked Sick Records, PO Box 101, W. Newton, MA 02165) 
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RATS OF UNUSUAL SIZE - 
“Elephant Man” EP 

A pretty cool release, if you 
like the idea of combining RICHARD 
HELL type punk with a more garage 
feel. Four good songs. (TV) 
(Vital Records, PO Box 20247, New 
York, NY 10028) 

as 

RAWHEAD - “Rawhead/I Wanna 
Fuck Myself” 
Another “Free GG” tribute (this 
release is six months old already). Fine, 
trashy garage-punk along the lines of 
PUSSY GALORE, DWARVES, et all 
too few others. Jeff Clayton’s younger 
bro’ on vocals and doin’ his family 

ii proud. (BD) 
I (TPOS, 12 Mill Plain Rd, Danbury, CT 
I 06811) 

RED PLANET ROCKERS - “Tick 
Tock” EP 

The title track is a fab burst 
of punk-tinged rockabilly that 
revitalizes its predictable three-chord 
progressions with snarly vocals and 
churning instrumentals. The B-side has 
two more doses of the same thing; a 
nifty, upbeat 45. Recommended. (SS) 
(Sympathy for the Record Industry, 
4901 Virginia Av., Long Beach, CA 
90805) 

RESISTORS - “Force Of Habit/Ride To Get To You” 
Ian Burgess who produced this usually hooks up with some 

good bands. RESISTORS, from Germany, don’t have the talent, 
hooks, or chops to match other Burgess produced efforts like 
MEGA CITY 4 or PEGBO Y. These two songs are pretty ordinary. 

(We Bite America, PO Box 10172, Chicago, IL 60610) 

RITUAL DEVICE - “Ritual Lips” EP 
Chunk-a-funk groove purveyors. The moaning vocals thump 

in time with bass and drum experiments. Guitar slinging rises and 
falls. The droning chorus repeats and drives the stake through the 
heart (BR) 
(Aural Rape Records, PO Box 8188, Omaha, NE 68108) 

SHADES APART - “Dude Danger” 12” 
Mid-tempo emocore in the VERBAL ASSAULT vein. The 

musical equivalent of sitting in your room on a cloudy Saturday 
and just mulling things over. (DS) 
(Sunspot Records, PO Box 7453, Arlington, VA 22207) 

SHEEP SQUEEZE - EP 
The best high-school geek-punk record in recent memory. 

No-fi, all-fuzz guitars, very stupid lyrics, and great tunes to boot 
Wouldn’t have laughed at the idea of covering the MISFITS’ 
“Hatebreeders” as “Sheepbreeders” but I was cracking up when 
I heard it (BD) 
(Milking A Dead Cow, 1661 Connecticut Dr., Redwood City, CA 
94061) 
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SHIVA - EP 
Soft and easy punk rock tunes, delivered in a bright and 

abrasive manner. This is what I would call flannel music. SHIVA 
rocks when necessary and croons at other times. Ex-members of 
DEFOLIANTS/NO EMPATHY. This is music that even Ted 
Bundy would listen to!!! (SM) 
($3.00 ppd. from: JohannsFace Records, PO Box479-164, Chicago, 
IL 60647) 
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SHONEN KNIFE - “Space Christmas/ 
band interview” 
This Japanese all-girl trio sing three- 
part harmonied vocals over solid 
powerchord guitars on the title track - 
instantly memorable pop-punk. The 
flip is a Christmas message to fans. 
Very good. (SS) 
(Dutch East India Trading) 

SIDESHOW-EP 
Charged, hard-hitting music popping with rawness. 

Recorded live off the radio this new from SIDESHOW is a 
powerful follow up to their previously released LP. All four songs 
are quick-paced with an urgent almost pained quality that hints of 
RITES OF SPRING. (MK) 
(Caulfield, 5701 Randolph, Lincoln, NE 68510) 

SKEWBALD - “Grandunion” 45 
Recorded in 1981 during the MINOR THREAT hiatus. 

Includes Ian and Jeff from MINOR THREAT and Eddie Janney 
from FAITH. This song could have very easily been MINOR 
THREAT song both lyrically and musically. (MK) 
(Dischord Records) 

SKRAPYARD - “Sex Is Sex” 12” 
Well, if you ever wondered what ever happened to East Bay 

Ray of the DK’s, you’ll probably stop caring after hearing this. 
Sheeesh! (TY) 
(Alternative Tentacles, PO Box 424756, S.F., CA 94142) 

SLUDGE WORTH - “What Is This?” LP 
Ex-members of SCREECHING WEASEL team up for their 

second release by SLUDGE WORTH. Pop punk madness at its 
finest! Chicago beer drinkers who know how to get free beer! Full 
length pop rockin’ tunage with great hooks and melodies. If you 
haven’t heard SLUDGE WORTH, pick it up - you won’t be 
disappointed. (SM) 
($7.00 ppd. from: Johanns Face Records, PO Box479-164, Chicago, 
IL 60647) 

SOCKEYE/EEYORE POWER PRAYER - split EP 
I wish I didn’t have ears. You’ll feel the same after hearing 

this. EE YORE POWER PRAYER is comparable to being broasted 
alive in the Holly Hobbie Oven while a 3-headed dwarf spits 
porridge through your nostrils and quotes Charles Nelson Reilly 
highlights from “Match Game PM”. SOCKE YE dribbles more of 
the ‘tardcore they are loved for worldwide. The cover of .38 
Special’s “Hold On Loosely” is worth it alone, but we are treated 
to three more bizarro classics. “Big Hat” is my favorite and sets 
new standards for maniacal idiocy in music. I hold no responsibility 
for your mental well-being should you decide to purchase this. 
(CD) 
(PO Box 2143, Stow, OH 44224) 
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SPECULA - “Vena Cave” EP 

FOETUS/AL JORGENSON inspired aggro pounding that’s 
naturally not as large scaled (or as noisy) as their heroes. Some 
pretty cool riffs/groov es with what soundslike a constantly bleating 
analog synth and it looks like it’s numbered out of one (?) hundred 
copies. (HD) 
(Monkey Tech, 2265 VV. St. Paul, Chicago, IL 60647) 

SPLODGENESSABOUNDS - “A Nightmare on Rude Street” LP 
This updated SPLODGE product mixes punk, HC, rap, and 

plain old rock into a lumpy blend. “Haemorroids” is a fun pop- 
punker up their best standards, and “Rude Boy” has hooks that 
survive a barrage of sound effects, but this LP doesn’t equal their 
best material — which dates from 1980. (SS) 
(Receiver Records) 

THE STENCH - “Old Style” EP 
At last! A band from Washington 

state that I actually like! (Not the band 
from Utah). While not exactly “old 
style”, this is good old, heads-down- 
and-go hardcore. Tuneful, yet 
somehow kind of monotone, female 
vocals make this record more 
memorable than most (DS) 
($4 ppd: Mysophobic Records, 365 N 
Arthur #A-68, Kennewick, W A 99336) 

STORYVILLE COWBOYS - “Love Love Kiss Kiss” EP 
Upbeat rock-pop. Real simple music, but good vocals and 

clever sing-along choruses really make this work. Dutch, I think. 
(GF) 
(Andersville Records) 

_ STRAIT UP/UNHERD - split EP 
^ Both sides here are melodic, moving, 

^ listenable! Good modern-day punk 
with insight, enthusiasm and integrity. 
Especially good songs by UNHERD. 
(KG) 
(Strait Up, 847 Tara Trail, Columbia, 
SC 29210; Unherd, 313 S. Shields Rd, 
Columbia, SC 29223) 

SUCKERPUNCH -10” 
Fourteen songs worth of straight, no-frills hardcore grace this 

slab o’ cherry red vinyl. Nothing special, but nothing disappointing. 
The real treat is the lyric booklet and accompanying brochures 
about animal rights. Portion of proceeds to buy food for the 
hungry. (DS) 
($3.50 ppd to: Little Redhead Records, 1693 Franccschi Rd, Santa 
Barbara, CA 93103) 

SUFFOCATION - “Human Waste” 12” 
If NBC was to hire a band to record a new theme for “Golden 

Girls”, SUFFOCTION most likely would not be picked. This 
molten slab of high speed terrorism would have those network 
execs instantly diving from their high rise windows. The mere 
notion of death-thrash gods like SUFFOCATION auditioning for 
the show would have the network in more of a tizzy than a mosh- 
happy crowd at the band’s gigs. Not to mention Bea Arthur would 
be upstaged by SUFFOCATION’S vocalist whole voice is deeper 
and more gravelly than hers. However, I’m sure the death 
enthusiasts out there will flip for this. Maybe their music would 
work for “Matlock”. (CD) 
(Relapse Records, PO Box 251, Millersville, PA 17551) 

SVOBODNY SLOVO - “Nejsi Sam” EP 
First side has an intro that meandered about for what 

seemed like forever, but it was worth the wait. A raging song with 
the aggression that gets me off. The flip is more musically 
intricate, but maintains the anger and my interest Lyrics are 
translated. Very good. (TM) 
(Martin Valasek, Ropice 281, 739 56 Trinec 6, 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA) 

SWINGIN’ TEENS - “Fire In My 
Head” EP 

A good rock’n’roll record 
with certified spring in the step. Strong 
CHESTERFIELD KINGS guitar 
spree with Joey Ramone/Lux Interior 
vocals. The hot-blooded pulse of drums 
and basskeepuschooglin’ along. (BR) 
(Prospective Records, PO Box 6425, 
Minneapolis, MN 55406) 

SYBIL - EP 
SYBIL kind of reminds me of HOLE, with their strong, 

raspy, emotional female vox. SYBIL’S got that Pacific NW grunge 
retro sense with a deep neo-psyche jab. Lots of wah-wah and big 
sound on “Olympia,” and more of a moody, SALEM 66 feel on 
“Dream.” 3 songs. (KG) 
(Empty Records, PO Box 12034, Seattle, WA 98102) 

THIRD EYE - “Sunshine/Fare Creeping” 
These guys have got plenty of that hooky retro-rockingness 

thats best exemplified by dudes like the SCREAMING TREES 
and the FLUID. Tunes that are firmly based in late 60’s reference 
points (including some keyboards, a loose but rocking feel and 
complicated songs structures) that fortunately adds rather than 
detracts. And before anybody mentions ELECTRIC PEACE, 
let’s just say that THIRD EYE does this type of thing better than 
most of their like-reference peers. (HD) 
(Prospective, PO Box 6425, Minneapolis, MN 55406) 

3 CAR GARAGE - “How Does It Feel/Say Goodbye” 
Two similar sounding rootsy american type rocktunes. A 

slight bit more countrified than the REPLACEMENTS. The band 
has a pretty good sound although the vocals are pretty average. 
Both songs are fairly good if you’re into that sound. (MC) 
(Prospective Records, PO Box 6425, Minneapolis, MN 55406) 

TUMBLEWEED - “Stoned” EP 
Acid-laced sixties retro-rock complete with feedback and 

fuzzback. Let’s wah-wah and reverberate down in the hollow with 
RED CROSS and MOBY GRAPE. Come on and slink amongst 
the moss; SCREAMING STUMPS will accompany you. These 
cats are very heavy and very humble. (BR) 
(Waterfront Records, Box A537, Sydney So., NSW 2000, 
AUSTRALIA) 

UNCLE TUPELO - “Still Feel Gone” CD 
This sounds like an REM tribute album with SOUL ASYLUM 

and HUSKER DU alternating songs! That’s not a bad concept in 
and of itself, but in this case it’s almost completely lifeless. College, 
college, college! (DS) 
(Rockville Records) 
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UNSANE-LP 
The sneaking suspeion I had that these guys are only a 

singles hand lias been confirmed. Imagine any one of their singles 
stretched out over an LP and you pretty much got the idea. 
Whether that’s a good or hand thing, I will leave up to you. Hut 
even the UNSANE’s brand of noise gets tiring after a while. Add 
in what appears to be lack of intensity in the performances and a 
dull production and you get an “OK” typa thing. Too bad as I 
expected more, oh well! (HD) 
(Matador, 611 Broadway Suite 712, NY, NY 10012) 

VOLKS WHALE - “Secretions That We Can All Be Proud OF’ EP 
A hybrid of DEVO circa *74 and SUN RA with a twist of 

RANCID HELL SPAWN. In other words....odd. Frighteningly 
freakish yet brilliantly berserk. A must for people with a Pippi 
Longstocking fetish. (CD) 
(Destroy All Music, 10 Montclair Ave., Little Falls, NJ 07424) 

WALTARI - “Munk Punk” LP 
Here we go again, another record with the best of metal, 

funk, thrash, & rap. WALIARI sounds like a cross between 
LIVING COLOR & OZZ Y! Lyric sheet included, well produced, 
sounds great, but this sure ain’t punk!!! (SM) 
(Stupido Twins, PO Box 301,00121 Helsinki, FINLAND) 

i m 

p % WHITE TRASH DEBUTANTES - 
||| “Bill Dakota/Bad In Bed” 
|p§ Longtime Punk Globe zine editor 
L. | Ginger Coyote fronts tills San Francisco 
Up band, and she resembles WAYNE/ 
‘0M JAYNE COUNTY in more ways than 
Hi! one. Trashy, bawdy bar room a| rock’n’roll with that old fashioned 
...... j punk edge. (TY) 
| (Alternative Tentacles, PO Box 424756, 

Wm San Francisco, CA 94142) 

WUSSIES - “Baby Ran Away” EP 
The A-side is a buzzy dose of catchy, 
fairly ordinary pop-punk (vaguely 
recalling the WARDS), while the flip is 
an interesting collection of WUSSIES 
telephone messages. (SS) 
(Future Vibes, PO Box 7651, Wilton, 
CT 06897) 

YOUNG TURKS - “Devil Child/Fruit 
of the Fever” 

Dark, tragic post-punk music with apocalyptic echoey 
production. Possibly taking their cue from Greg Sage’s (ex- 
WIPERS) solo self reflective treks, the YOUNG TURKS use 
melodic ringing guitars set to a slow beat There are also hints of 
Nikki Sudden’s (ex-SWELL MAPS) solo style here. (MH) 
Rainforest Records, 8855 SW Holly Ln #110, Wilsonville, OR 

ZEMEZLUC - “Fajn, Bezva, Prima” LP 
Early ‘80s basic punk has landed in Czechoslovakia with a 

vengeance. Yeah, its simplistic but, fuuuuck man, does it pack a 
punch. Pumpin’ thrash spurts with an infant-F.O.D. slant (sans 
the fried Yeti vocals). Slower punky runs comprise two-thirds of 
this album and are just as slap-happy and energetic as the 80 
M.P.H. moments. Full-on high energy hi-jinks from a trio who 
could probably use some support Empty your wallet now! (CD) 
(Martin Malecek, Lozibky 20,61400Brno, CZECHOSLOVAKIA) 

ZOMBIE TERRORISTS - EP 
If it’s got a “Side Anarchy” 

and a “Side Equality”, then you just 
know it’s gotta he punk. Total scratchy 
vocal action over some pretty fuckeii 
fierce sludgecore that could only he 
described as “Chris Dodge Heaven”. 
Get the picture? Lyrics cover the 
crucial aspects of hardcore such as 
prejudice, vivisection, society, and 
other things fukt. I suggest you give it 
a try. (MW) 

(Point Blank Noise Productions, PO Box 114, Mt Arab, OH 
45154) 

V/A - “Appointment With Fear” CD 
One of the best compilations I’ve heard in eons. A worldwide 

whirlwind comprised of 17 soon-to-be-revered high velocity 
ensembles. Smartly compiled with all contact addresses and song 
origins included. Industrial strength, metallic, hyper stench is the 
prevailing strain. Too many terrific bands to pick favorite cuts hut 
in amongst this international crusty cross-section are 
TRAUMATIC, DICKTATOR,COPROPHAGIST,CENOTAPH, 
G-ANX, and PUTRID OFFAL. Bravisimo! (CD) 
(Cyber Music, PO Box 2, 7050 AA Varssevcld, HOLLAND) 

V/A - “Between the Clouds” EP 
Five Italian hands: CREEPSHOW, 
GROWING CONCERN, ONE STEP 
AHEAD, RABID DUCK, and 
PERMANENT SCAR. Really well 
done; NY-style moshcore alternates 
with catchy, tuneful hardcore. All lyrics 
are in English except CREEPSHOW. 
(DS) 
(Greenrecords, c/o Francesco Delorio, 
via Maniciati 14, 35020 Padova, 
ITALY) 

51 V/A - “Crack-Uzis’-N Safe Sex in the 
5 Streets Vol.l” EP 
| This is a really shitty sounding 
g bootleg featuring badly recorded live 
H versions of previously released and 
y readily available tunes by the likes of 
i SOUNDGARDEN, THE FLUID, 
| MUDHONEY, and NIRVANA. 
| Totally worthless unless you’re amused 
| by the “Dope-Guns” parody cover. 
1 Haze, if you find out w ho did this and 
—■he lives out my way, I’ll sock ‘cm for 

you. (ML) 
(Vinyl Pirate, no address) ■ V/A - “El Garito Cafe Vol. 1” EP 

A compilation of four good 
Spanish garage monster bands. 
CEREBROS EXPRIMIDOS docs a 
tight HENDRIX/STOOGES influ¬ 
enced F.U.’s cover: “Pennies from 
Heaven” MURDER IN THE BARN 
contributes a decent Joe Strummcr 
type ditty “Dime Cerdo”. BULLETS 
and LOS MALDITOS are also 
represented. Very interesting. (BR) 

(Munster Records, APDO 181107, 28080 Madrid, SPAIN) 

CRACK-IIZI5:H- 

CflFE 5EV 
J , -IS**- j\ 
IN THE STREETS 
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V/A - “Europunk Domain” LP 
A comp of stuff from all over Europe, and it’s quality is all 

over as well. I really liked the tracks by KARCER (diverse, mid- 
paced), TEARS OF A DOLL (really sporatic) and JAY WALKER 
(D.C.ish), could stand the tracks by MICHAEL’S UNCLE (looser, 
mid paced), and really didn’t like the stuff from HOLY GUNS, 
INC. (drum machine a la Wax Trax) and TROTTEL (seemed to 
drown in its own length). (TM) 
(Black Hand Records, c/o Petr Bergmann, Narodni 24, Praha 1 
110 00, CZECHOSLOVAKIA) 

V/A - “Notes from the South” EP 
THE BELIEVERS, HANGMAN, 
BEYOND REASON and EGO-TRIP 
make up this comp. The music’s heavy 
in the way that tells you these bands can 
probably mosh hard. BEYOND 
REASON seems to have the choice cut 
Slick packaging! (KG) 
(Youth Bus Records, PO Box 413, 
Venice, CA 90294-0413) 

V/A - “Feed Me I Love Trash Vol. 2” EP 
Had heard of two of these hands before, two not Actually, 

I liked the unknown groups best: THE CHISELERS bash out a 
basic punk tune with a neat guitar line and THE GHOULS have 
a jammin’ 70s guitar driven sound, while SOUND BITE HOUSE 
are average and theSPORTING BACHELORS mention “fucking 
faggots.” A couple good tracks here. (WG) 

| (Behemoth Records, PO Box 874, Lindenhurst, NY 11757-0874) 

V/A - “Give Me Back” LP 
1 really like compilations that serve as a communicative 

forum and that include a theme, an agenda and good music. This 
has it all. Bands: AMENITY, DESIDERATA, SEEIN’ RED, 
SPITBOY, END OF THE LINE, MAN LIFTING BANNER, 
BORN AGAINST, ECONOCHRIST, PROFAX, 
SUCKERPUNCH, SAWHORSE, STRUGGLE, BIKINI KILL 
and DOWNCAST. Words: Great written dialogue about gender 
roles and socialization, abortion, rape and other people stuff. 
Efforts like this are truly crucial! 
(Ebulution Records, PO Box 680, Golcfa, CA 93116) 

V/A - “Kung Eu Daniel” EP 
A three hand compilation here with SOCKEYE dishing out 

dorkcore, JOHN BARTLES, who lends a swingin’ tune, and 
PROPAGHANDI, who have much more of a USHC sound. 
Actually, I found the fanzi ne this came with, Birth, more interesting, 
featuring interviews with Mykel Board, VICTIMS FAMILY, 
Katy O’Dell and more. (WG) 
(Birth, PO Box 1382, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010-1382) 

-V/A - “Let’s Live Pt 2” EP 
Great comp even if just for the 
DAWSON tracks. They bring on their 
own art damage noise thrash. The real 
JESUS CHRUST also hit hard with 
good use of dual vocals. NO NAMES 
LAND have a nice melodic punk song. 
SILENT WATER are sorta quirky, 
early ‘80s, New Wave Theater in feel. 
EARTH CITIZEN’S do the peace punk 
thang as you could guess. The sound 
quality suffers at times. It’s a darn 

good sampler if a little disjointed. (LH) 
(Jer Reid, Gruffwit Records, 127 Dowanhill St, Glasgow 612 
9DN, UK) 

V/A - “Panx Vinyl Zine 09” EP 
This French comp, brings us six 
hardcore bands: FEEBLE MINDED 
(Austria), INCERTITUDE (Holland), 
MAZE (Italy), BLIGHTED AREA 
(France), DEAD YOUTH (Sweden), 
and FJONGUNS (Denmark). All bands 
play in the mid-80’s hardcore vein, 
with MAZE holding the championship 
belt; FEEBLE MINDED & DEAD 
YOUTH being serious contenders. 
Harkens back those golden memories 5 

years gone. (MM) 
(Panx, BP 5058, 31033 Toulouse Cedex, FRANCE) 

V/A - “Panx Vinyl Fanzine #10” EP 
A totally solid release. I’m used to comps having some 

percentage of bad songs, and that’s just not the case here. 
Contributions from RATS OF UNUSUAL SIZE (US), VALSE 
TRISTE (Finland), CLAUSTRO-PHOBIA (England), 
PENDENTIF BURN’S (France) and FLEISCH LEGO (Austria). 
The PENDENTIF BURN’S and CLAUSTROPHIA songs were 
my faves - hut not a dog among them. (TM) 
(Panx, BP 5058, 31033 Toulouse Cedex, FRANCE) 

V/A - “Please Stop” EP 
I like this compilation, but mostly for all the written material 

that comes with it Great, pertinent lyrics; info on other releases 
by the bands; and an essay on the sad state of Punk today. Six songs 
by OFFICER FRIENDLY, MEDIA CHILDREN, DEMISE, and 
TONKA. (DS) 
($3.50 ppd to:Rick Spencer, PO Box 12336, UNCG Station, 
Greensboro, NC 27413-1115) 

V/A - “Short Cuts, Abbreviations, 
One Minute Eggs” EP 

Fifteen songs, every one 
around one minute or less. FLEISCH 
LEGO’s “Breaking the Toilet” is the 
best track; the rest of this varied EP 
contains material that COLIN 
NEWMAN fans might enjoy. (SS) 
(Graffwit Records, 127 Dowanhill St, 
Glasgow G12 9DN, UK) 

V/A - “10 Meter Ohne Kopf ’ LP 
A nice collection of international hardcore bands such as 

SNUFF, ANGRY RED PLANET, SPERMBIRDS, VERBAL 
ASSAULT, CITIZEN FISH, KINA, VERNON WALTERS and 
more. Though the live sound quality is not perfection, the overall 
package is well done. (TY) 
(Fishcore, Buttstr 50,2000 Hamburg 50, GERMANY) 
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RORSCHACH TEST 
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Analysing v< 

point, TheThi 
mnd •torching for your most vulnerable ■. 

ittg voters through mny number o£ channels: ^ 
psychedelia, hr a try met ml, sciewtce fiction. fmxx, horror, even " 
primitive pop. Once inside, the proceee begins: everything ? 
you thought toms cool about rock is suddenly too hot to l you 
handle, you become m mere mouthpiece cheering for the 
internal inversions wrought upon you by The Thing. “ ' 
proceee cmn he ugly mnd painful or it cun he beautifui 

~V*£ar > 6E0RGE BETBOS *%&---%■ 

• Tlw Funotfonal 

COMING SOON *3-00 

4 - Th« TMog »• Otmrvmm/Aumm 

6 . Garden Variety T "Made*- COMING SOON *3.00 

\ All Prices Post-Paid > 

Shit is sold everywhere1 ^ t D*; 
i but treasures don't /J#\ jo 

Distributed by: 

•V 
%% *<? / - V;T &sh ro 

°0a . $e/~ 
o, 

o 

BLU BUS — 
Sergio Milani 
Via avondo 1 
11100 Aosta 

U.S.A. — 
Black list 
A.B.C. No Rio 

L© < 

o 
- KINA "Se ho vinto..." LP 
- DEITY GUNS "Electricity" LP 
- KINA/ACT Split 7" 
- LA BANDA DI TIROFISSO 7" 
- KINA LIVE TAPE TOUR '90 

EUROPE — 
De Konku^rer 

Company 

<^=*\ - KLEIN CIRCUS comp, 
- EVERSOR "Psychopatic intentionn" 7' 

gainsay 
» 1 1 « r d e r 

po box 655 Kalamazoo. MI 49005 
KEW SEIF!!!! 

AHPDTUER STUFF TOD! 
’ Qacters 7" $2.20 

iLettd Raality 2x7" asp $5.10 

sA 7" $2.40 
"I take my dreams.." Ip $8.75 

nt few mini Ipdnpcrt $7.70 
self-titled 7" $2.40 

rebars split 7" $2.20 
Gblum 7" $2.35 

; cf Vfer mini 3p inpart $7.70 
(on Hagic life) 7” $2.15 
"fcMolutkn fcy..." 7" $2.15 

"Sbulfirdar" inpcct CD $32.60 
[in Crowd "Sal:A rock opera" 7" $2.15 

jlnsticpbcrs"feacxecy Sfesskns'YD$10.45 
i ChnEt/Vtost split 7" $2.40 
Iarfi "Nothing to hate" 7" $2.70 

> Bose (an Ttegic life) 7" $2.15 
maareno 'th Ganadii" 7" $3.00 
lity Assassins inpcct Ip $8.75 

Isink "tailpipe Jane" inpert 7" $3.90 
(Slfieper (an TYagic life) 7" $2.15 

"cnmcn Thread" CD $12.60 
1tp "that's real" toured.7"$2.40 

ISbench "feur Before" 7"$2.40 
|7Laague Boots 7" $2.40 

'Making neney..." 7"$2.70 
|2EAD Ip cn Hill Circle $8.75 

• cf Fteescn "parody to.." 7"$2.40 
V/A "Him it Arcxnd" Ip $6.00 
V/A 'there are tfey now" 7" $2.70 

j (carp, with L7,tOE>NQO,GRSY MOTER, 
> w/CHlF^fi-EA and hnrklei-1 

ITHE imiemUZCKll 14 song daiD $2.00 
|(e«ellant sound.great! I postage paid) 

US BUTT #2-just get it!! $1.50 
J(that's postage paid.taoJfiUS a 
IVE H\VE AIOT MPE SIUFF!!! SFID A 
lsB*P CR A SffiE At© VE'IL SET© YOU A 
Ilest. wE'IL CARRY YOJR 

•yKD.UMK. SPOKK. 

INO CHECKS! M.O.'S TO JOEL WICK 

We mail it 4th class in US, "AO” small packet to 
Canada,Mexico. Initial charge overseas includes 
first 3 Ip's or 12 7"’s. Cassettes weigh same as 7 s 
and cd’sare same as Ip’s. List alternates, or if you 

want credit or refund. TIIANX. We didn’t 
blatantly copy Blacklist, Eric P. Butte did. 

* ‘ ...fuck you joel i did not. 

USA CAN EURASIA 
INIT. charge lp 1.05 3.50 5.85 7.40 
1NIT. Charge 7” 1.05 1.05 2.35 2.85 

U each add. Ip .22 .85 2.65 3.65 

I each add. 7" .10 .45 .65 .90 
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THE STENCH 

RARE 
OUT OF PRINT 

ORIGINAL PRESSINGS OF 
"FOOD FOR FLIES" LP 

$8.79* 

"IT'S A BOGUS LIFE" 
6 SONG 7" EP $4.79* 

SMELL THE SOCK" LP $6.00| 

MAKE CHECK/M.O. 
PAYABLE TO:BRYAN SMITH 

C/O RAZOR RECORDS 
P.O. BOX 420865 SAN 

FRANCISCO, CA 94142-0865 
♦OVERSEAS ADD $2.00 

THE COPS. 

OTHER BOOKS IN PRINT BY: 

FULL TIME UPDATER PHONE LINE 

SMOG VEIL 
441 East 222 #13 Euclid, Ohio 44123 

BECQttVS 

MBVt ITTfSPEW/SPHR T 
/SKIP/J0Y/60RD0 HVCREEL/ 
IcCORD/LOWELL/SINSTER 

7.©(D) 

Written And First Played In ’87 

Recorded In ’90 

And Finally Released In ’91 

AH Limited Edition Colored Vinyl E.P. 

also available: 

SMALL-Small Change 7” 

POSITIVE GREED-Rape Is... 7” 

$4 ppd/7” To: 

m 
RECORDS 

365 N. Arthur A-68 
Kennewick, WA 99336 
U. S . A . 

JERME SPEW 
4.©© 

THOSE BAGPIPE 
PLAYERS, 

NOCTURNE 

by SKIP 

1992CALENDAR:5.00 

BY 
JERME SPEW 

7.<3)0 

JERME SPEW: 
CIRCUSFREAKFUCKER:3.00 
12 HOURS OF SOUTUDE:7.00 
BOXED CREAT1QNS:4.00 

ALL PRICES USTED ARE POSTAG E PAID 
WITHIN THE U.S.A. / CANADA, MEXICO 
ADD 2 DOLLARS / OVERSEAS ADD 
THREE/ US CURRENCY ONLY. MAKE 
CHECKS OUT TO JEREMY SPEW. TO 
RECEIVE THE FULL UST OF INFO AND 
GET ON THE MAILING LIST SEND TWO 
29 C STAMPS TO: 

! ■SYNTHETIC’ ] 
PRODUCTIONS 

! POST OFFICE BOX 3506 
OAKLAND/CA 94609 

iiHon N31VJ. aa 01 ion aav siooa a 

PUNK From The PAST 

PRIMED For The PRESENT 

STUFF WE SELL 
SPUDMONSTERS 
"DESTROY YOUR IDOLS" 
7 inch (Gold) or Cassette 

THUMPER inc. 

7 Inch (Red) or Cassette 

THIN WHITE LINE 

4 Song 7 Inch (Red) 

EVERYTHING: 
$4.00 ea. 
$5.00 ea./Over Seas 

THUMPER INC. CASSETTE 
$5.00 ea 
$6.00 ea./Over Seas 

Cash or Money Order 
Payable Only to: 

FRANK MAUCERI 
POSTAGE PAID 

BANDS - SEND US DEMOS 



Melodic fvry 

■those craz.\j ^iTars- 
*<$reet\ magnet school 7" 
* tre£(>eopld 7" 
* suoarbum 7" 
» V»V) SliceT (iPouiSttH!) 
jf WHiter Zero (if out So©*!) 

t3 pP«J.<UcT' Sin9<S4 

$Sff*L 6urete/*Sr* 

CMtcKJ+«: KHib&ra&T 

fflaar lur*4c*S**3 
, ma nor tttfl 

yours shoubobe too t g* 

A cross between 
RAPEMAN & 

NAPALM DEATH 
JACK CONTROL 
MIND CONTROL 

RECORDS 
LIMITED 
TO 666 

COMING SOON 
The Divergants 

(the best HC band in Dallas) 

Third Legs' 
(2nd release) 

ALSOAVAILABLE 

REFRACTORY PERIOD 1st T' 
This band picks up where Dr. Know left off 

Scratched Record T-Shirts 

(XL, XXL 2 sided/2 color - White) 

Pf jppe ■ 7" - S3.50/N. America + $2.25/World 
' 1 IV/CO • TeeS „ $10 00/N. America + $2.00/World 

CASH or MONEY ORDER / U S. FUNDS ONLY 
Payable To: G LeBlanc 

>k 

records 
P. O. Box 800867 
Dallas, Texas 75380-0867 

ANAL CUNT-" LIVE" E.P 

£1.50 UK/$5 EUROPE/S6'.00 WORLD 

AIR 
ANAL GUMT-^UNPUJGOcE" 0? 

£1.50 UK/$5 EUROPE/ (LTD. 500) 

$6.00 WORLD AIR 

7 mbtutiIs <xFka0sE£ 

CI.40 Dr 

’Cancelled* 7"EP 

S5.00 EUROPE ^.00 WORLD 

0DT SOON 

MEAT SHU'S EP/PATEkM KP 

END OF SILENCE EP 

ALSO AVAILABLE- 2 or more 7" =$5 WORLD 

SWANFYS/GAI double 7" SEND-'UK/US CURRENCY ONLY 

£3 UK/$8 EuR/aiO WORLD PSYCHO MANIA RECORDS 
A.C-CD £5.5o UK/tll EUR/* 12 WORLD pQ BQX ^ 

MOB 47-"Racist Regime".LP ALLOA 

£3 UK/* 8 EUR/* 10 WORLD jxjq 

0UT0-I3 Li> £3 UK/*8 EUR, SCOTLAND 

$i-o world 

CANDY MACHINE 

4 SONG 7” 
OUT NOW 

$3 POSTPAID 
(cash or check/money order 
payabletokimcoletta) 

P. O. BOX 
6 0 3 3 5 
WASHINGTON, DC 

2 0 0 3 9 

also available: 
jawbox t-shirts 
grey with black 
and red design 

$10 postpaid 



LONE 
WOLF 
Imail order 

O ARTICLES OF FAITH 
O itJ THIS LIFE LP-CS Zsksf 

s NOTHING IN PARTICULAR ^ 
THANK US 7" EP ESL 

8 NOMIND p 
TALES OF ORDINARY £fO 
WADfiJESS LP-CS OVERSEAS 

[g RISE 
© JOY 12" EP-CS 

76 

|g CHANNEL 3 M 
O REJECTED LP-CS $10 

ROLLINS f8 

sf A Short \A/alk Or» ^7Q 
^ Long Pier LP-CS OVERSEAS 

S TOXIC REASONS 
IO FASHION FOR FASCISM CS £Z0 

JELLYFISHBABIES £ 
OTAie UnAc/Vus/ ~T~trL*th f fO 

/£\t>oc*-f- /Rome LP-CS overseas 

b STRAW DOGS & 
fio YOLstR 0\a/«J Ka/ORST 

fiJlGHTAAYARE LP-CS 

le" ROCKTOPUS 
SLEESTAK ATTACK. 12’ EP-CS 

ft 

FON (416) 849-0244 FAX (416) 849-9715 

P.O. Box 433 1 235 Lambeth Road 
Lewiston, New York Oakville, Ontario 
USA 14092-0433 CANADA L6H 2E2 

DISTRIBUTION BY 
Fringe * Caroline * CD Presents * Twin City 

Cargo * ♦ Dutch East India 

W\ cr 

in order to form a more perfect'Union, 

Youth 
(gone 

MAP 
DEBUT ALBUM 

330.Hudson Street • 4th Floor 

Upcoming Releases include: 

OUT NOW ! CROWBOROUGH 7"EP 
5 songs $4 ppd 

RECORDED IN BERLIN AND FEATURING 
EUGENIO THE BASQUE BASSIST! 

"Break Loose’ 7"EP,on Scrap,Feb.92 

Ne w York, K.Y. 10013 

(212)633-2100 

Fax: <212) 633-2700 

_ _*J?Iritis 
R « c . a p , 

HAVEN, CT 06511 USA 

"Archie told me to take the Zamboni out but 
I couldn't figure out which lever to pull." 

» tlm« fo, « cotnpll*tion 

Autoc.y«,» 
Scvcriii 

other machines: 

no. 4.5 tsunami headringer 5-song 7" 
no. 4 screw 4 -song comp. 7" 

w/ Jawbox, candy machine, velocity girl, geek 
no. 3 pulley 4-song comp. 7" 

w/ bricks, mommyneads, my new boyfriend, nation of ulysses 
no. 2.5 Lungfish Necklace of Heads LP (split w/Dischord) 
no. 2 wheel 4-song comp. 7" 

w/ holy rollers and Juliana luecking 
no. 1/2 choke 3-song 7" 

and what’s a mechanic without a 

TOOL SET 
a series of cassette releases _ 
tool no. 1 hammer 15 Geek songs, all post-Herasure 
tool no. 2 bates stamper 5 Slack songs 

(folks from the Hated and Tsunami) 
tool no. 3 pocket watch 10 songs by Late 

(Dave Grohl from Scream and uh...nevermind) 
tool no.4 awl a lot of unreleased Hated stuff 

send a stamp for a full catalog. 
two stamps gets you a 24-pg. guide to putting out records 

$3 ppd 
LFs are 

tool cassettes are $3.50 
. or buy 3 for $9 ppd 

3.50 ppd 



Poison 
Idea 

OUT NOW 
Punish me 

B/W 

Mario the Cop 
Ltd.Ed. 

1000 

Signed & Numbered 
By the Band 

&Artist Chris Warner 

postpaid 
$5.U.S./$7.Canada&U.K. 

$8.Europe&Japan/$9.Australia 
Cash.M.O.Payable to Poison Idea 

AMERICAN LEATHER 
P.OBox 86333 

Port.Or.97286.USA 

VIDEOS! VIDEOS! VIDEOS! VIDEOS! VIDEOS' 

(VEAH! THIS REALLY IS MY FACE!) 

NOW AVAILABLE ON ALL WORLD SYSTEMS! 
EUROPE IS THE PAL SYSTEM t USA IS NTSC 
LIVE SHOWS! 1 MOVIES! i DOCUMENTARIES! 
PUNK, SKA, INDUSTRIAL, HARDCORE, & MORE 
OLD & NEW STUFF FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD 
EVEN 1991 68 ALLIN SHOWS THAT I FILMED! 
SEND A STAMPED SELF ADDRESED ENVELOPE OR 
ONE DOLLAR FOR OUR BIG LIST! 1000 SHOWS 
FAIR PRICES, FAST SERVICE, NO RIP-OFFS 

WE ALSO DO DIGITAL VIDEO TRANSFERIN6! 
BETWEEN PAL-NTSC-SECAM. TO ANY SYSTEM! 

$20 PER HOUR.PLUS A BLANK TAPE OR $5 

CALL OR WRITE TO: PETER DE MATTIA 
8 HADDON ROAD HEWITT,NJ. 07421-2329 USA 

(201) 853-4420 
VIDEOS! VIDEOS! VIDEOS! VIDEOS! VIDEOS' 

New gems to eMpTy your wallet for 

Crackerbash 
Portlands comicbook reading.soup eating,basement dwelling 
power trio with a general respect of life and a love of playing. 
$3.50 ppd 

ZIPGUN 
Zipguns first real 7" after the promo T and the Derelict/ 
Zipgun split. Hard, hard punk by Derelicts & Obituaries 
veterans. $3.50 ppd 

Mordam now distributes eMpTy !! 

i 
1 Musical Tragedies dist. 
1 by EFA & Semaphore 

MUSICALiI<||(|[|||K 
TRAGEDIES 

PO Box 12034 i 
Sea, Wa 98102 ■ 

1-1 

out new ( and In this case abused ) talent. Here's the story of a 

Thrash band screwed by a major making their statement on 
Mystic. 

GO HOLLYWOOD Is the first CD by Ex New York City Band 
DEHUMANIZER'S. This CD has been called "A soundtrack without 
pictures" by Half Truth Magazine (L.A.). "Within Its grooves you 
will meet a colorful spectrum of characters: The fast talking 
agent/barker, The eccentric space cadets... the groupies 
yearning to be cool... the huddled masses yearning to breathe 
free, the Thrashers yearning to find a toilet; they're all here. This 
CD Is a touch of humor In the Hardcore Thrash with comic 
overtones tradition THE DH is famous for". 

LP $6.00 CD $8.00 Cassettes $5.00 

Mystic Records and CDs Manufactured and sold by: 
Doug Moody Prodx PO Box 1596 San Marcos, CA 92069 USA 
For catalog, Information and orders, send Stamp to: 
DM Mail Order PO Box 2314 Carlsbad, CA 92008 USA 
Phone: (619) 945-2412 Fax: (619) 729-6760 



13-Point Program t 
OMRR: First, tell u$ about your clothing. We don’t understand why you dress the way you do. NOU: An appropriate first query, as appe< 
which characterizes the decadence and stupidity of the lingering old world order. We feel that appearance is an apt indicator of lifes 
delinquent" archetype of the 1950's, we are recognizing youth as a historically oppressed class and aligning ourselves with the rebel chile 
coiffures. OMRR: Why do you advocate, with such fiery determination, the shearing of long hair? NOU: The Youth, we feel, are awash In th 
has gone before. They pander to the abhorred parent culture, and that generation's conceit that their revolution, so self evidently a faili 
the contrived disciples of these dead and barren tribes must give way to our new and breathing aesthetic. The Nation dictates: Look g 
and have declared war on the old. There is a new uniform now. and you should wear it. OMRR: You speak often of youth. How old are 
Our age need not have any square calender reference, as our Nation exists in an altogether other time zone known as * Nation Time". This 1 
during the hours of the banking Babylon. While the squares run from 9 to 5, midnight to 6 is our time. Our age then, like all else, is dictate 
idea flourish and devour that which outgrows it's usefulness to revolution. Therefore, we perpetuate musical ineptitude within the Natior 
dislike rock-n-roll? But 1 thought it was cool again to just want to rock and use a wah-wah as long as you did a Stooges cover! NOU: W 
blanket of noise which allows camouflage for mania, however! Rock-n-Roll is a corpse which shall be exhumed when the youth recog 
language of political delineation with terms like "square" and "cool", and soul music, because the soul tribe understood the importanc 
use of the word "record" Is a terminology discrepancy which must be righted by the new Ulyssean language which shall be to taught to < 
to the parent culture which preceded our "zero generation". Therefore, This phenomena which the subversives stranded in squaresville fin< 
an instrument as deadly and obtainable as the zip guns of yore. The munitions manufacturers we have chosen are Dischord and K, as t 
term underground as it paints a picture analogous to the resistance in occupied Europe during the Second World War. We will wage w 
of precedence. In terms of the struggle, we count them among the throngs of clueless onlookers, if not as among the enemy. OMRR: why 
of mania and kicks, which are. In themselves, a revolutionary pursuit. Because their taste refers to youthful carelessness, and because 1 
and ominous. I’m concerned. NOU: Then we shall explain. The term "Homo Sapiens" is obviously an outmoded one, as the Nation has not 
is not made for us, nor is the lying media or the bogus commerce which controls it. This is why we've declared our new Identity as a Nc 
as to insure our chaotic truth be heard above all else. OMRR: So are you in a band after all? NOU: We are a political party. We are a t< 
yes. OMRR: Any last words? NOU: When the Nation of Ulysses says "Wipe out squares", we simultaneously communicate the sentiment "C 

James D. Canty Steve A. Gamboa Ian F. Svenonius 
Minister of Regional Planninng The Lamb of Ulysses Minister of Information 
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Destroy Amenta 
rarance is Important to us 
style, aligns the wearer id<_ _ _ 
Idren. When we wear hairnets 

, -shirts 
iuvenlle 

us The Nation of Ulysses is concerned with destroying the grotesques aesthetic of long hair and big T- 
ideologically, and Is thus overtly political. Therefore, when we barber our hair In the manner of the juw. 

dren When we wear hairnets, it is to keep our pompadours perpetually trained so our vision is never diluted by mussed or misaligned 
ie glamorlzation of past epochs, and smother the present, which is pregnant with possibility, in unbecoming nostalgia format which 
ilure stould be emulated. This leads to a lonely road of facial hair and Tolkein Inspired surnames. Therefore, me clothing styles which 
_/_ii a - —.i —.*** \a/o tKo v/oi itH Knv/A nn\/ control over. \A/© q new Nation underarounci 
iiur© shoud be emulated. misleads to a loneiy roaa ot Taciui nun unu iuikwh i n i^ncuoun ..... — -- 

qoodl As doming and fashion are me only things which we, me youth, have any control over. We are a new Nation underground 
5 vou? NOU: We have proclaimed ourselves 18 so as to align ourselves with me dispossessed and poweriess with whom we identify, 
'time zone requires thatwe are often late to appointments and mat our schedule be overturned, insuring that we are never conscious 
ted b?out political agenda. OMRR: What of the inscription on your jacket, “infinite menudo”? NOU: Just as it ^ggests, letthe young 
,n and will applaud the young tigers who obliterate us upon our first dealings with that consummate enemy, Rock-n-Roll. OMRR. You 
Veuse me medium of music to convey our message tome youth, as it Is me only thing they care about and because we love me 

thev share our disregard for Rock-n-Roll economy. OMRR: What do you think of the underground as It exists today? NOU: We like the 
mey snareour_ g — kvv*. i . J . . Hr-im k ncina of the beneath however, asoire to nothing but the treadmill 

- the new breed which we are creating neeas a nign ociane ruei on wnion iu iui i. wm**. iwt* 
>thinq in common with the citizenry of that false nation, with It's values. It's aesthetic, it's war, or it s banal and insidious alms. Television 
ation, and why w© have dictatesconceming ©very aspect of me everyday; doming, food, language, dating and volume-loud, so 
terrorist group. We are prophets whose gospel is voluminous. OMRR: And do you realiy wantto destmy,m<5»nw: w^200oT 
Off the Pigs . Respect is due to me Nation of Ulysses. OUlysses receives communiques at Dischord, 3819 Beecher St NW, WDC 20007. 

Tim A. Green 
Minister of Public Works 

Steve P. Kroner 
Lord High Executioner 
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ug ONiVERSiTELl KI2IN 
ANKARA'DA KURDUfiU 

“PUNK”TOPLULUGU 
SPINNERS (-iPLlK- EfilRENLER) 

TORKiYE'DE de bu tur 
Muzi«5iN yapilabIleceGIn! 

HERKESE KANITLIYOR. 
“ACID”T£N NEFRET EDiYOR 

GRUBUN ELEMANLARI VE 
CEPLERiNDE BE? PAR ALA F 

YC* BATI AVRUPA ve ABD’de| 
yillarin ortafannda butun * 

box*’lafda aym ooyter paliyc"1^ 
akici gltar soloiari ila dolu I , , 
olar... O dSnemde lohumlan 
YorK’un underground kulOplerlnde 
atilan "punk”; dOzlOfiO, yaimliQi ve 
durOstIGQu ila giderek dinleyici kitle- 
sini geU^tirlyordu. 

Va/w<ef Underground, Tho Stooges, 
Tho Tubas va Now York Dolls gibi 
grupiar. punkin ilk atefini verdiktan 
•oora, davami Ingittere'den geldi... 
Clmah, Jmm, Buxzcoks va Sox Pis*''’ 
•OrokM ourak radyn»— • 
I* nlak o' 

band? 

INTERVIEWS 
rayi bir araya getirc 
$xnsi kaybettilor 
Zuhai. Oemet ve Y; 
mol celi$ki “Acid‘\ 
“iikf Her $eyleri kc 

nlga gegiyoruz. Ac 
»&< Aynca okur 
var. Para sahit 

nyor." 
ors'iq u<P Gy 
Unlvorsites 

fliyorlar. Spir 
liodikiori punl 

butterfly is still 

History 
M R R : 

of the 

Spinners: First we began with four girls in this 
band in 1988, but it took shorttime to continue 
with these three girls. So they left Spinners, only 
Zuhai stayed and looked for some members 
for the band. At the end, in 1988 again we 
built up our band with three girls. Now we 
have been playing since three years, and 
having no problems between Spinners' mem¬ 
bers. We directly started with punk. We 
appreciated this music and punk philosophy. 
MRR: Are there any other bands in Turkey? Did 
any of them do records? Give me some info 
about the punk scene in Turkey. 
Spinners: Of course there are lots of metal 
thrash bands in Turkey. None of them did 
records. Sadly that punk scene is not estab¬ 
lished in Turkey yet. Spinners is the only active 
punk band in Turkey. Two years ago there was 
one ‘Headdangers', but they have split up 
now. (Some of their songs were Turkish and 
they were the oldest punk band in Turkey). 
Cause, we are the only active punk band, in 
our concerts we have to lay with some of 
these thrash bands. Of course Turkish punk 
festivals are never organized with only one 
punk band. 
MRR: What about fanzines and record shops? 
Spinners: There were some fanzines, but they 
have split up now. By the way, there are some 
cartoon magazines and one of their pages, in 
each issue are filled with concert dates and 
underground music. Sorry that there aren't 
too much sayings about record shops. 
MRR: Is it easy to do concerts in your country, 
and to find music instruments? Have there 
been any problems with the police in your 
concerts? 
Spinners: Of course, it is not easy to do con¬ 
certs in our country. First of all. we must get 
permission from the security and pay lots of 
money to the concert halls. All the bands 
have their own instruments, but the drums 
sometimes become a problem. Meanwhile, 
most concerts are given in clubs or in open-air 
festivals. No more problems with the police, 
they just come and check the bands, but they 
don't understand what we sing about! (Most 
bands use English in their songs). 
MRR: Have you played in another town or 
country? 
Spinners: We have played in another town, 
but not in another country yet. The time is not 
certain, but it's a probability, at the end of 
October Spinners will have a tour in 
Greece, Austria, Yugoslavi 
Germany, maybe in 
France. 

MRR: 
What’s your favorite 

bands? 
Spinners: Our favorite bands are: Sex Pistols, 
Dead Kennedys, The Exploited, U.K. Subs. 
Spermbirds, Misfits, Ramones, Headbangers 
(from Turkey). 
MRR: You say you’re a political band. What 
does that represent to you? 
Spinners: Okay! We're a political band. We 
try to show t he secrets that are hiding in some 
insides. Directly you cannot protest the things 
that you are against. Cause we're potential 
criminals in our country, our appearance 
(hair, etc...). If we make some protest about 
something they blow up our heads, you see. 
But with singing and by the way swearing, all 
these things make an order in some fucking 
minds. 
MRR: Do you dress punk? Is it easy to do so in 
Turkey? 
Spinners: Our appearance is different from 
others, but in the day-time we just dress com¬ 
fortably. Of course in our concerts, we 
change our hair color, our makeup and 
something like that...cause our appearance 
must be punk. 
MRR: You say to me, it’s difficult for your band 
to play, cause you’re an ail girl band. What’s 
the reactions in your concerts? 
Spinners: That's right! In fact, it's difficult to be 
a punk band, cause we don't have too much 
punks in here, our fans are little in number. 
Also, it's difficult for our band to play, cause 
we're an all girl band, during the concerts we 
hear all kinds of blasphemies. By the way, 
some thrash bands try to prevent us and some 
of them don't like our music and make fun of 
our band. 
MRR: How’s life in general in Turkey? Does 
religion still pose a problem in your country? 
Spinners: Turkey is supposed to be a secular 
state. But 99% of our population is Muslim and 
as the influence of Iranian fundamentalism 
grows, the state is beginning to make more 
and more concessions to the religious authori¬ 
ties. Turkey, as a Muslim country, is really a 
hard place for any kind of non-conformity. 
The police bother you if you wear earrings, 
have long hair or a mohawk. I think this 
problem is common in all countries, but of 
course it's more deep and strong in Turkey. 
MRR: What does the butterfly in the jar repre¬ 
sent on your flyers and on your demos? 
Spinners: The butterfly in the jar represents 
purity. It's still so colorful, though the other 
sides of the picture are just black. 
Black means rage, ag¬ 
gression, but 
our 

ABD’de yayml anan “Maximum 
Rock and Roll" dergtsi, geptiQimiz yil 
yayintanan bir saytsmda birkav TOrk 
metal yrubu ile birlikta Spinners'**-«~ 
ttnomli bir yar ayirA. 

KronIk PARA^j 
“Biz punk olayim saf 
mok istiyoruz" diy^ 
ve solisti Zubat. Til 
toyicisinin olmadigiN 
da. bnlerindoki en bL 
la getirfyor Grubun diQor bOyOk soru- 
r»u uyeler tarafindan “kronik parasiz- 
kk” $eklindo tarif edlllyor. QCmkO grup 
elemanlan parasizfik yuzunden e" 
trGmantanni yenlleyen*'- -• 
yurtdi^irvdan iw*'- 

having color. It fights for 
it's freedom. It never gives up. If we 

don't help, it's collected by the fucking man 
for his rich butterfly collection. So this punk 
man tries to give it's freedom back to it. After 
a few seconds it gets out from the jar. 
MRR: I can’t see any connection between 
having an all girl punk band and being called 
Spinners. So where did you get your name? 
Spinners: According to you, all the things must 
have a meaning? There are lots of punk 
bands that have no connection between 
their name and their kind of music. Spinners is 
just our band's name. We like it's sound. So 
can I ask why your name is X? And where did 
you get your name? 
MRR: You’ve been around in the scene for 
three years, but how come you were only able 
to release your first demo now, why did you 
name it “Dig the Hole, Forget the Sun”? 
Spinners: Okay! We've been playing since 
three years, but now we manage to have our 
first demo, cause we didn't have enough 
money to release our demo. It'stoo expensive 
to enter the studio. We named it "Dig the 
Hole, Forget the Sun' cause it's one of our 
song's name and we like this song very much. 
It tells some difficulties in fucking real life. 
MRR: How does your family react to you 
playing punk? 
Spinners: Of course we have big problems 
with our families. They hear which music we 
play, but they don't know the kind of it. So 
they try to prevent us, but they'll never man¬ 
age it. 
MRR: List the Spinners’ ten favorite albums? 
Spinners: Dead Kennedys "Bedtime for De¬ 
mocracy'; The Exploited "Punks Not Dead'; 
Sex Pistols "Never Mind The Bollocks'; Sex 
Pistols "Flogging A Dead Horse'; Dead 
Kennedys "Tn God We Trust'; Spermbirds 
"Something To Prove'; Spermbirds "Common 
Thread'; The Exploited "Horror Epics'; U.K. 
Subs "Another Kind Of Blues'; Spermbirds 
"Thanx 'Live". 
MRR: What are your aims as a band and as 
individuals? 
Spinners: We are students at different univer¬ 
sities. First we want to be graduated from 
universities, and of course we'll continue our 
music, we never stop it. We like Spinners and 
our music. Okay, thanx for it. 
Spinners c/o Zuhai Kececioglu/ PO Box 154/ 

06692 Kavaklioere/ Ankara / Turkey 

_.. aiDumlortrxle kuF 
. ^onis rasimlerl” He dolu bir 

r yOzOnden, aym ddnemdo he- 

YERLi PUNK GRUBU SPINNERS 

narchy in Turkey” 
kisi de dOnemin California Valisi olan 
Jorry Brown"in Nazi eflilimli politika 
•ini **tlye” aliyordut Punk akimmtn en 
taninmia grubu Sex Pistois’in “God 
•eve tho Queen’* farkist yuzOnden, 
plak «irketi CBS grupla yaptiQi anta*- 
mayi fesh etmeyi tercih etmiyti. 

KaYBOLAN KLASlKLER 
BO’li yillarin ba«indan itibaren klasik 

rtkali Huakor Du nun de 1988’do da 
0<lmaai He bir d&nem noktalandi. 

Fakat o da ne? 1990 yilinin bir ma- 
yis ak?amGstu QOlhane Parkinda 
muzik dinlemeye golmi; olanlar 6nco 
gOzterlne, aonra da kulaktanna inana- 
madilart Iki Ankarali gem? kiz. (aslin- 
da O9 ktzdan otu$an grup davulculan 
OemeTIn hasta olmaai nedeniyle Ma- 
tattum" un ark ok davulcusunu gegici 

galindidini gdsterdi. 
iki yii”Onco,ZOhaJ.;Domat\vo Yasomin 

(“eoyadlanrun ne gore$i var” dediler, 
bu gOrQ?e biz de katildiQimiz igin on 
larin sadoce 6n fsimlerinl yaziyoruz) 
tarafindan kurulan Splnnars TOrkiye’- 
nln tek kadin punk grubu. Dunyada 
turn Oyelori kadin olan punk gruplari- 
nin eayisi bir elln parmaklanni «$mi- 
yor. bu agidan Spinners Turkiye'de 



DAVY JONES LOCKER was born in 
March 88, in Thionvitle (eastern France) with 
Thierry (singer), Geian (bass), David and 
Philippe (guitars), Jean-Marc (drums). Five 
months later, they did their first gig and in 
January 89, they made a first 7" called 7 
Shake My Head" but they didn 't like it. Later 
they went into the studio to record a demo 
with 6 titles in 16 tracks with better sound and 
louder. This demo has been sent to a few 
independent recording companies. Go Get 
Organized is the one who put out the LP. 
MRR: We are talking about you as an hyp¬ 
notic, trash, noisy band. Do you agree with 
that? 
Thierry: Not at all. We've got nothing similar 
with a trash band. With a noisy band, it's quite 
true cause we are influenced by other noisy 
bands. We can only say that we listen to noise 
music like COWS or the bands from Amphet¬ 
amine Reptile, but we don't do it always. Our 
music is a mix between noise and hypnotic 
music. Some songs on our LP are hypnotic like 
"Chemical Terror" but if you qualify all our 
music as hypnotic, it's not true because we 
play quite quickly. It's more 
pop or noisy than hypnotic. 
MRR: Did your area influence 
you in any way? §|||t &,1| 
T: Yes and no, but there is no ||||| §| 5 £ 
scene so you must do your Wlf |9 f « 
personal music. Maybe if we ||||| m f f 
came from Paris it'd be differ- |||r | 
ent. Maybe we'd make the 
sort of music as it's called in 
France, "the alternative mu- ||||||iag * 
sic" as BERURIER NOIR. In pHpJ 
Thionville there is nothing, no ■ 
musical influences, it's a dead 
iron working town. But we're 
not implicated by this way of 
life, by this trade depression. 
We don't talk about that in 

MRR: Are you influenced by 
SONIC YOUTH? 
T: On a level with the mix be- 
tween noise and melody we 
fall near to them. 
Geian: This music is assimi- 
lated for me. 1 really love what 
SONIC YOUTH do and I create 
songs spontaneously be¬ 
cause unconsciously SONIC 
YOUTH are on my brain, their beat on my 
nerves... 
T: For us, SONIC YOUTH have got so much 
personality it's evident that we were inter¬ 
ested in what they make. 
MRR: Have you done any gigs abroad? 
T: Yes, in Belgium. Germany and Luxembourg. 
MRR: How many gigs did you do? 
T: We made about fifty gigs in France and 
abroad. 
MRR: About gigs, do you think having good 
relations with people is important for you? 
T: Next of kin. we can only say that if people 
are receptive we have good relations with 
them but if they aren't we've got lots of prob¬ 
lems in communicating with them. We don't 
look down upon them but we're really shy! 
G: All relations are after the gig because 
during it we are so concentrated, we're quak¬ 
ing in our shoes, we see anything, we heard 
anything but when all people move we don't 
hesitate to move for their pleasure and ours. 
MRR: How do you feel on stage? 
G: As we said, we see anything on stage, we 
only play louder and it must during a long 
time, we never stop our fucking noise, we 
never wanna stop playing. We feel really 
good. We don't reflect before acting. 
MRR: What do you prefer, studio or gigs? 
G: I'm for both. It's quite exciting. The studio is 
an interesting stimulation and it's good for us. 
T: It's more stressful than gigs but gigs aren't 
less important. Gigs are like parties. The studio 
is more serious. 

MRR: What do your lyrics talk about? 
T: I prefer to attach more importance to 
melody than lyrics. For example, the lyrics on 
theLPtalkaboutzoos. or planets, or girls.. .talk 
about tragical scene of life but no politics. 
We're not interesting in singing politics. 
MRR: If you have the possibility to go to the US 
to record some tracks, will you and why: 
T: Oh yes. to learn the way to work there, to 
profit from the experience that so many 
bands have gotten from, for example, Endino 
or Albini, because we think they would be the 
best for us. 
MRR: Can we liken you to LES THUGS? 
T: Not at all, but we are grateful to LES THUGS. 
It's an example group for us. We feel near to 
them because they have tried to give a per¬ 
sonal style for a French band and it was really 
hard for them and it's quiet the same for us 
because our musical style is new. Maybe it's 
the first time in France that people can see 5 
ridiculous boys playing so loud and scratch 
their guitars. (It's always what people said 
after seeing us gig. "Oh it's quite good for a 
French band!"). And these people say the 

mm^\w 

m 

same thing when they see LES THUGS for the 
first time. We've got good relationships with 
them. Four fabulous guys. We have done 3 
gigs with them and we really wanna do more. 
MRR: Why did you start your band? 
G: Cause of feeling, it's so great making noise, 
so funny, so hating.,. 
T: Maybe for the adventure. 
MRR: Do you think that your LP propelled you 
into the big rock’n’roll’s stratosphere? 
T: No.ofcoursenot.Themini LP has just maybe 
enabled us to progress more quickly and 
more easily, but that's all. 
MRR: Where do you put the French under¬ 
ground compared to the American under¬ 
ground? 
T: It's the same but the American is bigger. For 
us, it's difficult but I'm sure that for other Ameri¬ 
can bands who make this sort of music it's 
difficult too. In fact, France is smaller than 
America so. when you make a tour in France, 
you've got less dates, less places to play and 
less money. The alternative movement has 
recuperated by the media structure and now 
for the bands that come from the under¬ 
ground it's easier, but in this scene there are 
lots of good bands and there are lots of 
people who devote themselves to the music. 
It's quite good. 
MRR: What’s the French underground? 
T: It's very hard to explain. There's not enough 
people who want to stay in the underground 
but some other people are quite good. 
They' re doing lots of things for it, like organizing 
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gigs. It's very hard in France, making labels, 
radio, fanzines. It's difficult to be an under¬ 
ground survivalist man! 
MRR: When we know there are lots of bands 
who play music and when we know that they 
might get known after five or six years, even if 
they made an LP. Are you ready to wait so 
much time to have a little success? 
T: Yes. of course, and I hope to. But we are 
waiting for concrete things after all these 
years. It will be good but if it's impossible, it 
doesn't really matter. We don't play to have 
success, we only play because we feel good 
together even if we are together one time a 
week only to enjoy ourselves. But for us things 
go quickly since our band and our evolution 
makes us happy and we are gonna win cause 
we're the best! My the force be with us and 
our force is our music so...let's start moving. 
MRR: What are you looking from your record 
company besides money? 
T: Maybe their experience. We want what all 
bands need. Not big success but good pro¬ 
motion and lots of vinyl production. 
MRR: What is your best memory about the 

band? 
T: Our first gig and the LP. When 
I saw it. I was very happy, I 
laughed like a fucking baby. It 

\ I Hi was a great pleasure. 
G: All the adventures when we 

1 ■ had on tour. 
I $1 i H MRR: You are makin9 a tortur” 
1 111 I H ous music> aren’t you! Are 
1 iJ I I there searches and a lot of 

I U I B work to arrive at a final sound or 
m §J M is it spontaneous? 

tig ■ K G: Both, there are some 
| P M H searches during our rehearsals 
i II | ■ on a level with the guitars but 

• * SI 11 it's spontaneous too cause we 
"IIS find it quickly and we really 

•. 1 M enjoy ourselves when we make 
i: | V it. We work to have what we 

| m want. Sound is very important 
% | HI and we wanna do our best to 
$111 i! have something good. 

, - : MRR: Do you think that your 
originality can give you suc- 

I • -P cess? 
Mi H i T: Yes, maybe it can be a good 

.& ' US point, but being original is not 
enough. We ought to be good 
too. 

MRR: Can we liken you to an intellectual band 
like the SPACEMAN 3? 
T: We really love SPACEMAN 3 but you cannot 
liken us to them cause we're not so serious 
and we have no message to tell. On a level 
with the music there is a search in a kind of 
intellectual way. We are not making politics, 
nothing to declare, nothing to assert. If we 
make this sort of music it's because it's more 
easy and it's better doing it spontaneously. In 
fact, we're not intellectual men so we can't 
be like the SPACEMAN 3. if they are! 
MRR: Your visual look, is it important for you? 
T: Yes, but not by what we wear. It's only 
important with our feelings on stage, how we 
are standing. We love to see a band that gives 
its energy and moves and scratches every¬ 
thing and we love to do it too. 
MRR: In fact, your band is an experience 
whose become a vital obsession, isn’t it? 
G: Yes, I always think to buy new effects to 
have a better sound again and again. 
T: For me. it's not a vital obsessin but it's quite 
good and maybe when the band stops. I'll 
realize how it was important to enjoy myself 
like this. But for now. It's an experience yet. 
MRR: And to conclude what are your near 
future plans? 
T: Go everywhere on tour if it's possible, a new 
LP in January 92, a video clip.. . 
DAVY JONES LOCKER/40 bis rue Saint-Hubert/ 
91390 Morsang s/orge/ France...or...Go Get 
Organized (label)/ 12 rue Frochot/ 75009 
Paris/ France. Fax number: (33) 45.72.49.27. 
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Born of the disin¬ 
tegration of THE THROBS 
and ANATHEMA eigh¬ 
teen months ago. SURF 
WEASEL push an ener¬ 
getic and forceful sound - 
'stormin' South London 

hardcore" with hints of IN¬ 
STIGATORS. DEAD 
KENNEDYS and latter day 
CITY INDIANS. Andy 
Chapman spoke with 
SURF WEASEL one Sunday 
lunchtime at the Pig Sc 
Parrot hostelry adjacent 
to Kew Gardens London 
Underground Station, 
Surf Weasel: Pablo 
Vldela/drums, Steve Cot¬ 
ton/vocals - Chris Nash/ 
bass, James Jenkins/gui¬ 
tar 
MRR: So who and whof 
are SURF WEASEL? 
Steve: We’tq just f aur 

eezevs from South Lorv 
on who want fa play 

cfodcv old'heffdcotef Tr:: 

sleeve. 
MRR: Your material/structure of songs contains 
large sections of instrumental pieces. Why? Is it 
a reaction against “noise for noise sake”? 
CN: I dunno, it isn't a conscious thing... 
SC It's definitely not deliberate! 
C N: A lot of bands play really fast and loud—very 
often somewhere along the way the messages 
in the lyrics get lost. Ifthere'sagoodcatchytune 
then hopefully that draws people's attention to 
the lyrics. 
JJ: We all listen to a cross-section of music so 
obviously that has some bearing on the music 
we play? 
PV: I like anything from reggae to thrash metal. 
CN: And I listen to all sorts of stuff - from classical 
music to HUSKER DU. 

. $G: I think that the only band we all enjoy listen¬ 
ing to is PETER AND THE TEST TUBE BABIES. 
MRR: You're a relatively “unknown quantify” I 
use the term loosely how difficult are you finding 
It to establish yourselves? 
JJ; We've only done a few gigs but now the T 
has been released we're going to make an 
effort to push rtl 
SC; Obviously we wantyneed to do more gigs 
but we dani want To do a blatant overkill by 
playing the some venue and doing the same 
set... Even In London it's. very quiet nowadays— 
Two yea& ago there were qurte a tew ihbtwduai 
promoters putting on regular gm at places like 
The Canterbury Arms, in SMon and The Robey in 
fihsbuy Park, But now Ifs racily difficult J once 
put on gigs at fht> William Morris Club In 
Wimbtedon but due To my carrsmifmenb wrlh 

and the record label l can't exactly I 
afford the feme and * don i want cS That has^e 

many. 
CN: The "scene" has got to have deteriorated 
because the UK SUBS are still playing and releas¬ 
ing records. . 
MRR: Now then. I think you should have some 
respect for Charlie Harper because he’s con¬ 
tinually grafted away for many years doing what 
he enjoys and wants to do plus he hasn’t exactly 
compromised... 
PV: Oh yeah.. . 
SC: DISCHARGE have just reformed and guess 
who will be gigging with them? 
MRR: Who? 
SC: UK SUBS! 
CN: l don't think that there’s that many punk 
bands on major labels apart from people like 
NEW MODEL ARMY on EML There's still a lot of 
"indie" labels. 
JJ; But it's a lot harder to find somewhere decent 
to play! 
CN. A few years ago there were more places to 
gig— church hails, community centres —put 
now there's nowhere unless you're really forfu- 

SC: it's going to be hard for us To sell Our V -ten 

PV' Well in ih5 country anyway 
MRR; So how do you ** 
|£ Downwards with a current trend 

$C;fnere s a spiral effect downwordstrom me 
lot labels,, They^vocreated d demand for CDs 
and rPsgo*ng la eventually price ospnngbcsids 
out of the market 
CH> tfsdefenifely o conspiracy on behalf of The 

ofc$ectsto the music then 
we'll iee bis head as a 
bass drum! 
JJ; We've just done the 7" 
so aH weVe got left to 
complete In our *five 
year plan- is the album, 
T0\ V picture disc, V 
shaped picture disc. CD 
and a triple live album 
with a 3-D hypnotic 

SC: It's floundering at the moment-some cSree- SC; You've got to be positive! 
tton and sans purpose is needed! MRR: Butfhelong “A Mind Of Your Own" appears 
CM- Because the major labels don’t like it - to focus on one of the more negative aspects of 
they re only interested in big buck, big shit, big the “scene*'... 
5°!®?,"'9,ures® lake note EMI! SC; It isn't meant to be specifically negative. CN: 
SC; It s like every type of music - It's popularity It's asking people to question - there’s still some 
can tstay at the same ievef indefinitely because people who believe blindly everything they 
obviously music fads rise and decline. At the read on a record sleeve... 
moment some of the best bands are the smaller SC: When I was younger I was like that with 
ones - for example, PULLERMANN from CONFLICT. But that particular song Is basically 
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encouraging people to question and not pas¬ 
sively accept... 
CN: The blind acceptance of a band's lyrics is no 
different from somebody quoting directly from 
the editorial of The Sun newspaper. Just be¬ 
cause something is in print doesn't necessarily 
mean that it's true! 
SC: People should sit back, work things through 
and generally try and find out more about a 
subject. But take it a step further and there's 
people who even dress like their "Heroes". 
CN1 Look at those people who are into NEW 

j MODEL ARMY - some of them wear clogs be- 
1 cause members of that band wear them on 

theirfeetlWhat'sthe practicality of that? SC: "A 
Mind Of Your Own" is not meant to be negative 
but there are people who might claim to hold ail 
the "politically correct" beliefs but are utter shits 
in the way that they treat others on a personal 
level.:, 
MRS: Obviously the only way we can expect to 
change society, "smash the state” or whatever 
is to question how we 
behave/interact In reta- 
hanships- whether it be 
with friends, lovers, par- 
ente/tamay or whoever. 

thing then they turned their backs on it by be¬ 
coming entangled in subsidiaries of major 
record companies... 
CN: It's stupid to put long term restrictions on a 
band so that people can turn round later and 
use it as ammunition to slag you off. 
SC: There's things I believed in five years ago 
which I no longer believe in now. We should able 
to admit when we're wrong and change our 
outlooks - not just make blanket statements on 
how we're always going to live our lives. 
PV: How much money and where do I sign? 
MRR: So what made you decide to rework “Pull 
My Strings”? 
SC, Well in 1980 the DEAD KENNEDYS were in¬ 
vited to play an awards ceremony organized by 
a Californian music magazine called BAM and 
they did a version of THE KNACK song "My 
Sharona" but with different words. It's a dig at 

: THE KNACK for "selling-oat'' and not playing the 
music they liked but what the record company 
executives wanted thereto play.; 

Of Mice and Men" and 
musicals. The standard is 
actually really good. 
MRR: Would SURF WEASEL 
ever do something live 
with a small theatre per¬ 
formance on the same 
bill? 
CN: I don't see any rea¬ 
son why the two types of 
performance shouldn't 
be mixed. It would be 
good to get a theatre 
audience into the music 
and the music types into 
the theatre! Both would 
find out what they've 
been missing instead of 
taking the piss out of 
each other... 
MRR: Finally, what’s your 
favourite colour? 

CN: Blue. 
PV. Orange, 
Jj; Groen. 
SC, Vd say red,., . 

The debui 
WEASEL refe&e 

was /he 4 frock ^A 
* MntfOfYiM Own' 7" 

on their own $®tcx$ of.. 

P&cy X&cotds, m&fr 
no*? Otic wM be on 

' LP, on ihe Mi Cktic. 
. totyoi which wtti con- 

nwo h a tirotai nwn 
• aot v&n but wm the 
amtim of sampm 

CN: NEW MODEL ARMY - an obvious choice! 
SC; People have accused NAKED RAYGUN ar w 
BAD BRAINS of selling-out. That's fair enough 
because both bands claimed to standfor some- 

generally Ktrcpo it i© u wyo uu mo onoou 

puts them on the stage! Our production vary 
enormous, from Shakespeare-we're doing 
•Twelfth Night at the Convent" - to Steinbeck's 

Surf Weasel c/o Sister of 
Percy Records/ PO Box 
244A/ Surbiton, Surrey 

KT5 9LU/England 
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They've been alive forever, and they 
wrote the very first song...or. maybe it just 
seems that way. 

You've got to be a real sour square not 
to love the nutty, noisy, zany, zestful Dickies. 
They're kind of the Milton Berle of punk rock-- 
their jokes are about as old as their act-but 
unlike Milton Berle. the Dickies' shows are 
pretty funny whether you're seeing them for 
the first time or the hundred and first time. 

This interview was done at the Berkeley 
Square in August; all photos are by the illustri¬ 
ous Murray Bowles and taken that night. 

L: Leonard Phillips. S: Stan Lee. LB: 
Lorenzo Buhne. J: Mr. "John' Perfect. Inter¬ 
view by Lydia Paweski. with 
help from Chris Dodge. 
MRR: Mr. Perfect, do you play 
?uitar now? 

: No, I play drums today. 
L: But h© plays many Instruments 
perfectly. 
MRR: That’s why he’s Mr. Perfect. 
So, where’s Enoch? (Haln, 
former Dickies guitarist) 
L: He's in jail. 
MRR: He doesn’t look like the 
type that would be in jail. 
S: Oh, really? 
L: Well, looks can be deceiving. 
Look at Pee-Wee Herman. 
Need I say more? In fact, that's 
who I think he's in jail with. Guess 
which one has all the ciga¬ 
rettes! That's an Enoch joke! 
(laughter) 
MRR: Your new live album was 
recorded in England last fall. 
How was your reception in En¬ 
gland this time? 
L: Uhh...same; we were re¬ 
ceived as wizened old masters 
of our craft. 
MRR: Has it changed since the 
early days? 
L: Yeah, a lot of the old punk 
rockers have grown dread 
locks, but other than that...oh, 
and they're all into that acid 
house type stuff over there, you 
know, boring. .. 
MRR: Sisters of Mercy?... 
L: Yeah, that kind of thing. 
MRR: But I thought I remember 
hearing a long time ago that 
you were opening for the Jam 
or something like that, and 
that’s when you were playing 
really short sets, because after 
awhile everyone was getting 
really cranky to see the Jam... 
L: Exactly... 
MRR: But now you return as the conquering 
warriors. 
L: Exactly; we couldn't dazzle them with bril¬ 
liance, so we baffled them with bullshit. 
MRR: You’ve appeared on a lot of labels. What 
are your hopes of Taangl, and 
pened at some of the other labe 
like to see done differently now? 
L: Should you answer that, Stan? 
MRR: (to Stan) Actually, you were the person I 
spoke to over the phone last year, and it sort 
of just never happened... 
L: Wereallywouldn'tcallTaanglahope.ifyou 
know what I mean. If we choose to end our 
career on Taangl, end it on Taang! we will. 
J: But in the meantime, CBS, Deutsche- 
Gramophone. any one of these... 
L: Yeah. Deutsche-Gramophone would be 
good! We could really shake up the pecking 
order of that place! 
S: But they'd just go out of business if we did a 
record with them, anyway. 
MRR: But what are you hoping Taangl will do 
differently that the others didn’t do for you? 
S: Help us survive. 
L: Force people to buy our records. 

MRR: What about promotion or something? 
Because the only reason I knew “Second 
Coming” was out was because I saw it some¬ 
where. Honest to God, there was nothing. I 
never saw any ads, any fliers, any posters, any 
nothing. 
S : Yeah, they didn't do anything. 
L: They didn't do anything for It. Whateve 
push they put into us, they put into the 
Klowns" record instead. Very little push. 
MRR: So is it safe to say you’d want Taang! to 
do more promotion?... 
S: Taang! does promotion? I just heard of them 
a few weeks ago. (laughter) 
MRR: What were your expectations in the ear 

days, and have you met your goals? 
L: Unfortunately, we have; that's the scary 
thing about it. Expectations in the early days: 
Getlaid, get in Slash magazine, conquer LA... 
S: We'd gone beyond our expectations early 

... 
EIIiWBMIIPML: Stan thought he was going to end up in Bel 

Air. That hasn't happened. 
S: That has not happened. But I'm not turning 
cheeseburgers, either. 
L: And you're proud of that, are you? Excuse 
me. 
MRR: Well, at least he’s doing something he 
likes. 
L: Huh. that's debatable. 
MRR: What are your future goals? 
L: Taang!! No. we got one more record fin¬ 
ished-well, it's not finished, it's written, and 
half of it's demoed, and we can't play any of 
it now because we don't have Enoch with us. 
which sucks. 
MRR: So, is he coming back? 
L: No. 
MRR: Hmm... 
L: And, what else? A punk rock opera, if the 
Dickies stay together, we will indeed do a 
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punk rock opera. 
MRR: (laughter) Really? 
L: Seriously! We've got part of it written. It's 
wonderful. 
MRR: What is the premise for that? 
L: Well, it doesn't matter if I talk about it, right? 
iNo one's gonna steal an idea like that! 
|MRR: By the time this is published, it’ll probably 
be out. 
L: It's a pretty lame story. It's called “Gog-Ma- 
Gog", and it's about a kid who is kind of 
suffering from post-teenage trauma, and he 
hears a magical incantation by playing a CD 
[backwards and proceeds to go to New York 
City where he performs a spell on the statue of 

John Lennon in Central Park im¬ 
buing it with life, and it starts 
walking around. It strangles 
Bono, or something like that. 
That's about all I've got written 
at this point. That's just the story 
part of it. Musically, it's much 
better than that. 
MRR: I recognize that word from 
maybe another interview a few 
years back. 
L: What's that—Gog-Ma-Gog^ 
MRR: Yeah. 
L: Yeah, it's the unbirthed.. 
S: It's been waiting for the right 
time. I 
L: Exactly. 
MRR: Taang!, right? 
L: That one's gotta get on 

* Deutsche-Gramophone. We 
« need lots of back up singers for 
J that one. 

M MRR: How did you first get signed 
M to A&M? 
K L: Homo sex. No, that's not true. 

Stan, tell her the story. 
S: Our English manager got us 
the deal. He had every label in 
town chomping for it. And A&M 
got it. 
MRR: The first punk band on a big 
label. 
L: First and last, if I'm not mis¬ 
taken. 
S: First and last from LA, anyway. 

^Sf MRR: So, as for Tricia Toyota, do 
you think she’s ever heard of 

ihfc your song? 
B L: She has. 
™ MRR: And what was her reac¬ 

tion? IL: Well, first I heard the rumor that 
she didn't like it, and then I saw 
an interview with her, and she 
said that the word 'toyota' 
means 'pagoda' in Japanese 
MRR: Really? 

L: But of course a bunch of gelpins like the 
Dickies wouldn't know that. Why does she 
think we wrote the song? Jesus! But, yeah, 
apparently she's heard it. 
MRR: Considering that a lot of your songs are 
around women with physical deformities, I 
kind of feel bad that I don’t have a physical 
deformity, because I’ll never be immortalized 
in a Dickies song. 
L: Yeah, I know. 
S: It must be tough to sleep at night! (laughter) 
MRR: Have you seen all the bootlegs that have 
come out recently? Seems like in the past 
three years or so, that’s when all the Dickies’ 
bootlegs have come out. I’m surprised that 
they haven’t come out a long time ago. There 
have been tapes that have been circulated 
around for a couple of years, but actual vinyl... 
It seems like during the past couple of years, 
there have just been a lot of them. What do 
you think of bootlegs in general? 
S: We don't like them. 
LB: I think that's been happening all along... 
L: It seems like they all started happening 
around three years ago. Right around the 
time we met John Esplin. 
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MRR: Who’s that? 
L: A booger-eating Englishman. 
MRR: Was that the reason the live album came 
out—because of all the shitty sounding live 
bootlegs, or did you just want to get some¬ 
thing out? 
L: No, it was really for the money. 
MRR: To be brutally honest! 
L: Well, we sure didn't do it for artistic reasons! 
Stan likes the cover. It was his idea. 
MRR: Back to basics. The Dickies’ “White 
Album.” 
L. Stan executed it as only Stan could. 
MRR: How come it took so long for the “Just Say 
Yes” single to come out? 
L: We were on drugs. Lazy guys on drugs. That 
was the only reason. 
MRR: Your shows are really theatrical. What 
are your thoughts on acts like GG Allin and 
Poison Idea whose shows are kind of theatri¬ 
cally dangerous? 
S: I haven t seen either one of them. 
L: Isn't GG that guy who eats rats and stuff like 
that? 
MRR: No, he shits on stage and then rolls in it, 
then flings it back at the audience. Is it the 
difference between being on drugs and being 
insane? 
L: I don't think so. You could go to the LA 
County Zoo and see that kind of act. Seriously, 
give him a rope and tire...Next! Gee whiz! 
Comparing rolling in feces to the sophisti¬ 
cated level of the talking dick. 
MRR: I know what I’ll get when I see the 
Dickies. It’s like brand loyalty. Is your between 
song banter tried and true because you use it 
so often, and do you ever think of doing 
something zanily spontaneous? 
L: No. If it's spontaneous genius you want, go 
watch GG Allin roll in his own feces. I'm a hard 
workin' guy. I get up there just like Wayne 
Newton, and get the job done. Actually, 
things were mutating until Enoch fucked us 
over. 
MRR: Ooh! We’re getting closer to the real 
story. This seems to be a point of contention! 
L: He fucked us over, he fucked us over. Let's 

just make that 
* k true. He's 

—-— fucked us. we 
■hUBIM hate him, end of 

story 

you been in the 

into little green 
globules by 
spontaneous 

• you scared of 
— 9°jn9 that same 

Em( S msSb A have these 
magic glasses 
that^ sort of pro- 

MRR: So you’re 
IBB in the Dickies 

^ until the day you 
die. 
J: Or until the day they die. 
MRR: For the newer members, was it hard for 
you to join a band where the two original 
members have been together for so long, and 
what kinds of obstacles dicLyou have to over¬ 
come? 
J: It wasn't really difficult. I just sort of fit right 
in. 
S: Perfectly. 
J: It was an easy process. It didn't feel forced 
or contrived at all. As far as their legendary 
status and the age of the band, T wasn't 
intimidated, if that's what you mean. 
LB: Well, I've been in the band for nine years, 
so I'm past all that stuff. Being in the same bus 
was hard, but that's not changed. 
MRR: When I talked to Stan last year, I said I 
liked “Goin’ Homo” the best out of all the 
songs on “Second Coming”. 
L: Good taste! 
MRR: Stan said it was everyone’s fave. 
L: He lied. He's always giving me a hard time 
about that song. 
MRR: Well, I’m confident that it would be a 
favorite, because it’s the shining star of that 
album. 
L: It rocks. 
MRR: Am I correct in thinking that it’s not a stab 
at gays so much as addressing the fact that so 
many people are experimenting with their 
sexuality? How did that song come about? 
L: Hmm...carefully now. What's the politically 
correct answer for this? First of all, it may be a 
stab at gays, and second of all, it's also the 
second Thing you said...No. it's not really a 
stab at gays at all. You see. the notion for it is 
probably Ramones based more than any¬ 
thing else. They do a song called "Going 
Mental", and they already wrote a song 
about going mental. So the idea is something 
goofy. It's just a goofy lyric about a guy who is 
trying to be gay, I guess. And succeeding. 
There's the joke! But I had some friends who 
got real angry about it. They thought I was 
gay bashing. 
MRR: I played that song for my ex-brother-in¬ 

law, who is gay, which I guess is why he’s my 
ex-brother-in-law, but he actually thought it 
was really funny. And, he’s had a lot of friends 
who have died of AIDS, so I was a little hesitant 
with approaching him with the song, but I 
really wanted to get his reaction to it. He said 
he thought it was really funny, although he’s 
kind of hard to offend, really. 
L: That's it. You've gotta be kind of thick- 
skinned to listen to it, to appreciate the lyrics to 
it. My favorite line is, "Goin' homo/What can 
I do/I wanna talk about it on ‘Donahue'" 
MRR: That’s my fave too. 
L: Well, hey. touched by God for a moment 
there! 
MRR: When you write songs, is it usually a 
collaboration between Leonard and Stan, or 
all four of you at this point? 
L: Well, Lori just started working on some stuff 
with us, but he's trying to overcome the same 
stuff he'd been trying to overcome for a while 
now. 
MRR: Those wacky obstacles... 
L: He's still having a hard time sharing a van 
with us. And Mr. Perfect and I have bandied 
about some lyrical ideas on the road, but he's 
brand new; it's still basically Stan and I. Stan 
will have something just really, really dumb, a 
brilliantly dumb idea that I couldn't think of if 
I tried. But I put a little chili sauce on it and 
pretty it up for the people. "Going Homo" 
wasn't one of them, even though he says it 
was. 
MRR: (To Stan) So you don’t like that song too 
much? 
S: I'm not saying I don't like it. It's just not my 
favorite song. 
L: What's your second favorite song on that 
record if there is one? 
MRR (Chris): “Monkey See Monkey Do”? 
MRR. Well..."Cross Eyed Tammy". I really like 
that. And, "Monster Island", which Stan said 
was a toss-off of surf music; he said it wasn’t a 
big deal. But I thought it was a good one. 
S: What about “Hair"? 
MRR: (Shrugs) 
L: Give her the eyes, Stan! Give her the greens! 
MRR: Well...(Laughter)...The only thing I’m not 
really hot on is (hesitating)...’’Town Without 
Pity”... 
L: Oh, it sucks! Let's getthat straight here—that 
was a major failure! 
MRR: But that was right around the time that 
“Hairspray” came out, and that song was on 
the soundtrack. 
L: Is that in it? 
MRR: Yeah. 
L: I didn't even know. 
MRR: Aah, John Waters! 
L: Nah, I stopped watching him after "Pink 
Flamingos"—well, "Desperate Living". 
MRR: Even clean cut John Waters is better 
than, like, not John Waters. 
L: Oh, I can dig that. I can understand being a 
John Waters fan, but I just didn't see the 
movie. Did you ever see "Town Without Pity"? 
MRR: Mmmm..no... 
L: Because that's what the song was first used 
in. But, anyway, I agree. That's the stinker on 
that record...And the problem is, the place¬ 
ment of it, too. Placing it as the third song on 
it was, well, it was my idea. I take full responsi¬ 
bility. 
S: I'm surprised you know the order. 
L: I knowmany things. Stan; you've gotta have 
more faith in me! But now, I think my favorite is 
"I'm Stan"—I think “I'm Stan" rocks. 
MRR: I like that song. Chris is the one who isn’t 
very partial to that song! 
MRR (Chris): Shh! Shh! Shh! I think it’s great! 
Yeah! (Laughter) 
MRR: But I do like that song. Chris laughsat me 
for liking it! 
L: Big fat processed drums in it, Stan singing up 
a storm.. 
MRR (Chris): No, but I laugh when..no offense, 
but, when I hear “Caligula”. 
L: (thoughtfully) Oh, “Caligula". 
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MRR: It reminds me of Caesar’s Palace. Be¬ 
cause that’s when we got that album was 
before we went to Vegas for the first time. 
L: You got it in Vegas? 
MRR: No, but we had just got it and we played 
it all the way there. 
L: That song would have been more cool if it 
was a little shorter. It's about a verse too long. 
MRR: It’s a little long. One thing I wanted to ask 
was, what were your setbacks after Chuck 
Wagon died, and how did you overcome that 
gap? I bet those were pretty big shoes to fill. 
L: Yeah. 
MRR: He was very talented; arguably, the most 
talented member of the band. 
L & S: That's arguable! 
L: We'll argue that any time! What Chuck 
Wagon songs are there that the Dickies do? 
None! 
MRR: “You Drive Me Ape”. 
L: Well, yeah. you've got a point there. But it's 
hardly a Chuck Wagon song. A little bit. Butit's 
also a little bit of a Leonard Phillips song, but 
you won't find my name on it. (Nods to Stan) 
It's him and his massive ego. He had a hard 
enough time sharing it with Chuck. Right, 
Stan? Am I right? 
S: Aah. I don't remember. (Laughter) 
L: Aw, yeah, now he's playing forgetful! Any¬ 
way, it did take us awhile to.. .Well, we had two 
problems when Chuck died. It wasn't so 
much...I mean, his death shook me up, it 
shook us up, and it was a drag and all that, but 
also, we were really getting stupid with drugs 
and lazy. We really didn't care. We had 
dropped A & M. Well, A & M had dropped us 
in America, and we had basically fired our 
manager, so A & M in England didn't want to 
work with us. So. we sat around in our drug 
days thinking labels would knock on our door 
any day...(Nervous laugh) And they didn't! 
MRR: And you can laugh at it now, right? 
L: I could laugh at it then. 
MRR Did you stop the band at any point, or was 
it full speed ahead after he died? 
L: No, we didn't. I mean, the band existed, but 
did we do any gigs? 
S: Not for awhile. 
L: We didn't play for like, a year. Almost a year. 
Then we got Scott Sindon. Then we did a few 
gigs. The we did the “Stukas (Over 
Disneyland)" thing. We'd had all but maybe 
two songs written up until the point he died. He 
played drums on “ Rosemary". He played on a 
few of the songs. 
MRR: About “Manny Moe & Jack”: Did you 
ever hear from that company? 

Never. 
MRR: Never? Now, that’s a surprise. 
lL: People talk to us about that. I don't know. I 
don't know how audible the lyrics are in it. In 
England, they thought it was, “money for our 
drugs". 
S: I don't know how they got that! 
MRR: I was going to mention, the first time I was 
exposed to the Dickies, so to speak, was when 
I was about 11. 
L: Wow... 
MRR: There was this cable show I watched 
called “Video Concert Hall”, and they had not 
only a Dickies video but also they had the 
Cramps, and Alabama; it was a really ob¬ 
scure mishmash of bands, and yours was a 
performance video of “Nights in White Satin”, 
and I wondered how that came about. Was 
that subsidized by A & M? 
L: Yeah. That must be the live clip with Stan's 
arm in a cast? 
S: No... 
L: The court jester? 
MRR & S: Yeah. 
L: Yeah, A & M paid for that. 
S: A video single kind of thing. 
L: They hooked us up with some guy who had 
done “Earth Wind and Fire" videos, or some¬ 
thing, with all these slow motion shots. 
MRR: How long were you together before you 
made that video? 

S; About three years. 
L: No, no way! 
S: It must have been two years 
L: Two years. That's from our second album 
That's our best album 
MRR: I’ve heard it called the “Sgt. Pepper” o 
punk rock 
L: Hey, what more can you say9 
MRR: I know Stan appeared on “General Hos 
pital”. Leonard, what would you have done i 
you ever got done studying philosophy? And 
what about the rest of you? Where would you 
be now? 
J: Cleaning hoods for Carl's Jr 
S: Taco Bell 
L: Not you, Stan. You'd own a Taco Bell righ 
now; don't sell yourself short like that! 
LB: I'd be teaching Italian or driving a truck 
which ever comes first. 
L: Teaching Italian to truck drivers? 
MRR: Or teaching Italian while driving a truck? 
L: A mobile Italian truck driver teacher. What 
was mine? 
MRR: You were just being a philosopher. A 
sage of the ages 
L: Oh yeah. And I'd open a little philosoph 
shop, and make a comfortable living that 
way. To go. 
MRR: I know a little bit about the religion o 
Magoomba, actually. 
L: Oh. really? 
MRR: I had cousins that went to, I think, Brazil 
and they had some tour guide take them on| 
this weird obscure tour. They went to thi 
temple of Magoomba. It was in a regula 
house and they went in the bottom floor. It wa 
just like a regular chapel with novena candle 

"It was a 

quarter 

of a 

million 

dollars. 

and statues, a regular Catholic kind of thing. 
People would light novena candles for what¬ 
ever intention tney had, but if their prayers 
weren’t answered, they’d go up., .the tour took 
them up to the top of the building, interestingly 
enough, to a room that was painted all black, 
and it was called the Devil Room. 
L: Wow! 
MRR: As I recall, they said there was a red alter 
in this black room, and there were all these 
prosthetic limbs and dead chickens, and their 
idea of it was, if God couldn't answer your 
prayer, maybe the Devil would. That’s what I 
know of it. 
L: Yeah...yeah...it has its origin in Santeria and 
that kind of thing. It was a type of voodoo 
where they took demonic names and affixed 
them to Catholic saints in order to avoid pros¬ 
ecution. It's the same sort of idea of these 
people who go to church on Sunday, but they 
believe that God will take care of everything 
in the afterlife, so you get the Devil to take 
care of everything while you're here. You do 
a little penance for it afterwards, you gotta do 
a little time for it. A quarter of eternity or 
something like that. 
MRR: Stan is Jewish, I know. But Leonard, were 
you raised Catholic? And, well, how could I 
word this oh so delicately? 
L: Yes, I am circumcised. 
MRR: Well, I guess that’s good, but about the 
religion of Magoomba..as I understand it, it’s 
like a mix of Satanism and Catholicism. Did 
being raised Catholic contribute to an interest 
in Satanism for you? 

L: Yeah. Yes it did. Even when I was a little kid, 
I was enthralled by the consecration in the 
Catholic Mass, which is basically a magical 
ceremony. It wasn't until I got a little bit older 
that I realized how scary it really was. It's got 
kind of vampiristic overtones in it. “Drink my 
blood, and live forever!' 
MRR: It's so interesting to go to a Catholic 
service and compare it to a Jewish service. 
They are both really structured the same way. 
And, you see how Christianity ripped off Juda¬ 
ism as far as the structure goes. 
L: Well, Christianity is like a form of" Protestant' 
Jews. They just buy into the theory that the 
Messiah came, is all. And they take the sym¬ 
bolism from the Jews about the sacrificial 
lamb. But getting back to the circumcision 
thing, that's what really peeves me off about 
the Jewish religion. John and I were having a 
discussion about this the other day. CTo John) 
You think It's really cool that you were circum¬ 
cised. But that's just because you've been 
around circumcised people your whole life. 
J: It's conditioning, absolutely. Maybe if I grew 
up in Europe and didn't know any better... 
L: Yeah, if you grew up in Africa, you'd think 
having a four-root neck and a slab of horn 
through your lip would be hip. 
MRR: Pd really have to think about having an 
uncircumcised boyfriend. 
L: See what I mean? It's conditioning. 
MRR: Yeah, it is conditioning. 
L: Because, when you think about it, it really 
should be there. It's just a piece of skin. 
J: Well, the consequences of it not being there 
is that through use the tip of the penis would 
get more calloused than it would normally be. 
L: Says who? I don't buy that. I don't buy that 
at all. 
MRR: Is there an uncircumcised person to ask 
about this? 
L: Lori? 
LB: Well. I'm uncircumcised.. . 
L: I knew it! I wanted to ask him that for years! 
MRR: Sorry what I said, Lori! No offense... 
LB: I don't know what it's like to be circum¬ 
cised— 
L: Take it from me! 
LB: The tip of the skin goes back anyway, it 
doesn't go forward. 
L: Well, not only that, but it hurts. Circumcision, 
I mean. You know, I was really young at the 
time, but I'm sure I wailed. I'm sure I was 
psychically scarred. 
MRR: My Dad wasn’t circumcised until he went 
into World War II. (All the guys in the room 
moan and yell) 
L: Now. that's barbaric right there! 
MRR: But it was a cleanliness thing! They fig¬ 
ured he’d be in a foxhole for months— 
L: Oh right! That's like. “Gee, my finger's 
dirty'—Hack! Whatever happened to soap 
and water? If it's dirty, hack it off! 
LB: Well, I know somebody who had it done 
who said It was damn fucking painful. 
L: How could it not be. when you think about 
it? 
LB: The thought of it just makes me cringe. 
L: Let's compare it to dogs. When you see a 
boxer, he's got the cute little pointy ears, the 
cute little stubby tail. He looks like a boxer, but 
why does he look like a boxer? Because every 
boxer you've seen has little pointy ears and a 
stubby little tail, right? But, If you've ever gone 
down to a veterinary clinic and you see the 
boxers down there with all the tape around 
their ears and a big wad of cotton on their tail, 
and they're looking up at you like, “Why me?' 
MRR: Yeah, that is pretty mean. But (half- 
jokingly) circumcision is “The Law”, it’s “The 
Covenant”. 
L: It's “The Covenant'! Whoa! 
MRR: But really now, I’m interested as to why 
it’s become a sort of trend for people who 
aren’t Jewish to have it done. 
L: I'll tell you, in the Middle East they're hacking 
off clitorises for reasons dealing with Cov¬ 
enants and laws. 
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L: I just think any time you start slicing up 
genitals, you're doing something that's just a 
little bit perverted and weird. There's just no 
need for it. 
MRR: I don’t know what I’d say If I was.. .urn. 
. .clitless? 
L: What could you say? ‘Give me back my 
clit'? What else could you say, you know? 
You wouldn't know any better—you'd prob¬ 
ably think, ‘Well, Mary has a clit, poor crea¬ 
ture.* 
J: ‘She enjoys sex!' 
L: "That slut! That Gentile!' 

L: It's an ancient, barbaric rite that, to this 
day, we're trying to back up with any argu¬ 
ment we can. It looks good, it's cleaner, blah 
blah blah. You summed it up when you said 
it's ‘The Covenant'—it's the Rule. 
MRR: That’s something my rabbi said, is, “You 
can break the Law, as Ions 
you’re breaking it." But the 
thing. One small group of peop 
doing It, and now It somehow cauc 
this bigger group of people, and L 
why it’s such a trend. That’s all it Is, is a 1 
L: It really is just a trend. 
J: From what I understand, it's actually been 
falling out of practice. 
L: Finally. 
MRR: But, I think if I had ever had a child, I’d 
say it’s up to him. 
L: Well, you know what he's going to say! ‘I 
think I'll keep mine, although it sounds fun. 
Gosh, I think I'll break the Law and look dirty. * 
MRR: I think Mykel Board will like this. 
L: Same thing with tonsillectomies. They were 
all the rage in the '50's. I’m the youngest of 
three boys. My two older brothers, first bout of 
tonsillitis they got. they just hacked them. 
They took them right out. I got to keep mine. 

L: Got any? 
MRR: I heard a 

uww j wui lens Of thousands Oi uunurs wurm oi 
advance money for A&M all on drugs, and is 
this true? What do yo " 
L: What would have g 
that? 

S: (Pauses, then says quietly) It was a quarter of 
a million dollars. 
MRR: It was that much? Seriously? Did you just 
snort it all? Or, shoot it all? 
L. Or suppository it all? What orifice did it 
enter?...Let me tell you, we screwed up big 
time. Yeah, we did all that. 
MRR: So would I understand that you’re a little 
bit regretful? 
L: Sure. Anytime you blow a lot of money like 
that you regret it. 
MRR: What about now? 
L: We're still regretting it. 
MRR: If you had the same chance now, what 
would you have done with that $250,000? 
L: If we had it now, hey—straight edge, all the 
way! Trust us! 
S: Yeah, trust us... 
L: All we ask is that you trust us. Definitely. We'd 
spend it on yoga classes. I'd get my foreskin 
surgically resewn on... 
MRR: That would be really scary to find it now! 
L: Yeah! It would have to be a plastic surgery 
sort of thing... 
MRR: It would be all small now... 
L: Distorted boxer ear sort of thing... 
LB: I could lend you some of mine! 
L: No, but gee, thanks Lori. 
MRR: (To Lori) That’s really big of you. 
L: That is. But yeah, I think she's asking us if 
we're truly repentant drug fiends. 
MRR: When the High Holidays come, are you 
ready to repent? 
L: Your question, Stan! 
S: Yeah, we slept through a couple years. We 
could have been somebody. It burns! 
L: ‘The power of Christ compels you! And God 
Himself commands you!' 
MRR. Do you think it would have turned out 
differently if you would have used that money 
to do some kind of bitchen promotion? 
L: Yeah. Well, it wouldn't have done it all by 
itself, or even by a decent business manager, 
but when you have a tendency to be not so 
much concerned with your music, but what 
.happens to be on Oprah that afternoon, you 
■don't get too much done... 
S: We could have done more records... 
|L: When you're on opiates, months go by like 
|days, days go by like minutes, years go by like 
;months...Like that first gig we did after Chuck 
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died. Somebody said, “It's the first gig you 
guys have done in a year." We were like, “Oh, 
really? Has it been that long? What's on 
Oprah tonight?" 
MRR: Well, your skin is looking decidedly less 
sallow than when I snuck into a club with my 
sister in Chicago to see you in the seventh 
grade! 
L: Jeeze, really? 
MRR: You’ve come along way since I was in 
seventh grade! 
L: Well, we are healthier. We're greasier, but 
ve're healthier. But that's good. Grease is a 

good thing. 
MRR: Which prompts me to repeat my ques¬ 
tion: If you are truly repentant, and yes, you 
have proven to me that you are truly repen¬ 
tant, now how far do you want to get? How far 
do you want to go with your music now? Do 
you just want to be on that endless highway of 
touring? 
S; At least by now we should be as far along as 
the Ramones. 
MRR: Chris and I used that exact comparison 
not long ago. 
L: But the Ramones, you know, always man¬ 
aged to put an album out just about every 
year and tour every year. We. on the other 
hand, managed to sit around for five years 
and do nothing. Between “Stukas..." and 
"Killer Klowns" there was about five years. 
Ve'd take big down time. Big break time. But, 

yeah, we'd like to make one more record. 
\nd tour it. Even if it were a swan song sort of 

[thing. It depends on what label it would come 
out on. If it's a real label, we would consider 
keeping the band a band again. If it's not on 
a real label, we would cash in our chips. 
MRR: So, the end is in sight here? 
L: Yeah, I think so. 
MRR: Oh, no! I’m heartbroken! 
L: Don't worry. I'm sure you'll get over it! 
MRR: What do you want people to ask you that 
you’re never asked? 

: We never get asked about our animals at I home and how they're doing. The farms we 
fend back at the homestead 
MRR: How about you, Stan? You’ve been de¬ 
cidedly quiet today. 
S: Yeah, I'm tired. I'm weary, very tired today. 
I've been up for a few days. But I get to go 

■home and see the cats tonight, although I 
von't get there until eight or nine in the morn¬ 

ing. 
MRR: Do you have kitties at home? 
S: Yup. 
MRR: Who are they? And what kind are they? 
S: One's a tabby, one's a white Siamese, 
one's a tuxedo black and white, and the 
other is a raccoon-looking cat who is grey and 
vhite. 

MRR. Our tabby is named Magoomba. 
S: Oh, really? He's the Magoomba cat, is he?| 
Dickie-inspired! 
MRR: Yeah, Dickie-inspired, but he’s vicious. 
He’s an asshole! An evil cat. (Shows scars) This 
is after we had to get him dec lowed—this is 
him biting me, unprovoked and for no reason. 
Here are some other scars... 
S: My Brutus has a sister named Nova. I gavel 
her to somebody. She's nuts. She'll just sit onl 
you and purr, the all of a sudden, she'll scratch| 
you right up. 

I MRR: That’s like ‘Goomba. Seems like they| 
could be from the same litter. 

My friend said, “Why are your cats so| 
bitchen and mine is so nuts?" I don't know.. 
MRR (Chris): Well, we got another cat to calml 
him down. We had done everything else. Wei 
had gotten him declawed after trying every! 
trick in the book, and he was still totally evil.f 
Then we were reading up and kept hearing 
that if we were to get an older female, she’l 
mellow him out and knock him into place. So,| 
now since we got our new cat Sable] 
Magoomba has been attacking her instead on 

MRR: And the funny thing is, Magoomba really! 
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likes Chris, but 
he hates me! 
Sable is really 
cool, though. 
She’s a really 
cool black 
long-hair. 
S: it's usually 
the other way 
around. 
MRR: Yeah, I 
know. I heard 
that if a cat is 
the opposite 
sex of the 
owner, the cat 
will get jealous 
at the object of 
the owner’s af¬ 
fections. But 
‘Goomba is 
not like that. 
LB: I have a rat, 
and his 
name's 
Guido, but I 
don't have 
him any more 
because 
we've been 
on the road for 
three months 
and I gave him 
to a friend to 
look after. He 
really likes him 
now, he's de¬ 
cided to keep 
him. He was a 
great rat. I be¬ 
lieve he's 
learned a new 
trick now. He's 
got this huge cage. There's a space between 
his cage and the sofa, and every time he 
wants to jump on the sofa, he waits for the dog 
to go by. He jumps on the dog's back, then he 
jumps on the sofa, and he's made it across! 
(Laughter) He'slearned a newtrick. Good rat1 
I'm dying to see that trick. 
MRR: I’m trying to identify your accent. 
LB: Well, I was born in Italy, and grew up there. 
I did a year or two of high school, then my 
parents emigrated to Australia. That's where I 
learned to speak English. 
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“But, 
yeah, 
we'd 
like to 
make one more record. 
And tour it. Even if it 
were a swan song sort 
of thing." 

S: When we played Italy, Lori helped with the 
translations. 
MRR: That’s greatl 
LB: So. it's a mixture of Italian and Australian. 
MRR: That’s quite a combination. That reminds 
me of the time that I heard this Chinese man 
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talking to somebody once, and he had this 
British accent. I was so interested that I 
stopped him and said, that’s so unusual that 
you’re Asian and you have a British accent! 
He said he was taught English in Shanghai by 
a British teacher. 
LB: I also wanted to say, I have a cat; I inherited 
him and he belongs to my wife now. He's a 
long-haired, white furry thing, a Persian with 
blue eyes. And, he's a pest! His name is Max. 
J: (Names pets) There's Atlas and Athena, the 
two chow dogs from hell, then there's Spanky 
the Persian and Isaac, Jacob, Delilah, the 
three little kitties, then the two strays, Buster 
and June. 
LB: He almost inherited a cat of mine... 
MRR: Any last words? 
LB: Hi Mom and Dad; I'll see you in the Spring. 
MRR: We hope they’ll be reading 
“MaximumRocknRoil”! Is there a contact ad¬ 
dress for your gobs of fan mail? 
S: I don't thinkThere's an official fan club any 
more. 
MRR: The last time I sent money in to the 
Dickies’ fan club was when I was in high 
school, and I never got anything back. But, 
the first time I sent money in, I got a big old 
poster, and... 
S: Well. somebody actually did the fan club for 
about ten minutes. 
MRR: I also got a newsletter and a personal 
letter back and a pin. I got a lot of stuff for my 
4 or 6 dollars. I still have that poster. I had 
somebody offer me about $50.00 for it. 
S: Which one is it? 
MRR: It’s the one of all of you and some really 
short guy... 
S: Oh. yeah... 
MRR: They’re going for a lot! It would be a great 
way to pull in some quick money! 
S: There's a poster of us in that new “Bill and 
Ted' movie. 
MRR: There are friends of ours who have seen 
stickers and posters of friends’ bands in that 
movie! That’s cool...Well, I guess that’s it! 
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By Alan Bishop (of Sun City Girls) 
Burning Bush is: Thomascyne: Guitar, 

Vocals; Denise Tanguay: Bass, Vocals; Leslie 
Massie: Drums. 

The Bush has actively been stirring 
things up in the southwest for about seven 
years and are based in Phoenix. Their music 
and their tactics have crossed over into 
militancy with the group's participation in 
anti-nuclear demonstrations. Big Mountain 
and other native American issues, and their 
support for a variety of environmental and 
human rights issues - even the ousting of 
former Arizona governor Evan Mecham. But 
Burning Bush is a finely tuned machine with 
many more kinds of weapons than most 
Americans with balls will ever possess. 
Thomascyne and Denise discuss them: 
MRR: Is it idealism or the unpredictability of 
an adventure that motivates your continued 
participation in anti-nuclear and other 
demonstrations? 
T: Being at a nuclear test site definitely has an 
edge to it especially after the first time we 
went up there and over a thousand people 
were arrested. 
MRR: Where was this? 
D: It was at the American Peace Test in 
Mercury, Nevada. 
T: What got me to go up there to begin with 
was my longtime involvement in the anti¬ 
nuke movement. It probably is my 
adventure-seeking nature that gets me to 
go back. 
D: It was almost like our calling to do that. 
People are always calling us to do benefits 
and other political events. 
T: I probably bore some people with my 
straight ahead concern for “things". 
MRR: It’s just notfashionable. The powers that 
be seem to create fashion out of things that 
truly don’t matter. 
D: It's easy to make them fashionable 
because there's no substance to them. 
That's probably why we're not too musically 
fashionable - we have strong opinions and 
it turns some people off. 
T: Yeah, I keep meaning to write some songs 
about boozin' sex. 
MRR: So, you’ve been around since 1984. 
T: In some form or another. Actually, that's 
when I met Denise and she didn't know if she 
wanted to play drums or bass.. .so I said, “ Buy 
something and call me!" 
MRR: And you both write the material? 
T&D: Yes. 
T: Our new drummer, Leslie, is the first to start 
volunteering ideas for songs though. 
D: The original drummer was Mona (who 
named us), then Nicole, and then Audrey 
Creed - she stuck with us the longest. She 
was into the test site gigs and all of the 
various benefits. 
T: Audrey was good for us - she and I thought 
a lot alike politically and she really helped us 
progress. 

D: And she's on our new 7" from Vinyl 
Communications. 
MRR: That would be “Revolution Without Guns 
Part 1 ”. Do you think violent revolution has any 
validity? 
T: Violence is abhorrent for any reason, but 
sometimes you gotta defend yourself and I 
know this however; for this world to make any 
real progress, we're gonna have to 
eventually put down the guns - or else that's 
all that is ever going to happen for us. 
D: Once you start going for the guns, you're 
regressing. 
MRR: Revolution has to transcend guns into 
another form of revolt... 
D: Yes, we need to open up more channels of 
communication. 
T: A small example is the Sandinistas...They 
really had good ideas and intentions but they 
alienated people by allowing guns, and 
concern with holding onto power-conflict 
with the goals of freedom they were after. It's 
not like I'm blaming them - they were pushed 
into a corner... 
D: The contras... 
MRR: They had to control the situation to a 
point because other powers would easily 
infiltrate and undermine them. 
T: Some of our friends have said that we're 
writing pessimistic songs. That's not really 
“getting it". Sometimes it is kinda hard to 
sound positive when you survey all the 
fuckedness. But it wraps up in a sort of 
optimism that "things" will turn out okay if we 
try... 
D: Yeah, people have talked to me about the 
negativity in my songs but I just can't help it. 
Maybe I feel that I don't have the solutions, so 
I want to make other people aware of it too. 
T: Maybe it's naive to talk about a revolution 
without guns - but it's a wish somehow for all 
of us to just grit our teeth, back off, take a 
deep breath and let go. We're faced with this 
mess because we've been so busy and 
preoccupied with war and we've just about 
screwed up our planet to the point where 
we're gonna have to fucking fly off to 
science-fiction land. 
D: You can forget what you're fighting for 
when you're fighting for your life. 
MRR: What do you guys read? 
D: I like reading stories about working class 
uprisings - I don't know if that makes me a 
Marxist, but I enjoy stuff like that. 
MRR: Speaking of working class - are there 
any respectable jobs for people any more? 
D: Don'task me! (laughing) I'm a sales person! 
MRR: Are there any? 
T: Can't think of any...(laughing) 
D: I don't know -1 don't like to work for big 
corporations. Your work is as respectable as 
you wanna make it; don't be a schmuck - Be 
honest! 
T: Speaking of respectable...everything 
modern isnot automatically bad o.k.? I mean, 
how do you feel about your telephone ‘ cause 

I personally love mine. It's what you do with 
it all. Working is good. 
D: I think it s important for people to make 
their own living...I know people who don't 
work and scam their living off people who 
have jobs, and that really pisses me off cuz' 
I'm working for mine. 
T: But honest! There's a lighter side to the 
Bush. We actually like to drink beer and 
party. 
D: We're not uptight. .We like to dance!! 
MRR: Why do Phoenix bands always get 
stereotyped as “sun damaged” by 
imbeciles who don’t even know we have 
trees? 
D: Yes. we're brain fried and slow lizards! But 
what's great about Phoenix is that you have 
the space to do what you want...When you 
go to L. A., people do what other people do. 
The rent is cheap here too; it's easy to 
practice at your own house. 
MRR: It’s also not as competitive here... 
T: That's what I really like...the local 
corporate media structure thing isn't that 
great but once you get down to the bottom, 
that's where it becomes supportive. 
D: (Whispering) The basement... The 
underground... The Sun Club! 
T: I don't care how bad the bathrooms are! 
D: Or the cooling... 
T: The Sun Club has always supported us. 
MRR: It’s the best speakeasy in the 
Southwest. 
D: I wish people were into supporting live 
bands more than discos and titty bars. 
MRR: Would you ever move to another town? 
T: Well. Ya never know., but it's great here, 
like being on the moon The history is intense. 
D: You feel like a pioneer here. Plus, I'd go 
through salsa withdrawals if I lived anywhere 
else! 
MRR: Do you have a manager or agent? 
D: No. we need one...l think if you do your 
own managing it tends to discourage you 
musically. 
T: Yeah. And I don't very often complain 
aboutsexism.butwe'realwaysbeingtoldby 
wannabe rockgods with their butts plugged 
that we have to prove ourselves to them. 
D: Plus, there's sexism musically. If one of our 
songs is more on the pretty side than the 
heavy side, it's not what people are used to 
hearing. Guys produce most of the rock 
music. 
MRR: What about your name? It’s heavy! 
T: Burning Bush! It's sexual, biblical, political... 
D: It's very timely right now and we've taken 
total advantage of that. 
T: We live out here in the desert and I think of 
tumbleweeds rollin' along and bursting into 
combustable shrubs...You know, god spoke 
to Moses through the Burning Bush and you 
know the only time most men reach nirvana 
on this planet is through the burning bush. 
D: I can get you to do anything through the 
Burning Bush! 

DISCOGRAPHY 
Tales from the Bush (P Song Cassette) 

Lick Bush (P Song Cassette) 
Revolution Without Guns Part 1 <7" 3 Songs„ Vinyl Communications) 

Another Kick in th»o Balls (Cassette Compilation, Germany) 
Baby Thiru Thio Windshield (Cassette Compilation, FI us hi Prod, US) 

Bands Only a IVIuthia Could Love CCD Compilation, IVIu+hia Rocords, US) 
Burning Bush/ PO Box 7-471/ Phoenix, AZ850 1 1-747 1 

Vinyl Communications/ PO Box 8623/ Chula Vista CA 91912 
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INTERVIEWS 

* '*• .. v. tj/F*-ml'. 
* * } •, Tobi, Kathleen, oner Ka/hf ore ong/y- 
’•' r - grrrls. Billy was nowhere to be found. Tobi ?J2< 

drums and sings and can play guitar. >•, P 
Kathleen sings and sometimes plays bass. % _V 
Kathl plays bass and some guitar. Billy plays V 

* T *. *, guitar. Interviewed one morning at Muddy ^ 
T Waters by Lance. '* ^ 

MRR: Let’s like do the really normal questions * Oy 
► w’v 4 first, just to start everything off. Why are you *x 
•*Tfjio * calied “Bikini Kill?" 

Kathleen:OK,ok,ldon'tknowlt,like,perfectly * 
tv; well. Will you just stop m© if I say the wrong 

thing? This is th© story, kindahowTobi told it to “ - 
* \ •. * ** me. On© of th© reasons we're called 'Bikini * « 
> ** .. Kill' Is there was this girl. Lois, she thought It up £ " , 

‘ * and Tobi really liked It and it got stuck In her \ 
head. Part of It Is because there's this Island 7 
called 'Bikini Island'. These people went to : 
this isldnd. like business people and 
government, they told the people 'Oh, *e 
you're going to be part of this huge, great „ 
thing that's going to be really great for the ; « 
whole world, and stuff like that and they like -'*'•** 
totally believed them. I mean, why wouldn't f Ci 
they, yaVnow? They (the government) said " A: 

. *Ok, so you guys can benefit the whole world ? >3 
#* C . i by getting on these boats and moving to a 

>*••••/..*j different Island.' And what the US £ 
» <rvt*** government did, since these islanders weren't 

Americans and the government didn't give a - 
fuck about them, they put them in these >aX*, 

l boats, and they've got all this footage of • 
them smiling and waving. So they're shipped 

pT/jrlyA offintheirboatsandthenthegovernmentjust >'0qC 
blew up the Island. And all these people got >< 

.Jf* radiation, and died. 
, Z Tobi: They were doing tests for the hydrogen C 

bomb, like 1948, maybe later. And they %v>J 
*1 91 named the bikini after that. At the same time ^0^1 

9 K * . this guy wanted to make it Into a fashion. Jjft' 
f\* MRR: I don’t know that story really well. Was It i * £ 

h * because he was trying to cover up th© really j 
evil political side of it, or was it because m $2 
everyone knew about the explosion and he 
was capitalizing on it? , > 

♦ Tobi: He was capitalizing on It' I think. But then v> 
k * * It served to reinforce the whole thing of * It's a 

f . -fashion thing, a cool thing.* J j ^<eaod<fijr *f\<eorojter*goowv Kathleen: Also, I'm really into 'true detective' 
magazines. It makes me think of girls In bikinis 
- It's taking over that whole (with guns. It's taking over that whole H: 

stereotype of what our sexuality Is. ‘This Is ours j 
and It's powerful.' Also I think it sorta sounds 

| like a cock-rock band name, (laughter) 
Tobi: It looks really good graphically because . * * 

, it has a lot of Ts and 'k s and Ts. ' *4, 
MRR: I remember newsreel footage of the 
bikini island and the bomb thing and of course ? 
I knew what a bikini was. But the first time I put * - < 
the two ideas together was because of that ' 

“ i Gang of Four song... 
S Tobi: Exactly. 'She doesn't think so but she's 
# dressed for the H-bomb.' 

MRR: If I had just heard Bikini Kill... You don’t 
sound like other Olympia bands. If there is an 
Olympia sound... y* 
Kathl: Yeah, what does that mean. • 
MRR: Oh, the K thing. Also lyrically you're a lot * y 
more direct. Now that I know you’re from 
there, you seem to fit more Into the 
community. 



* i* " 1 1 

thSfHth °lympla stutr > MRR: Someone told me you were all thinking 
Tnhi vl?,hhmi ™w Q I +ki hi ri ‘ Of moving to DC. (Weird looks all around) Hey, 
kbailed fheGo Team V th b°nd 0n ^ you donfhave to talk about It If you don'twanf 

_.'MRR:Wereanyoftherestofyoulnotherbands Kathl: We're not at llbertv to discuss It. 

_ _UNITER VIEWS 

'~vr~*~ ~ ■■■'* ; ~TTlgr"I~"Tr7 1 i,1. ' 
»oVm&?'v ^ 
„ yo^don’fha^o^^ab^fltl^youd'orVtwanf K 

** * before you were In Bikini Kill? % 
'Tf Kathl: Billy was in Snakeplt. PL Kathleen: I was In a band called Viva Knieval i 

(sp.?). 1 

(Lance says something Incoherent about Evil A 
Knieval) g 
Kathl: Iwas In a band for five hours with Glllan. * 

I v.j.fA, ivikk. wen, yean, you aon T TninK SO? rr ? 

Or* Tobl: What do you mean? Because I've been rP 
xTr thinking about his lately. *1* 

• Kathleen: We can't live In the middle of the i1 f * I SSMT'* " ■o** *» *"» »• if: aB»:KS «fhe middle « m, wj'Ln^v., iaMr.ra; > aTm/oc-' ’— ™KK: San Francisco is a good example. 

!• MRR: It’s funny how there’s this weirdbmMjwrtate/ofhHh1’irirltramfid 11mm 
connection between Olympia and DC. How ‘tk th^East%n5 «J, L«iL S!fdi,ror,l 

> do you think that all started? S.tiSnhrf^S0Bn*n £f,5£e. h2n« •* °lmost 
, Tobl: It started about three years ago when J? fnhi»£)£?«viLta 

ood example, 
le Mission. It’s a • 

schizophrenic. But there’s a definite focus. 

SV from 13 and Donna 

mw% 

MthTam we hung out with Fuaazi so me and Billy knew ^ nU/rors, . ... ^ . . .... 
them. Then Guy tola us to go see Nation of />% I^LirSIV^^+hi !mk. ^er\ !,.was 
Ulysses because he was friends with them. We TV 9rowin9 up in the suburbs of Maryland, there 
a\\ Just became really good friends because would be a court and they would all have 

* V,f 4fTr f f we lived In DC for this summer. houses around them that had big driveways. 
-VX*rT * «.' MRR: Ohl The Go Teaml I have some of your It feels the same way in Olympia to me. It's like.« 
4i V1: singles. It was this month to month thing? . you're surrounded by hills and the flatness Is In ’*. * 

► £4 • Tobl-Yeah. It was kind of a disaster. * fc*the town. It Teels like having your mother's '<0 
• » « V ,. * Kathl: There was supposed to be a record •' arms around you. 

•t > rt4« every month with different people playing on’*>7'Kathleen: It's like you're being surrounded. 
‘ * • * t «them. * • Vou feel really safe In the downtown area. • y- 

«. ** ' \i Kathleen: I think 1 was the only person in Tobi: It's like our headquarters. 
»..~7 Olympia not on one. (laughter) I wanted to be ' K Kathl: The hard thing about Olympia is that it's $>/ 

on one but I didn't know how to ask. impossible to support yourself once you've H 
• * ♦ " 1 MRR: What do you feel is more Important for • r graduated. Because there are no jobs unless»jy 

. * ‘I *** you music or lyrics? Do you feel they mesh orL \ you work for the state. .‘Iv 
jfl? '*m< does one outweigh the other? MRR: Or K. (laughter and Inside jokes) You 

.* * Kathl: Kathleen is always writing so that's not a folks played here not too long ago. What did ► 4 
/r S problem. . , .you think of that show, did you like it better? O,i 

X*** . , Kathleen: That's why I'm learning to play bass : Kathleen: 1 think that party In Oakland was !*** 
1* *' ** - * so I can do It at the same time. A lot of our < totally fun. The thing that was cool this time ’ 

* * songs I'd be In my apartment and I'd play two tf was that there were so many dyke girls there. * ' 
XT 1 1 chords and write the words so at least there •**! So many right in the front that were totally 

V *. “ would be like a feeling or a rhythm to it. Then ^yelling. I felt like I could do anything that I * 
% \ * they would totally understand and write the * wanted because they were totally rightthere. *• - 

It the same way. 
MRR: Has there ever been a situation where 
Kathleen wrote a lyric and someone was 
like,"Oh, I don’t know about that." 
All: Not really. 
Kathleen: There's a lot of trust. If Tobl sang 
something that seemed a little weird. I would 
assume that there was a really good reason 
for it. I'd assume she knew what she was 
doing. 

like it was really natural. 
Tobi: We're too confident. It's kind of Insane 9 
how confident we are. 
Kathl: We hadn't practiced for two months. 
Because I was gone for the whole summer. I 
got back the day the convention started and i o * 
we played the third day. >72* 
Tobl: Sow© practiced once for that show and '^Jr 
not at all for Gilman St. But the last time we 
played Gilman St. it was in the middle of the 

MRR: Do you folks hang out a lot back home fr^tour. We had been practicing and playing 
In Olympia? ^ *showseveryday.Onthattourwedoubledthe 
Tobi: Yeah, we're pretty much our only;^ amountof shows we played ever. That was a 

Si 

9 
I friends, (laughter) ftp high point for us. This show I thought was really 
i MRR: Aw, that’s so sad. (laughter) «5^kincl of scary because it was so light. I could ifr 
; Tobl: Well, our hanging out friends. You know v**$ee everyone's faces. *j* 
what I mean? Kathleen: I feed off that a lot. £•■ 
Kathl: Tobl and I had a whole thing where we Tobl: I can't stand it. It freaks me out. 

I would get up and goto coffee every morning .*» MRR: Being outdoors is one thing. But being W, 
; when Inad a car. ' inside a club like Gilman during the day has a wX' 
1 MRR: Well, there are some bands that just play * weird effect. 
together and ofhenvise never see each other. Kathleen: I can t stand it when the lights are A/\ 

ni: lODiana inaaa wnoie ming wnerewe iuui.u.uinaiunuiui uyun&mooui. 1*4 
jld get up and goto coffee every morning .*» MRR: Being outdoors is one thing. But being W, 
an Inad a car. “• inside a club like Gilman during the day has a 
R: Well, there are some bands that just play # weird effect. 

The thing about Olympia Is... 1 think the 
architecture, the way a city is designed, the 
way a city looks, like with hills or whatever, 
and especially if it’s on the coast I think it ha& 
a lot to do with the psychology of the people 
who live there. 

jf 
4 W& 

anas rnaT just piay wwuwieci. 
er see each other. Kathleen: I can t stand it when the lights are >0* 
1 Is... I think the out and I can'tsee people. At least if there are 
y is designed, the axe murderers out there, I know. I totally have 
hills or whatever, * thi$ fantasy of all these people with bloody 7* 
coast I think it has. axes out there. When I can see their faces it $ c 
oav of the people 9ivGS me thls energy back. 
yr H H MRR: I don’t know what It is ’cos there’s no »*■: 

> logical reason for it in my head. But when it’s 
,. dark it seems a lot louder. 

* ' *4 Tobi: Yeah, it's like you hit your snare drum as 
... hard as you possibly can and it hardly makes * y? 

* ""anynoise. - <, 
^*44'/. Kathi: It's the psychological thing of the'?*** 

9+ . .lighting. When Fugazi play they always ask to 
b ^ •• *•* turn the lights on and leave them on just^V 

ffl •' because It s so ridiculous. ^ 
‘ Tobi: Well, it makes sense for what they're •» 

doing because It brings the audience more In • 
.Vr^otalTocus.They'resuchabandthathassuch *• 

‘ -« '""X1 crowd control that they can pull that off. It's. ** 
* ^ ^ hard for me. I can totally understand why 

- «• 'Kathleen would like it. Because her whole #* 
\ * , r thing is looking people in the eye when she 

C. 7 ‘sings. 
- 4 MRR: What I figure Is, what I don’t know can’t v?j 

; hurt me. (laughter) 
«^ Kathl: Well, i don't face the audience*^*, 

is 
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.. . - . f. .v c :*\w ws*e t*r. > 

£ - Kathi: it kinaa starred our because I was too 
^ scared to face the audience. But then it's sort , 
c of turned into a style of playing. It's really weirdT *. 
! because the Nation of Ulyses do that too. We * * * 

4 didn't even know that about each other until ftl 
1 we played that show together in Seattle. But *« 

it's also because I don't really play for the ' 
audience. 

1 MRR: It definitely gives your band more of an 
image on stage. 
Kathi: I think it freaks people out. People’.^1 

always come up to me after a show and /" 

‘ ^ i >4L* VV/i «***>>• V, >f #.• duV•/-. 

go.'why didn't you turn around once?' Why ■ 
should I face the audience Just because 
everyone else on stage does? 
Kathleen: That's funny because there's this 
photographer named Ivana Simpson (?) and 
she has all these photos of the back of her 
head. There's this whole thing that they want 
you to turn around because they want to see 
if you're pretty or not. 
Kathi: Exactly. There's this whole thing 
about.'here I am.' But no. I'm Just here on the 
stage. 
MRR: Also, with you (Kathi) not facing the 
crowd and sorta sulfen and you (Kathleen) In 
everybodies face, there's a contrast that 
leaves a longer Impression. 
Kathi: Well, you know what Paul a Abdul says. 
‘Opposites attract'. 
(talk goes into hair coloring and how Kathleen 
looks like ‘poop' with blonde hair) 
Tobl: Maybe we should talk about fashion. 

„ Kathi: The whole thing has to due with 
** Kathleen's theory on* the T word... ‘girl 

jealousy?. 
> Kathleen: We kinda have some slogans that 

• • • • so fine In It. It becomes a competition thing 
h?I E t IV * over who looks better at the party. Yeah. It is 
for’ tho ' f4 subjective. But the Bikini Kill way of doing it Is 
ior me . ^at you actua||y say out loud.'l was Just 

rfl.fnn about to lie and say that I was going to wear 
re ot an A that 3^55 gut |*m not going to because 
Poonio You're my friend and I want you to look totally 
r.T1XriS > - c foxy and I love hanging out with you.' 
/rwhv ' MRR: Would you actually say that? 

Kathleen: Well, I did that to my friend Heidi 
i \ from New York. She put on one of my dresses 

> - * and looked really good. And with Kathi the m. ...... 
’ * same thing happened but I didn't tell you. . _ a lot of petty Jealousy and competition. Even 1 • 

* Tobl: No, we always do that. Totally. We ' though bands work together, It’s almost 
v always... Well. I wear their clothes because I V superficial because thereTs still this barrier that% 

don't have any. But that's just an example of "••‘S needs b® crossed over. 
what we do. To take something that's really 4 Kathleen: That's where the slogans really help 
girly and can be really fucked up. V.'*me. Sometimes I'll say something that's a 
Kathleen: It's one of the only times we get to jealousy thing at another girl in a band. Allyson y 
touch each other In traditional heterosexual... from Bratmoblle will say.'J word'. And I'll,; 
Kathi-Girl culture realize 1 totally isolated myself, it's not a matter 
Kathleen: It's one of the only times when it's of being politically correct police. She just 
supposedly okay to touch each other. Like to reminds me on how much I miss out. 
touch each others hair. It's one of the only . Kathi: The whole girl thing. Tobl told me about * 

- *F as much a part of the band and Is Important. 
Hanging out and stuff is Just as Important as *y 
doing the actual thing In front of people. 
People think the product is all that matters. 
‘What product do you produce?' We're just f** 
trying to switch emphasis and say that this is ^ .* 
really important too. 

* MRR;lt’$ weird because even though there’s a • 
real awareness of the Issues here. There’s still 

Kathi: In some ways, one of the best thing 
about going to a party Is getting ready wifi 
your friends. The party doesn't really matter, 
iiDs. rv* tkirtt, Kti iodi: mar 5 wnai we mean ay gin cunure. 

ooSSSSS.""" OB*n “ lyp“ “ ” SS’ 
•« Just come to us. For the first fanzine! had been p<, to be empowering instead of fucked up and '« 

* collecting this page of all these things 1 was Sw telling people about Is is part of changing the . 
- thinking of to help me personal y. You know landscape... We're taking this thing that' 

how people who are trying to quit drlnk[naw II V -'4 already exists and making It ours instead of 
i put notes on the refridgerator like, ‘Don't 

drink'? You have a bad habit so you tie a 
string around your finger. I do that with things 
I'm frying to work with internally. One thing 
we've all talked about a lot Is Jealousy which 
keeps girls and girl bands Isolated and 
separated which is a reajly bad thing. So one 

. of our slogans Is.'Struggle against Jealousy. 
• the killer of girl love and encourage In the face 
• of insecurity. The fashion thing feeds Into that. 

You and your best girlfriend are getting ready 
. to go to this party and It's a dress up party so 
\ you're really excited. So you go to the other 
% girl's apartment and you take all these dresses 

• - out and lay them on the bed. You start picking 
*, out what you're gonna wear. Then the other 
- girl puts on one or your good dresses and she 

iookstotally foxy In It. You have'the temptation 
/ to say.'Oh. I was going to wear that dress.' So 

* she has to take it off and give it to you 
> because it's your dress, 
i Tobi: But you know she looks better In It than 

fyou. 
w MRR: That’s so subjective. It’s Just your opinion 

•* making It a tool of a patriarchal society. 

J.Tobi: That's what we mean by girl culture. 
There's a whole girl culture that exists when 

* '.you're little. These girls have their own scene. 
And It always gets totally fucked up when girls 

* start dating boys. Like two of them like the Zf 
. same guy. Or they just start dating guys and J 
that becomes their life. Then they get married j 
and that's traditionally how women get into 
these situations where they are totally 

' - v. 
_ rV>j 
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separated from each other in these domestic * >*• w® SgU J<jye a guitar player or anything % I think that's why there areTo manvgreat aW 
■V yet. Wedidnt have big amps or equlptmenl • ... punk rock bands now. ft's like you have to 
Z l pr anything So they think they can get away ♦ make up your own rules because the old rules 

with saying that you re not real. You re good don't apply. You Just have to start with what 
* . forwhatyou redoing. When you getyour shit youhave ' wirnwnar 
l / J°9,etDer and getyour Marshall you'll be In the MRR: i think If changes the whole emphasis 

' Kathleen: It's all part of the same hierarchy. 1 
♦tWhos to decide what s good music and with a guitar whether they can play or not Fd 
- . what s not. Uke how the father s over the son rather see a band that I may not even like but 
' ’ and at your Job. another J word, the boss Is I know the folks In the band, than some really ■ 

, over the worker. In the music scene. It's the rad band. I think It changes the emphasis and. 
:<■ guv with the Marshall stacks. makes more of a community feel. It’s lust* KMRR: I almost revel In the fact that I can’ play someone you know onstage rather than “the • 

guitar. The whole punk thing seems to be, BAND”. r4 
anyone can be In a band. So it almost burns /*!£•. Tobi; And It makes the process of learning how 

ZJ me that there’s these ‘‘musician” type punk \ to play visible. A lot of guys practice In their i 
I bands. And any guitar with a pointy head [! yj** bedrooms for years and then get on stage 
A hate. Pf9'* We learn our chords on stage. 
K* Kathi: Exactly. That's exactly what we're Kathleen: it demystifies the process of how to? 
jK talking about. The pointy head thing. Those • write a song. Jean from Mecca Normal was* 

are wnat, Charvell's? k. saying that she wanted to go on stage and * 
*** Kathleen: And those people with no lines on make up a song. Just so people would see • 1 

v.-jA their bass. They don't even have lines or dots. how people get together and make up a 
That's really weird. I use white out marks on top song. I had no clue how. I thought It was this 

Sof the bass. So when we're playing. I can see secret thing that boys were Imbibed with this 
iwhGre the dots are. knowledge coming out pf the womb. 

V.. Kathi: The dot thing. We play by the dots. \k*2Z Kathi: Do you remember that show in Everett? 
always tell Kathleen.'start on the second dot *5 I don't remember which band It was But they 
and go to the third." 'V^WGrG up ^ere playing. And there was this* 
Tobl: Having the emphasis not be on'O^b°meless 9uy ln audience and he had* 
professionalism Is really Important for girls too. SfirO bG§P wa,kin9 around. Singing songs in the I 

.'‘2?-,; We're not encouraged to learn how to playZJLz Gudence. And he pulls out this piece of-^ 

lying that's fuckin' J, 
ig that, it's totally 

Kathi: 2) What band are you in? 
Tobl: 3) Why do you look like you just got out of 
P.E. class? (laughter) 

* Kathi: 4) Get on your knees and bark like a 
* dog. 
* Kathleen: There's a rule number five but we 
' j never get that far. Besides, we stole it from L7. 
A bo you get to use It a lot? 
jfc Kathleen: We've used ’We know exactly 

what we're doing* a lot. 
V T°bi: Usudlly you don't need to get past rule 
>, number one. But when you ask them “What 
V band are you in?" that usually pisses them off 

because they're usually not in a band. 
: MRR: And if they are, the’re even more! 

pompous. 
* Tobi: And that's when you say ’Why do you I 
^ look like you just got out of PE class?" Because 
:* you're fucking with their whole aesthetic. 
.. Usually these guys look really jock-ish. 

Kathi: That was in reaction to a specific 
*, incident that happened at the L7 show when 
* we took the stage. We got up and played a 
> song between bands and we dldn t have a * 
. guitar player. It was totally ridiculous. So this 15 
^year old boy came up to me and Tobi 
^afterwards and says.'Oh you were prettvi 

. Player?" All this bullshit. Then he walked away I * 
We were thinking.'what the fuck?" 

; Tobi; A big part of why people feel like they "I «* 
/ can say this shit to us Is because we're not Into 
f all the professionalism. We Just got up there i* 
.. and started playing before we really knew- 
- what we were doing. We've been in bands k 
: and she (Kathleen) is really a great singer. But ♦ 



INTERVIEWS_ ! audience went totally insane. 
MRR: When Thatcher On Acid play, they^ 
usually let people In the crowd come up and ^ 
sing or say whatever during their last song, j 
Tobi: That's like the Fugazi show up In Olympia. Jl 
I cried. I burst Into tears. V 
MRR: Changing the subject drastically, how** 
did your tour go. It was mostly on the strength y 
of the tape, right? t 
Kathl: No. 7 
Tobl: The tape came out the day before we, ( 

•] left. * 
T Kathleen: We didn't send tapes to anyone. , 

MRR: Wasn’t that hard to book? ^ ^ 
• Kathleen: The Nation booked the stuff on the . 
way back. We booked the west coast from 

I 

^WhenyouTeTnaband^yougoto a town and i 
all these cool people... 
Kathl: They come to you. | 

* Q"1 

$ dnjmmers. drums' ™ere arerVt en°U0h 9'r' 
Kk TViAm nfrt r* nlrl Hri Until the last dOV Of SChOOl. 

uiuiiimcu. u 
Kathleen: There are a lot of girl drummers here ^ 
(San Francisco). ki 
Tobi: There are none in the North west. 
Kathl: That's my mission for 1992 is to learn how V 

ffsituatlonlst from Cleveland. He s also a Ml E performance artist. He stayed at my house Ml 
Band did this performance piece. He totally MM 
Pi got naked and I loaned him all this lingerie. J 
P (talk goes into large print) 
r3 Tobi: One of my proffessors was a situatiomst. » 
W | didn't even know that's what it was called m 

until the last day of school. ft) 
r Kathleen: This guy told me about a couple * 
• years ago. We were sitting on the couch ana p 
- he was explaining it and I did not understand p* 
^ ~ lAf+tKoca frtn7lno«; fnr me and thev • < Kathl ■ That's my mission for 1992 Is to learn howhe was explaining it ana 'VJFI 

Tobi1 Yeah we're going to put out a record-' * desire to rock. The desire to Pjay- All *C 
Our friend Allyson from^ratmobile is starting a .T* - • i* 

f what the fuck mey were doing. «*.« Inner Ear 
: MRR: Do you think that being from Olympia > - |nteruptei 
helped? , ^ MRR: Whc 
Kathleen: A lot of people billed as being from ■ Kathleen 
Seattle. Some people thought we were from f • - stockpile 
DC. We would say Washington and they ^ * practice 

i would just assume. We were also with the Tobi: We* 
1 Nation. • .. .i ■ Kathleen 
»- Tobi- Most of our shows were in the North west also pro-r 

and in the Bay Area. It wasn't really that * MRR: Hav 
“'difficult. „ V of Everyd 
- MRR: At the end how did you feel? , was one 

• • Tobl: Our last show was in DC and It was • Kathleen 
Incredible, ft was one of the funnest shows I into that, 
ever played. So we felt pretty good. , called 

- Kathleen: The last tour I went on. there was a amazing 
v lot of Internal conflict. I didn't really meet that •. c - 
T many people. We just sort of stayed together. • J 

It was still great because we were going to all • m 
- these places and we had a purpose. I'm * 
i kinda hyper-productive. I'm not someone. 
• who can just travel and go to Mount . 

Rushmore. I hate that shit because I feel really 
• lazv To have a purpose... We're going to n 
r Minnesota TO PLAY A SHOW. It's a reason. H 
:> You're travelling plus you're being action Hf 
x people. I thought that was amazing.Then this 
• tour blew that all the fuck away. I really think MgM 
r that the Nation and Bikini Kill started really . 

feeding off each other. We were influenced mMflB 
by them. When we were out there I started ‘ JMawMBm 
doing stuff with the guitar player. We shared BJU#1 

j ideas and met all these amazing people. I was 
, trying to explain It to my Mom. She said. Was ^ 
• it successful?' . ... . 

Kathi: Oh my god. my Mom said the exact , 
same thing. Successful? What the fuck? 

■ Kathleen: Tdidn't know how to explain to her. 
4 It was the most successful thing I ever did In my D? 

whole entire life. I couldn't really explain It... HB& ^ 
Kathi: ...In Mom terms 

i Tobl: 'Live and lend. Do os you please We 
J totally did that. * 
\ Kathleen: Yeah. My mom would always sayp»\|j£T\** 

you can't live and lend and do as you please, - 
. I would always ask why. Why can't I? 

Tobl: That was the emphasis of the summer for 
1 us. We were saying, no, we can do 
J the fuck we want. We're going to do It. And 
• we didn't get jobs. We didn't hardly eat. None JfaU I ^ 

« of us. It was Insane. , J/ll 
• Kathi: We didn't even sleep. We d play a "Tr | 

1 show and we would have to leave that night. . _j[k 
Then we would have to travel 700 miles or '-~r 

j something Insane like that the next night. ** * 
% MRR: You start to get these commitments In • 
h your head llke’14 hour drive? No problem. 

(talk goes Into touring tor four months) 
Kathl: It Is Incredible. The people you meet... 

r, Like the Louisville people. They don t even 
l knowyou.Theytakeyouhomeandcookyou, 

'J Kathfeen: Yeah. It's Incredible. That's why If 
V always tell girls I meet at shows.* You got to be ,, 
M in a bandr I tell them to play bass because. 

that's what I play and It's easy. At first I could „• 
1 only play the top string. All our songs were on j,. ^ ^ 
the E string and I would just play with one . , 
finaer. If you play for a few monthsyou can go ■' . V*<.| 

j on tour You go to this town and you , 
m imediately meet the coolest people In the m 
4 town You don't have to walk around and ■ ^ w «, • ■ 
a look for punk rockers for three days before you ■ 
J meet one person In a record store. Then you ^ . W 
i say.'HI. where's the scene? What do I do? ‘V/*■ 

Our friend Allyson from Bratmobiie is starring a »j . . &nd Nlahtmare'. I r 

ss?s,ss,^?!^»saa^ 
Inner Earstudicsiwithilan Mackaye. (rudely Hq con*necting everything.N 

MRR^WhatdldlmissT°^eC° ^ 0uri#i 
^S!pte;oT'weaponifack atThe^kN^^Jj* duallm He had a reading list that was all ^ 

TobLWe're'fofvlolent revolution. . IT ^ y^want'.o^y0^^ 9°ne' $° Wh°'^ 
r0*i 4 ^^m^s complafion caW also pro-revolution everyday. 

MRR: Have you ever read “The Revolutionary 

Tobi- We're on’this compilation called * Kill ■ 
Rockstars'. Who's on the record? I cant, MRR: Have you ever reaa me Kevo unonary - -- omomhor.. 

i/-*ki—. unnh citimtinnktc I'm totnllv*- “x. Tobi: Melvins. Nation Of UMe Kathleen: Yeah, the situationlsts. I'm totally*- 
into that. It's In the back of this fanzine I have # 

, called 'Of Sleep and Nightmare'. Its so ; * 
amazing. I met this guy. Drake Scott. He's a vj 

Tobi: Melvins. Nation Of I 
putting out a split single wit 
other bands, (tape runs oi* 

es. W©'re also?* 
and some ■ 

SI?---!'/ 
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INTERVIEWS 

SCHLEPROCK are a great band from 
Pasadena, California. Their attitude towards 
what theiy're doing seems a little different 
from other L A. bands. With one EP but and a 
LP on the way. they play powerful melodic 
punk with a sincere feeling. This interview was 
taken their van somewhere outside of the 
Bay Area. Interview by David. \ 
MRR: Who are you guys? \ 
D: We're Leonard's kick-back men. \ 
MRR: Who came up with your guys narhe? 
D: Anthcfetfdid (bass player), we were funk¬ 
ing of a rwne and he was watching Jcar- 
toons and^ttjLcartoon character - s6: he 
came-ujD witmjfei ^ ^ .r 
MRR: Where are you g.ay$>wjly from? 
(Half of the band - in unison); Pasadena! 
(Other half of the band - in unison) Alham¬ 
bra! 
JK: I'm not from Pasa¬ 
dena, the 
Tourna¬ 
ment of 
Roses my 
ass! I'm 
from 
Mars! 
MRR 
S o 
what 
d o 
you 
think 
of the 
L A 
scene? 
0 
Some 
times it's 
cool, and 
sometimes 
i"s buhl 
causfe it'$:L_ 
for bands to piby^ 
there. There's not ^ 
enoughsaWiM 
clubs 
over show; 
boring, f 
J: It needs a kick-in-1 
ass! 

would say, ‘Do It Air, so we made a song MRR: Where is it ‘cool’ to play - in LA? 
called that. ‘ ' " 
MRR: How did you get on Nemesis anyway? 

D: 

D: Well, one night we were 
With the Chemical People and the 

aske 

a show 
rVes. 

I saw Big Frank and asked him If he was still 
putting records out. He said ’‘yes" , so f gave 
him a dembx and he wanted to do a single 
from it. 
MRR: You’re also putting out a IP sdon, Tight? 
D: Yeah, an LPi should be out - maybe by 
thanksgiving, vh hope. It's got eleven songs 
that We're reqSy into. It's gonna be called 
‘Smog-. 4.- 
MRR: Will you be tour^ 
•Ingsoon? 
i): Yec&. We 
hope In 

:' or Eugenes', when that was hap- 
e Hollywood clubs sort of suck. The 

Anti Club sucks. Whoever pays to play there 
is a sucker. How lame! 
J: We like to play shows and give people a 
fun time. We are into what we are doing. 
MRR: So have your guy’s style changed? 
P:Yeqh. 1 think we've maturedinour playing. 
1 think every band does. We used to play a 
little faster, a little more aggressive stuff. Now 
we've mellowed-out - just a little bit. 
MRR: So how do you tike Pasadena? 
Band: fr's.cool. 
D: s.30 minutes from LA. It's its' 

MRR: What cities? 
E: We're 

feb- 
TGQ&&& Two 
around the U ;& 

andmd>ifee Cahddd, top; 
Alii Wj;:. “<•. 

[ push thfctebby all the way 

E: It's sort of stagnant. 
JK: It's cool but Too many 
bands - too many politics. . r ..r .... 
MRR: Where have you guys played before? back east. Through the South. We wanna** 
D: We've played from Tijuana to.:tK8^^ a lot <$;-country' girls, 
west of Canada. All over the western part of ‘MRR: What was the group’s worst show? 
theU.S. \ JK: My Wor^howwasatd place called‘The 
MRR: Where do you think the kids are the 3 Palms-, ft riot Jbroke out during our set. It 
best? . •$ really sucked. There were a bunch of hell-: 
J: Canada. :.: ; . ; ;'M:* i copters, Rfetty^e^^ ’• .*••* 
Ei::Candaa-?^^:v^’r* ’ ‘ * ".. *«■**..****««* 
Q:l liked QlyrnpTq/: . 
JK: I liked Vancouver and Mars - 
COOl. 
MRR: What have been some 
ments? - maybe our mUsicvs^ so 
D: My favorite moment Is right now. (D. cuts people fed-off•"*- 
fart laughter!) ..- ‘ ^ - 
JK: Seattle was great. Hanging-out at Robin's then 
pad,.that was cool. : •• • > > JK: h 
Entlre'band: Yeaahh! 

own place, Ifl&ndtjike all the Orange County 
stuff. The people' are different. It's more 
.^ eqkdown. Unfortunately, it's hard to do a 
p.ldt tBitfe. There's nowhere for the kids to go. 

Maype.soon. 
**you think Orange County 

‘ * ' »competitive? 1 
|3ot really; To tell the 

trutB^bn'T really care when 
people try to battle between 
scenes. That's lame. They 
should relax and drink beer. 

E : i hate it when people cry 
and comptSin about stu¬ 
pid things. 
^pff racks Ernie - who 
starts crying) (Band starts 
singing some weird Mex¬ 
ican song. Things start 
getting weird!) ‘ V;*: 
MRR: So what have you 
guys been doing up 
here? 
E: We've been drinking 
beer and we watched 
Mike's, from Green Day. 
girlfriend cook spaghet- 

P i ff. (Laughter) 
MRR: What influences do 

. " you guy’s have? 
D: '1 like the Doughboys. 

-->.A Samiam, and a lot of melodic stu.fc: 
J: Ace Frehley, number one. But, Poison is my 
favorite. (Laughter) 
J:-l like Soul Asylum. Replacements, Husker 
DU.' 
Ei-( like a lot of East Coast old stuff. Llkb 

; Blondie, Ramones, Bonham is the best. • 
MRR: What do you think is up in the future for 
you guys? 
D: Putting as many records out as we cart: 
Maybe go to Europe. Maybe buy a burger. 1 ?ot the munchies. 

I'm gonna take-over Hostess Res. 
D: Pay-off this van. 

> MRR: You guys don’t own this? Who owns this 

.tf;$.-h:alfours:: 
was cool enough to let us 

it'off. Wi been, driving good. 8ut; right 
w It has a funky odor hang'n around. 
( want to meet :ds.:m 



Speakeasy formed in the winter of *88-*89 out of 
boredom and the need for self expression. Their lyrics reflect 
upon the neceslties of intellectual growth, abstract thought, 
and contempt for conformity and complacency wtthin the 
‘HC/punk* community. The music is melodic with smooth 
transitions betwwen the hard and soft ends of the HC 
spectrum. It is impossible to label them as straight edge or 
punk or emo or anything. They have never accepted labels 
or limits. They are now disbanded for geographical reasons. 
They recorded a final documentation of their work in August 
of this past year. Tapes are $3 ppd. We are are loking to put 
It out on 7 inches of vinyl. Ifyou'd like to orderatape. help out 
with the record, trade tapes or zines write: 

Dave/ Box 80 Verder Hall KSU/ Kent OH 44243-0001 

tfaWs<f TJWrW. 

Hey. Tm Bob and I sing fora band colled HANGMAN. 
We're from Ft. Lauderdale, Florida... Well, actually, we're from 
alt over southern Florida. The rest of the band is: Frank(faf>on 
guitar, Stan (“who took my records?") on bass, and Kyle 
("don't eat my food") Miller on drums. We've been together 
a little more than a year, and we've played around S. Florida 
a bit either as opening acts,or at local show*. .Ok... Enough 
history. 

Music wise, HANGMAN is a hardcore band with lots 
of cfistortion and lots of vibration. Most of our lyrics deal with 
everyday living In a fucked world and also 1 sing about my 
personal views on all of the bullshit that goes on around me. 
In addition, we also have a few songs on Issues that we are 
against, like hunting. 

We believe that hardcore (punk) Is a medium of 
expression. We don't believe that hardcore is about proving 
how macho and tough you are. We support the real 
underground, and not the sell-out bullshit that so many 
people accept as hardcore or punk... I think that covers it..Oh 
yeah, we're on a comp, called "Notes From The South", on 
Youth bus Records (also features EGO-TRIP, THE 
BELIEVERS,AND BEYOND REASON). We should have a T out by 
January. I hope. Well, if you would like any info or whatever 
just write. I also do a zme colled CUTTHROAT. 

Hangman/ Cutthroat/ 3201 -B S. Port Roy ale / Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33306 

Vegetarian Meat is a hard-core/industrial band. 
We're sort of strange; you'll understand after hearing our 
songs. Our music has been described as ‘psychedelic- 
industrial* in FactsheetFive.andas ‘crap* in the main-stream 
sell-out magazine Alternative Press. If you like strange hard¬ 
core thrash, check us out. 

Anyway, here's our lineup: Dennis Cleary on vocals 
and drums, Alex McAulay on keyboards and vocals, and 
Manish Kalvakota on guitars. That probably doesn't mean 
anything to you, cause you don't know us, but we don't care. 
However, if you want tapes or T-shirts, each are $5.00 from: 
Vegetarian Meat/ 700 Woodbourne Trail/ Dayton, Ohio 
45459. 

You can reach us by phone at (513) 436-3533. if you 
have a really strong desire to talk to us. Thanks for reading this. 
We'll leave you with some pleasing song lyrics... 

“Squirrels In Mv Pumpkin ' 
"When I look they're always there/ 

("Squirrels in my pumpkin') 
“Go down to the county fair,' 

(“Squirrels in my pumpkin') 
‘Feed the squirrels poison, * 

“Watch the farmers cry, 
“Gather up the bones,' 

“And drive them home...II 
("Squirrels in my pumpkin') 



.new bands 

make up 
the lyrics 

which are good 
but it's hard to 

remember them, they 
aren't written down. 

MRR: What are your feelings 
on the recent death of Rob 

Tyner? 
Tom: He was a cool fat guy. The MC5 

did a lot of good songs. 
MRR: In your opinion, is punk 

Since the 
good old days of _ 
great Michigan bands. Negative Approach, Meatmen. 
Necros. State. Son of Sam. Violent Apathy, just to name a few. 
Detroit hasn't been represented well till now... D.K.S.M.B. has 
surfaced with a 30 song tape and shortly will be planning an 
ep. Dr. Kaborldan Suicide Machine Band is: Tom Zajkowski 
(age 16) vocals, guitars, bass, keyboards, etc.: George 
Zajkowski (age 24) vocals, drums. 12 str. guitar 
MRR: Tell us of your early beginnings. 
Tom Zajkowski: In 1980. me and my brother started our first 
band. I was seven, maybe six. but I fully understood punk! I 
wassuperiorto my contemporaries. First I playeda comb with 
some tin foil-on it. then many plastic toy guitars. In 1987,1 got 
a wooden guitar, now I have five real guitars. 
George Zajkowski: I was the first kid in my school to find out 
about such great bands like Black Flag and Dead Kennedys 
so I turned Tom onto them. I’ve been playing drums since 
1983. 
MRR:Can you describe your music? I know it's strange... 
Tom: I can describe it to bands like 13th Floor Elevators mixed 
with the Ramones. Tim Buckley, and the band Love. I like to be 

experimental. 
George: We are very influenced by older 60's bands cuz I 
think the music was more interesting and bands were not 
exposed to such shit like drum machines and sampling. 
MRR: Why do you guys have only 2 members? 
Tom: Um... the re are a few reasons, most people in Detroit are 

assholes, who only like rap and can't play any instruments. For 
example. I go to an ethnically mixed school in which I am the 
only male who has long hair, and can actually play an 
instrument. They don't even know the difference between a 

guitar and bass. 
George: That's true. I cant help but think how messed up 
music will be in the future... underground music wiH be the only 
good stuff out there. Detroit will never spawn another 
Motown. 
MRR: Where did the name come from? 
Tom: Dr. Kaborkian is the famous Detroiter who invented the 
Suicide Machine... for terminally ill people. He was taken to 
court for it. He's old. I've never met him... I don't want to. 
MRR: What’s the Detroit scene like out here? 
Tom: I don't know. I'm anti-social. However, I go to the local 
record shops and instrument shops, the people there seem to 
be anti-social or maybe shy. 
MRR: I know you guys are multi-instrumentalists, what kind of 

stuff do you use? 
Tom: I'm a guitar fanatic. I know about every guitar ever 
made. I own a Harmony acoustic, an Applause acoustic, a 
BC Rich single humbuckerstrat-style and my most valued, an 
Epiphone 335 style. I made a few guitars and a bass. They are 
very unique sounding. Keyboards are used in our band 
sometimes, they were 30 some dollars and I play 'em through 
a distorted Fender amp. but not very often. Almost never. 
George: I got a 7 piece drum kit CB 700 brand and I do have 
a 12 string acoustic for when we do our slow folky songs 

without drums. 
MRR: How many songs have you written since 1980? 
Tom: About three thousand. I usually press record and just 

bro. 
punk 
has been 
around 
since the 
mid '60's 

like the 
Seeds. 

Choc¬ 
olate 
Watch 
Band. 
etc. and it 
never really ended just 
went through different minds 
and generations. 
MRR: What are you favorite television shows? 
Tom: Daily I watch Entertainment Tonight, which I nicknamed 
•Entertainment My Ass'. David Letter-man. I liked Night Music 
with David Sanborn but that got cancelled. Wonderyears. 
American Gladiators. Quantum Leap. PBS Motorweek and 
the local Canadian show Driver's Seat. 
George: I used to be addicted to General Hospital but that 
show has gone down hill since they got rid of Dawn and 
Decker, I wonder if anyone knows what I'm taking about... 
didn't Decker look like Morrisey? I also like every single show 

on the Fox network. 
MRR: Is Detroit really as bad as everyone hears about? 

Tom: Yes. It's a Crack head test... 
George: I worked at K Mart for 5 years and I've personally 
seen my share of lowlifes, they come out after 8 pm. 
MRR: What do you plan to do with your band? 
George: We hope to be the band that puts Detroit on the 

map again! 
Tom: I want people from other states to hear us. I'd like to put 
out a CD. but that's complex for someone who's anti-social. 
If you would like to hear our band, send 4 dollars to us. the 
cassette is very refreshing. It will devestate your mind. 
MRR: Tom, what are your favorite foods? 

Tom: Chicken liver and stuffing. Peanut butter Chips. 
Easy cheese with crackers, the kind in the 

squeeze pressure can. Captain Crunch 
peanut buttercereal (I'm a fan of peanut 
byproducts) Cream cheese and sour 
cream combination with chips. I like to 
sleep in my piss and wake up all wet. The 
sun is shining but not for me. 
George: I kill for Little Debbie Snack 

Cakes. 
MRR: I heard that Black Francis is into 
your music... 
Tom: Perhaps he is, maybe he should get 
ourtape. I heard David Lovering likes us. 
MRR: You guys were in the group ETSucks 
in 1984, didn’t you go on a tour of Poland? 
Tom: Yes we performed three shows... it 
was rumored that Polish Solidarity leader 
*ech Wolensa saw one of our shows. 

Typical attendance was about 30 per 
show, but it went well because we can 

speak Polish. 
George: If the Pixies can sing songs with 
Spanish lyrics we can sing Polish hardcore... 
any one out there who knows any Polish 
should get our cassette. 
MRR: I know you guys have a giant record 

collection, what are your most recent 

listenings? 
Tom: PeteTownshend's 'Scoop' albums. Marshal Crenshaw, 
his whole catalog... He is Maximum Rockabilly. GG Allin, too. 
George: The most recent things I bought was the Monkees 
boxed set which is brilliant. The in depth book.is excellent! I 
got all their albums already plus some bootlegs so I'm a fan 
since way back... them and Kiss were my first groups I loved. 
MRR: What bands do you despise? Even though you like so 

much? 
Tom: I hate new country dicks, like Garth Brooks Clint Black ... 

the Judds. 
George: OH. Hell yes!!! 
Tom: Bon Jovi, Poison, Nirvana. Black Box, New Kids on the 
Block. Janet Jackson. Whitney Houston, Joan Baez.Cliff 
Richards, Electronic too many to mention. 
George: Why is it that Nirvana sounds so professional on this 

new LP, but on the Kiss covers compiliation. they made 
a joke out of *Do You Love Me'? 
MRR: What is the best album of the past twenty years? 

First list more known rock LPs, then punk LPs. 
Tom: Tim Buckley 'Dream Letter Live in London '68' for 

rock and for punk record Minutemen ep's 'Joy' 'Bean 

Spill' 'Paranoid Time'. 
George: The Cars 'Panorama' and Discharge 'Hear 
Nothing. See Nothing. Say Nothing' 
MRR: Do you guys drink? Smoke? Drug? Occult? Exercise? 
Tom: I drink a lot of water, I set things on fire but don't breathe 
them in. I take antibiotics and Tylenol. I'm Christian. I lift eight 

kilos daily. 
George: I am the last of the straight edgers... Even during high 
school, I was an outcast basically. I don't exercise, but I visit 
church often. There is a church across the street from us. so 

we can do a guitar mass for them but they never asked us. 
MRR: Who’s better, Led Zeppelin or Steely Dan? 
Tom: Steely Dan. they were harder than Led Zeppelin, more 

punk. 
George: Led Zep did do good stuff but they never could 
accomplish a body of work like 'Pretzel Logic'. What would 
you rather hear 'Stairway' or 'Through with Buzz*? 
MRR: How did you guys find out about Tim Buckley, your guide 

and musical avatar? 
Tom: From the last episode of the Monkees. then we tracked 
down his albums which were out of print of course. 
MRR: What are some of your song titles? Any cover songs? 
Tom:'Bugger's Sexual Healing' 'Flesh Shit" * Nose blow' 'O 
my God Shirt Controversy' We do REM's’Catapult' 'Beaton 

the Brat' is a favorite. Iggy Pop's ’Raw Power'. 
George: I used to worship REM but this new album (Out of 
Time) has been overkilled I no longer can stand these freaks. 
We have just written a song about Micheal Stipe called 

’Losing my Sanity'. 
MRR: If Tim Buckley was alive today, what do you think he 

would be up to? 
Tom: Maybe crap, yes crap. It wouldn't be good. 
MRR: Any parting words? 
Tom: Make us popular people. 
George: Tom and I will duel to the death for Shannon Doherty. 
’D.K.S.M.B.' 30song cassette tape $4.00 ppdc/oTom/12562 
McDougall/ Detroit. Ml 48212. Discography: ’D.K.S.M.B.' 30 

song cassette tape (1991). 
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0n a balmy Chicago summer night I satin Ben's apartment Cubs 
game on the T.V., and managed to interview Screeching Weasel 

between yelling at the T.V. and swilling of cheap beer. Much has changed 
within the band. New folks/new tunes, and a new record coming out on the 
Lookout! label. Here's what the band had to say about reforming touring/ 
rumors, people, and music in general* Present were Ben (voice), Dan 
(guitar), and Johnny (also guitar).-' | 
MRR: Ok, the new record, what is the title? I Jawbreaker a fot< and Biafe. I 
B: Well actually mere are two. My BtgiO.Hurts for Lookout! Records and Mil Queers. Mr! Experience. I'm fond of Slate, Most bands suck. They! 
Pervo-Pevp for Shred of Dignity Records. put out Pinchers and they're not ready to record, they shouldn't be 
MRR: What are the meanings behind the titles you chose? What the hell 
^<?f,s„^5rvo'J?l?v?mtan? l , mey're trying to sound Ske the Descenctents or aJ^cmwd'idhdl 

is like a Synanon word, it means 'pervert deviant', rswhatmeycailed D: I agree.We w«i$plilill_ 
people at Synanon who couldn't keep It in their pants, i guess. play with, you coutdtel they were oband for oniy 6 months and they 
MRR: What's Synanon, for those who don’t know? were already piavthg.Oiiisaf band if 
B: It s an alternative comunltv that was started lb 1958 and Is still aolna. were shittv - 

x,... - ^ t people there. The long dh<J^©:sfiQrt;Qfltl5the guy who owned ; Pebpiegive them a la&Of have with them Is I 
jp it. who is in his 90's now, started getting violent with people who were 1 don't really care for the wdf Piy do business. But we don't have to 
" # harassing him .There were always lots of lawsuits against him. There was play with them. If l were a prorihoter, I wouldn't have to book them and 



J$§!£| bdnds on a blit with a band you want to seo and it sucks. 

___—_.—..BBLT . . 
lUlliye don't;:put:c.i4;:d!;r©cord unless wo|tp;!pady;:tb:puf outva record 

that way, l m saying as tar as what I like to listen fo, that s how bands y 
sheaM be. I’m looking for a good song, \'m not (ooking for good musical 
ability, ‘ • •v.v.v.v.v. 

D: I know some ^ 
song If fheirKfe depended on (I 
out moke w$e. . 
B: It's hard tobe a good songwriter Ifyou're a goodmusiclan because 
you'realwaysthlnking of yourself. That’s why I think Osgood that; I do 
it because f don't play ah Instrument ih the WmM. 

B: They can't wait to sendtheir recofdstothe Dependents, I get sent 
a lot of records saying "hey what d&yb&Thi^ 
because what I think is ‘this sucks! * Wellwhatmakes us different, Dan? 
Why am I able to get away with saying things like that? 
D: in a lot of ways we're not different at all. Compared to most bands 
now, we're doing an older style of punk which has been done already. 
B: Maybe some of the chords we’re using are old. But I don't think the 
way were doing It Isold, (think it's totally progressive. I don't fuckln write 
about popping quualudes, i don't write about destroying society. I 
don't think what we're doing is 7Q's, Some of it is based on 70'$ punk. 1 thinkthe soundis totally unique, i don'tconclousiy try to write that way. 
The reason I write the way I do is because I don't really know how to 

ultar very well. 1 never want to learhiThdt's another problem with 
spnds, they learn \ 

ifsklnd of ironic because i think he loves life more than anyone. 1 hove 
always noticed that a lot of cynical people 
people. They seem to care about people more. They see what's 
happening to people around them and it makes them mad, \ can*t . 
help but be happy though. Even when I'm depressed-:i®i;|||i|a!ji^p 
because I'm living. 
MRR: And Ben, who Inspires you? Any mentors? 
B: Dan. Dan inspires me. Really, Honestly 
D: I inspire you? In the band? > 
B: Yeah! Totally. 

too muchjL..... 
MRR: There are somegfeat punk bands that have excellent musicians. 
No Means No for Instance. ' 

.-B;, NO 
Means No 
hasgreat 
musicians 
and I dike . 
somedafi: 
their' 
songs but 
let's, face 
It, *' No 

: Means No % 
g e t lli 
p r 9 tifcp:; 
boring m* 
ter 
while. In 
f.dclihey 

. get bor¬ 
ing rather 
quick! I 
like them 
and icon 
respect 
what they 
do but 
think most 
bandsare 
Into I mi- 
tating 
those big¬ 
gs . £ t 
bands^i I 
think they 
end up 
jerking off 
onthelr in- 
strum ents 
and I think 
that 
bands 

B: Isn't that nice? in a pod. 
MRR: What about life iri general?! Who Inspires you mere/ 
B: In life? I have friends thdli^ipiiiiiiie. I meet people sometimes that 
I may not even know thaf:!^li:!i^!p have a unique view on thfrgs. 

can be inspifdtiphcil dhd;!!Sp|pi|^^:^ do something Thefacttha|p 

Even though I rarely meet people like that, it's worth it when you do, 
land it'SiWgrfh ail the other bullshit yotii put up with! )dpl^!l||#^|il||| 

nothlni 
n 

agree with, learning to accept them and deal with them,,.whereas 
iiiiMore, people who had a strict set of beliefs, who are assholes about 
Mhat 1 Would pretty much shut all that off. And there are people out • • 
there with strict sets of beliefs or really weird lifestyles that I don’t agpee 
With that aren't assholes about it. To meet people like that on thlslour 
was really good. Like vegans, something that is extreme and Ifhaik 
pretty ridiculous, a lot of them are just assholes. But I met some vegans ; !;! 

have said ta me or overheard that \ think are brilliant and I build an 
enflre song around It, i feel thars healthy, (don't like when bands say 
Ve don't (ike to cotagorize ourselves* Fuck that! We're a punk rock 



T 

' l&te u$ comes through they're really excited because fh&y j 
dorVt have much to do. It was kind of a backwards scene 

In South Dakota, everyone wc^H 
Gfeen Day and Dischord bands. 
8? One thing HI say is we were paia wnar was promiseai^ss^^^ps 
every gig. That's never happened before. We played every night, it 

wmmmtf tour. 
lfm glad you didn’t mention California. It seemiiivSip 

band haffs the praises of Berkeley. 
& it was terrible this time. It's degenerated into shit. Gilman is just like 
any other club now and in a lot of ways it's worse than a lot of clubs. 

JfSthere, We also did a Peopled Rdr£th^ 
total fiasco. We only played three songs. We dd a show at The 
Epicenter Zone record store and it was lame. I wdi^iilM 
to be a lot of people in the Bay Area who seemedto be into justhaving 

liiii and now everyone is into being serious and Intensely Into politics* 
i^lcitdSal but they take it way too far and way to seriously. Nobody 

smiles, nobody Wants to have any fun. It reminded me of what 1 expect 
to be like. They take themselves too seriously. It used to 

be you can have an intelligent converstaion wilh someone out there 
and now you can't without offending them Inside of two sentences.::-: 

• 0; People In Olympia were cool. They were vegans yet they werenrt aH 

was coot mm:::::::::.:::: 
....„...T. 

area! Olympia is where It's happening. That was one of the greatest 
• towns i've seen. Not onty for the gig but for the people. The tout went 

amazingly well. Ever since we broke up, we're famous. We couldn't 
draw shit for. ct crowd before. We break up and suddenly everyone 
wanfs to see us and pay ridiculous amounts of money, we’ve bee om e 
a trend in this town to a certain degree, 
MRR: Any tribulations on the road? 
8; Not really, Qyr van died in California, four people had to take 
Greyhound back and two of us hitched a ride, it was time for foot von 
to die anyway. Ourroadfe scratched his cornea as well. But other than 
that it was o really good time. But on the other hand, i can't see myseff 

sbethiifgui IS 
Brian and Ben that I think paused the breakup, I think there was some 

Sludgeworth). 
D: Yeah! Sludgeworth.is 
MRR: Tell us about 
D: Well, Metro has this hOJ 
not too much. OK, maybe they shoul 



loing. A 
. lot .or the 
t Kings 

r Sen was 
doing re- 

r me a lot 
; of Lenny 

Bruc e + 
iwii m 
tagged 

pd:^D u>l$ 
every- 
thing, 
and 

i made a 
lot at 

I people 
I m a d 
mm Mm 
I m a d e 
iWh ei::«: 
I think a 
| lot about 
I .how the 
I world 3s, 
|Even 
I contra- 
I dictions 
I are ai- 
plowed:::!!:;: 
I that* l 
Ith|n k 
rw h a t 
I was hap- 
I penlng 
(was 

>eap!e 
1. that Ben 

was try- 
___ y Ing to 

their mind about things weren't changing and other peo^le^who- 
dfreody saw Ben's view* ufKferstoad what 8en was doing but they 

wants to say tftngssarm anxious to see what he'll do nex 
Mfcffc What about your older records? 
& The first IF was shit. I nevef want ' 

•*8; 1 hate that stuff, Feopte hove been muKing mur ley on wcos suites? we 
• were a band, 1 don't mincf If we don't make money but if somebody 
else ismakingour moneyrthat just pisses me off. Another things I don't 

a show and making guarantees 

you should take your shit out on people who are putting even 
they have, into the alternative scene and not getting anything ou. 

: feeGa 

: aroundsomekid&ADakotabecau^he canjtpc^|||| 

— -ut and dry They don'/pretend to be som^ll 
'^pakS^QOI 

..I...,.,......... 
onfy gatpcad $75? That's fucked!* MyopNon on that Is if Raid Retina 

Ihdd::^ 

meVp^^ it sjStm fucking 
assholes from out of town, Pegboy should have given them some • 
money perhaps, but 1 don't feel that bands should feel an obligation:;*: 

Mo give touring bands money^^afvkiys do it but I'm not going to put •:« 
myydues an other people as ferasthof. But I would say in that situation:« 

andjf somebody asks me. I'll tell them! When we play locally, we makeHSg 
^ODbecause we draw the people. Wedon't ^ckin^l^off^penihg|||| 

oth^band^lke Naked^aygun or PegboyYwould pay them. If some- H 
:::;body has a problemytpst wish they would talk to me or someboc^pM^ 
Ihe band. We have nothing to hide. I'm glad people come to see:i^iil 
andaB buH think people are viewing punk as entertainment. If 1 war# 
enterfainmenf, 3 can watch the TV and I do! If I go to a punk show, I 
want something wa'£difterent. I want it to hit me in the face, net 
necesarily aggresslveor violent, but it should be something 
cgfferent. Plt*k shows are often like mall versions of rock concerts. 
You're the audience,we're the band, entertain us like we're TV for the 

. It means v 
. ...m___W|PI_ Tfrbmyour 

then do it! If my band is comirigtb yOur. town 

. We'll work wifhapercentage. I have no problem with thatlTbe reason 
* we work with guarantees is some points along the road, ybuineed to 
:;jiknowthot yeu rpgoing to have money. Another reason is die® of these 
"assholes don't promote the fucking show. If theyknow they-will have 
to pay you a certain amount, then they're going to flyeif i 
E>c A lof of promoters think "well, they're a punk band, thpypl be cool 

lift can't pay them enough money," 
•::8’ Wd:dcfe':t ask for lots of money either. The mostWe ever disked for was 
H^iifiihis tour. That's basically what we' re asking wherever we play. 
We usually say that's our guarantee and if yo£i can't makethat try. If 

Snotthat's cool. When some kid makes a gudfantee and then says, *1 
iWSii'know why nobody turned up" well tpo bad! lt's:;yoijr fucking 
lilown,' How should we know why? You should know youri tdwni Sure a 
•Totofkidsget intoit andthey don't knowwhatthey're getting into. Well. 
See's my advice, DON'T. 

paid, after the soundmen, crew, flyers, etc. ;:, 
8: Because the promoters have to deal with them. You'r# liaving town 

Iphd they're not. Lets face jt. if you don't pay the PA. guyi, you may get 
:ipur legs broken but if you don't pay the band what dreiftftey going 
iiidP^Prpbably just sulk. If the band bitches about it, yof'liiee a nasty 

letter In MRR about what a bunch of assholes your bandiilDn the other 
hcnd.-l don't think bands like Jawbox have any fucking business 
running around the country demanding $300-$400. If tidy can draw 
the people, fine. I feel if you're dealing with a promoferlthat you've 
dealt With before and you like them and trust them, yoU didn't need a, 

^guarantee. We asked for guarantees on this tour cause WO had never 
£aealt With 98% of the people. When a band like Jawboik go around;;!; 
xpemcnicjing their $300 and freaking out on people whenthey don't get 
theft guarantee, well fuck 'em! The world doesn't work fhdt way. If yoCF:$ 
HiiBi in a band and support yourself then fine, bull don't think :: 

_wv 
D: 1 think 90% of bands aren't concerned with entertainment, ifs mere H 

• ike watching a band rehearse than d 
very boring. 

Aerosi^S^^ii^ouid be something more than entetf^hiii@nl. 
reasohstbc^sbbhds are boring is because theyyle^^hjp^i^* 
entertainmefpii:;:' .. 
D; I doh't:agree..Ithlnk bands don't even reacithe:pQli^i:OT|^^^* 
be ehf^faihihpTney act like they're more bored thanthe WMSMmrnm 
I agreeifhdy^i^idbe something more than enteftdinment bUtTthiilsS 
most bin3s::ddiil:bven reach that. 
B: Idon'twarittobe entertained. I'm notjntoltto entertain peopleand 
make|hbii:tii( goodbysinging a nice song. When Ispe a band. I want '; 
to wail-bbiiipg blown away, 
MRR: bcesiJfKSf:ever happen though? 

•'.B: Rati!|r{ fucking ever. But that's what punk Used to be. When • 
you Wbhllo^e a punk band, you walked out of there saying “WOW! 
FUCKf And you never forgot it! It isn't like that anymore. Bands like 
Pegboy, Trespect them.T think they're a good band, but is there 
an^hfing^allengi^ about them? You might walk out of one of their 
shows saying they played great but to walk out of a show with your 
head swimming is great. Bands don't do that anymore. We only 
succebdMl.hat, maybe 1 out of 200 times! That's what I'm going for. 
I don't $ve a shit about keeping people entertained and making sure 
thef geith^r money's worth. 
D: I guess what I'm trying to say is i think most bands don't care about *, 
being goadlve. They're just boring, I really don't think they have the 
idea Thpt they want to entertain In their head at all. 
B: The Whole idea that anyone can be in a band has translated into:: 
eve|/bod| can be in a band. There's a big difference. You can't suck 
and bebotlng. The idea is everybody is capable of ft regardless of:*., 
race, sex, or whatever, but you have to be oultheil:^^ 
minds if you're a punk band. A good example of that & 8fc2$z< OK< 
everybody in the Bay Area is hip to their schftck but 1 wont and saw i#! 
them out there and I got a really energized feeing from them. Their 
music isn't that great but there's somOtriihg about them that gets in 

D: They grab you somehow. Thg^®lhings that you never see bands 

B: I want people to undo^||i;||||:; I don't.<thfet^gE||^f''has to be,#J| 



INTERVIEWS 
point where, we're sick of pottflcaf shit which [s cool but now we've 

■degenerated Into wrffmg songs about.being lonely which mi totally 
uncoo! but they do it in such a "feeUorry for fne7'sort of way with their bad 

jjjjjjjjjW 

helpi ng are people in high level positions. What, about.the poor people? 
The civil rights bill doesn't do shit for them. Sure, they won t be 

mi m„ .onely.ond l.waoMo..^qfel 
tucking throalond take a few people with me7' because thai^s what you Ve 
reolfy tninkingl 
MRR: So, whalKs Hie nexl musical revolution? » 

■mm 

let 
;ive 
at: 

necessarily wha* I want it to be but t think that things ore going to become 

fiye things within that, 
ick to baste punk stuff. 

mmK rt ww nave a lot more mtenigence andaepm than the tote /U $ tuck 
you"' stuff hod. There'* going to become a huge division of people who 

happen. ' • 
MRR: Do you think a lot of lefty views are becoming 
mainstream? 
8: Thai depends a iotan the ( 
then, it's gc‘ 
sick of Bus 

going 

Democrat into office and get than it ever did with Reagan. Until you get a 
some of their plans implemented like socfali. | , socialized medicine, yes ifs going 
to become more mainstream. If you remember, ail that shit was big in the ? 
70'$ and it sort of died out. ft was because we were going through an 
energy crisis. We're going through ane now but nobody gives g shit. 
because Bush and Reagan have eveiyane convinced that everything is 

rhars whar people want to bean everything Is wonderful.,. People like to 
tide the middle of the fence. That’s why something like recycling which i* 
basically a nonissue gets into.the mainstream. How many people do you 
know are hardline anti-recycfe;s$ The liberals feel the/re winning 
something with the environment but they're winning nothing. You have to 
lode at reality. Reality isyou have the whole city of i. A, beating each other 
up, reality is we want to moke abortion illegalond make it impossible for 
clinics to advise poor people about their options for getting an abortion,.-’ 
So suite; lets save the planet But dll the people are gornd to be fucked on 
it. The Republicans love that shit. The Republicans cfon1 like popple like; 
Jesse Helms because they Ve boogymen forjelfo Biafra, The Republicans 
want a nation of fence rider* like the people who said "we don’t support 

MRR: Sd many people feel powerless in affecting change, 
B: I'm so sick of the cynical attitude of people who think their vote doesn't 
count. A* Lawrence Livermore says, who got the most votes in the last 
election? Nobody I Because people don't vote, I think its bullshit that 
people don't vote. I'm not on anarchist, I'm not a communist, I'm nbf a 
socialist, the Democrats are not going to make the world a cheery place 
to live in and theyVe justassleezy os the Republicans, But the bottom fine 
of the Democrats i* they do wont to start impferm 
medicine, Who does mat help? Me! What hap 
to sit in the county hospital w'ng beca 
that's totally fucked! !f people who dfflNMHi _ . _ _ _ _I 
would be a tot better tor the people who don't eat and live in slumi;;:- 
htobody is saying that things would be perfect but they would be better,?: 
MRR: So are Screeching Weasel making a statement dr? 
hj$t having fun being silly and making tun of people??® 
B: We're making statement by being silly and making fun of people. The 
two qre interchangabto, f want to make people think the way I think."' 
Anybody who soys they don't is a tier, I wont people to see things from 
my point of view, r 

®:® v- Weft there it /$, the epic Screeching Weasel Interview,'! hope you 
found if. insightful, if you won! fa write or harrass Ben personally; write: 
Screeching Weasel c/a No Budget Records/ PO Box 62/: 
Prospect Heights, IL 60070. 

DISCOGRAPHY 
Screeching Weasel LP (Underdog) 

out of print 
• Boogadaboogadaboogada LP (Roadkill) '.II®® 

out dTprinT^ 
Punk House EP {limited PotenHal) 

out of print 
l§ Kamala's Too Nice'' and "I Wanna Be a Homosexual" 
|j?dtt?What Are YouPomtinq At 10" comp, (Very Small) 

out of print 
^Slogans" an Fungus Xlrnona U£ 7” comp 

(Whaflfi e Tuc k f 
out of print 

.The Punk House EP and first:tP are;being: repressed W 
Screeching Weasel so contact them for mare information at the 

HEY KIDS !!! 
Enter this contest and get a free 
three issue subscription to MRR. 

The person who writes in and cites 
the most contradictions by 

Ben Weasel in this interview wins ! 
You must quote directly, contrasting 
two statements that diametrically 

oppose each other. 

GOOD LUCK ! 



OUT SOON' 

SUBTERRANEAN 
MAIL ORDER 

NEAT STUFF O' THE MONTH! 

SURVIVAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES 
"The Pleasures of Uninhibited Excess" 
Machine terror unleashed! This hour-long video documents 
three SRL performances in Seattle and San Francisco with live 
mayhem and behind-the-scenes interviews. $20.00 

NEGATIVLAND 
Yes, It's their long lost first album, out now on CD. Handmade 
packaging by the band, each one is different with cheesy- 
suburbia magazine ad collages and wallpaper samples! $11.00 

GG ALLIN & THE MURDER JUNKIES 
GG's violent, brutal punk attack gets to spew right out of your 
speakers, and you have to dean it up. 6 songs, bloody red vinyl, 
7" EP. $4.30 

BANANAFISH #6 
The latest issue of this crazy excuse for a magazine has lots of stuff 
on Hanatcrash, plus the Boredoms. Lee Ronaldo, Royal Trux. 
Merchants of the New Bizarre, the Easy Goings, and lots more 
really crazy shit. Comes with a 7" EP with cuts from Eye 
Yamatsuka (of Boredoms/Hanatarash fame). Merchants of the 
New Bizarre, Lee Ronaldo, the Easy Goings, Dead C., Gate and 
Mr. Freeman's Pink Underwear. Really nuts, as usual. 72 pages, 
$6.00 

SHOW-KAI #1 
Two 90-min. cassettes plus a 62 page zine exploring the Japa¬ 
nese underground! The name is a pun meaning both “show at 
a dub" and “introduction." since the tapes are mostly re¬ 
corded live and they feature bands largely unknown outside the 
Japanese underground. On the tapes: OMOIDE HATOBA, the 
FOLK TALES. DAIHAKASE. DUB SQUAD. SOAP-JO HENSHI, and the 
GOONZIES. In the zine: articles about each group, plus the 
BOREDOMS. Jojo Hiroshige (of Alchemy Records) on Kansai No- 
Wave, a comic strip by Yamatsuka Eye of Boredoms/Hana¬ 
tarash/Audio Sports, short stories, lots of reviews, artwork&more. 
$10.00 

LOUDER FASTER SHORTER 
This short but famous underground film by Mindy Bag don was 
shot live at the Mabuhay Gardens in San Francisco in 1978. and 
features vintage performances by the Avengers, the Dils, the 
Mutants, the Sleepers and UXA Absdutely essential punk I 
$17.00 

RANCID HELL SPAWN 
"Chainsaw Masochist" 
Yeesh. what an ungodly noise! They say it's done with Casio & 
drum machine, but the totally outrageous white noise blast is the 
real instrument here. Buried under it all are hyperspeed punk- 
pop tunes with uplifting, politicaly correct titles like “Stomach 
Pump Rock" or “My Pet Corpse." UK import LP. $8.00 

All prices are postpaid In the US. 

Our new catalog Is nearly finished! 48 pages ot tiny 
type, thousands of records, tapes, CDs, videos, books 
and magazines. Send $1.5<Ho cover postage ($2.00 f 
outside the US) and you'll get It hot off the press. 

Shops! Yes, we sell direct! Great prices, great fills on 
tons of hard to find Items on over 170 labels. Ask for our 
wholesale updates with the newest, hottest releases. 

SUBTERRANEAN RECORDS 

PO Box 2530 

Berkeley, CA 94702 USA 

RESlST/plSftUPT 
-u-, sfLrr *7'' 

VoIKSvIHALE 

"CASH OP* 

destroy all music 
10 MONTCLAIR AVE C 
UTTLE FALLS, NJ 07424 

"Satan will 
heads and gi 
lustfun^i 

4nd —•h thi.r 

M.D.C. 
Ilk k * - 1 * 1 4& '**2 ml ** ■ 

, f 

i* out soon 

R RADICAL RECORDS 
WRITE M.D.C./R RADICAL C/O: 2440 16th 0103 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103 



Secret Ingredients in Pesticides: Toxic Waste 
by Stephen Lester; Science Director October, 1991 

Citizen’s Clearinghouse for Hazardous Wastes 
P.O. Box 6806 Falls Church, VA 22040 

For years, companies have been adding lawn or in your home as the "inert' por- 

toxic chemicals to pesticide products, tion of a pesticide application, which is 

defining them as "inert ingredients." In¬ 

erts are "inactive" portions of pesticide 

products that are designed to either 

preserve the active ingredients, make 

them easier to apply or improve their 

killing ability. For example, some inerts 

soften the skin of the pest, making it 

easier for the active ingredient to get into 

the pest and kill it. Inerts typically make 

up 80-90% of the mixture. 

EPA has allowed more than 2,000 

chemicals to be used as inerts in pes¬ 

ticides. Many of these chemicals cause 

toxic effects Some are known to cause 

cancer. Most of them are untested. 

EPA must approve use of specific 

chemicals as inerts, but companies don't 

have to tell the public what these inert 

chemicals are. 

RARE, RADICAL & 

REVOLUTIONARY 

T-SHIRTS & BUTTONS 

There are two reasons for this. Fust, 

companies claim that inerts are 

proprietary and confidential informa¬ 

tion that should not be available to the 

public. The Federal Insecticide, Fun¬ 

gicide and Rodenticide Act, (FIFRA), 

which regulates pesticide use, prohibits 

EPA from disclosing what they know 

about the inerts. In fact, EPA employees 

who release any information can be fined 

as much as 510,000, or imprisoned for up 

to a year. Secondly, companies are 

claiming to be "recycling" hazardous 

wastes by adding them to pesticide 

products as inerts. This means they 

don’t have to report what chemicals they 

add to pesticides and can avoid disposal 

rules for hazardous waste because they 

are "recycling" it. In the end, they get 

^ai^tc^um^haz^ousjvaste^^our 

much cheaper then paying for proper 

disposal. 

It is probably not a coincidence that 

many waste haulers and pesticide com¬ 

panies are teaming up. Rollins Environ- 

mental Services, owner of 3 

of the largest commercial 

hazardous waste incinerators in 
the country also owns Orkin 

Exterminators. In 1987, Waste 

Management, the largest waste dis¬ 

posal company in the US, tried to 

buyCbemlawn. one of the country’s 

largest lawn care companies. They 

failed, but they do own Tru- green 

in Alph ret! a, GA, ABC Pest Control 

in San Antonio, TX, Biltmore/Getz 

Pest Control. United Pest Control 

of Washington, DC and many other 

lawn care and pest control companies. 

T-SHIRTS - $10 
BUTTONS: 1 - $1 
2+ - 75*5 each 
US postage paid 

SEND A STAMPED, SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE 

EOl OUR MAIL ORDER CATALOG: 

H.ED TABLE PRIWTS 

330-A. W. UIKTHH if 224 

COLORADO SPRIUGS, 
COLORADO 80905 

SOUTHERN" HOSTILITY 
/TIHL. ri\ A k oo., 

£ 

«b/csi i ppm 
i. cd 11 
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NEW fer 92! 

FURNACE 
FACE "Just Buy It" 
cassette/compact disc 

Sonic indulgence from Canada’s capital. 
$6.95/(the CD ain’t ready yet) 

BONE CLUB "Mother East" T 
Globe-trotting rhythm n noise cats Deluxe first 
edition of 500 is dwindling. $3.00 

YF FELLOWS "Sick & Tired of Me" 7”EP $3.00 

We also mailorder a bunch of other hep labels 
like Selfless, C/Z, Staplegun, Smilin' Ear, Dischord, 
Rocket Sound, Tribal Video, Atavistic... just look! 

JUST SAY NO 'Tricks (Are For Pigs)" 7” 
(Staplegun) New stuff from exFIX. Color wax. $2.50 
SKEWBALD/GRAND UNION 
(Dischord Archive) Early 80's Minor Threat 
off-shoot. 7" Clear vinyl, too! $2.75 
F**K STRAIGHTEDGE 7” (Staple 
Gun) Trax from Tesco Vee’s Hate Police [ex -Meat 
men] and Just Say No [ex-Fix], Color wax $2.50 
TERIYAKI ASTHMA 1-5 LPx2 
(C/Z) Deluxe import only double LP with gatefold 
sleeve. $17.95 (Domestic CD $10.95) 
TOUCH n GO zine & 7" Interviews 
w/Misfits, Minor Threat, Gl, Poison Idea, etc. $3.95 
BIG CHIEF "Drive It Off 7" New stuff! 
Full colour sleeve, clear vinyl. $3 00 
OUT of THEIR MOUTHS 4x7” Box 
Set (Atavistic) The most adventurous box yet! Truly 
indy bands from Cin-city. Multi-colour vinyl. $11.95 
JOHN SPENCER'S BLUES 
EXPLOSION LP Low-fi-nesse from Pussy 
Galore maestro! Silk screen sleeve. $6.95 
MUDHONEY 'ThisGift”7712''(SubPop) 
$3.00/$6.0012" includes bonus demo! 
FLYING NUN Video(FN/Atavistic) Vrvid 
video-lation from New Zealands heppest! Includes 
the Chills, Straightjacket Fits, Clean, and mucho 
more! $16.95 
BONE CLUB "Day I Died" Debut 
throw-down prod, by Grant Soul Asylum. $2.75 
DRYROT "Shield On" 7”EP Melodic, tight, . 
punky stuff from Indiana. $2.75 

Our prices do not include postage. Sent by 
FIRST CLASS/air mail. Please add $1.25 for the 
first 45/CD, 25 for each additional $2.90 for the 

first LP/BoxA/ideo .50 for each addit'l. Europe x3. 
Japan/Oz/NZ x5. (Surface on request.) We will 

COD, too! Cash, cheque, or money order to: 

SKULL DUGGERY LABEL 
77 Scituate Ave, Scituate, MA 02066 

Phone/FAX! (617)545-1533 
Send a stamp far a catalogue*. 

WHOCARES? 
magazine 

Fresh from Washington, D.C., Issue 

3 is now available, featuring 

Gray Matter, 
Velocity Girl, a comic by Peter Hayes, 

the epistolary work of William T. 

Vollman as analyzed by David Levine 
of Senator Flux, a discussion of 

homosexuality including Sean Gustilo 

of PhillyZine, and some other random 

stuff. 
Also still available: 
Issue 2: Shudder to Think, Senator 
Flux, Strange Boutique, Highback 

Chairs, plus some art and political 

rants ,uck yOLI'we re punk 
Issue I: Jawbox, Holy Rollers, I Spy, 

Positive Force, DC, and Vic Shelter 

(the brainwashed Krsna) 
T-Shirts: I00%cotton black on white 

hipster paraphernalia. $8 ppd. 

All zines $2.00 ppd. 

Send to P.O. Box 1181 

Bethesda, MD 20827 

USA. 
Checks, M.O.s, etc. made out to 

Stephen Shapero. Distributors please 

enquire. 

Ipomi 



ANTICAPITAL 

17 SONG LP 
$7 U.S. 

$9 WORLD 
POST PAID 

-OOlJSnSIO 

Ffe! SvJTJctjki 
F? E C O R OS 

P.0. BOX 17742 
COVINGTON, KY. 

41017 

UP NEXT: 

INTENSE DEGREE 10 

♦NIBLICK HENBANE-E.P What's yr^^de^^jp Oil 

tz 

RECORDS 

Headache Records 
53 Myrtle Ave. 

Midland Park, NJ 07432 

/jhat T s mm 
■YOUR***”! 

■■DEAL? IN 
PRICES 7" 
US $3 or 
4 for $10 
CAN. $4 ea 
WORLD $5 ea 

BACK IN STOCK! VERY FEW! 
NIBLICK'S 1st - 7"-NJ 011 $3 

= ~ I more 7" on Headache I 

* THE WRETCHED ONES- America's most 
♦SURGEON GENERAL- Pig"s ass 
* N.J. & YOU- punk comp 
♦MENTAL DECAY - gang bang 
♦THE BURNT- social disease 

p¥we sio 65g meG 

e e 

°t/r Mou;/ 

d) "vcv.uv\&©K>e" u-p A our 
c) 6L<2QY ,'\jOLUw&o^e.u cA5s.fJAN 
e) Steep " voujwe- cAoeu cp j20 
p vie^ys^ALLivoRtp 2-tr owp 

р) Pwid keriNA 7vuppr(2AC4N^Vf 
с) paip -ee-riKM "mimpt<2a6hj6"cM5. 

ejhA'D P^rtN^'*/Vi|KiP'TkAciNfc''cp 

B) SB/J£P TPAlT ''CLMLEJ-S" l<0" 

b) june “MeertHe p/M '/VIKiA^a^- 
^rrrwKt-Na! '’i£sh;in(3ik>tMale#1' n" 

% 23/v\0££tfiwre$ 
SCHU7M6 “UM?" 7" 
NUl^arJCt "IE" 7'' 

NAie.7" 

CAPT9S liTANPZ^P 7*5 
JAce AC-ip ~7" 

TUeppeAV "sfiFFJD“ 7" 
K.p.F./euR&s, spur 7" 

Bt-isrtip- '5TICH&S" 7" 
He/VU “Mve /ovesetp" 7" 
ecopceHAt$r/veTa¥foM spur 7*1 

FA66OT Fit CPMP 7'V/piUTH 

Ju £ A CAM euRO PAC. RIM 

(A) 3 3 4.50 b 
(?) 4.50 <o 8.50 10 

© S 5 (O b 

5.50 750 II 13 

(1) 7 7 7 10 

if) & 10 I1/ \G 
outimfeb-. . 9>-* 
SCHUPN6 UP '"/FREE yX.r! 
3FIH6ER SPREAD 7” 

ye5 small ScHj£jjgl 

NO CHECKS. 

CASH0RM0T0 

DAVIDHAYES 

POBOX8223 

EMERYVILLE CA 94662" 

exclusive distribution? 
REVOLVER USA/SCOOBY DOO 

POBOX 421215SFCA94142 1215 



t-shirts 
buttons 
bumperstickersi 

postcards 
pamphlets 
& periodicals j 

Wide Awake "the end" 
1" with 3 New Ones plus 1 Old One LIVE $3.50ppd. 

2 sided tee shirts $12.00ppd non U.S. add $2.00 per item 

Mondo Gillippie Records 
PO box 278 Brookfield, Ct. 06804 

if you re ever in Seattle, come visit our stores! 

5 an 
Left Bank Books We also carry: 

* tapes 
E "92 Pike St. (in the Pike Place Market) 
P Seattle,WA 98101 (206) 622-0195 

For your FREE ( donations gladly accepted!) copy, write or call 

Left Bank Distribution 
(also the home of our used bookstore, A.K.A. Books) 
4142 Brooklyn Ave. N.E. 

Seattle,WA 98105 (206) 632-5870 

"Fear Love" LP/CD| 

£\ BO E> 
DQ D © IXI IT 
A F T S IS 

BAD TRIP LP/CD 

0 03 © T ® © CS 
/*\ @ D Cvl 
S.FJt. "So What?" LP/CS 

TXTPPICIDE EF 
NECRACEDIA "Now I See Clearly" LP 

S.FJVVNECRACEDIA CD 

U.SA. EP S3, LPS7, CS$7, CD S10 

CANADA EP $4, LPS9, CD $11 

EUROPE EP $5, LP $12, CD $12 

ELSEWHERE EP $6, LP $14, CD $13 

ptrooitunnE® om toe as. ®y : 
CARGO, CAROLINE, ROTZ, VENUS 

©osraotiOTE® om .(iy^©iFi my : 
GELD HER, SEMAPHORE, WE BITE 

W3EH(S 
451 WEST BROADWAY 2N 

K NEW YORK. NY 10012 * 



SENDASELF- 
ADDRESSED, 
STAMPED 
ENVELOPE 
FOR OUR 
WINTER 
MAILORDER 
CATALOGTO 
P.O. BOX 8722 
MINNEAPOLIS 
MN 55408 
U . S . A . 
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The Price of Maturity 
LP/CASS/CD 

> $8/$12 

Postage Paid in the U.S. 
Elsewhere add $4 

CONVERSION RECORDS 
26861 TRABUCO RD., SUITE.E-143, MISSION VIEJO, CA. 92691 

HIGHLY COLLECTABLE RECORDS. 
P.0, BOX 27532. PROVIDENCE, RI 02907 

HC»-t GREAT WHYTE LYIN SNAKE-JOLLY OLD ST. NICHOLAS 7 Inch 

Christmas classic contains covers of MISTITS A S.S.D. 

Available on red or green vinyl,#d each out of 250 

HCR-2 GREAT WHYTE LYIH SMAKE-eEVE OF DESTUCTION 7 inch 

An avalanche of savage chaotic mayhem!!!_ 
Available on orange or black vinyl 

HCF-3 TERVEET KADET-H1GHLY COLLECTABLE 6 SONG E.». 
Contains songs from ANWO DOMINI ft OMA KOLONI 
Great Finnish hardcore thrash!!! 
100 copies each on blue,black,rad,or green.NO more orange. 

HCR-4 SLEIGHER-POSIN IDEA 7 inch 
•Great metallic hardcore"-M.R.R. Ltd. edition_300 made. 

HCR-5 SUCKFACE-EVANGELIST HIT SQUAD —5 sorig E.P. 
Great,brutal thrash,available on red or black vinyl. 

HCR-6 GREAT WHYTE LYIN SNAKE-LIVE WITH BON JOVI AT SHEA STADIUM 
•••THISIS NO LONGER AVAILABLE••• 

HCR-7 MULE-LAND OF TREASON 7 inch 

Chris ft Dean,formerly of POISON IDEA,kick out a couple of Seat covers.GERMS-Land of Treason,Knaves-Glrl I Threw Away. 
0 pressed, available on blue,pinkish purple or^^y. 

HCR-8 SUPPORATING PUSTULE-CAVEJJT EMPTOR 7 inch n.p. 
GRRRIIIIINNNND!!!Comes with a free 20 song cass.ftd out of 57 

HCR-9 GREAT WHYTE LYIN SNAKE-GREAT WHYTE CHRISTMAS- CD/CASSETTE 
8 Christmas blasts-each one is a kick in Santa"S pants. 

And a couple of Halloween tunes-MONSTER MOSH-FU*C THE HOLIDAYS 

HCR. 10 GREAT WHYTE LYIN SNAKE-UNPLUGGED 7 inch 

No acoustic guitars here! the BUTTHOLE SURFERS never dreamed 
anything this sick and disgusting. * 

_U.S.A._ _ _MEX ICO/CANA DA__WORLDjAIR_HAXL)_ 

1st- 12.50 1st- 13.00 1st- 15.00 
ea sddL 11.50 ea. addtl. It.00 ea. addl. 12.50 

CD's 18.00 CD's 19.00 CD's 110.00 
Cass.15.00 Cass.16.00 Cess.17.00__ 

__ ALL PRICES_ARE_POSTAGE_PAID _ 
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NAKED ANGELS at NEW START 

Hello & welcome to this decade’s Caroli¬ 
na’s scene report. I’m sure you’re all dying to 
hear about the punk rock happenings from 
North and South Carolina, so i won’t delay any 
longer. 

Saturd 
»ecqhd annual punk weekend is this 
It’s a big St eve M unsell extravagan¬ 
ce BUZZOVEN and RIGHTS RE¬ 

SERVED are playing, i’m skipping out on it 

summer. It’s a crying shame. I hone we get 
someone else around here that plays that 
style of junk. No possibilities come to mind. 

Time to toot my own horn. I started 
Unite & Fight Records. My first 7" is out now. 
It’s a comp, w/ OFFICER FRIENDLY. TON¬ 
KA, DEMISE & MEDIA CHILDREN. Its called 
Please Stop & it sure is good. $3ppd. lrom 
Rick Spencer/ PO Box 12336 UNCG Station 
Greensboro. NC 27413-1115 

TONKA... what can you say about those 
guys? They’re just too incredible tor words. 
Whoever thought something decent would 
come out of Rock Hill. South Carolina? 

Here in Greensboro there is GEEZER 
LAKE who have a zany trippy. yet hard as 
hell sound. They’ve got a yummy ep on 
DETOX. Also on that label is SANS SOBRI¬ 
ETY who are kinda Sound-garden-y with 
better vocals. Nice folks all of them. WELL 
NIGH FORGOTTEN are also label-mates who 
have a Husker Du /Soul Asylum sound. Wild 
and crazy Stuff 

INHUMANITY are a really good 1984 
sounding punk band from South Carolina. 
OK, its taken a few days to write this report. 
I saw them when I went to Georgia . They 
were great. Could have been tighter, I sup¬ 
pose, nut I really enjoyed their stuff. Good 
lyrics from what 1 could tell and fun people as 
well. It’s wonderful to meet new people, don’t 
you think? Chris from INHUMANITY put out 
an ANTISCHISM record and is working on 
another comp w/ UNHERD. ANTISCHISM 
and others on it. 

BEDLAM IIOIJR are goofs. Not too long 
ago, they made apple fritters on stage and 
passed them out. There’s always a Pal bub¬ 
ble guin shower at shows. They are very fun 
and have a few records out. (# 1 Springtide 
Villas. Fripp Island, SC 29920) 

Chris Murray is still doing a comp. 7" 
with TONKA. TOAST, BEDLAM HOUR. & 
UNHERD. 

Brian Nelson started an AYF chapter 
in Charlotte, NC. He’s been setting up some 
nice shows in Charlotte too. Write him for 
booking info. There’s going to be a huge 3 day 
show in January at the skatepark in Char¬ 
lotte. I hear Jesus Chrust. Nausea, Born 

better musically, but I still like the COM¬ 
MANDOS. Put: 4639 Apt I, Hope Valley Rd., 
Durham, NC 27707 and a 29c stamp on an 
envelope to reach them. 

NAKED ANGELS are from Winston- 
Salem. NC. They consider themselves a 
straight edge band, but their music and 
attitudes are a refreshing change. Their new 
drummer used to play with Shelter, for what 
it’s worth. Their 7” is now sold out. but 
they’re working on another that’ll be out in 
spring time hopefully. 

New Start in Winston-Salem closed a 
few weeks ago. It’s too bad |I mean, crap!! 
The place was so dam punk, not to mention 
the tact that tons of suave bands played 
there, and it was fun as could be. Cool 

people ran it, too. (See what happens 
when you let one of those NAKED ANGELS 
guys sit in the typing seat for 30 sec¬ 
onds?!)! Write to them at: PO Box 10110. 
Winston-Salem. NC 27108, or call Brian 
at: (919) 273-3889. TRAIN OF THOUGHT 
have released a demo, but their 7" on NEW 
START RECORDS has been delayed. ROB 
R-ROCK is still doing underground straight 
edge rap. His 12” is sold out. but a track 
of nis is now available on the Smorgasbord 
Records Animal Rights LP. He's working 
on more rap stuff in HARDCORE REALI¬ 
TY. 

Another Winston-Salem club. The 
Screamin’ Deacon, also known as BIG- 
HOUSE 419, closed its doors in October. 
The Big House drew hu ge crowds tor bands 
such as SODA CAN. NAKED ANGELS, 
Bom Against, Rorschach, or anything 
sounding at all like the Red Hot Chili 
Peppers. 

SODA CAN, who moved to North 
Carolina from New Jersey (go figure) are 
recording a follow-up EP to their smooth 
debut LP on Forefront Records. Powertool. 
Fred, their drummer, is making a come¬ 
back alter surgeiy on his wrist. Look for 
them to play out soon. 

BIJZZOVEN is hell grind. Similari¬ 
ties to Neurosis are impossible to ignore. 
In fact they may be Neurosis in disguise... 
nail, they do have more distinction than 
that. They’ve also been compared to Plaid 
Retina, but I just don’t see it. I hear they’re 
doing a 7" on Allied, but that may be a 
rumor. 

THE COMMONWEALTH... Oh yeah 
they’re from Maryland. 

*' ahtrrvfr.tunm 1 . _l___i_ 

TONKA at Skate Farm 

ANTISCI IISM broke up on tour this 6390. 



SHORT FUSE, also a new band, has 
been playing around, sometimes doing shows 
with BARBEQUED SALAD. They’re a cool old- 
style hardcore band and they got the biggest 
and rowdiest crowd at the Reno Punk Fest 

7 SECONDS released Old School on 
Headhunter Records in the Spring and got 
back together and toured the U.S. from Au¬ 
gust through October. They’re scheduled to 
tour Europe for three weeks in December. 
Expect a new album in the new year. Chris 
and Kev, though now in Sacramento, are also 
doing a side project called DROP ACID, for¬ 
merly BURN BABY BURN. They have a CD on 
Restless Records. 

MOO MOO CORN GODDESS OF BUNG 
(MCGOB) is a new band that apparently a lot 
of people don’t like, but I don’t Know them so 
I can’t say for sure. I guess they play “break- 
grunge” to annoy people. 

Berkeley scenester Steve Koepke and I 
put on what we called the Reno Punk Fest last 
summer featuringSacramento’s Deftones and 
Homy Mormons; JBay Area’s, Filth, Blatzand 
Jack Acid; and local bands. SHORT FUSE, 
DISCIPLINE, and MICKEY AND THE BIG 
MOUTHS (now broken up). 

The show was cool out started late and 
had some sound problems. The crowd was 
okay (however, most were from the Bay Area), 
but there were usual problems with local 
drunks and assholes. Steve lost some money 
so we’re not sure if we’re going to another one 
anytime soon. Although there’s some talk of 
doing another one next year. Stay tuned. 

As far as zines go there aren't really any 
that I know of other than political, environ¬ 
mental types. You can get the 7 SECONDS 
newsletter Second Thoughts by sending a 
quarter and SASE to my PO Box. All back 
issues of Second Thoughts are available for 
$4.50 ppd., checks and MOs payable to 
Dreaming Wide Awake. 

short-lived band called MICKEY AND THE 
BIG MOUTHS, have played a little bit. They’re 
hardcore. 

A new ska/reggae/punkband the MUD- 
SHARKS sprouted irom the university and 
recorded a demo. They cater to the college 
crowd and played mostly at bars but have a 
real cool sound. Probably the first ska ever in 
Reno. 

Hey folks. I’ve finally got off*my ass and 
decided fo do my second scene report. Some 
of the bands in my last report are no longer 
around but there are some new ones. Here’s 
what I know. 

DISCIPLINE has been playing a little bit 
around the Northern California area. They’ve 
moving more towards a “metal” sound—slow¬ 
ing down a bit. 

BARBEQUED SALAD is still gigging 
regularly at the campus bars. They’ve done a 
few gigs outside of Reno, in Las Vegas, and 
California. They play mostly covers. 

FOURTH ECLIPSE is still around al¬ 
though not doing much—they recently played 
theirfirst gig in about a year in a warehouse 
called The Snop. Occasionally, about once a 
year, they will put on shows there, but it 
doesn’t seem to oe a regular thing. 

BEER GARDEN, former members of a 



My zine, Second Guess, is available. 
The first issue has Fugazi, Reno Punk Fest, 
Good & Plenty, articles by Mark Andersen 
and Doug Abraham and more. Send 75 cents 
and two stamps. 

Those damned subversive artists, the 
“OLIVER NORTH COMMEMORATIVE COM¬ 
MITTEE FOR THE ENHANCEMENT AND 
ADVANCEMENT OF AMERICAN VALUES,” 

are at it again. 
A year ago they hung two banners from 

casinos downtown, one. depicting a comput¬ 
er image of David with a noose around his 
neck, was protesting censorship. The other 
was a banner protesting the war. 

Now they’re out plastering campus and 
downtown with various anti-censorship stick¬ 
ers that say, “Warning—Explicit (Images, 

Words, Thoughts, 
etc.),” along with my 
favorite that says, 
“Warning—Genitals.” 
Apparently they’re 
trying to make this 
some kind of nation¬ 
al campaign. They’ve 
begun printing shirts 
with these labels as 
well as helping dis¬ 
tribute stickers to 
whoever wants them. 
Write me and I’m sure 
I’ll figure out a wav to 
get you in touch if 
you’re interested. The 
shirts are $ 10 Ppd., L 
or XL only. 

Lastly, any Neva¬ 
da bands wanting to 
be on a comp please 
get in touch with me, 
soon. 

Write Bob at PO 
Box 9382, Reno, Ne¬ 
vada 89507, or call 
(702) 329-9207 
(phone # may 
change). 

Note that I am 
NOT booking bands 
regularly—irs a big 
hassle (here) and I will 
only do so when I have 
the extra time. Later. 

P.S. Thanks to all 
that wrote or called 
from the last report. 

Hey folks, this is one of those alterna¬ 
tive scene reports Lance Hahn said he wanted 
to see. I haven’t been to many shows recently, 
so I’m gonna write about places to pick uo 
records and other punk stufT in the Boston 
area. As always, I don’t know everything so 
this’ll probably be far from complete. 

Kenmore Square is home of The Rat, 
which sometimes has hardcore shows. Ifyou’re 
taking the MBTA (public transportation) take 
a B, C. or D Green line train to the Kenmore 
stop. Up the street to the right of the Rat is 
Planet Records. They sell new + used shit, 
usually $3-5 for an LP. Most eveiything is 
filed together in alphabetical sections, so be 
prepared to spend a long time wading through 
the “D” section looking for that Discharge 
album. They don’t have tons of punk stuffbut 
I got the Detonators LP for $2 there so I 
recommend at least checking it out. If you 
head up the street to the left from the Rat, 
about a block and a half down you’ll find 
Nuggets. Nuggets has got a bigger punk/hc 
selection than Planet, but popular shit (Min- 
utemen, Misfits, Fugazi, etc.) goes for $6-8 or 
more. They also sell plenty of cheap LP’s, 
7"ers for $2, some singles 2 for a buck, etc. I 
got the first Insted LPTor $ 1 at Nuggets and I 
Ske it, too. Both Planet and Nuggets sell tapes 
+ CD’s, but Nuggets’ has got better selection. 
Tapes are slightly more expensive than vinyl 
and I think most CD’s go for $8 but I don’t buy t 
'em so I don’t know for sure. Planet is at 536 



Commonwealth. There’s another Nuggets in 
Brookline but I’ve never been there. 

Keep walking past Nuggets until you hit 
Massachusetts Ave, then hook a right. At the 
comer of Mass Ave and Newbury St. is giant 
corporate Tower Records. They sell a decent 
selection of punk/hc stuff for $9.44 on cas¬ 
sette and $ 13.99 on CD. Have fun. According 
to my friend the anti-shoplifting stickers peel 
right off but liberate that Bad Religion tape at 
your own risk. They also have a huge maga¬ 
zine, book and video section which you may 
want to browse through. I don’t think theysell 
too many zines but they have books by "Bur¬ 
roughs, Bukowski, H.S. Thompson, Rollins, 
etc. Why are books so expensive? $6 for a 250 
pg paperback? Too rich for my blood. 

At Tower Records take a left onto New¬ 
bury St. At 332 Newbury is Newbury Comics. 
~~ " . /ell 

i tape this place is too expensive for 
but they do have a decent selection. Lotsa 
CD’s, too, which are also too expensive for me. 
If you hate trendy alternative college kids stay 
away. According to the phone book there’s a 
Mystery Train Records at 30~ Newbury but 
I’ve never been there. I have been to the one in 
Cambridge and I wasn’t impressed. 

If you walk back to Tower, head further 
down Mass Ave and then take a right onto 
Boylston, you can find Looney Tunes (1106 
Boylston). I haven’t been there in a while but 
I hadn’t found anything I wanted in a long 
time before that. $4 an LP. A few doors down 
from Looney Tunes is Little Stevie’s Pizza. For 
about $7, 1 think, you can get the biggest 
fuckin’ pizza you’ve ever seen in your lifeTWill 
easily feed four wimpy surburban types or 
two and a half hardcore men. Tastes pretty 
good, too. It’s kind of a hike but if you head 
Back onto Mass. Ave and walk down the street 
about 5-10 minutes and you’ll see the Chris¬ 
tian Science Museum ana Reading Room and 
Temple and whatever else. This place has got 
super nice bathrooms and is the locale of 
choice to take a shit after having polished off 
a Little Stevie’s. If you’re really punk you can 
steal the Lysol from the lavatory. There’s also 
free literature to take and copies of the Mon¬ 
itor (the official zine of Christian Science) and 
this thing called the Mapparium which is 
cool. Don t go on the tour becuase it’s fucking 
boring. 

If you take the B train past Kenmore 
and past the Boston University stops and a 
little past the Paradise (a club that has 
semi-punk shows occasionally, like Tad 
+ Primus) you can go to In Your Ear. This 
is a pretty big place with a separate HC 
section. It's okay selection and fairly cheap 
for most stuff. I got the Avengers LP on 
red vinyl for $3 nere. They sell tapes + 
7"ers + CDs ($8 for most CDs). I recom¬ 
mend it. They sell loads of zines, too. 

If you take the Red Line (public 
transport, again) to Harvard Station, 
there’s more stuff to check out. Immedi¬ 
ately behind the entrance to the station is 
this little circle, I don’t remember what 
it’s called, but there’s frequently altema- 
tive/punk/all types of cool looking folks 
hanging out there. Also famous Harvard 
University is there, ifyou’re impressed by 
that type of thing. Some of my friends 
took acid and wandered around the hall¬ 
ways saying “Hi” to people so I suppose 
you could do the same thing. 
The best record store in Cambridge (Har¬ 
vard is in Cambridge, not Boston, tech¬ 
nically) is Second Coming Records, at 
1105 Mass Ave. It’s a little more expen¬ 
sive than Nuggets or In Your Ear, but the 
selection is better plus they sell live tapes 
+ bootlegs. They’ve got a decent CD sec¬ 
tion - I’ve seen Conniet, Crass, Nomean- 
sno, etc. They also sell Skrewdriver/nazi 
records for about $15 apiece. I saw a 
skinny unimposing skinhead buy some 
one day. I’ve heard stories of folks break¬ 
ing them in the bin, I’m not passing 

judgement. I don’t want to give the impres¬ 
sion Second Coming sucks cuz they sell nazi 
bullshit, but I think it’d be a better place if 
they didn’t. 

Back closer to Harvard Square is a 
place called The Garage. It’s a semibig mall 
thing at 36 JFK St. There’s a Newbury Comics 
in it that’s just like the other one. N.C. sells 
zines like MRR, Forced Exposure, Village Noize, 
etc. plus some local ones like Suburban Voice 
Next to N.C. (both locations) is a store called 
Allston Beat. I think they sell “punk fashions” 
(if there is such a thing) there but I’ve never 
been inside so I couldn’t say. Personally, I 
think real punx would get their clothes at 
Oona’s Experienced Clothing, located in be¬ 
tween Harvard Square and Second Coming 
(don’t know the address, sorry). There’s an¬ 
other Oona’s next to Tower Records, I think. 
Oona’s is another place I’ve never been inside 
of so I don’t know too much about it. You 
check it out and I will too. There’s another 
Tower Records in Cambridge but I hate it 
more than I hate the other one. There’s also 
some new record store either being built or 
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anything else about it and 
punk anyway. 

Next to the Garage is Revolution Books. 
They sell lots of books by/about oppressed 
peoples and radical politics. Dan from Pro¬ 
fane Existence says they sell P.E. there. I 
suspect Revolution Books is an arm of the 
RCP since Revolutionary Worker is a main 
focus of the store but I think it’s a cool place 
anyway. (Is it just me or do RCPers spend a lot 
of time pushing their paper?) They’re $8,000 
in debt so tiy to help ‘em out. There’s 15,000 
other bookstores in the Cambridge area and 
some of’em have used sections where you can 
get cheap shit. At the Harvard Bookstore I got 
some neat philosophy books real cheap, 
including “Walden/Civil Disobedience” for a 
buck. 

Back to records, there’s another In Your 
Ear in Cambridge at 72 Mt. Auburn St. It’s not 
as good as the other-one but still worth 
checking out. The Taang! store is called The 
Kids Will Have Their Say (or something like 
that) and it’s on Eliot St. They sell about 80% 
punk/hc stuff includinga bunch of collectors 
items. There’s tons of Dischord/Revelation 
stuff but even the cheap shit is $6, which is 
too much for me to spend on used punk 
records. There’s lots of cool records there but 
I recommend looking for them somewhere 

l want to go out of your 
way to support local labels. Last time l was 
there the guy shortchanged me 50 cents so 
I’m mad at them anyway. They sell zines 
there, including a bunch of old ones that are 
addressed to Nuke Gitter c/o XXX. A piece of 
history. 

There used to be a cool pizza place but 
it closed. That’s all I can think of. Hope 
somebody finds this interesting/informative/ 
useful. If anyone knows of other cool places 
write me cause I’d go to them. Later. 
Jeff/ 605 South St./ Holbrook, MA 02343 

Brittany (in western France). Bands: 
SS20, probably the oldest French Punk band, 
are still alive and kicking. They sing social 
lyrics in French and have just been doing a 
few gigs in France. Their LP (melodic hard¬ 
core/punk 1990) is still available to: Onkra, 
/ 2 Rue du Pic Carlit/ 31500 Toulouse. If 
you’re into “popcore”, you should really check 
THE INFORMERS out. They play a melodic 

cial lyrics in 
. _ j_mgea their guitar play- 
few gigs in the UK. You can get 

their first 7" to: Revolution Rock/ 19, av. de 
la Porte de Vanves/ 75014 Paris. For those 
into “pure Punk”, VERDUN are still alive as 
well (since 1981) and are planning to put their 
3rd LP out in early 92'. They have political 
lyrics in French, and their early 8Q’s punk is 
more and more influenced by US hardcore. 
Write c/o Rockin’ Rebel/ BP 13/ les Provinc¬ 
es/ 61200 Argentan. 

DESERT CULTUREL, although they 
had a bad review in MRR, are a fuckin’ great 
band .They play a very original mix of Hard¬ 
core and folk, that sometimes reminds me of 
Seein Red or Dissent. They’re planning to put 



23 rue Renan/ 
o,or: On a Faim/ 

py c/o Armel Presselin/ 72 rue de la Maitre 
:ole/ 490QQ Angers. Kazimodo runs a great 

‘serious’ bands who 
seem to be lasting/m 

Essene Mfortsimms 
a 14 stmgsnjiout in early u2, t>ut yoif can 
already buy their excellent 2nd demo or their 
mini LP. They sing strong and clever political 
lyrics in French and are about to become the 
most famous alternative French band. Write 
to: DESERT CULTURE’ 
25000 Besancon for the d 
BP 166/ 86 004 Poitiers 
cedex for the miniLP. 

PINPRICK (punk/ 
hardcore), after ep’s and 
titles on international 
compilations .have split 
up. THE FEEBLES. af¬ 
ter a great EP, have also 
split up. Their guitarist/ 
singer now plays in a 
HC/fun band called 
LOST COWS. COSMIC 
WURST had broken up 
after a great EP and a 
stupid LP, but may be 
starting over again. 

KOCHISE play a 
melodic punk/HC with 
a sax. They sound a bit 
like X-Ray Spex, with 
male & female vocalists. 
They are very anarchist 
ancftheir lyrics (French) 
are in the anarchopunk 
vein. 7" available to: On 
a Faim c/o g. Doulut/ 
rue Pasteur / 47510Fou- 
layronnes. 

Former members 
of the anarchopunk 
band PSYCHOSQUATT 
now play in a melodic 
HC band called DOWN 
BYLAW. (No! Not those 
who signed on Epitaph!) 
c/o Maloka/ BP 536/ 
21014 Dijon cedex. 

ORI< 
band who have made several demos, 1 Up 
who’ve been on several compilations LP and 
K7, are still alive, although some members 
play in another melodic HC band called GANG 
BANG. They both remind me of the Instiga¬ 
tors, with good English lyrics. Demo available 
to: Bouthiaux F/ 3 Place Victor Hugo/ 25000 
Besancon. 

LES CADAVRES, an old punk-rock 
band, will soon be putting out a new LP, 
unfortunately it will be on a label I don’t like 
called Houlala Rds, a kind of “small major’’ 
label. Anyway, their lyrics are rather politi¬ 
cally oriented, very pessimistic, in French 
too. 

If you do like Victims Family, then you 
will dig NOCIF. Although they’re a new band, 
they have already put an EP out on a German 
label. They’re very good musicians, but the 
problem is that their kind of music is not 
really appreciated around here. Clever polit¬ 
ical lyrics mostly in English nowadays, c/o 
Dignac/ Qt Peyriere/ 84380 Mazan. 

On me metal side, PENETRATOR play a 
fast HC/thrash with a female vocalist and 
should have an LP out soon on New Wave 
Rds/ BP 6,/ 75462 Paris cedex 10. MST (good 
energetic metalcore) have just got their LP out 
on Jungle Hop Rds. According to me, their 
lyrics are uninteresting. KRULL, who released 
an EP on NewWave, have now split up.but the 
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GINAL DISEASE, good melodic HC 
raldemos, 1 Epand 

guitarist and the bass player may 
ning a new band. The former members ofthe 
great HC band HEIMATLOS now play in a 
melodic HC band called TEARS OF A DOLL, 
and have their first Ep coming out on Altema- 
tiv* Noise/ 16 rue de la Republique/ 60600 
Erqueiy. 

FLAGRANTS D’ELI play a catchy cold/ 
punk/rock with a female vocalist and good 
political lyrics in French. They’re on their way 
to putting out a second T on Resistance Prod. 
You can get some of their numerous demos to: 
Fred Penn/ BP 73/ 28 232 Epemon cedex. 

Distributors: For you bands & zines 

trust. I guarantee they will (hopefully) not rip 
you off. Palm/BCT mostly distributes tapes & 
comp tapes. He’s rather on the anarchopunk/ 
HC side. If you want (for example) your demo 
to be distributed around here, send him a 

who want to have your productions distribut- 
:e, here’s a list of people you can ed in France, 

og of tapes 
zines. He’s into HC and anarchopunk c/o 
Salle Phil/ 5 avenue Palissy/ 47400 Ton- 
neins. Rare Produx & Fred Perin distribute 
posters, tapes & a few records and zines. He’s 
into anarcnopunk, cold wave/industrial and 
punk/HC. He really does big work around 
here and has contacts all over the world. He 
also does a zine. (see address above). 

Onkra distribute HC/punk records at 
veiy reasonable.prices.Their catalog is im¬ 
proving every month. Get in touch! (see SS20) 
NewWave rec also have a large catalog of HC, 
Punk, trash and metal records. They also do 
a monthly free magazine dealing with every 
kind of music, (see Penetrator.) You must also 
learn that Jungle Hop, an old label and dis¬ 
tributor, has recently broken up. So don’t 
order or send them anything. Well, I think it’s 
quite good news as they didn’t care about the 
message conveyed by Hardcore, and as their 
records were veiy expensive. 

Labels: There’s only a few ones who will 
be able to help you if you want to make a 
record in France.You can tiy to write to New 
Wave (punk/hc/trash/etc), Onkra (punk/ 
he) and Punx (he/punk), who will probably be 
able to put you on one of their LP & EP 
compilations. If you’re a bit more into noise/ 
trash, you can also write to Urban Alert/ BP 
21/ 93340 Le Rainey, (label, zine + distrib) 

Fanzines: If you want to learn more 
about the French He scene, the only good zine 
(in English) I know is Uprising Decay. It’s a 
huge zine with a good mix of opinions, re¬ 
ports, interviews & reviews. c/o:Huftier Ar- 
naud/ 23 Place Taffin/ 59300 Valenciennes. 
In French; If you want to have an interview in 
a French zine. here’s a list of some famous, 
great and active people who will certainly try 
to help you: Adal Afar Adavc/o Flo Davril/ lb 
rue Sarrette/Boite 25/ 75014 Paris. (HC/ 
punk/ anarchopunk). Silly Homett I rue St 
Exupery/ 69600 Oullins. (garage & Hard¬ 
core, mostly USHC) Earquake c/oLecaFred/ 
Le Menil/ 88160 Le Thillot. (HC, thrash, 
metal, noise, punk.) 

Well, I think that’s about all. I hope this 
report will be of any help for you. Just a few 

words about it as it was my first one; I forgot 
a lot of bands in it, that is only because I see 
no interest in talking about underground 
bands who will split up after 2 months, a 
filthy demo or 3 gigs. So, I only spoke about 

lave made records or 
tivated. Don’t worry if 
there’s only a few real 
HC bands in this re¬ 
port; it’s only cos’ 
France is a very “back¬ 
ward” country, veiy §unk-rock-sex & 

rugs & r’n’r.... 
Please feel free to 

write if you want more 
info about unknown 
bands or other styles 
of music (ska, rap, Eunk-rock...no S/E 

ands at all!). In the 
same way. if you need Elaces where to stay, 

elp for your tours, 
addresses of anti-fas¬ 
cist, vegan etc. asso¬ 
ciations and so on, I 
will do my best to help 
you and will answer 
eveiy letter. (You don’t 
really have to send an 
IRC or something,. ex¬ 
cept if you’re really 
wealthy) OK, I didn’t 
speak about politics 
& social context here 
in France, because I 
think it’s no use, as 
there are the same 
things happening ev¬ 
erywhere; do I have to 
tell you about squat 
evictions, xenopno- 

bia, drugs & violence in the suburbs?? Of 
course you already know that. Just learn that 
there are quite a few real fascists here (for the 
moment), that the HC scene is not developed 
at all, and that mostpeople, even libertarians, 

LDOUt have never heard about veganism & animal 
rights, (although it’s growing quite fast). Please 
excuse me for all the mistakes, I don’t speak 
English very well yet. Oh yeah, by the way, I’m 
looking for pals from everywhere (especially 
US & UK), cos I will have to travel quite a lot 
for my studies or hollidays in a few years..So, 
vegetarians, veganists, hardcore punks, hippy 
babcores, peace punks, hard liners,... get in 
touch now!! Write to: 
Yann Boisleve/ La Bonnemais/ 35590 La 
Chavelle Thouarault/ France. 

Chicago-A scene report should contain 
more than just bands bands bands records 
bands zines and more bands, but I’m having 
a bit of trouble digging up any “alternative 
socio/political happenings” reports. Sony, 
but Chicago is a big enough city to guarantee 
that every politician, government office/ 
project, and big business is hopelessly cor¬ 
rupt and/or mob run. Any “inside” or “ex¬ 
pose” report would be so lacking in qualifica¬ 
tions as a news flash, that it Is laughable. 
Come to think of it, any reports on non- 
corrupt goings on would be interesting news. 
The workers revolution has yet to manifest 
itself fully... However, I am going to tiy to 
cover some “cool place” each report, we’ll see 



i nev ve Deen lav¬ 
ing low recently, 
but I suspect we'll 
see them playing 
out more in a few 

•bark 

how it goesT 
^ool Place: 

the Garfield Park 
Conservatory. Ok, 
I know, who cares 
about a green¬ 
house full of trees. 
Actually, this is a 
big greenhouse full 
oI thousands of 
different kinds of 
trees all laid out in 
labyrinthine pat¬ 
terns, with classi¬ 
cal music lilting 
softly in the back¬ 
ground. I suppose 
it’s sort of fruity 
sounding, but 
those of you who 
suffer from gentler 
moments might be 
inspired to check 
it out. Better than 
all that, it is hot in 
there year round 
(winter is coming), 
and it’s completely 
free to get in. It is 
also strangely de¬ 
serted most of the 
time, which makes 
it pretty private. 
The Garfield Park 
Conservatory is lo¬ 
cated at Lake St. 
and Central Park 
Ave. on Chicago’s 
west side. 

This time 
around I’ve man¬ 
aged to get some 
more information 
direct from the 
sources (horses?) mouths, and some leads on 
some more photos, so hopefully things will 
visually brighten up for you picture minded 
readers. 

A new band P.E.N. from the west sub¬ 
urb of Aurora is putting out their own 7" EP 
soon, titled The American Way. P.E.N. arose 
from the ashes of NO EDGE, and John from 
the band has been putting on shows in halls 
in Aurora for some time now through Drunk 
Rock Productions. He says any touring band 
can call him, he won’t turn them down, and 
he’ll do a show any day of the week! Not bad. 

As for shows, Matt Nelson’s big produc¬ 
tion Lalapaloozer should have happened by 
the time this report is printed. I mentioned it 
last time, and of course, the lineup changed 
since then. Bands playing are to be SCREECH - 
ING WEASEL, SLUDGEWORTH. DICKY MO, 
GAUGE, STATE OF EMERGENCY, NO EM¬ 
PATHY. SHIVA, and NOT REBECCA. Its a big 
step for Matt, but unfortunately the hall, the 
Gateway Theatre has seats bolted down, that 
lead right up to the stage. Maybe next report 
I’ll have some goiy seat destroying stories for 
you... On another Out of Control Front, sub¬ 
urban Elmhurst’s McGregors will be open 
again in February for sure this time, and all¬ 
ages shows there should start going strong. 

Also in the suburbs, Scott of Shakefork 
Records has been busy with both the label 
and a new ‘zine he’s started, also called 
Shakefork. Issue # 1 was out a while ago, and 
#2 is on its way (although by the time this 
report is printed, #3 should be out too). 
Shakefork will be releasing the long awaited 
GAUGE debut 7" EP, and he is now waiting for 
them to finish recording. GAUGE’S demo has 
sold like hotcakes, and their 7" should do at 
least as well. Shakefork is also down to the 
end of the No Punks In The Pit comp., but is re¬ 
pressing. 

I spoke with some of the APOCALYPSE 
HOBOKEN guys recently, and they’re prepar¬ 
ing to release some newly recorded material 
featuring their new line-up. Gone is singer 
Ted, who was replaced by a new singer ana a 
new guitarist, who’s names I didirt catch. 

out more I 
months. 

Tony of Vic¬ 
tory Records is 
getting ready to 
release a pile of 
stuff. Soon, he’ll 
ut out the D.C. 

WORLDS 
COLLIDE 7" EP. 
a new L.P. from 
ICEBURN, and a 
7" EP by Buffalo 
NY’sSNAPCASE. 
Tony’s band 
EVEN SCORE is 
playing out regu¬ 
larly, and now 
includes ex- 
BILLINGSGATE 
member Eric in 
the line-up. BILL¬ 
INGSGATE has 
bitten the dust 
yet again, but 
stay tuned for the 
next reunion/ 
break-up...ad in¬ 
finitum. 

As I men¬ 
tioned last time, 
Ben Weasel has 
started a new la¬ 
bel called No 
Budget Records 
that nas just re- 
released the old 
S.W. Punkhouse 
7"E.P. Also out is 
the VINDIC- 

TIVES debut 7” EP The VINDICTIVES are a 
new band with ex-GORE GORE GIRLS mem¬ 
bers that have been starting to play out. No 
Budget is tiying to be down to earth and 
cheap, and hopefully the day to day head¬ 
aches of running a label won’t wear him 
down. As for SCREECHING WEASEL, their 
Lookout Records LP/CD has just come out, 
and they have booked a 1 month East Coast 
tour this January. Also, S.W. might be look¬ 
ing to put out an EP of either new stuff or 
“lost” old stuff in January or February as well. 

Underdog Records is probably re-press¬ 
ing 8 BARK’s 2nd 7'E.P., The Big Wheel, as 
the first pressing of 400 (released May ’91) is 
nearly gone. 8 BARK is gearing up for a mini¬ 
tour of Canada from Jan 2nd - 13th, so call or 
write for booking help and/or info. 8 BARK 
have been going out of town a lot lately, and 

for next spring, 
busy selling th< 

_ igl _ 
The U-Dog collective has been 

busy selling their latest releases, the TASTY 
BUSH 7” EP and the ESKIMO NATION 7" EP, 
and is looking for cool out-of-town stores to 
deal direct with. If you have any info on hip 
underground record stores near you, write 
Underdog and let ’em know. ESKIMO NATION 
is whole again after acquiring new bassist 
“Dave,” and might be going Wash D.C.-ward 
for a mini-tour this December. Also, E-NA- 
TION drummer Rob Roy has started a label 
called Red Light Records on which he plans 
an E-NATION/SHAGGY (from Syracuse NY) 
split 7” EP for next spring. Rob’s eternally 
postponed comp LP is also planned to come 
out on Red Light sometime next year. DEAD 
STEELMILL has been playing around Chica¬ 
go lately and is looking to go out on weekend 
shows in the future. TASTY BUSH is record¬ 
ing again in December for a possible second 
release on Bob Records from Detroit. 

Some groovy house/basement shows 
have sprung up in the Wicker Park area of 
Chicago at a place called the September House, 
and are being put on by Ed. The shows are 
Saturday ana Sunday matinees from 2-9 
p.m., and recently have had GAUGE and 
DICKY MO play, as well as others. September 
House want’s to book any band, touring or 
local, and can offer a good small show. I’m 
glad to see that people in Chicago are starting 
to take things into their own hands and get 
stuff started] 

Johanns Face Records is a newer Chi¬ 
cago label that has been very busy lately. 
Their newest releases include the SHIVA 7” 
EP and a SLUDGEWORTH LP/CD that has 
been selling well. Coming soon from Johanns 
will be a ROTWEILER TUBE 7". which is a 
project by S-WORTH, NO EMPATHY mem¬ 
bers and others. SLUDGEWORTH, CHIA PET 
and BLUE MEANIES are planning some mini¬ 
tour/weekends together to Louisville KY, 
Madison WI, DeKalb IL, and elsewhere. NO 
EMPATHY has been playing out a lot too, and 

To might be heading out 

Johnny] . 
doing occasional all-ages Sunday shows at 
the Wrigleyside, but it never seems like too 
many people know where it is, or if they do, 
they never seem to come in huge numbers. 

Matt Conners has been setting up shows 
at Union Hall on the N.I.U. campus in DeKalb. 
Some good shows should be happening out 
there in the next few months, so call him and 
get your band booked! His new band SI¬ 
LENCE contains two ex-WEEDEATER mem¬ 
bers and is starting to plat out too. 

Also in DeKalb, Jenn Buelow has been 
working hard to get Northern Illinois Univer¬ 
sity’s radio station, WKDI, to play more HC/ 
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alternative sMT. Apparently several sliows 
with that format have sprung up, and more 
are on the way! 

That’s it for this report. PLEASE SEND 
ME INFO, PHOTOS, and MORE INFO for this 
report. It can only be informative and com¬ 
plete if you fellow Chicagoans pitch in. I don’t 
care what your niche is in the^scene” or who 
you love/hate, I just want to have Chicago 
included and represented in MRR every issue, 
and I’m sure you do too. I’d also like to hear 
about any interesting non-music stuff too. 
Write; Doug/ 8 BARK, PO Box 476847/ 
Chicago IL. 60647/ (312) 772-4545. 

Some other numbers/addresses: 
Underdog Records, P.O.Box 14182, Chi¬ 
cago IL 60614 (312) 772-4545 
Roadkill Records, P.O.Box 477175, Chica¬ 
go IL 60647 
Johanns Face Records, P.O.Box 479164, 
Chicago, IL 60647 (312) 226-0957 
No Budget Records, P.O.Box 62, Prospect 
Heights, IL 60070 (312) 248-0867 
Shakefork Records, P.O.Box 9711, Down¬ 
ers Grove, IL 60515 (708) 852-7795 
Victory Records, P.O.Box 197, Clarendon 
Hills, IL 60514 (312) 404-6214 
Red Light Records, P.O.Box 1911, Chica¬ 
go, IL 60690-1911 (312) 772-4545 
Matt Nelson / Out of Control Prod., 2434 
N. Albany 2nd FI., Chicago IL, 60647 (312) 
342-7859 
Matt Conners / SILENCE 1109 S. 2nd St., 
DeKalb, IL 60115 (815) 758-4240 
Drunk Rock Prod. / John (708) 983-9009 
Aurora, IL 
Marc Ruvolo / the Wrigleyside, 312) 226- 
0957 
September House, Ed, 2309 W. North Ave., 
Chicago, IL 60622, (312) 342-0316 
WZRD, 5500 N. St. Louis, Chicago IL60625, 
(312) 794-2861 
WKDI, Jenn Buelow, 801 N. 1st Str., 
DeKalb. IL60115 (815) 753-1278 
Any other numbers that you’d like but 
aren’t listed, just write me. 

Montreal, Quebec, and it was a success. 
Toronto’s independent bands are amidst 

in a whirlwind of activity, even thought the 
scene is lagging due to an overwhelming 
attitude of apathy. The Apocalypse club just 
closed, the Kivoli is no longer booking hard¬ 
core acts, no one wants to go to the Opera 
house because of bad management ana the 
fact of the distance that has to be travelled 
(which also lead to a halt to the Krunchfest 
shows, which are currently being renegotiat¬ 
ed among the managers and 

TURES have justbeen signed to Fringe Prod¬ 
uct (distribution only) and are planning a 
new release for the spring of 92. There doing 
very well in Quebec but are having some 
trouble breaking ground in Ontario, but hope¬ 
fully with this new deal things should be 
betier and change. Also there are some up 
and coming bands that deserve a mention 
that is GROVE AARDVARK and BLOOD SAU¬ 
SAGE These guys are doing really well in 
Montreal. Big Michael of Pouiouns Electrique 
died at the end of the Summer and he is 

Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver-Ok well 
Starting Vancouver The DAYGLOW ABOR¬ 
TIONS are on a nationwide tour starting in 
Vancouver and ending in Halifax Nova Scotia. 
They were supposed^ to do the States but 
because of immigration problems (getting 
visas) they cannot make it. 

But as usual things don’t always go as 
planned and in mid travels while in the prai¬ 
ries of Canada, the tour vehicle wiped out and 
they had to fly to Toronto. No one was hurt but 
it ended up costing them a lot of money in the 
end. They managed to get to all their dates on 
time. But from bad to worse the vehicle was 
trashed again in London Ont. The Quebec gigs 
went real well and they are on their way back 
home across Canada the only way to go, that 
is via camper. Their new LP/CD is out Two 
Dogs Fucking and was released on Nov, 4th. in 
Toronto. 

Onto Toronto. There's a new fanzine 
called Phlemzine. its felly funny and has good 
insights; it’s worth it. 

BUNCHOFUCKINGS have just signed 
to Fringe product, with a new album, called 
Carnival of Carnage and Chaos, and are cur¬ 
rently planning some dates across Canada to Eromote the new album. Contrary to popular 

elief the GOOFS are alive and well (ha ha) 
and veiy drunk. They just played a gig in 

promoters.).Toronto’s answer to the Cramps, 
that is SUCKERPUNCH, are on a break Tor 
about the next six months after playing with 
the Ramones so we won’t be hearing from 
them for a while. But their rhythm guitarist 
is in the works of joining the likes ofARMED 
& HAMMERED. NO IDENTITY, NFB, and 4 
AND A HALF REASONS FOR AN ABORTION 
have all broken up, and the members have 
gone their own ways leaving rumours of new 
bands everywhere,Too bad!! 

It seams Toronto has an answer to evey 
thing, so Toronto’s answer to Gwar is the 
GOBLYNZ. These guys are in the studio doing 
a recording that should be available in some¬ 
time in December; some sample copies have 
be realised and the word out is that it has to 
be bought, veiy, very, good and funny .also 
ONE BLOOD is also in the studio, but that’s 
it as far as it goes for them, nothing else is 
known. 

RANDOM KILLING has just realised a 
new tape and they are planning a tour of 
Europe and Canada 
Montreal and 
GLOWS. 

Toronto’s last backalley mutants 
ARMED & HAMMERED have just completed 
their newest release, Fully Loaded, and are 
planning release partes everywhere. They 
just played Montreal but do to poor club 
management there gig was a wipe out, and 
put them farther into debt. Their recording 
was done on the September, Friday the 13th, 
which includes 13 songs. It’s getting good 
reviews from all. Their Toronto release gig 
went exceptionally well tons of people show¬ 
ing up ana the place was packed, also it gave 
way to two new bands, one called PRISON¬ 
ERS OF SOCIETY and WOLVERINE PET¬ 
TING ZOO, which is made up of ex members 
of MY GRUD. Maybe by chance Toronto might 
be saved, I hope! 

On to Montreal. The NORTHERN VUL- 

uiv^y cul, p/iaiumig a luui a 

anada. These guys are playing 
Quebec City with the DAY- 

terribly missed by all. Montreal will not be the 
same without him. 

And one last thing, the DAYGLOWS will 
be back across Canada and the States in 
Feburary 1992. They will be playing with COC 
and Prong, dates in Toronto and New York 
have allready been set so get ready. 

If anyone wants anyoand info, or just 
wants to make contact, please write me a line. 

That’s it for now, my address is below. 
See you in the funny pages 
Mopa Dean/ 135 Tecumseth St,2nd FI./ 
Toronto, Ontario M6J-2B2/ Canada 

(Note: There are no pictures with this scene 
report, "because they’re crap anyway, Swiss 
people look like all the resty 

Well, before I start to do this report I 
must put this straight first; I’m not gonna talk 
about the “pseudo-underground”, as I don’t 
see myself as a part of that.The “pseudo¬ 
underground” does a lot of compromises (too 
much’) with city officials, they put out their 
releases on CD s, and bullshit Tike that. The 
real underground is the DO IT YOURSELF 
scene, and as you can guess, this scene is 
much smaller and pretty unknown (some 
people from the “pseudos” even don’t know 
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that our scene exists’). There’s not many real 
alternative places to go, but the few that exist 
are: 

Zurich, Wohlgroth (a very big squat 
with info store, coffee shop, bar, gig hall, jazz 
room, bookshop, sleeping places, etc). This 
place is a squat ana the city government 
would like to see it closed down as soon as 
possible,which would definitely result in an¬ 
other youth riot (like in ‘68 or in the early 
‘80’s). 

Luzern, BOA (collectively run place). 
This is mainly a gig hall that sets up cool (and 
not so cool) gigs. ROMP (non-profit record 
store), one of the very few recora/tape/zine- 
stores in Switzerland that doesn’t want to 
make large profits. 

Basel, Hirscheneck (collectively run 
place). This is a restaurant, but they also do 
organize gigs.In the past, there have been 
some brilliant gigs, nowadays it’s getting a bit 
more trendy, and good gigs are a bit rare. 

Biel, Subway Corner (record store). 
Another alternative record store that is not in 
it for the big fat cash. AJZ (Autonomous 
Youth Centre), this place is very old, I don’t 
even know when they started. They set up 
gigs and things, I’ve only been there some 6 
years ago and I’m not really informed on what 
they exactly do. 

Geneva, Garage is a squat and they 
organize gigs and other things. There’s also 
lots of other squats and yet another not-for- 
profit-record store, although I don’t know 
heir names or what they’re up to. 

Happenings are very rare, the latest 
have been: 

3 Australian anarcho punx showed vid¬ 
eos from Australian bands and the Poll Tax- 
movie from Class War, also EARTH CITIZENS 
played that night. It wasn’t very communica¬ 
tive in the end, sadly. 

Libertarian meetings took place 4 times 
so far, sadly only the organizers turned up. 
But now the message has been spread and 
let’s hope more people will be there. 

6 people took a walk through our city 
armed with sprayboxes etc., and destroyed 
lots of advertising posters. 

It is sad mat nothing much else is 
happening, but as you know Swiss people are 
rich and that’s one main reason that they’re 
so apathetic. 

Well, onto bands, zines and labels: 
Zurich: The only protest band here is 

the one I play in, EARTH CITIZENS. We have 
released a 7 EP called No God No Leaders No 
State No Religion (with 6 songs, lyrics trans¬ 
lated in English, German, French and Span¬ 
ish) and a cassette LP called To A Nation Of 
Party Lovers (16 songs, booklet—in your lan¬ 
guage’ 

When we play a gig we distribute our 
lyric sheets, thought-provoking flyers and we 
smash a CD per gig, cos we fucking hate CD’s, 
due to the involvement of the big multination¬ 
al bastards EMI. Some band members are 
involved with Resistance Productions, which 
is a record & tape label, and includes the Anti- 
CD Distro, plus we start to publish a new (we 
did Alternative from ‘88 to early ‘91) zine in 
December called No Sanctuary, which will be 
again in English, but this time it’ll be out 
monthly. A veiy good zine was published by 
Marianne & Carsten, it was called Silent 
Majority, then they did an anti-sexist zine 
called Lib and now they’ve started a new zine 
called Atticus. They’ve also started a record 
label (Mugglewump) with a-split live 7” that 
will be a benefit for the A.L.F. They’re also 
involved with the Hardcore Hour on local 
radio LORA. I haven’t heard this airplay yet, 
but I guess it’s better than the former airplay 
under the same name (which was only about 
music). 

Zofingen: I think this is a small village 
(or small city), I really don’t know. The only 
thing I know is that JENSEITS DER ORD- 
NUNG (OUT OF ANY ORDER) come from 
there, they released a great record (LP) with 
the same title, on their own label, Recycling 

Records. 
Biel: Not much activity in this bi-lin¬ 

gual (French & Swiss-German) city. VIKTOR’S 
HOFNARREN are a good band, playing old 
styled punk with cool lyrics. A demo should 
be out soon, and maybe a split 7" with DEK- 
ADENT. Annette, their singer organizes gigs 
under the name of Punk Bourgeoise. 

Luzern: DEKADENT is the only active 
band there. They’ll soon release a split 7" with 
EARTH CITIZENS on their newly formed Romp 
Productions label (this will come with a fold 
out sleeve and a booklet in 4 languages). They 
also play good music, their lyrics are in Ger¬ 
man and they played out live way too infre¬ 
quently. Band members also do Romp-the 
zine and organize gigs in Luzern. 

Stans: Two members out of the most 
known Swiss band PROFAX do a zine Ubu Roi 
(previously called Rebound] and the No Name 
distro. PROFAX themselves, include Mari¬ 
anne of Atticus zine, so you can see it’s a very 
active band. They released an EP last year 
(‘90), and I think it’s sold out. Their new EP 
should be out soon (selfproduced) and called 
CH 91 (which means Switzerland ‘91, this 
year was Switzerland’s 700th birthday), which 
should come with a zine, including interviews 
with other active people out off the Swiss 
scene, plus articles, thoughts by the band 
members. Watch out for that. 

As said this report only includes the 
‘real underground’, if I’d write about the ‘only 
in it for music/ 
money’ people/ 
bands this would 
take up another 
4-6 pages. The 
addresses; Re¬ 
sistance Produc¬ 
tions/ PO Box 
426/ 8026 Zur¬ 
ich/ Switzerland 
(incl. Earth Citi¬ 
zens, Anti CD- 
Distro, Earth- 
Gigs (only anar- 
cho-banas’), No 
Sanctuary Zine, 
rec. &tapelab)... 
Marianne Hof- 
stetter/ Dietlik- 
erstr. 64/ 8302 
Kloten/ Switzer¬ 
land (Atticus 
zine, Profax. 
Mugglewump 
Rec)... Carsten 
Nebel/ Ros- 
wiesenstr. 13/ 
8309 Birchwil/ 
Switzerland (At¬ 
ticus, Muggle¬ 
wump, HC 
Hour)... Dee Dee 
Gallhammer/ PO 
Box 275/ 8037 
Zurich/ Switzer¬ 
land. (Jaywalker, 
Aural Exciter)... 
Ueli Schill/ Sen- 
timattstr. 6/ 
6003 Luzern/ 
S wi tze rland 
(Romp zine & fgs, Dekadent)... 

omp (Record 
store) / Denkmal- 
str. 19/ 6006 
Luzern/ Switzer¬ 
land)... Pascal 
Claude/ Stein- 
ersmatt 113/ 
6370 Stans/ 
Switzerland (Pro- 
fax, Ubu Roi, No 
Name)... Subway 
Corner/ PO Box 
264/ 2502 Biel/ 
Switzerland... 
Recycling 

Records/ PO Box 549/ 4800 Zofingen/ 
Switzerland.(Jenseits Der Ordnung) 

Urgh, above I forgot to mention JAY¬ 
WALKER (from Aarau) who have released 2 
LP’s so far, they toured Europe twice. Their 
records are on their own label and the band 
has existed for at least 5 years now (some 
drastic line-up changes, of course). 

EARTH CITIZENS cassette LP available 
in the USA from either; Burning Bush Dis¬ 
tro/ 3774 N. Amble wood / Lima.OH 45806, 
USA or Sinbad Stelzer/ 3308 Goddard / Tole¬ 
do, OH 43606, USA. 

„ , e only pla 
Austin where Ed Gein and Emilio Cubiero 
would be proud to show their faces.The Cav¬ 
ity, at 615 Red River, is Austin’s only true 
alternative since long lasting Cannibal will 
either be shut down or turned into a sports 



bar by the time 
you read this. 
Goodbye and 
good riddance to 
mat little shithole. 
Hopefully the 
Cavity will be able 
to grab all the 
roadshows. At¬ 
tention all freaks: 
don’t be the only 
one in a 30 mile 
radius not there!!! 

So far the 
Cavity has hosted 
Austin’s varied 
local bands. Now 
that the club is 
up and coming, 
the roadshows 
will be booked. 
Give Staiyn a ring 
at (512) 472- 
4757. He’s a cool 
guy and will help 
you out. ATTEN¬ 
TION- book your 
own fuckin’four! 
OKAY. Remember 
this is a real club. 
Not for the timid. 
I’m not positive, 
but sleeping ar¬ 
rangements are 
available. 

Some of the 
bands that have 
been preaching 
their punk rawk 

efare CRUST 
and CHEEZUS. 
Best when booked 
for the same 
show, known as the Church ofCheezus Crust. 
Ton-of-fun awaits the meek disciples. CHEE¬ 
ZUS classics like “Put your finger on my 
sphincter” and “I don’t want to go to the Pink 

: CRUST taunts 
) convert 

ways of god. The rivalry 
actually dates back to the times of god in his 
early days. As it stands now CHEEZUS are 
Catholics and CRUST are Protestant. Last 
show ^11 of Cheezus’s flock were nearly con¬ 
verted to the Crust kinsdom when John of 
Crust found a Condom in Rev. Jonnathan 
Toubins priest outfit. The only thing that 
saved Cheezus was the public apology and 
extravagant lie they made up to explain the 
possesion of the condom. However, CHEE¬ 
ZUS held true and did not eat any of CRUSTs 
devil food cakes. CRUST simply is the best 
band in the world to ever have played electric 
door springs. Classic songs about a certain 
band in Seattle, feces ham enough to murder 
someone with, and elementary school child¬ 
rens plate lunches overflow onto the congre¬ 
gation and leave everyone feelling a little 
sticky. You can count on free handouts from 
this band, like condoms (although sometimes 
they are already used), corney dogs and 
Metamucil fiber cookies. Good music, good 
show. 

PORK drained their fat onto a few lucky 
onlookers in November. My only advice to 
these girls are: Play often enough so I can see 
you, but never enough to actually learn to 
play your instruments." Great sarage sound 
played sloppily enough to make the Gibson 
Brothers sound like technical wizards. 

Austin’s favorites, the POCKET FISH¬ 
ERMEN, are finally back in commision after 
bassist Ron hurt nis hand kicking ass and 
singer Brant broke his les. Congratulations 
on your marriage Brant. Timeless classics 
like “Teen Rachel", “Big Ass on Fire", and “The 
Leader is Burning” rock me like a fuckin’ 
hurricane as does their new material. Come 
out and see these guys before K-Tel makes 
them into cock rock heroes. 

.... JESUS CHRIST SUPERFLY, Austin’s 

superband (containing legends from previous 
bands), probably have enough original mate¬ 
rial for an entire set, but their choice of covers 
are outstanding. This is the band that would 
be nice enough to play at your grandma’s 
birthday party. 

Even though Flipside gave STUMPWA- 
TER the worst review iVe ever read, they have 
a loyal following for their slippeiy noise. 

STRETFORD is a great up and coming band 
that still isn’t tired of the great punk of ’77 
sound. Singer Carl also puts out an interest¬ 
ing fanzine with info on late 70’s bands and 
reviews on new bands, shows, records etc. 

The BROTHERS CUP is a rap band that 
just recently moved to Austin ana have been 
getting plenty of shows. I’m not a fan of rap, 
but these guys are the best wiffle-ball players 
this side of tne Mississippi. They are current¬ 
ly ruling our wiffle-ball legue with 6 wins and 
only 1 loss. 

Sure, there are bands I’ve left out. It 
could be because I forgot, or I don’t like them. 
I’m not really sure. So Si you in Austin’s punk 
kingdom come and check out the Cavity, you 
won’t be dissapointed. If you’re not satisfied 
with this report, get off your fucking ass and 
write your own!! Untill next time. 
Mike/ 304 E. 33rd St. #9/ Austin Texas 
78705 

Hi, here comes the the report from the 
farest southeast country in the world, and as 
always, with too much time since the last. 

First of all, I congradulate Tim and the 
crew for the 100th issue. I’ve been reading the 
zine since issue #22 and writing reports now 
and then, with the main reasons for my delay 
being the really fucking bad mail service in 
Argentina. They send letters and bring mail 
home when they please; there is no security 
and you have no legal right to complain. You 
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pay the postage and who knows what¬ 
ever may happen with the correspon¬ 
dence. 

This time I feel like telling you 
what it is like to trying to live against 
the mainstream society in Argentina. 
I’ve been in the underground and 
punk curcuit in Buenos Aires for 
nearly 10 years now, playing in punk 
and rocknroll bands, putting out a 

to be done. And of course, putting my 
money where my mouth was. I don't 
regret doing it, out here I am, year 
1991 and I don't even have my own 
equipment for the bass, and worst all, 
my old typewriter has died and I 
cannot afford to buy a new one. 

The shitty thing here is that an 
independent or underground scene 
does not exist because the economic 
or technical means of keeping a scene 
going are owned by non-scene peo¬ 
ple. During all these years I haven’t 
met a single person with ideas for 
change wiui money. The problem is 
that mere has not been anyone to 
sponsor any attempts to change. 

There have been big efforts 
made in creating an alternative scene 
and punx have been the ones who 
have pushed the hardest. The plans 
were to try and make it work, a 
parallel circuit, but as I told you 
efforts have failed and the under¬ 
ground scene has been used by bands 
and managers as a stepping stone 
towards show biz. 

In addition to this people do not 
support the bands or zines or any 
social events. I’ve always thought 
that the interaction of these things 
was the force which generated the 
movement but people don’t go to 
concerts and if they do they don’t 
want to pay the price for cheap tick¬ 
ets. The bands never get enough to 
get good equipment ana they have to 
be m charge of eveiything so they 
never get the chance to organize 
things better. The same thing hap- Eens with zines, only a few people 

uy them (usually those who get zines 
free anyway) _ ___ 
small amount of money that there is 
in this circuit does 
not move around. 
Nothing happens. 
I’m not a material 
person, but there is 
no fucking way of 
getting the means to 
build a scene with¬ 
out money. I guess 
this is the same ev¬ 
erywhere but you 
know how third 
world countries have 
been abused. At this 
very moment Presi¬ 
dent Menem is a pup- §et of the United 

tates and the econ¬ 
omy is directly run 
by the US govern¬ 
ment. They say that 
the new economic 
model is successful 
because inflation has stopped (there was 
200% monthly inflation, yes that is true) but 
it has all been achieved by smashing the 
heads of workers. It’s the typical nowadays 
situation in Latin America. The rich have 
more money day by day and the poor get 
poorer. On November 11, American marines 
are arriving in an Argentine city, Mar del 
Plata. They are in the UNITAS operation, 
visiting Latin America. Marines used to stop 
in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) to have a rest but 
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this year they have decided not to stop there 
because of the high percentage of Brazilians 
with AIDS. The US 
stop in Arge 
safer and an 
amenities prepared for them. They have se¬ 
lected 700 sex workers in order to please the 
military personnel. 

This has become a political issue and 
there has been a public outcry against it. Now 
it can be understood what President Menem 
meant when he said that the Argentine rela¬ 
tionship with the USA was going to be closer. 
This is a country of endless craziness, the 
military assassinations (30,000 missing per¬ 
sons from 1976-83) have finally been giving 
amnesty by fucker Menem, cholera (a disease 
of the poor) is spreading rapidly now that 
summer is near, imprisoned people with AIDS 
are chained to theirhospital beds, the govern¬ 
ment imports clothes that Americans have 
thrown in their trash cans and at this very 
moment they’re signing a contract to import 
French human shit (to improve the soil)! 
There are also lots of contamination problems 
on the Atlantic coast. 100's of deaa fish and 
some dead whales lie on the dirty beaches. 

BANDS: The panorama is quiet 
and boring, anenaless story. There’s 
no money, no equipment and no 
place to practice. You cannot rent 

laces to organize shows ‘cause 
iey*re too expensive and the same 

goes for the soundmen. Eveiything 
is a big effort and putting on a show 
is an impossible mission. There’s a 
small circuit of pubs, small places 
where you can get a date for a show 
but you have to give money in ad¬ 
vance to the owner of the venue ($500 
USA) and sell tickets too. If you’re in 
a band you want to play and maybe 
1 1 i’ll V-1rt 

g on shows, most bands are pretty 
isolated. 

LOS VIOLADORES: is the most 
popular and 
ola band com¬ 
ing from punk. 
They’ve just 
recorded their 
6th LP live and 
played three 
shows with 
The Ramones 
(April 91). 

DIVI- 
DIDOS: 
They’ve got an 
LP and consist 
of members of 
a very legend¬ 
ary local band. 
They play hard 
and with lots 
of fuzz. 

C as - 
SANOVAS: is a 
rockabilly 
band that has 

been playing around for years. 
They’ve got two records. 

CADAVERS: They used to be 
an HC band (86). Marcelo Poca Vida, 
an old-school punk, is now the sing¬ 
er. This band has a lot of problems 
trying to find places to play and this 
is because of their well known fond¬ 
ness of drinking, not to mention their 
shows are very chaotic and lustful. 
Thev play in a killer rock vein. The 
Cadavers are people with guts who 
have never lost the spirit. 

EL LADO SALVAJE: This is the 
other band with an extream sound. 
They play cow punk hard and fast. 

MASSACRE PALEST!NA: The 
only underground band that doesn’t 
have problems finding places to play. 
They’ve got a lot of fans and their 

shows are great Tun. Their personal music 
and look are very “American.” Their new 
singer (and former guitarist) have changed 
the aesthetic of the band making it even more 
interesting. 

TODOS TUS MUERTOS: used to be a 
punk band. They had stopped but began 
playing again a la Bad Brains with a black 
singer included. They were a supporting band 
of RATOS DE PORAO in October 91. 

SIN LEX: Punk rockers and self orga¬ 
nizers! They have put on shows with other 
bands and nave just released an independent 
tape. Very good! 

ATAQUE 77: They started by imitating 
the Ramones and have already recorded two 
LPs. At the moment they have been showing 
other influences such as SLF and the Clash. 

There are also other bands which are 
putting on shows a lot; ESTADO MAYOR 
CONJUNTO, RESTOS FOSILES, RIP. IDS, 2 
MINUTOS, VENGANZA, DISTORSION LO- 
QUERO (from Mar del Plata). 

FANZINES: Most zines are very irregu¬ 
lar and not very original. They are more or less 
the same, with some local and foreign inter¬ 
views, political slogans and social protest. 



There are also lots of anarchist zines which 
are together in an organization called “Con¬ 
nections of Anarchist Editors”. They distrib¬ 
ute their publications and they’re doing a 
good job. They’re trying to organize a bank of 
articles in order to form a catalogue with 
dilTerent kinds of stuff where editors may find 
something interesting when they wish to. At 
this moment there is a weekly outdoors mar¬ 
ket of fanzines on Friday in the Congress 
Square. 

(FERLA DE FANZINES). It has been 
organized by some girl editors together with 
the Rebelion Rock magazine, ana many edi¬ 
tors gather there. There are approximately 30 
different zines for sale. This is an attempt to 
push some action into being, you know get 
people together, exchange ideas and hopeful¬ 
ly make something may nappen. A festival is 
coming soon. 

ZINE ADDRESSES: Agitacionx Hasta 
Morirla, La Burra (all anarchist)/ CC 31, Sue 
27/CP 1427/Buenos Aires, Argentina. Resis- 
tencia: Jose Marmol 1432/ CP 1255/Buenos 
Aires, Argentina. Insanity Beer. Alem 536/CP 
2800/Buenos Aires, Argentina. 

P.S. I love Jennifer Blowdryer, L. Liver¬ 
more and of course Mykel Board and of course 
of course, Tim. Message for world mates. 
Public thanks to Ron for really caring. Helge 
in Germany, you never wrote back. Santi in 
Spain, Goran in Sweden, yes, I’m here. Char¬ 
lie in Barcelona? Marcelo and Cintia in Colo- 
nia? To all of them, love from Patricia. 

Morther* 
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Not many of you may care what hap¬ 
pens sixty miles north of San Francisco in the 
city of Santa Kosa, and I’m sure that the 

illy vo 
haven t flipped to the classified ads already to 
see if anyone has a new Bad Religion bootleg 
for under 200 dollars. 

Kirbdog Records, run by Dan Kirby and 
Anandi Worden, is doing well - however, due 
to miscalculations on financial matters and 
spending too much money on coffee, Anandi 
has haa to get a job outside of the record 
industry. Her newline of work - acting as an 
elf at the Santa Claus display in the Santa 
Rosa Mall. Kirbdog is planning a VICTIMS 
FAMILY/NUISANCE split 7” to be out some¬ 
time in Januaiyish, and that’s one big ish. 
Keeping with the usual Kirbdog tradition, it’ll 
probably be out in, oh, July... No, just kid¬ 
ding. Also in the works is a double 10” com¬ 
pilation, out in the next year or so. 

Insurrection Records, run by Paul Tho¬ 
mas, should have a new Detonators 7" out in 
January. Sales from the Detonators/Econo- 
christ 7" are well enough to keep a shirt on 
Paul’s back, and it looks like Insurrection will 
be doing more stuff. 

VICTIMS FAMILY, the most innovative 
rockin’jazzy intense insightful thrashrad etc. 
band ever, just came back from Canada where 
they recorded a new LP. It might be out in 
Jan/Feb on Alternative Tentacles, yes, it’s 
not on Mordam like their previous 3 LPs. 
They’ve been all over Europe, and I think 
they’re headed back soon for the 3rd or 4th 
time! Gee, and Ralph got a cute new haircut... 

NUISANCE got their LP out on Lookout 
and they’re playing shows left and right. They 

didn’t have 
160,000 albums 
presold, but Con¬ 
tusion Hill is way 
better than that 
certain unnamed 
DC record - in fact 
I’m listening to it 
right now, it’s full 
of songs about... 
well who knows 
what they’re 
about, Andy re¬ 
fuses to print lyr¬ 
ics. Despite that, 
you can tell 
they’re about 
trees and guitars 
and, of course, 
smoking pot. 
Lawrence Liver¬ 
more, in explain¬ 
ing his musical 
tastes to me to¬ 
night, said, "I only 
listen to AM talk 
radio and Nui¬ 
sance.” Yeah, and 
Kiley cut his hair 
short again! 

ENGAGE is 
joutaDIY 

out in Febru¬ 
ary. In case you 
don’t know about 
ENGAGE, they, 
uh, how do I de¬ 
scribe ENGAGE? 
Just check them 
out on Vert/ Small 
World, they’re 
very active in pro¬ 
moting thought 
about animal and 
human rights, 
with tables of free 
literature at their 
shows. Damn 
nicest fellows 
around, too, and 
very insightful 
when it comes to the local scene. Oh. 

putting c 
7", out ii 

and I their 7" on Kirbdog is sold out, soriy. 
Other bands: INSANITY PUPPETS and 

CAPITALIST CASUALTIES have been around 
forever, but they rarely play. When they do, 
it’s with industrial bands or in weird places,., 
why is this? They’re both great bands, and as 
I said, are total veterans of this scene. Any¬ 
way, IP put out a 7" on their own label and CC 
put one out on Slap a Ham. MASON LANE, a 
cool firehose/rusn/zepplin band, also did 
the DIY 7" thing. NAILED, giving up on their 
old Neurosis/Ministry sound, have entered a 
dormant state to practice their new show 
consisting of Cringer covers and plenty disco 
dancing. GRAVEL is a “just for fun” band that 
probably won’t be playing a lot, but with a 
name better than NAlLED’s and featuring 
Sean of the late great AUGUST RTVER, I’d be 
on the watch for a double live CD soon. 

Eric Strand is a drummer. He was in 
VICTIMS FAMILY a long while ago, but now 
he’s thumping out his great amazingness for 
ENGAGE, TOE LOUIES, INSANITY PUPPETS, 
and LOS GORDOS. Dedication like that can’t 
go without mention. 

The only shows actually in Santa Rosa 
are at the Junior College in the middle of the 
day, outside, on the lawn. NUISANCE and 
ENGAGE have played there lately, also VIC¬ 
TIMS FAMILY. The Studio Kafe, in downtown 
Santa Rosa, might start doing all ages shows? 
We shall see. What happened to Mr. Fister 
Studios? For the time being, the place to be is 
the Phoenix Theater in Petaluma - it’s a big 
movie theater (with the seats taken out, of 
course) including a balcony and everything. 
Tom’s been doing shows mere for about z 
years, and most have been great. Dude, Me- 
tallica played there last summerl But many 
other banas, much better bands, have graced 
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Zines? Boy, Does High School Ever Suck 

is my zine, it’s about punks in high school. 

high school at all, but I’m on #7 and coming 
out with a new one monthly. I’ll send you a 
copy, write me @ the address at the end of 
this. Which I guess for pete’s sake should be 
now. So long, 
Gabe Mellne/ 540 Los Altos Ct/ Santa Rosa, 
CA 95403 

-Afc— Vcr 

Just in case the column title of this 
scene report is “Arizona”, you should know 
that it is only going to be concerned with 
“Southern Arizona”, especially Tucson. I’ve 
never written one of these before and in fact 
I’ve only seen two from Arizona (and all they 
talked about was Phoenix). Anyway, I hope 
this turns out good. Now onto the important 
stuff. 

The most important thing that has 
happened to the our scene recently is the 
openipg of the Downtown Performance Cen¬ 
ter. It’s a warehouse type building which has 
been converted into a 

HEADSPACE from Bisbee plays some 
more of that fast as hell melodic-core that you 
just can’t get enough of. Supposedly they’re 
working on a demo tape which will hopefully 
be out soon. You can probably get info about 
them and their tape through the MALIGNUS 
YOUTH address above, since I’m pretty sure 
the same guy is doing the recording and 
they’re all a bunch of good buddies anyway. 

As for Tucson bands, we’ve got all 
kinds of goodies. THE AMERICAN DEATH 
TRIP plays some of the best good old fash¬ 
ioned hardfuckin’-core on the planet. They 
are very close to finishing work on their first 
demo tape which should be out by the time 
you read this (sorry, no address). Afewmonths 
ago they got a newdrummer (I think his name 
is Earl) and he rules! Also recently Dave from 
ICE-9 started playing second guitar for these 
guys, which makes this sound hit you twice 
as hard as before. 

Speaking of ICE-9 (yes, Dave is still 
with them too), they’re still doing that hard¬ 
core with a touch of funk thrown in, and 
they’ve got one hell of a bassist to funk it up §ood. Their demo tape has been out for about 

months and I don’t know if it’s still available, 
but it’s called What Are You Running From? 
and it has about 9 or 10 bitchin’ songs (no 
address for them either). 

FEAST UPON CACTUS THORNS has 
been around for something like 7 years and 
they’re as good as ever. They play some pretty 
straight forward hardcore, but they also do 
some cool experimental shit, their so-called 
“Space Odyssey”. They’ve been recording 
something recently and I can’t wait to hear it 
(no address). Go get F.U.C.T.! 

EARL’S FAMILY BOMBERS are punk 
as fuck! What more do I-need to say? Th< 

lly cool place 
libit art of at 

: Vs! ■ -V .a 

r 
reall 
exhibit art ofall types 
such as paintings, 
sculpture, perfor¬ 
mance art, and of 
course punk music. 
There are shows ev¬ 
ery Friday and Satur¬ 
day (plus weekdays 
sometimes) and they 
are always all ages 
and reasonably priced 
(3-5 dollars). Some of 
the excellent shows 
I’ve seen there were 
NoMeansNo, D.I., Al¬ 
ice Donut, T.S.O.L. 
(original band mem¬ 
bers), Citizen Fish 
with Cringer and Jaw- 
box, and all kinds of 
killer local bands. If 
you’re interested in 
playing at the D.P.C., 
you can get in touch 
with them at (602)- 
628-1650 (if no one 
answers, leave a mes¬ 
sage). 

My favorite Ar¬ 
izona band, MALIGNUS YOUTH from Sierra 
Vista, just released their second 7-inch called 
Crisis. Words can’t describe how raging this 
band is, but I’ll tiy. This new record contains 
8 songs for you to play over and over and over 
again (like I’ve been doing for the last few 
days). Their music is very " melodic, veiy 
hardcore, and at times VERY fast. They have 
two alternating vocalists which gives it a 
unique and interesting sound. You can write 
to them about this EP and their other, self- 
titled, 8 song EP at: Youth Ink Records c/o 
Malignus Youth/ 125 Carl Heyden Dr/ Sierra 
Vista, AZ 85635. You can also write to them 
about booking information, I’m sure they’ll be 
interested. They’ll be temporarily breaking up 
next fall so James can go to school but they 
are planning to record a 12-inch soon and 
tour next summer, so check them out while 
you can. 

new band that has some potential if they stop 
taking their clothes off, and start getting some 
more songs. Anyway they do have a pretty 
funny stage show and the few songs that they 
do have down are definitely worm checking 
out. Be on the lookout for a demo tape from 
them, it’s coming soon to a supermarket near 
you. 

2 cool straight bands are starting to 
make names for themselves. SOULFISH is 
good, energetic, straight-edge hardcore with 
some definite Fugazi influences. A 7-inch is 
on the way from Ghost Town Records (see 
below for address). 

The other band is GROUNDWORK. 
They play good, energetic, straight-edge hard¬ 
core with some definite Fugazi influences. 
Hmm, I wonder where I’ve heard this kind of 
music before. They have a 7-inch which is 
already out. It’s a split with SUSPENDED 
ANIMATION (broken up) with 2 songs-by 
each band. It’s available from Ghost Town 
Records/ PO Box 36622/ Tucson, AZ 85740. 
By the way, in case you’re interested, the 
singer/guitarist from SUSPENDED ANIMA¬ 
TION now plays guitar for GROUNDWORK 
and also drums for SOULFISH. Maybe that’s 

play good ol 
since 
The 
and" it rocks! Address for that is: Majc 
Records/ PO Box 12345/ Tucson, AZ 85732. 
The 7-inch is great, but for the total EARL’S 
experience, you got to see them live. 

If speedmetal is your thing then you’ll 
want to check out DOVER TRENCH. They 
play somewhat typical thrash but it’s way 
above your average “kill for Satan” band. To 
get their Exhibition Of Speed tape/CD, write 
to: Speedcore USA Records/ 47D2 E. Broad¬ 
way # 110-292/ Tucson. AZ 85711. Also 
check out their Hard, Fast, Loud demo tape if 
you come across it, it’s good with or without 
milk. 

Combine the Butthole Surfers and 
channel 97 late night fuzz, and you wind up 
with THE VILLAGE IDIOTS. They’re a pretty 

--they are all good____ 
Just when you think they’ve finally 

broken up for good, Tucson’s primal punk- 
sters, BLOOD SPASM, were going to be play¬ 
ing a gig with the infamous Dwarves. Now I 
found out that the Dwarves cancelled their 
whole tour, and that show is no more. It’s 
been almost 2 years since I saw BLOOD 
SPASM and I hope I still get to see them (I was 
looking forward to the Dwarves too, of course). 
BLOOD SPASM has been around for a long 

time and are the cre¬ 
ators of Tucson’s unof- 
ficialpunk anthem, “We 
Got Cactus”. If you ever 
get a chance to check 
them out, do it. You 
won’t regret it. 

I naven’t heard 
anything about COS¬ 
MIC JACKHAMMER re¬ 
cently, except that they 
broke up or are going to. 
Too bad. 

ZERO TOLER¬ 
ANCE TASK FORCE = 
“Tucson’s most hated 
biker bar band”. They 
have a demo tape. En¬ 
joy it ifpossible. 

There are 
of other bands wor 
mentioning in this: 
MONDO GUANO, PRO¬ 
STHETIC HEAD, THE 
RUG MONKEYS, THE 
FELLS. WORLD OF 
HURT, COSMIC BO¬ 
OGIE TRIBE, and many 
more, but I don’t know 
too much about them, 

-- and someone else who 
does, should write the next scene report (hint, 
hint). 

As for record stores, Toxic Shock is the 
best in town. They carry all kinds of under¬ 
ground music, clothes, zines, etc. at pretty 
good prices (sometimes they seem to run kind 
of high, but it’s still better than any Sam 
Goody shit store). They also have a mail order 
system kind of like Blacklist (but not as 
cheap). Most of the demo tapes and records 
I’ve talked about (plus 7-inches by MONDO 
GUANO, and THE FELLS, and a demo tape by 
COSMIC BOOGIE TRIBE, and other stuff I 
didn’t talk about) are available from them, so 
drop them a line at Box 43787/ Tucson, AZ 
85733, and get on their mailing list. 

Wrex Records used to be another great 
place for music, but it’s going downhill (they 
got rid of vinyl for one thing). They still carry 
alternative music and are much better than 



any corporate record stores, but they’re not 
up at the level Toxic is at. 

Well that pretty much covers all the 
essentials about our scene here, come and 
check it out. Anyone who feels I made a 
drastic error about their band, or has some 
other life threatening problem, can send all 
kinds of hate mail to me (Dan Hoffman), at: 
9860 E. Martin Dr/ Tucson, AZ 85749. 

LATEST NEWS FLASH FROM MPLS. 
Julie bumper broke a fingernail. Jack, singer 
for SATAN’S SPERM POUCH, was caught 
eating a hamburger... from McDonald’s, oh 
heavens. Well we ostracized him, he just 
refuses to listen when we tell him how to 
think and where to eat. I went to a 
hardcore show and someone bumped into 
me, spillin’ my soda and not even saying they 
were sorry, then they started this big slam pit 
and I got a boo boo, big meanies. 

HELLSPAWN and MISERY punx are so 
worthless, all they do is drink and have fun. 
Gosh, they won’t even come to the Profane 
Existence house for all the fun and thought 
provoking meetings, like our new learning 

ien’ 100’s of real nifty non- how to spell 'worrif 
conformist ways, or how to make vegan 
bondage belts for the fashionable/caring/ 
hippy punk of the 1990’s. They just don’t 
know what they’re missing!!!! 

DESTROY! always gets beat in 
broomball, but maybe because they’re 
anarchists they can’t win, it would be against 
their beliefs?! Not! 

My friend is gay, it’s so cool, now people 
think I’m really open minded because I talk to 
him.. .just so long as he doesn’t hit on me. Boy 
oh boy my cookies are soggy in my milk, but 
it sure would be nice if aliyou snivelling shit 
for brains would live your own miserable, 
pretentious, liberal, caring, sensitive lifestyles 
and leave the fucking thoughts and diets of 
others for them to handle, (how they see fit) to 
survive on this already grey planet. Oh yeah, 
the newCringer and rugazi split, Life is Cool 
Let's Make Lots of Money on LiberalGeeks, is 
so happy it makes me want to sway with all 
my other dreadlocked peace hippies. Ah, notice 
the similarities yet? Boo! Take a good look 
hippy! 1 There are no pictures because eveiyonf 
looks like they are from San Fransisco. 

HELLO- 
JUSTLIKE INTHE RESTOF THE MAGAZINE, THE STAFF-WIDE DECEMBER8TH 

MEETING IS BRINGING ABOUT CHANGES IN FORMAT TO THE SCENE REPORT 
SECTION. 

WE WANTTO LIVENTHINGSUP ABIT, ASWELL AS INCLUDEMOREINFORMA- 
MATION FOR BETTER NETWORKING.WE(DEVON AND SUZANNE) WILL BETH E 
ONES TRYING TO MOVE THIS SECTION ONTO NEW GROUND. ONE THING WE 
WANT TO EMPHASIZE IS THAT WE WILL BE GETTING IN TOUCH WITH YOU 
FOLKS WRITING TH E SCENE REPORTS, SO PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR PHONE NUM¬ 
BER! 

WE HAVE ALWAYS HAD COMPLAINTS THAT THE SCENE REPORT SECTION 
WAS THE MOST BORING PART OF THE MAGAZINE. LANCE HAD THE RIGHT 
IDEA WHEN HE ASKED FOR ALTERNATIVE SCENE REPORTS. LETS HEAR ABOUT 
THE COOL PLACES TO HANG OUT AROUND YOURTOWN, OF LAST WEEKEND S 
PARTY (PICTURES MANDATORY), DEMOMSTRATIONS, CHEAP PLACES TO EAT 
AND SHOP FOR PUNK ROCK NECESSITIES (WHATEVER THEY MAY BE). PIC¬ 
TURES WOULD, TO BE HONEST, INCREASE THE PROBABILITY OF YOUR SCENE 
REPORT BEING RUN. 

THE OTHER PART OF THE SCENE REPORTS SECTION WOULD, OF COURSE, BE 
THE INFOMATIVE PART. IT WOULD BE GREAT TO HEAR WHAT HAPPENED AT 
THE SHOWS YOU WENT TO AND THE PEOPLE THERE, NOT JUST ABOUT THE 
BAND. 

WE ARETHINKINGTHATSINCETHE BOOK YOUR OWN TOUR SECTION HAS 
BASICALLY FAILED, THAT THIS COULD BE THE WAY TO PROVIDE ALL THOSE 
NECESSARY CONTACTS AND BOOKING NUMBERS. BE SURE TO INCLUDE CLUB 
NUMBERS! 

AS FARASGETTINGTHESECTIONTO BE MORE VISUALLY INTERESTING, ITIS 
UP TO YOU TO PUT IN THE THE EXTRA EFFORT IT IS GONNA TAKE TO GET 
PICTURES AND FLYERS FROM SHOWS. WE ARE ALSO LOOKING FOR ARTWORK 
AND OTHER GRAPHICS SUCH AS.YOU GUESSED IT, NEW SCENE HEADERS! IF 
YOU WANT, YOU CAN SEND US A NEW HEADER FOR YOUR SCENE WHEN YOU 
SEND IN A SCENE REPORT, IT IS ABOUT TIME WE GOT SOME NEW ONES! 

IF YOU PLAN ON DOING A SCENE REPORT, IF POSSIBLE, CALL SUZANNE 
DURING THE DAY AT (415) 648-5561, SO WE CAN SEE IF A SCENE REPORT HAS 
ALREADY BEEN DONE IN YOUR AREA AND IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ON 
THE NEW FORMAT. THAT'S ALL FOR NOW. . 
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DISASTRO MIX 
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ALSO THE INFAMOUS LIFE SENTENCE T-SHIRT 

$SSS$$S$$$$SSSS55$55S555$55$$$$5?$$555$ 

LIFE SENTENCE LOGO AVILABLE ON WHITE, BLACK, OR RED 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY AVAILABLE ON WHITE, OR BLACK 

U.S. FUNDS ONLY 

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO ERIC BROCKMAN' sentence 
2443 N. MARSHFIELD CHICAGO IL. 60614 
FOR BOOKING INFO CALL ERIC B. 312 871 7381 

T-SHIRTS $10.00 + SHIPPING 
7" $ 3.50 + SHIPPING 

THE SHIPPING IS $1.00 ALL U.S. ORDERS PER ITEM 
$1.50 ALL CANADA ORDERS'PER ITEM 
$2.00 ALL OTHER CCUNTRYS PER ITEM 

.75C EACH ADDITIONAL ITEM 



FETISH RECORDS c/o CRIS PURYEAR - 1754 STAR COVE- CORPUS CHRISTI,TX. 78412 

IDT OT BULL STATION issue 0 1 

tf.so r?D 
A bulldozer whirlwind of passionate Literature from the nowels of Mr.iACK 

Includes shit on THE KRAYONS, NUISANCE. PARASITES. DRED ZEPPELIN,ft more. A VULCAN ear 

Dead By Dawn 

Price Key 
7" & Comp. $4.30 

Demo $3.00 

(postage paid) 

(NO CHECKS) It « III thou** it* t -I a n*rl m hn 
j,-,tr ,i ... .< <»/ Indian htmfi 

BIG MOUTH "Fat . Drunk, ft Stupid'* demo 

7 Sonqs About To Fxpolde 

’’COCOA'S GONE" 4 eyed Tricky Dicky 

"TO SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT" COMP. 
27 Corpus Christi Bands. 46 Songs 

TOTAL FUCKIN' KAOS 

LOVE 
GUTTER 
NEW 7" OH BUCK HOLE RECORDS 

4 SONGS 
3 BUCKS 
CLEAR VINYL 
LIMITCD EDITION OF 500 
SEND CASH, CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO 
BUCK HOLE RECORDS/12 WILLOW GROVE AVE 
BOX 130 PHILA PA 19118 
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UPCOMING BORN AGAINST SHOWS; 

1/18/92; Baltimore, MD. 
1/30/92: Greensboro, 
NC./Miraclehouse 
1/31/92: Birmingham, AL. 
2/1/92; New Orleans, LA./RC Bridge 
Lounge w/ Eye Hate God 
2/2/92• Dallas, TX. /Coftvnon Ground w/ 
Voice Of Reason 

2/4./92: Alburquerque, NM. 
2/5/91: Phoenix, Az. 
2/6/92: San Diego, CA./a garage 
w/Titwrench 
2/1/92: SBn Diego, CA. w/ Heroin, 
Crossed Out 
2/8/92: Los Angeles w/ early Black 
Flag, like maybe from '$2 
2/9/92: Santa Barbara, CA./the 
Anaconda w/ Downcast 
2/12/92: Oakland, CA./Your place it 

2/13/92: Davis, CA./Teen center 
w/Sleep, Bconochrist 
2/14/92: Bay Area... thrash 
2/15/92: Berkely, CA./Gilman St. 
w/£conochrist 
2/16/92; salt lake City/Hate x5 
warehouse w/Hate *9 

2/1V92: Boulder, CO./Ballet Studio 
downtown 

2/18/32; Lawrence, RS.? Kansas city, 
KS.??7 
2/20/92; St. Louis, MO. 
2/21/92: Louisville, ky./skate park 
2/22/92: Richmond, VA. 

Go to Europe in March '92 

ALL DATES SUBOHECT TO CHANGE 
for changes or info call Adam at. 
(20L) 86?«4903 until January 29, 
1992 

Note.* The second pressings of the 
Rorschach “Remain Sedate" lP and the 
Born Against "Nine Patriotic Hymns 
for Children" arrived from the 
press-ang plant shrink wrapped. This 
was NOT our doing, we specifically 
requested no shrink wrap.Just 
thought you ail'd like to knew. 
Also, we really do have a sheet with 
our wholesale prices and terms ready 
for the asking, oh yes. and LPs are 
now 25d more vdiolesale, but still $6 
ppd through retail mailorder.One 
other thing: Henceforth, all 
overseas orders sent without correct 
shipping $$$ will be sent Surface 
mai*. ~ sorry, but we're losing too 
much goddamn money in nice guy mode. 
send for our catalog w/ correct 
prices. 

Oh yes, Born Against broke down and 
made t-shirts. They're 2-colors, 2 
Sided, available on grey or black, 
high quality large or extra large 
only. $8 ppd in USA, $12 ppd. in 
Europe, $13 ppd. for the rest of the 
world. Coming soon.* charred Remains 
10", Dear Jesus 33# Manacled 7" 
Buchanan '92. 

^ VERMIFORM | 
NP.O. Box 1145 
I Cooper station 
NY, NY 102761 

send SASE for catalog/info f 
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L. F. CELINE 
. .. - - ---- 

LKTTUES A LA N.R.F. 
Edition r tub lie par Pascal Fquche 

_i Preface de Philippe Hollers 

f 
la 

Louis-Ferdinand Celine, 
Lettres a la N.R.F., (Gal- 
limars, Paris, France), 
617 pages. 

Ir you’re familiar with 
French modern literature 
you may have heard of 
Louis Ferdinand Des- 
touches, better known as 
Louis-Ferdinand Celine. 
Celine being his grand¬ 
ma’s name he took: as a 
pseudonym in his begin¬ 
ning in order to remain 
anonymous. But how 
could one our literary ge¬ 
niuses, the greatest French 
novelist &: stylist of the 
20th Century (along with 
Marcel Proust), remain 
anonymous? 

Thirty years ago Ce¬ 
line died, putting an end 
thus to an eventful and 
sour existence, mostly due 
to the wounds he got from 

the First World War but also from some of his writings. Yes indeed, 
roblems began when he started to write some awful anti-semitic 

ampoons during the late thirties. By the time Celine was already 
famous for two awesome novels: “Death By Credit” (1936) and his first 
one, the instant classic “Journey to the End of the Night” (1932); novel 
about which he later said: 

“With this book I knocked down the door of the room in which 
modern literature was locked in at the time.” 

By doing so, Celine immediately got the recognition he deserved 
and his influence, especially among North American writers, is incom¬ 
parable and still very active; Henry Miller owes him a lot just as all the 
novelists/poets from the Beat Generation (Allen Ginsberg and William 
Burroughs visited him in his dog-protected suburban house of Meud- 
on, a few months before his death). Bukowski, Selby and even our 
worldwide famous punk rock star Henry Rollins often admit being 
Celine admirers. 

So why the anti-semite lampoons??? By doing this, Celine carried 
out what may be one of the biggest paradoxes of French modern 
literature: How can the author of such masterpieces sink that low??? 
The same problematic goes for many French intellectuals during the 
Second World War, many of them showed their anti-semitism and 
collaborated with the Nazis. In 1944, some of them, like Brasillach or 
Drieu La Rochelle, had to pay with their lives for it. Celine ran away 
and stayed for about seven years in Denmark. Let’s notice that during 
the Nazi occupation, he was not a “collaborator,” the Nazis hated his 
nihilism and for them he represented the decadence they had to 
destroy. 

He was allowed to come back to France in the early fifties and 
continued to write novels till his death in 1961. Those later novels are 
not as good in my opinion, as the first two, but they still deserve interest 
for their originality and the very stylistic way they are written. 

If I’m telling you all this it’s because Gallimard (France’s biggest 
publisher) just published the correspondence between them and 
Celine, in a period which goes from 1932 to 1961. Needless to say, this 
is a THICK book. 750 letters which reflect quite well Celine’s 
ambiguous personality and shows the strange love/hate relationship he 
had with his publishers: insults, complaints, anger, compromises, 
money demands, reconciliations, disagreements, misunderstandings 
and so on, and yep, you guessed it, most of the time Celine moans and 
all the nihilism and the pessimism, all the sarcastic remarks and the 
wickedness which made Celine famous are present here. Just as in his 
novels, his writing style is so uncommon, so originally slangy that I 

eviewers: Harald Hartmann (HH), Paul Grivas (PG), Joe Donohoe (JD) 
really do appreciate the publication of these letters, even if I have always 
thought that this kind of posthumous books represent a too easy and 
a too cheap way for publishers to make big bucks. (I mean, all these 
letters, interviewed, note books, unfinished novels, a.s.o.). This book 
will, without doubt, be translated into English so you all out there will 
be able to check it out. Meanwhile, try and get some of his work. Believe 
me, you won’t be disappointed (especially if you read the first one!) 
READ Celine, please. (PG) 

Fourth Edition of the 
I Trouser Press Record 

U.H E_Lo uRT^1LIJ1^5L-THEJ Guide, edited by Ira A. 
rJgjftl jBiBk I Robbins, (Collier Books 

I 199if,I763pgE>f18951 
I j I lege radio station, this L the book I would have 

microphone. in al- 
H BBT TO jH 1 phabetical order arc thou- 

mttV sands of predominately 
U_American and English 

IR OR 5 G U bands since 1976 that play 
I ^BBB, 1 a wide gambit of so-called 
I M alternative 

I BBT ^BBr ^B^F I bit too mainstream. 
■ Some bands have a 

page or two written about 
|TO TO|TO TO| them (Bowie,Talking 
[TO HHr |B Heads, etc...), where they 
I I came from, their influenc- 

l cs, major changes in the 
[edit ED BY IRA A. ROBBINS | line-up, and what eventu- 

I ally happened to them. 
Other bands perhaps have 

only a listing of their one release, the label and the date it came out. It 
was the discography that I found as the most useful thing in this book. 

One could simply state this is a great book if you work in radio, 
collect records, or ir you seriously follow the trends of the many 
different musical scenes. The biggest limitation in my estimation is the 
book’s inability to list many of the newer bands, or bands that may be 
good, but did not exist for long; or worst yet making generalizations 
about “alternative music” that would fit Madonna and Fugazi into the 
same mold as rock and rollers and what they represent. 

So if you have twenty bucks and need a huge reference guide to 
the rock and roll of the eighties and ninities, go buy it, on the other hand 
ifyou're interested solely into punk bands then look around for a copy 
of Volume that lists thousands of bands up to 1983, the last year it 

appeared.(HH) 
| Jerme Spew, The Cops, 

Those Bag) ipe Players, and 
The Fuckin' AC Transit 
Drivers*'. (Syn-thetic 
Productions, PO Box 
3506, Oakland, CA94609) 
81 pgs 

CAUTION: between 
the orange covers of The 
Cops is the mind of a very 
angry young man who 
would as soon throw dog 
shit in your face as let you 
talk to him. I don’t know if 
Jerme Spew is as angry as 
his literarypersonaisor what 
but this book definately 
made me glad I was not 
him. Anger by nature is not 



bad, it s what fueled many of the more righteous aspects of the sixties 

as well as punk and almost any art worth paying any attention to has 

some rage in it but there is a point where it can become redundant and 

loose its energy. This happened for me while wondering in this bit of 

caffeine bitter text. While I don’t doubt that many of the author’s 

sentiments are real and that many people feel this way also (I have at 

times stretching up to a year) I got tired of listening to how people 

avoid him on the street and how hateful he is to himself, especially since 

the writing wasn t that great. Cops is not completely devoid of merit 

though. Some of the angry snapshots of daily internal and external life 

in Napa, Phoenix and in between show that Spew does pay attention, 

that maybe he has some compassion, in his own suffering, for the 

suffering of others and maybe much of his frustration and self destructive 

urges perhaps come from his inability to convey this to the rest of us 
troubled sapiens. I got the impression that Charles Bukowski is Spew’s 

hero which leads me to believe there might be some hope for him (even 

if Jerme doesn’t believe this himself). Bukowski, through a hard life of 
pain and existential adventure, became an eloquent master of photo- 

surreal understatement. If he hangs on the same thing could happen to 
Jerme Spew. (JD) 

Steve Merrit Jerme Spew, Anna Joy, David McCord et al., Tales to 

Tell at Church. (Synthetic Productions, PO Box 3506, Oakland, CA 

MOVIE REVIEWS 
9 . 9 9 - m m m m m m m + + m » m ^ 

94609) 111 pgs 

. These are tales to tell in church ifyou want to get excommunicated, 
which would actually put you in sort of good company. Jerme Spew, 

as editor, accompanied by various punk writers, got this put together 

as kind of a sampler of the literary equivalent of caffeine rock and 

violence. Same weaknesses as found in Spew’s independent writing but 

some pod stuff too. I like Bucky Sinister’s contributions and Spew’s 
simple answer” entry has got some guts. (JD) 

Skip, NOCTURNE\ (Synthetic Productions, PO Box3506, Oakland, 
CA 94609) 33pgs 

When I looked at the content of this booklet I thought “Oh no 
Poetry! but was told that this stuff was good. To my happy surprise I 

was not told so in error. These poems are really good. I don’t dislike 

poetry when it s good but unfortunately a lot of poems aren’t because 
people don t read really good poems, they just write bad ones. I believe 

Skip must read a lot of good poetry. There is a quiet minimalism 

underlined by very lush imagery in these pages. Following the advice 
of Dizzy Gillespie, who said that the better a player he became the more 

he learned to leave out, Skip avoids tortured monologues and leaves 

instead the essense of the emodon and sensual reality intact through a 

simple use of the language. I felt like I was listening to a desert shaman 

^informed by suburban dream quests and lonely neon. I’m going to keep 
• rhi« nm 

doing book and movie rlviews^M^Rwoid^ you\he*r^Jer^orawonVelseinle^ t0 no^t^nate* Besides some new people 
they may seem. If you have read a book, or seen a movie/video that ha«s haITlbn1tIS<!ji!<»^I1^*,n c00*™ buttons n° matter how insignificant 
somethmg we haveyall seen or read, then wriffg caTol^ Rev^ ^ int° 

A MASTERPIECE. 
Hypnotic. It (rip. and di«tuAi 

“STUNNING. POWERFUL. 
REMARKABLE. 
U hold* the audience rapt in iU (rip. 
Don't tru»t anyone «rfeo claim* Hill 

“MASTERFUL FCLMAKXNG. 
A STAGGERING ACHIEVEMENT. 
It keep* yon an the odge of your m 
Kerin Cootner U excellent. * 
Jml SUf.1 OOOO HOKMK AUCUCA. A0C-TI 

“★ ★ ★ ★ PASSIONATE. 
A aha of freel narrative power, 
ritcenl energy and probing Idea* that 
■Imply tefuae* to accept Indifference 
aa a reaponaa. Compelling and 
provocative. Masterful." 

KEVIN COSTNER 

Jl If l\, Oliv- 
er s Stone's new 
movie that open- 

I JI ed over this past 
Ipljj holiday season is 

quickly becom¬ 
ing a political 

fc-i- event in itself. 
That's right, be- 

^ cause mi II ions of 
Americans will 

rTl see this film in 
^1e'r local the- 
ater anfl leave 

pm* not knowing 
whether Presi- 
dent Kennedy 

. v !■ was murdered by 
a lone crazed 

pH gunman, Lee 
Harvey Oswald 

v . . (the official ver- 
lon), or by a group ot conspirators. 

There were many different groups of people opposed to Kennedy 
irom white southern racists who hated his active support for the civil 
rights movement and anti-Castro Cubans who tell betrayed by Kennedy 
tor not giving them air support in their failed Bay of Pigs invasion of 
Cuba, to large Industrialists in the arms industry who may have felt 
Kennedy was going to deny them the opportunity to earn big profits 
with a war in Vietman. Simply put, there were many people in the US 
during Kennedy'stermthatcouldeasily have wished him dead, and the 
movie makes that point clear. In tact, it is the premise from which Jl If ll\ 
begins. 

Oliver Stone's script is based on the investigation by lim 
arrison, the New Orleans District Attorney, into a Clay Shaw a 

businessman with connections to both right-wing Cubans and Lee 
Harvey Oswald. In this inquiry, Garrison discovers that there are many 
contradictions between what is being touted as officially occurring (the 
Warren Report), and the real evidence. One small example is Mr. Shaw 
saving he had never met Oswald, but a stripper in a nightclub (among 
others) testified that she had seen Oswald at the club with Shaw6 
Uoncidentally, this is the same club frequented by jack Ruby (a mafia 

bagman) who laterassassinated Oswald while he was being taken from 
the Dallas courthouse only two days after Kennedy's death. 

The evidence presented to the movie goer becomes more 
involved, so much so that we are even shown a most shocking video¬ 
tape ot Kennedy s head actually being blown away, a tape never before 
seen inpublic. That with actual photos of the autopsy makes the movie 
worth the price ot admission alone. Also noteworthy are the cinemat¬ 
ographic techniques, such as the blending of real archive footage (like 
the Zapruder film) with recreations and behind-the-scenes glimpses of I 
what might really have been going on that corresponded to various 
dialogues in the movie. 

As this three hour movie works its way through these dramatic 
real life events and we are presented with this new evidence, it 
becomes clear that the Kennedy assassination is a critical moment in 
i history...that America, by eliminating its progressive political 
leaders (Martin Luther King, Robert Kennedy, Malcolm X), has become 
controlled by politicians and military men whose only solution to any 
problem becomes the motto "might makes right". In fact, the movie! 
culminates in the word "coup d'etat,"..."Kennedy's assassination was 
a coup ci etat . And as Jim Garrison (Kevin Costner) makes his final 
summation at the film's end in the Clay Shaw trial, Costner actually 
looks tor a brief moment into the camera and warns us that America is 
being subverted by a right-wing military-industrial complex, and that 
we the people are beingdeined the truth about the actual direction our 
government has taken. 

And so mov'e becomes a political event in itself for it causes' 
the audience to open their eyes and question the blind obedience it is 
?ai|y being forced fed by its own government and mass media (which 
is also strongly indicted in this film for closing its eyes, and which nw 
account tor the extreme measures taken to discredit this film, such as 
the recent cover of Newsweek). 

It Kennedy's assassination was a conspiratoral plot by other 
Americans, the obviously democracy no longer exists, in that the US 
changed political direction not through the electoral process but by 
people who used cold-blooded murder to achieve an end that has 
given us a his1oryofyvar...from Vietnam through Central America to the 
horrendous firevyorks one year ago over the city of Bagdad. 

Where will all this lead? To the fact that the "most stable country 
in the world really is not stable. But the movie Jl If ll\ will not by itself 
change any of this; that will be left up to the American people 
themselves. Any hope there? With the re-election of a George Bush 
former head of the CIA, no way! See this movie, and think for yourself! 
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"WAR ON EVERYBODY" LP 
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Currently Available from: 

Forefront Records™ 

Go!: Why Suffer? 3rd 7" EP.$3.00 

The Creeping Illness: Beat on Iraq.$3.00 
Ltd. Edition 7 ” 

Parasites/Mourning Noise Split 7".$3.50 
(Recorded Live on WFMU 91.1 FM) Ltd. Edition of 2000 

Soda Can: Powertool LP/CS (2X songs on CS). $7.00 

Naked Angels: The Real Hard Line 7" ... $3.50 

Flaming Midget: 

Midget Melodies 7" (raw FL HC).$3.50 

PANX #9 French comp 7" 6 Bands 

with booklet (PANX #1-8 also avail.) . $5.00 

Confusion: Civilization? Columbian HCflexi . .$4.00 

No Future?: You Decide! 7".$4.00 
(on orange vinyl) 

The A.G’s: Cirkus Berzerkus LP/CS.$6.00 

Out Now on Forefront 15 songs CD_$8.00 

(All prices ppd. in U.S.A. - 4th class 

Out of U.S.A. add extra postage) 

To get our complete catalog with over 600 titles of US & foreign 

HC/SE/Punk/Thrash, etc. including most titles from Bitzcore of 

Germany, send orders or two 29C stamps to: 

Forefront Records™ 
Dept. MRR 
P.O. Box 1964 
Hoboken, NJ 07030-1308 

Special Sale of Nuclear Blast Records (Germany) titles: All 7'' for $3.50. All LPs for $5.00. All CDs for $9.00. 
Other hard to find foreign 7 " for $4.00, LPs for $7.00, and CDs for $9.00. 
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was held together by bits of string. _ Jf_.,._.._->„fWihoc in iqb? the so-called socialist government embarked 
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08 3-4 145, rue Amelot - TSQ11 PARIS - T&i. 48.05 

MRR: Firstly, how and why did you become 
involved with Radio Ubertairrt 
Damien Chalaud: Purely by chance - I'd some 
friends involved with the “Federation Anardste’ in 
France and I sort of got drawn into it. The radio had 
already been going a few weeks prior to my direct 
involvement. I’d already seen people transmitting 

live gigs and being present interested me... 

MRR: What gigs? .. 
DC: They were organized in squats and originally 
featured French bands but gradually it involved 
other bands like ZOUNDS, UK DECAY, 
SUBHUMANS and so on. A radio programme that 
one of my friends worked on transmitted live in 
diabolical technical conditions these gigs onto the 
radio. I don’t know what the person on the other side 
of the transistor radio would have thought because 
it must have been a terrible mish-mash of noise. 
There was a lone microphone hanging from the 
ceiling over the stage, it was connected to a tape 
mixer then down a phone line to the studio and 
transmission! The radio was still “pirate" at that time. 
I became involved through helping with the organi¬ 
zation of the gigs and through my interest in bom the 

US and British “scenes." 
MRR: So why did you get involved? 
DC: I knew nothing about radio when I started but it 
looked fun. There was also so much enthusiasm 
which really got me hooked! There was a complete 
freedom or expression - they transmitted live gigs 
which were probably inaudible by bands that were 
relatively unknown to the population of Paris. But it 
was thought that these bands had to be heard and 
it was also an alternative to the “official" gigs that 

were broadcasted by mainstream radio. 
MRR: Was the radio originally more music ori¬ 

entated? 
DC: Yeah, the part I was involved with but there s 
always been political connotations. For example, 
very rarely did we play bands that were on major 

labels. 
MRR: Is that still the case? 
DC: I’d say that over eighty per cent of the music 
played on the radio whether it be thrash, hardcore, 

traditional French, jazz, reggae, classical, African or 
whatever is still on independent record labels. 

Musically there’s a huge span that I've never heard 
on any single radio siation before. The only open 
censorship that's operated is that any band with a 
hint of either sexism or racism won't get played! 
Returning to your earlier question - when the radio 
started there were always political programmes 
alongside musical ones. The radio was started for a 
political purpose - it was and still is an instrument of 
propaganda for the “Federation Anarchist? along 
with Le Monde Libertaire, the weekly newspaper. 
Obviously, it’s restricted because it only broadcasts 
in and around Paris. Anarchist activists outside of 

the district don’t have much affinity towards the 
radio because they can’t directly use it and/or don’t 

hear it. They still have to do the hard work of 
leafletting and writing articles whilst the people in 
Paris arguably have an easier life because if they 
want to announce an event or demo then they use 

the radio. 
MRR: Radio Uberltaire has a limited budget - it 
manages to cope and survive on an annual 
budget that’s the equivalent of the daily budget 
for one of the commercial Parisian radio sta¬ 
tions. How does financing the radio work? 
DC.There’s quite a few ways. Firstly, direct support 
through the “Federation Anarchiste" and from 

Publico - the anarchist bookshop in Paris. Some of 
their "profit" being donated to the radio. There’s also 
a membership scheme - which gives the listener the 
opportunity to have reduced admission to certain 
fringe theatres and independent cinemas in Paris. 
So it involves listeners giving money to buy the card 

- which helps fund the radio - and finding sympa¬ 
thetic entertainment sites. It’s harder because com¬ 

petition with other radio stations is enormous be¬ 
cause, in Paris, ninety eight per cent of radio sta¬ 
tions are commercial and have the backing of big 
business. Other ways of raising money include 
benefit gigs by a well-known artist- for example. Leo 
Ferre the most popular singer/songwriter in France 
has been very supportive over the years. There are 
other singers/performers who sell lots of records, 
who support the radio and will openly admit it! These 
are people who you might see on television every 
week or read about in magazines. Sometimes 
painters exhibit their work and the money from Bictures sold is donated the radio... 

IRR: Why do you think that people In France 
who have some involvement with the ’’main¬ 
stream’’ are more open and upfront about dis¬ 
playing empathy towards the anarchist move¬ 
ment yet in the UK nobody - if anyone - is 
prepared to do so or is even mildly interested? 
DC: Perhaps it’s a cultural thing... whether it be “Left 
wing” or “Right wing” people in Latin-ish countries 
are much more politically involved. Obviously poli¬ 
tics is part of everyday life! People aren't afraid to 
express their opinions! There has always been an 
anarchist base in France but not as strong as Spain 
or Italy. The main French trade unions at the turn of 
the century were structured along anarcho-syndi- 
calist/synoicalist principles and to some extent 



that's permeated throughout society. Obviously in 
France - like anywhere else - many people either 
detest or know very little about anarchism but poli¬ 
tics - whatever opinion you hold - is generally more 
accepted and people appear to nave stronger 
feelings about issues than here. In mainland Eu¬ 
rope, artistic movements have very often had a 
strong affinity with radicalism. For example, anar¬ 
chism, free tninkers or communism - whether it be 
the Surrealists, the Dadaists or the Situationists. 
These movements weren’t “art for art’s" sake, they 
carried strong principles and goals. In Britain 
people seem more reserved. It’s viewed bad to 
question the establishment. As soon as you make 
waves then accusing fingers are pointed... 
MRR: “The grass Is always greener on the other 
side of the fence?” The anarchist movement In 
France and on the continent generally seems 
more co-ordinated when compared to this 
country? 
DC: Yeah, definitely. But there are still strong and 
differing strands throughout the movement. The 
only semblance of structure in Britain is Class War. 
If you're going to try and propagate ideas in this 
society then obviously you've got to be structured. 
There must be some form to organization... 
MRR: Without authority... 
CD: Obviously, and withoutcoerdon. But action has 
to be backed by sound political theory! 
MRR: What forms of media - apart from the radio 
and newspaper • does the “Federation 
Anarchlste" use7 
CD: There’s been talk for the past few years of 
starting another radio station outside Paris - per¬ 
haps Toulon or Rouen, who knows? Both these 
towns have a strong and active core of militant 
anarchists. But it’s a case of finding enough people 
dedicated to doing the radio for whatever number of 
hours and days throughout the year. There’s other 
plans mooted but it's a question of money. Anyway 
some regional anarchist groups already liaise with 
Community Radio through out France and produce 
programmes... 
MRR: That's obviously very healthy and non- 
restrictive because people are working with 
others who are like-minded but not necessarily 
anarchists... 
CD: With Radio Liberaire there are contributors 
invited to do programmes - they might not be anar¬ 
chists but they may be concerned about related 
issues such as human rights or anti-nuclear power. 
But they're involved with a struggle on a daily basis 
and are prepared to share information and their 
particular knowledge. That brings an added flavour 
to the programmes. The radio has a diverse sched¬ 
uling - whether it be music or speech based. 
MRR: So is there a regular news programme? 

CD: It has news magazines on a weekly basis and 
has news reports everyday, but they’re not bulletins 
as such but more of a comment The radio doesn't 
subscribe to a press agency, it picks and chooses 
from various reports but there's no journalist directly 
involved. Only three people receive a living weekly 
wage and they're sound engineers... 
MRR: Since its formation, Radio Libertaire has 
received a large amount of harassment cour¬ 
tesy of the authorities - for instance it’s been 
busted, then made legal, then banned again, 
and now it’s tolerated by the state. To what 
degree has the radio compromised to allow 
broadcasting continue? 

CD: It was either compromising to certain legal 
aspects by having a transmitter that didn’t go be¬ 
yond a certain power and having to pay a fee every 
year for the transmitter or being constantly raided. 
Basically the funds aren’t there! Therefore, it was a 
choice of continuing on a “pirate" basis and maybe 
eventually stopping functioning altogether and 
bankrupting the newspaper ana the library in the 
process! So there’s a compromise on one level but 
NOT with what’s said over the airwaves!!! 
MRR: What’s been accomplished by Radio 
Libertaire over the last decade? 
CD: That varies. It’s given people - who probably 
wouldn’t have had - the opportunity to be involved 
with the media - whether it be producing a radio 

programme or giving writers, poets, musdans and 
individuals a voice. Any band with a strong political 
lyrical input is encouraged! There are a lot ofpeople 
who now have a platform from which they can 
criticize and question what they see everyday and 
it's a tool to vent anger and frustration. For example 
there’s a programme devoted to prisoners which 
worked so well that during the mid-eighties the 
prison authorities started to confiscate transistor 
radios in Parisian prisons! The radio has also given 
access for political refugees from around the world 
- especially South America, North Africa and China 
- to keep in contact and to provide information for 
their communties in Paris. It's a good means of 
communication, expression, and a melting pot for 
exchanging ideas. There’s still irregular threats to 
the radio from the government - during the Gulf War 
some people on the radio called for troops to desert 
as a protest against war. This is a “grave” offence 
under French law and could have been an ideal 
opportunity for the government to pin down and 
persecute the radio. It does seem that kind of 
reactionary attitude from the government has died 
out but they still tend to go for the less obvious 
“problems" and generally without much subtlety! 
MRR: Final comments? 
DC: Yeah. On a more practical and personal level 
our various music oriented programmes, such as 
"Traffic", have regularly suffered a lack of support 
from both the US and British bands, especially when 
compared with the somewhat encouraging re¬ 
sponse the radio receives from other countries! It's 
particularly disappointing when you know that some 
of these bands strive towards similar political and 
social structures as ourselves. Added to the fact that 
it’s not a one way process because Radio Libertaire 
isn't a consumer of products - it's one of the few 
mediums that remains open to both new and chal¬ 
lenging ideas and experiments. It’s ready to support 
and promote - with its limited means - creative and 
incisive projects. The cooperation of independent 
and open minded people/groups is vital if any form 
of independence is to survive in our greed-ridden 
capitalist societies. This cooperation needs to be 
pursued at every level - including a musical one! 
Exchange, communicate or otherwise face isola¬ 
tion and become prey for the big money spinners of 
this workL.unless money is your kind of thing! 

Today over one hundred and twenty people 
are involved with the workings of the radio. It's 

lesbian issues and contemporary classical music 
via hardcore and feminism to cinema reviews and 
comic strips....Radio Libertaire *the voice without a 
god or a master!" 

Radio Libertaire do 145 Rue Amelot/ 75011 
Paris/ France 

Hello, We’re two guys from Belgium and we’re doing an underground radio program on 
a local radio station. The program is called "SUBWAY" and is related to Gonzo Circus, a 
subcultural magazine. In our neighbourhood there’s a flourishing alternative music scene. 
Every kind of music that deviates from the usual mainstream rock gets a chance on 
"Subway". To give you an idea: in one broadcast we featured Sonic Youth, Captain 
Beefheart, the Gun Club, Primus, Minor Threat, the Wipers, Coil, NoMeansNo, Firehose, 
Howlin’ Wolf, Loop,... So, does your band have a tape or a record, send It to "Subway" and 
we’ll pay attention to it. 

‘Subway’ c/o Dirk en Marco/ K. Boudewijnstraat 4/ 3920 Lommel/ Belgium 
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iNFEST-new 7" 10 songs (CAL.) _ 
fasttbrutal . .BACK IN STOCK. . $4.00 

BLOOD-"RecognlzeM 7" 
(red wax)explos Ive grInd(LTD)$6.00 

0 ISMEMBER-"FIowIng Stream" Ip \ 
ex-ENTOMBED.sIck/death/grInd $9.00 

C0NFUSI0N-"Hopeless" 7" (purple) q 
killer NAPALM-llke assault...$5.00 

RIGHTEOUS PIGS-"stress Related" lp 
Las Vegas grind attack.. (LTD)$6.50. 

GOPower Means Nothing" 7" < 
I (repress) n.y.c. thrash.$3.50 >, 
PUNGENT STENCH-"Been Caught Buttering 

new LP..still stenchy..gre at.$ 7.50" 
CONCRETE SOX/NIGHTMARE SPLIT 7" ^ 

* (Japan pressed)hoi ocaus11c power$5.00 
BENEDlCTI0N-"Grand Leveller"1p$8.00 

new materlal/excellent grlnd (ptc)9.0C 
ISU FFOCAT I ON-t 2" ^ 

their first legendary re Iease.$9.00 
DEATH STRIKE-"Fuckln1 Death" Ip 

ex-ABOMINAT I ON/MASTER,.power..$7.50( 
MULTI PLEX-7" (Japan) 
critically Insane grInd/heavy.$5.00 
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kA.C./PSYCHO SPLIT 7"(BOSTnHiV - ^ 

(splatter wax)Gods of mayhem...$4.00s 
PSYCHO/A.C. SPLIT VHS VIDEO 
decent quatlty/over 60 m I n...$ I 5.00 

FEAR OF GOD-repressed 7" 

vicious grind one song unre1eased$4. 
BLLLEEEAAAUUUURRGGGHHHH..THE RECORD 

blue wax/4l band/grI nd/comp....$4.00 
EXIT 13”"Wrench" 2nd 7" (PA.) 
godly exotic grind.$4.00 

MASTER/ABOMINATION SPLIT 7" 
ledends of grIndcore..great....$3.50 

REPULSlON-new 7" 

awesome legendary grind masters$4.00 
PINK TURDS IN SPACE/CHARRED REMAINS 

SPLIT 7" highly flammable stuff$4.00 
R0TTREV0RE-7" 
severe/kl1ler/death/vIcIous_$4.00 

DEM ISE-"Furnace of Tension" 7" 
5 songs remixed from their 10".$4 00 

MENTAL DISTURBANCE-7"(France) 

Incl. members of MUCKY PUP/thrash $4 
MORBID ANGEL-"Live at Castello's" 

red wax/europressed very ltd...$8 00 
CVfUft-llB! .1_ . _ 

.$3.50 

, wax/europressed ver 

t nSE"i.,PenJ5 Rl,,,nfl" (p'nk m«'-ble)$8.00PSYCHO-"Rlches and Fame"'l0" pic disc 
i ..:*b2We , !8+ afle * Ca t emen^)t h rash/ gr l nd/mayhem/attack( 1 td) $7.00 
0- No Man" 7" (N.*.C.) ^CARCASS-"Live Mexican" 7" 

redwax/europressed...limited...$8.00 
P$YCH0-"Fuck Off Live" 7" 

13 songs/ltd red wax/grlnd/thra$6.00 
CHRONICAL DIARRH0EA-"Abstract" 7" 

fast/nolsy/thrash/fast/12 songs$4.00 
MEAT SHITS-"Gen 11a 1 Infection" 7" 
(need 18+ agestatement)God 1ygrlnd$5.00 
DEAD-7" (Fla) tuned-down gr l nd , ..$ 3.50 

INCANTAT1 ON-1st 7" killer grind. .$4.50 

/lAWt\TEENAGERS/R0VSVETT spLIT 7" $3. 

^ GO - " No Man" 7" (N.-Y.C.) 
brand new..10 songs..thrash 

BEHERIT-Picture 7" 

v wicked satanlc deathmetal.$5.00 
^CAPITALIST CASUALTIES-7" (cal) 

>8 songs . . . gr l nd attack.$4.00 
>G.G. ALLIN AND BULGE-"Lega1 Ize M." 

3 song 7"..god-1 Ike to I Ietrock$4.00 
DESTROY/DISRUPT SPLIT 7" 

, repress .. go l d wax. . . 1 td.$4.00 

IS INlSTER/MQNASTARY SPLIT 7"..ltd $6 

MAKE MONEY ORDER TO JOHN WOLFE" 
**N0 PERSONAL CHECK$***N0NE 
ALWAYS LIST ALTERNATIVES/REFUNDN 

Everything is post paid in u.-.xx 
CANADA/MEXICO ADD $0.50 per ltem> 
EUROPE ETC..ADD $2.00...per Item 

1 JAPAN/AUSTRAL I A ADD $3..per Item 

AGATHOCLES/SMEGMA SPLIT 7"$6.00 
P.T.L.KLUB-"Nobody" 7"_$4.00 

u— - TORMENTOR-7" slckgrlnd....$4.00 
IREVE NANT-1p great techno-death....$9.00 

MESSHUGGAH-1p 1st release deethmet$7.00< 
EVERS OR-"PsychopathIc" 7"..fast_$4.00^ 
SIX WAYS COMP 7" w/SORE THROAT....$5.00< 
ABOMI NAT I0N-"T ragedy" 1p.powerful.$8.00I 
ABOMI NAT I 0N-1st Ip.heavily Insane.$8.C 
ROSTOK VAMPIRES-"Misery" 1 p.thrash$7.Oo 
POWER ASSAULT-7" b1 lster In 1 grInd..$4 od 
REVENGE OF KAMAKAZI STEGOSAURUS C0MP*l 

w/PSYCHO, MENTORS , FREEZE , PRONG. + . . $5.*>y 
DlSORDER-1 Ive 7" killer chaos.$4.00 

CARBON IZED-new Ip excellent grlnd$7.50^ 
CARNAGE-l1ve 7" mexl-pressed death$6.00t 

grind 1 egend s .•. . . $7.00$ 
MALACHI KRUNCH/S.O.M.-spIIt lp_$6,001 
CANCER-"Gory End" Ip (U.K.).great.$7.50 * 
DESTR0Y-"Tota 1 Fuckln Chaos" 7"...$4.0o| 
POST MORTEM-"Rectum" 7"...ltd.$3.50j 

G-ANX-7" "Hasterpeace" exce 11 ent.’ $4 ! 00 
EVERS0R-"Catac1sym" Ip ( 11a 1y)....$ 1.001 
PHLEGM-7" CARCASS-lIke eros I on....$4 00^ 
MAGGOT SANWICH-"Zero To 1erance"cass.'$6^ 
PROFANTICA-"Weeplng" 7" satanIc...$4.00^ 
SAIRAAT M1ELET 1st or 2nd 7".fast.$4.00i 
SPLATTERREAH-1 Ive 7" 1 Ike A.C.$4 00 

SO MUCH HATE-2nd lp(Norway).$4.*50l 
HIATUS/R.A.M.R. SPLIT 7" crusty.,,$5.Oul 
R0VSVETT-3rd 7"(Sweden)fast/raw...$3.25J 
SIEGE-"drop dead".cassette.$5.00V 
MORBID ANGEL-"AbomInatIons" lp....$20.00 
MEATFLY/CAN'T Decide SPLIT 7"(UK) $4.00\ 
MULE-2nd 7" x-POISON IDEA (color) $3.*50 

RRa?N?iSDHRJTH“meX!/dcath/cassettc$1< •00i 
BRAINSTQRM-Yugo grind mayhem.7"...$4.00\ 



BETWEEN THE LIONS m 
S Reviews by (MS) Martin Sprouse, (LH) Lance Hahn, (JX) Jux, (KO) Katy Odell, (SA) 

I Steve Aycock, (MM) Mike McNiel, (JD) Joe Donohoe, (TM) Timojhen Mark, (HH) _J Harald Hartman, (MW) Matt Wobensmith, and (SB) Suzanne Bartchy. 

When sending in a zine for review, 
please include a complete address and a 
post paid price. Also, apologies to those 
zines which were supposed to be included 
in last issue and weren't. The reviews 
were done, but I (MM) fucked up the 
layout. Mea culpa, mea culpa. 
SCREAMING MOUSE #1/$2.00 ppd 
6 x 8 - offset - 40pgs - Hungarian 
A first issue zine that is interested in all aspects of alternative music 
and culture. Nothing particularly poignant about this issue except 
the knowledge there are cool people in Hungary trying to be creative 
and different. I liked the xeroxed photos and graphics best.(HH) 
Ordito Eger / Broder Ferenc / Gyoker Erika/1241 Budapest pf 188 

/ Hungary 

MASODIK LATAS #8 / $3.00 ppd 
6 x 8 - offset - 80pgs - Hungarian 
This zine is devoted exclusively to music, interviews with Porto 
Bello Bones(French band),Fixtures, Mudhoney, Laughing Hyenas, 
and Missing Foundation. Alsohas the lyrics of Ex and No Means No 
songs translated into Hungarian, plus plenty of record reviews.(HH) 
Masodik Latas / Racz Mihaly / Budapest, XIH u.35 /1172 / Hungary 

PAPARI # 10 / $2.00 ppd 
8 1/2 x 12 - offset - 32pgs - Greek 
The cover of this zine has four captions of George Bush throwing a 
baseball while thinking and speaking in Greek??? The zine has 
articles on Jello Biafra’s,”Die For Oil Sucker” 7inch, the Ex’s 
6record7inch set, andTemple Of Psychick Youth. Overall PAPARI 
(Greek for Bollock) deals more with the social side of punk from a 
hardhitting anarchistic viewpoint.(HH) 
Alex Z./ Iras 3a /145 65-Ekali / Athens / Greece 

SPEEDSIHT #4 / $3.00 ppd 
6 x 81/2 - offset - 48pgs - German 
This is a well-thought out, put together little zine that is packed with 
humor. It reviews mostly other German zines and bands, plus hoards 
of live shows. It has an editorial on the philosophy of punk and a 
poet’s comer, but it is the cartoons and parodies that give SPEEDSHIT 
its’ main punch. Check out the visual puns on band names; Seeing 
Red, Alice Donut, Vomit Angel, etc...(HH) 
Roland Icking / Klemens-August Str.29 / D-4280 Borken 3 Weseke 

/ Germany 

FLYING CHARENTAJSE #4 / $3.00 ppd. 
81/2 x 11- offset - 28pgs - French 
This zine comes with a Burning Heads ep, so it has the customary 
interview with said band, also interviews with Babes In Toyland and 
Penetrator. Plenty of record reviews.(HH) 
Flying Charentajse / Bourouf / Salem 2 Passage Basfroi / 75011 

Paris / France 

PUNCHLINE # 11 / $1.50 ppd 
8 1/2 x 11 - copied - 32 pgs. 
Very graphic orientated zine put out with a strongly political 
leaning. The philosophy here seems to be images speak louder than 
words as striking pictures draw attention to the environmental crisis 
and underline the idea that “no one is innocent” when it comes to 
what is happening with nature. While I don’t tend to see things in 
such black & white terms some of the art here is impressive and yeah, 
I guess everybody will suffocate if all the trees are cut down. I 
especially like the art by Lawrence Finn, it’s very effective. This 
issue is subtitled “Smother Earth.” (JD) 
POB 460683 / San Francisco, CA 94146 

FIFTH MAN #2 / $1.00 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - copied - 26 pgs. 
This is the special religion issue. While I agree with much of what 
the editor of this zine believes in regards to metaphysical belief, the 
format and writing isn’t very exciting. What could have helped 
maybe would have been to have included art dealing with die 
subject. This zine also has an interview with the Bishops (religion 
issue right) and Jim Valentino, an artist for Marvel Comics (not very 
alternative but if the man’s available might as well use what you’ve 

got). (JD) 
173 South Jackson Street / Janesville, WI 53545 

PAINTSPOT #2 / $1.00 ppd. 
4 1/4 x 5 1/2 - copied - 36 pgs. 
Very basic Humboldt County zine. No band interviews, interesting 
comments on the human brain, some okay art and a lot of references 
to childhood memories. Also a bit of fun taking at the expense of 
collegiate post-modem hipsters. (JD) 
Chris Colland / 2102 B. St./ Eureka, CA 95501 

BOY, DOES HIGH SCHOOL EVER SUCK #6 / 50* ppd. 

8 1/2 x 11 - copied - 16pgs. 
You can’t beat the price or the name.The very basic format doesn’t 
diminish die appeal of this zine, which is a lot more clear headed in 
content than your average college lit. essay on deconstruction. Here 
high school students rap about what they like and hate about high 
school. I especially appreciated the bus station review. Also within: 
Mr. T Experience interview, essays. (JD) 
Gabe Meline / 540 Los Altos Court / Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

SCHIZO CHRONICLES #2 / $4.50 ppd 
8 1/2 x 11 - copied (4-color cover) - 88 pgs. 
Nice old fashioned B movie horror punk & metal zine with a Misfits 
“nostalgia” interview, of course, and the periodic use of the word 
“motherfucker” throughout the reviews. I didn’t think anybody had 
the sense of humor torevel in this kind of cartoon violence anymore, 
in some ways this is a breath of politically incorrect fresh air but in 
someother ways it’s open to a lot of criticism. On the cover there’s 
a picture of an old man whose just dismembered a woman holding 
her intestine up with her skin dangling in the background. This will 
probably offend a lot of people but I’m going to let it slide. It doesn’t 
have the subtlety of something Hannibal Lecter would cane up with 
though or even Alice Cooper. Also of note are the Stickboy comics 
and an interview with the Wussies plus a lot of record reviews. (JD) 
Dan Schiro / 257 Spring Street / West Haven, CT 06516 

DUMPSTER DIVE #5 / $2.00 ppd. 
8 1/2x11-copied-32 pgs. 
Straight forward east coast fanzine. Mostly just interviews and 
record reviews. Buzzcocks, Dickies and Doughboys are spoken to. 
Work on the spelling errors folks. (JD) 
74 Osbourne Ave / Norwalk, CT 06885 

THIEVES AND PROSTITUTES #4 / 50* ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - ca>ied -10 pgs. 
I love it when I get stuff like this. Forget the cool title, this is a zine 
put out by fundamentalist Christians to reach the punk scene. On the 
cover is an angel of the Lad (looking suspiciously like an X- Man 
superhero) descending to a mob of skinheads and punks, killing each 
other, with the Good Word (ending the violence it is assumed). 
Inside is an interview with Christian industrial band Deitiphobia. 
While I try not to be religiously intolerant it’s come to my attention 
that fundamentalists see intolerance as a requirement of faith and 
would like nothing better than a wald of the holy in which there are 
no pagans, communists, pacifists, skinheads, Catholics, Buddhists 
or anybody else who takes to anything besides JC as the first and 
primary purpose of existence so read with discernment. If you think 
I’m going off unfairly, read Bob Larson’s books (his name is on the 
back of this thing). This zine has a well drawn cover anyway and a 
lot of neat Bible quotes. (JD) 
4009 Johnson Street / Hollywood, FL 33021 

VOX CANIS #1 / $1.75 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - offset-28pgs. 
This mag is full of very interesting stuff most of which coicems 
itself with madness and insanity (this means real mental illness not 
a cute euphemism fa zany styles of music). Included is an essay on 
various clinical types of mental illness from around the wald as well 
as an essay about sociopathic killer Richard Chase (the Vampire of 
Sacramento). There is also a delightfully disgusting comic at the 
back and erotic art by Eros artist Molly Kieley. Not much on punk 
rock but I like it a lot. (JD) 
2271 N. Lincoln Ave. / #478/ Chicago, IL 60614 

THE ADVENTURES OF TAD MARTIN #1 /$3.70 ppd. 
6 3/4x 10 2/8 - offset - 36pgs. 
This is a comicbook put out by Caliber Press dealing with under ground 

punk rock themes. It’s got a nasty sense of humor (read mean) which 
sometimes works and sometimes doesn’t. Not bad for a first issue. 

(JD) 
Caliber Press / 621-B S. Main St./ Plymouth, MI 48170 

SPEEDKILLS #1 / $3.00 ppd. 
8 1/8 x 10 3/4 - newsprint - 44 pgs. 
While it may not be known to the inhabitants of West Coast Ecotopia 
there are still people in love with the automobile, which doesn’t 
bother me in the slightest since Ecotopians seem in no hurry to 
relinquish their VW’s. Speedkills is a zine which celebrates punk, 
beer and cars, in not necessarily that order. Inside are interviews with 
bands Seaweed and Gas Huffer, an article about drag racing and a 
mediocre Hunter Thompsonesque recap of the Olympia IPU with 
loving mentions of the autha’s Che vy Impala and Oly Dark. Alright 

read. (JD) 
POB 14561 / Chicago, IL 60614 

CROSS-WORDS #1 / 50* ppd. 
5 7/8 x 8 1/4 - copied - 32 pgs. 
A UK zine with good caricature sex art and a lot of band interviews. 
Some stuff on the Indians in Brazil too along with a petition you can 
send into the Brazilian government to convince them to stop 
destroying the Amazon. Nice idea anyway. (JD) 
Kath / 80 Brynglas Dr. / Newport Gwent / NP9 5QS, England 

BAKER’S DOZEN #3 / $1.75 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 6 3/4 - copied - 48 pgs. 
For certain reasons I can’t be completely objective about BD #3 but 
“artiness” aside this is the best looking issue of the Santa Cruz zine 
yet. Funny anti-PC/pro sports comic, short staies and interviews 
with Firehose, the Swinging Utters, Helios Creed and Fugazi. (JD) 
849 C Almar Ave #154 / Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

THE ANTI-WARRIOR #3 / $1 ppd. 
11 x 17 - newsprint - 8 pgs. 
Did you know there are resistors to the Gulf War stint that are still 
in jail? Well done articles on Camp Lejeune, GI Resistas, the 
Oakland War parade and refusenix. Interesting reading and 

informative. (JX) 
48 Shattuck Sq. #129 / Berkeley, CA 94704 

NONESUCH #1 / $1.00 ppd 
5 3/4x8 1/4 - offset - 20 pgs. 
This Irish zine has a great interview with One By One, and las of 
stories and random humaous comments. But all in all, it ends up 
coming off as a little too abstract to have any lasting impact. (SB) 
82 Dodsbao / Lucan, Co. / Dublin / Ireland 

BIRTH #6 / $5.00 ppd. 
8 1/2x11-offset-36 pgs. 
The high price is due to the included comp. 7” (see review). A very 
good zine with band interviews which aren’t maonic or baing and 
contributas who know how to write. Reads almost like an east coast 
MRR, only fresher, including an interview with Mykel Board and 
submissions by Katy Odell. Sex industry issue (u topic that’s in 
danger of becoming redundant but is still interesting). Also 
Propagandhi, Victim’s Family. (JD) 
POB 1382 / Bryn Mawr, PA 19010-1382 

WHAT KIND OF WORLD IS THIS #3 / 50* ppd. 
8 l/2x 5 1/2 - copied- 28 pgs. 
Very basic Kinko’s Copies produced zine. Some good input. The 
borrowed interview from TIME with Randall Terry, the founder of 
Operation Rescue, sticks out. Some good information can come in 

humble packages. (JD) 
POB 708 / Littleton, MA 01460-2708 

ROTTEN FRUIT #13 /$1.50ppd 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied - 40 pgs. 
The most amazing layout I’ve seen in months. I mean I just love to 
look at it! Great clear phaos, something interesting on each page 
without it being clutered. Content wise it offers las of letters, 
reviews, poetry, and sane cool stories like the aie about the purpose 

of life. And it looks great! (JX) 
1058 Bedding Field PI. / Westerville, OH 43081 

KNIFE #1 / $1.00 ppd. 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied - 40 pgs. 
Jesus was a pervert. The prooFs right here in this eclectic zine (that 
means lots-o-stuff). Some parts are kinda goofy, some are interesting 
and others are in between. All together na bad and Chris, the editor 
wants all you out there to stop slagging underground labels unless 
you can do one better. (JX) 
POB 26051 / Westminster Stn / Winnipeg, Mtba / R3C 4K9 / 
Canada 

ANGRY TIIOREAUAN #1 / $1.50 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - newsprint - 28 pgs. 
Tin Ear’s new effort here as he finally kills the Happy Thrasher. Easy 
to follow and las of stuff. Such as letters, a hugh zine review section, 
record reviews, interviews with Jughead’s Revenge and Atheist, and 
good (LA) copharassment staies. One of the better HT, Imean ATs, 

I’ve seen. (JX) 
POB 2246 / Anaslime, CA 92814 

BOUNCING CASKET #4 / $1.50 ppd. 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied - 24 pgs. 
Well, there’s the usual and the na so usual here. First the stuff we 
expect: interviews with Three Legged Dog, Big Drill Car, Judge 
Nailing, Stale Fish and the Fiends, oh, and rec reviews. The na so 
usual is a travel log ala Greyhound, which is pretty good. (JX) 
104 Wilkinson / East Prairie, MO 63845 

PICK UP TRUCK #2 / $1.50 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - copied - 24 pgs. 
I’ve read this one twice and still don’t have an opinion. Sorry. It has 
record and tape reviews, an interview with Endpoint, and other 
Kentucky kinds of things. Some’s OK some’s boring, average I’d 

have to say. (JX) 
3802 Karma Way / Louisville, KY 40241 

INDECISION #2 / $1.50 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - copied - 52 pgs. 
There’s something like 50 photos in this zine and as I was looking 
through it I didn’t see one girl. A 1000 boys and na one girl. No they 
weren’t military pictures (although they could have been) and it 
wasn’t a gay youth group (although they should have been), no, it 
was mae straight edge bands in what appears to be another hardline 
zine from a wealthly LA suburb. How nice. Well if you’re interested 
there’s interviews with WaldTrust, Game Face, Mouthpiece, Strife 
and Lifetime. Oh, and a good letter from Kent McClard. (JX) 
23391 Mulholland Dr #430 / Woodland Hills, CA 91364 

READ IT #6/$2 ppd. 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied -32 pgs. 
A really good political zine from the UK sums this one up. Interviews 
withTerminus, Nessun Dorma, Sharon Tate’s Children and Zygote. 
Along with a piece about putting out recads from Rugger Bugger 
Discs (hi Sean) and an amazing win a cop competition. Oh, and lots 
of good political ops and comments. (JX) 
Dave / Box 8, 82 Colston St. / Briston, Avon / UK 

WITHIN REASON #2 / $1.50 ppd. 
7 x 8 1/2 - copied - 36 pgs. 
This zine’s packed with vegan recipes and vegan info, rec reviews, 
las of adds, interviews with Headway, Counter Punch, End Result 
and Straight Faward. Better than I thought it would be considering 
the two fists with X’s and the threat on the cover. (JX) 
B-Man / 8 Coronet Court / Ham, Ont / L9A 3J1 / Canada 



ORDER A NEW WORLD #3 / $1 ppd. 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied - 28 pgs. 
I just finished one of the best short stories I’ve ever read. By Jodi. 
About friends and dark beauty and assuming and closeness. What a 
great zine. And there’s lots of other great stuff from stories about a 
sunglasses conspiracy that shows we’re aliens to life in Guatemala 
to Malcolm X on Women. Some light stuff and some heavy. Tons of 
stuff here. This is great! Just get it, you’ll see. (JX) 
POB 2244 / Olympia, WA 98507 

SKULL SESSION #22 / $1.00 ppd 
8 1/2 x 11 - copied - 42 pgs 
This is getting better. The musical focus is on Hard Core and Grind/ 
Death metal. There are several lengthy interviews (Sick of It All, 
Porto Bello, Slap of Reality, Kulteral Kompost, and Big Meat 
Hammer), good zine and record reviews and a bunch of well-written 
opinion columns. The “Poser and Hobbes" cartoons are tasteless 
and juvenile, but funny. (KO) 
3187 Keyes Court / Mississauga, Ontario / L5N 2Z7 / Canada 

DIAL M #2/$2.00 ppd 
8 1/2 x 11 - copied - 24 pgs 
Interviews with Tar, Dirt, and Lisa Suckdog - then a lot of twisted 
shit. This will appeal to those of you who are into cult films about 
serial killers. I liked it. (KO) 
951 Quinton Avenue / Trenton, NJ 08629 

BLAH, BLAH, BLAH #11/2/ $1.00 ppd 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied - 34 pgs 
Silly and personal, it’s got a good sense of humor. I guess you’d have 
to if the only shows to look forward to in your town were Van Halen 
and the Exploited. Interviews with Load, Hangman, Downcast, and 
Refuse to Fall are short - probably through the mail. (KO) 
POB 7044 / Hollywood, FI 33081 

SUBCONSCIOUS SOUP #4 / $1.00 ppd 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied - 24 pgs 
Snippets of information and opinion for hippie-punx. Pro-choice, 
pro-hemp, and as psychadelic as xerox will allow. Looks good. 
(KO) 
PO Box 421272 / Kissimmee, FI. 34742 

MUDFLAP #2 /$1.50 ppd 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied - 36 pgs 
Bay area ‘zines tend to be cute and personaL.this is no exception. 
Fiction, personal experiences, sex tips, and reviews of those pre¬ 
mixed Club Cocktails are just same of the many interesting features 
of this little tome. There is a definite Cometbus influence, and that’s 
a good thing. (KO) 
666 Illinois / San Francisco, CA 94107 

RIOT GRRRL #6 / $1.00 ppd 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied - 20 pgs 
Poetry and rants by women cm being sick and tired of being sick and 
tired of being shat upon. Pretty cool, variety of writers, graphics, and 
scxne ambition - this is good now and going to get better. (KO) 
POB 7453 / Arlington, VA 22207 

BAD NEWZ #16 / $3.00 ppd 
8 1/2 x 11 - printed - 30 pgs 
Wow, this is pretty cool! As the cover says, "Hundreds of opinions, 
reviews, sleazy art, and abuse." Yep...from an interview with ex- 
Factsheet 5 Mike Gunderloy to exhaustive live reviews by Jesse 
Luscious, this has a wide focus. There’s a lot of Mike Diana’s 
(Boiled Angel zine) graphics, and sane comix by the rare and 
reclusive Ace Backwards. I haven’t even covered half of the 
material in here - so get it and see for yourself. (KO) 
POB 14318 / San Francisco, CA 94114 

THE SILICON WOMB #3/$1.50 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - copied - 18 pgs. 
If I didn’t know better, I would almost think it was Poppin’ Zits. It’s 
cut. It’s paste. It’s sloppy. It’s punk. Not a whole lot here, but it’s 
interesting to read and sane of the layout is cool. (LH) 
2310 48th Ave. / San Francisco, CA 94116 

SNAFU INT. #3/ $1.00 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - copied - 22 pgs. 
Great cover. Mostly graphics, a la of this reminds me of early John 
Yates. Cut and paste with political messages. Most are interesting 
and ironic. Certainly worth the buck. (LH) 
Brian Davis / 845 Elizabeth St. / Wallaleburg, Ont. / N8A 3A3 / 
Canada 

THE INFINITE ONION #6/ $lppd. 
7 x 8 1/2 - copied - 32 pgs. 
I’ve said it befae and I’m sure I’ll say it many more times; this is a 
great publication. Lots of interesting political news (from an anarcho 
perspective) written with persoiality and zest. Phantasmorgasm 
tour “diarya” here for a curve ball. Profane Existence and AYF 
interview as well. Cool. (LH) 
PO Box 263 / Colorado Springs, CO 80901 

FLIPSIDE #75/ $2 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - printed -120 pgs. 
Like ahers I know, I was duped into thinking there was a Jesus 
Lizard interview. Nosuch luck. Allof the standard Flipside fair here. 
From great (Didjits, Donuts) to rubbish (well, Sick Of It All for 
starters). For some reason I’m always drawn to Krk’s pages. Great 
reviews as always. Still wish they would lose the poetry and that 
pervert Bingenshiter. (LH) 
PO Box 60790 / Pasadena, CA 91116 

REASON TO DOUBT #1/$1.00 ppd. 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied - 28 pgs. 
A collectioi of writings and rants. A combination of personal and 
political stuff. Some graphics. Kind of interesting. (MS) 
Lisa Smirl c/o M.C.I. / Box 250 / Gretna / MB / Canada R0G 0V0 

FULL STOP #3/$3 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - copied - 20 pgs. 
It’s English, but you wouldn’t guess it right off. Even the cover is 
emo. Pretty decent interviews with Majority of One, Shutdown and 
others. Not really a straight edge zine, but covers a lot of that area. 
Na my thing, you see, but a good job done and an interesting read. 
(LH) 
16c Cedar Court / Marsh Huddersfield HD1 4NG / England 

UNO MAS #3/ $3.00 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - offset - 48 pgs. 
Looks like the product of a college art department, or more like die 
English dep’t student poetry journal - ya know what I’m saying? Na 
that that’s entirely a slag; this thing’s very pleasing to the eye. 
Beautiful phaos and illustrations punctuate interviews with Shudder 
to Think, The Mekois, and Pere Ubu, among ahers, plus fiction and 
yes.. poetry. (SA) 
POB 1832 / Silver Spring, MD 20915 

WRITER’S BLOCK #8 / $2.00 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - copied - 28 pgs. 
With almost uninterrupted double columns of small-foit text, this is 
a little like reading a long newsletter. (Still na quite as difficult as 
MRR, though!) But since the content is good, lets just call it “sparse” 
or “utilitarian”. The feature story on this summer’s rockfest in 
Olympia is particularly fine, as are the zine reviews (which sane of 
us could take some lessons from). (SA) 
POB 271 / Spas wood, NJ 08884 

CLASS WAR #50/$2 ppd. 
11 1/2 x 17 - newsprint - 24 pgs. 
Everyone should know that Class War are anarchists. Everyoie 
should know that Class War are militant. Everyone should know that 
Class War are ridiculous and very funny. Everyone should know that 
it’s mostly english news. Caustic and interesting, but I still wonder 
why it’s printed in this county? (LH) 
PO Box 8722 / Minneapolis, MN 55408 

LOVE AND RAGE #8 / $1 ppd. 
11 1/2 x 17 - newsprint - 20 pgs. 
Everyone should know... I suppose this is pretty good for North 
American news from an anarchist perspective. Not totally 
comprehensive, and not very deep. Still a good read although I 
always worry about the centralist feel... (LH) 
PO Box 3 / Prince St Station / New Yak, NY 10012 

JAVAMAN #6 / $2.00 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 7 - copied - 32 pgs. 
Friendly local zine with some interesting essays (cool oie on male 
dominance), short staies, poetry, and editaialramblings. It definitely 
conveys that small town boredom. Not at all like Cometbus, tho. 

?OB 4346 SMC / Moraga, CA 94575 

NO SANCTUARY #12 / $2.00 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 5 1/2 - copied - 24 pgs. - English 
Altogether, I counted 37 mentions of “DIY” contained herein, which 
is fine, I suppose. There is some good info on how to attain ultimate 
DIY-ness through zine producing, record and tape production and 
distribution. Even some good advice ai how to start a band- “3 or 4 
people with a bit of musical ears and imagination to do sane music, 
plus also some ideology for a concept of a band”. Although this 
seems quite basic, these are helpful hints for the clueless. (MW) 
POB 426 / 8026 Zurich /Switzerland 

IT’S ALIVE #9 / $2.00 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - offset - 24 pgs. 
Quite a pleasant surprise here. Neat-o cola cover, clean layouts, 
nice typesetting- how exciting! And the content is real refreshing as 
well. Editor M.C. Hammer reviews the inscriptiois on the records 
themselves- now that’s aiginal. Decent article on child abuse, two 
mid-length interviews (Outspoken, Bom Against) and a brief 
exchange with Dante of Gray Matter that really makes him look like 
an ass.I wish this came out more often.(MW) 
c/o Fred Hammer / 900 Azalea St. / Oxnard, CA 93030 

NUTHING SACRED #3, #4/2 stamps each ppd. 
8 1/2 x 7 - copied - 20 pgs. 
You like poetry? Good, then this is for you. Personally, I’d rather, 
oh, beat my head against the wall then read poetry, but don’t let that 
influence your opinion. Obviously, a lot of effort has gate into this- 
lengthy interviews with Pleasant Gehman (who?) in #3, and Smashing 
Pumpkins in ish #4. It’s definitely got that LA rock feel to it.(MW) 
1921 N. Whitley #12 / LA, CA 90068 

HO! ZINE #3/ $2.00 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 7 - copied - lotsa pages 
I was real excited to see this at first glance- a teen sex zine whose 
motto is “be what you are". Cool! Funny pieces oi panty swapping, 
local music, and sex in general. I’ll bet edita Anthony gets laid alot, 
too. Layout is well-done and very reader-friendly. All in all, a very 
promising effort to bring sex back to the punk scene. My only 
complaint is the lack of features for women and I guess the constant 
references to “bitches” and “ whaes” get to me at times. Perhaps I’m 
taking this all way too seriously, eh? (MW) 
POB 105 / Brandon, FL 33509-0105 

CRUNCHFACE #10 / $2.00 ppd 
8 1/2 x 11 - printed - 44 pgs. 
Wow. Haven’t ever read this zine before, and nowl’m going to look 
for sane back issues. This is the ‘Death of Straight Edge’ issue, and 
it’s hella funny. Although some of this may be serious, to someoie 
(like me) who stays outside of S.E., it’s all amazing. The construction 
gloves thing still has me scratching my head. Loads of editorials, 
letters, pics of S.E. bands, interviews with Arm’s Length, Straight 
Girls and Ringworm. Awesome. What shall I do, now that S.E. is 
dead.(TM) 
POB 482 / Akron, OH 44309-0482 

BUNDLE OF STICKS #3 / $2.00 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 5 1/2 - copied - 58 pgs. 
What appears at first glance to be anaher grimy, messy little zine has 
turned out to be oie of the best queer zines I have read in a long, long 
while. It’s about time we had a real informative, well-written homo 
mag that coifronted bullshit from within the queer punk movement 
as well as oi a whole. There are more than a few awes one stories 
here- you know, the kind that almost invoke tears upon reading. Na 
to pile on the praise too heavily though, there’s still a letter from a 
guy named Deke that shows that stupidity is everywhere. While 
there are valid canplaints that this zine is too white male oriented, 
there’s absolutely no reason that everyone can’t enjoy this one. 
(MW') 
54 South 9th St., Suite #132 / Minneapolis, MN 55402 

CONSTANT CHANGE #3 / $1 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - newsprint - 32 pgs. 
The strength of this zine is definitely in the interviews and four solid 
ones (American Standard, Jawbox, Verbal Assault, and Oi Polloi) 
are the focus of this issue. All the bands had interesting things to say 
although most of what was said is standard fare. In addition to the 
interviews, there are a few music and zine reviews; all of which is 
laid out in a very clean, no nonsense matter. Very worthwhile. (MM) 
2028 West Main Rd7 Middletown, RI02840 

KWEEN KLA YNE #3/ $2ppd. 
7 x 8 1/2 - copied - 56 pgs. 
I haven’t read the whole thing yet and I hate doing a review of this 
without reading the whole thing. Cia has moved to Olympia and 
changed the zines name (Murmuring Memories). Still, the content 
only gets better and there’s loads to read fron poetry to letters to 
stories and everything that falls inbetween. Great. (LH) 
TESC Student Housing Bldg. A Rm 312d / Olympia, WA 98505 

TALES OF BLARG #4 / 50* ppd. 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied - 60 pgs. 
In the tradition of Cometbus, A. Zippo, Puddle, and others, this one’s 
na really about bands, etc., but it’s chock full of the stuff that makes 
the ahers so great. If you doi’t know what this stuff is, cough up two 
quarters, for shitsakes. Really, I laughed audibly many times - all by 
myself. And the great part is, they probably don’t care what anybody 
thinks... (SA) 
POB 4047 / Berkeley, CA 94704 

TRUCK PEZ #1 / free. 
8 1/2 x 11 - copied -16 pgs. 
Lets see... kindaslim, no staples, kinda standard format, easy toread 
layout w/ good phaos... Features the Blake Babies and The Cynics 
and an editorial on police brutality. The best thing about it is the story 
behind the name. Pretty good, but sparse. Since it’s just the prototype, 
maybe the next one will kill. (SA) 
POB 1746 / Royal Oak, MI 48068 

REPTIL ZINE #4 / $4.00 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 12 - offset/slick cover - 36 pgs. - Spanish 
Seems like I reviewed the last issue of this... It’s still a way slick 
production, still has a standard music oriented format, and I still 
can’t read it ‘cause it’s in Spanish. Bands are different, though: 
Pullerman, No FX, Alice Donut + many more. Would be interesting 
toread about some of the faeign bands, too. Maybe you can... (SA) 
Zona 10 S.A. / Caile Bruc 65, 32 / 08009 Barcelona / Spain 

WE ARE AT WAR #1 / $1.00 ppd 
8 1/2 x 10 3/4 - offset - 16 pgs. 
For a first issue, these folks have got their shit together. Chock full 
of Jolt-powered character and insight that make this a standout. 
Doesn’t just cover the usual political rhetoric, and it looks great too. 
Essential. (SB) 
Santa Cruz Earth Unwound, UCSC /Oaks 527,1156 High St / Santa 
Cruz, CA 95064 

NOZONE #3/$5.00 ppd. 
16x8 (no shit!) - printed - 34 pgs. 
My first visual impression of this was one of awe. This is really well 
done. It’s big, and it’s size does much to enhance it’s heavy graphic 
slant. This is the ‘Destruction issue, and many of the pieces deal 
with just that. A real variety of styles here, all of which are excellent. 
A great centerfold as well. Overall an excellent zine. One of the ones 
you save to look at again. (TM) 
1 W 64th St. / NYC, NY 10023 

CLOUDBREAK #1 /60* ppd. 
5 1/2 x 8 - copied - 36 pgs. 
Well. Seems like the first issue, and he seems to have fallen into the 
same traps most hit with their first issue. The layout alternates 
between ‘difficult to read hand written’ and ‘less difficult to read 
typewritten’. Interviews with Edgewise, Shadow Season, Slap of 
Reality, and Ultraman. A definate S.E. undertone. Hopefully things 
like the photos and layouts with get easier with practice. (TM) 
Eric / 834 W. Deerfield / Springfield, MO 65807 

AHOALATION #4 / 75* ppd 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - offset - 24 pgs. 
Get this issue just for the Engage interview, which takes up half the 
zine anyway. To be honest, though, the rest of the zine isn’t too 
thrilling. Your usual scene shit and reviews. Let’s have some 
articles! (SB) 
Mark Dober / 3811 W Pine Blvd. / St. Louis, MO 63108 

X-RAY SPEX-A HISTORY IN CUTTINGS $1.00 ppd 
5 1/2 x 8 - copied - 16 pgs. 
The name about says it all - a mess of clippings, cuttings, sleeves, etc 
about X-Ray Spex. The layout is chaaic, a la of this didn’t copy 
well, thus some things are hard to read, and most of the pictures are 
washed out. The printed clippings are fron accessible sources (such 
as the Trouser Press Record Guide). I’d recommend it for the fan, but 
they’ve probably already seen most of this. (TM) 
D.B.P.L / 3410 1st Street / Riverside, CA 92501 
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PAMZIHE reviews 
PSYCHOTHERAPHY #15 / $1.00 ppd. 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied - 28 pgs. 
This issue hse some record reviews, a couple of editorials (discovering 
one’s heterosexuality and the last great search for PacMan), a couple 
pages of bad poetry, some cool graphics and lastbutnot least, a Black 
Sabbath word find puzzle. (MS) 
Pete Prodoehl / 5215 S. 58th St. / Milwaukee, WI53220 

THE PROBE #1 / $2.00 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11-offset-40 pgs. 
A thick first issue that has short but decent interviews with Mr. 
Bungle, L7, Melvins, Bluchunks, Hunk of Funk and A.M.E. The rest 
of the pages are filled with some reviews, sex and hippy (flowers?) 
photos, loads of in-staff jokes plus some news about Areata. A lot to 
read if these are the bands you’re interested in or if this is the crowd 
you’re down with. (MS) 
POB 5068 / Pleasanton, CA 94566 

REALITY CONTROL #4 / 29* stamp 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - offset - 42 pgs. 
Pretty nifty zine here. Great dumpers-dive photos provide endless 
entertainment, but the thing that really impressed me was the article 
on how to develop your own picture; clearly the method works 
because there’s some way cool band photos. Has some interesting 
stories and is layed out well to boot. (SB) 
5970 Birch #2 / Carpinteria, CA 93013 

DISSOLUTION #2 / 29* stamp 
8 1/2 x 11 - offset - 16 pgs. 
A very well intentioned zine that has articles on the pesticides used 
in produce, indoor gardening, and animal rights. They manage to 
cover these topics, in a personal, non-condescending way, and 
clearly are commited to communicating with people. Definitely 
worth your time. (SB) 
3806 S. Flower St. # A / Santa Ana, CA 92707 

SUMMER SQUASH (OR HE’S TOO FLAT FOR ME-.) #1 / 
$1.00 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - offset -28 pgs. 
What a cool idea! 21 bands are covered (with pictures and lyrics) in 
the Toronto music scene including: One Blood, Sons of Ishmael, 
Phleg Camp, Suckerpunch, Kingpin, and tons more. This even 
comes with a tape and each band has two songs on it. Pretty damn 
cool project - for a couple of chycks. Give us more. (SB) 
2 Bloor St. W. #100 / Box 120 / Toronto, Ontario / M4W 3E2 / 
Canada 

NOT YOUR BITCH #7 / 29* stamp 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied -14 pgs. 
I believe that NYB has it’s heart in the right place. However, this 
definitely has a new age/hippy perspective on empowering women 
that I just can’t get into. I have a hard time buying into this 
nature=women mentality, and even see it as being counter-productive. 
It’s the last issue of the zine, so maybe the next project will be a little 
more balanced. (SB) 
1276 Wilson Ave. #230 / St. Paul, MN 55106 

HOLY TIT CLAMPS #9 / $2.00 ppd. 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - offset - 36 pgs. 
Make no mistake, this is a queer zine. Gay male perspective on sex 
and other stories. Pretty interesting stuff, especially the letter from 
3DB accusing Tim/MRR of being homophobic. I guess some people 
don’t have anything better to do. Oh yeah, this is not just another sex 
zine, as graciously pointed out by the editor. (SB) 
POB 3054 / Minneapolis, MN 55403 

SHREDDING MATERIAL #7 / $2.00 ppd 
8 x 5 1/2 - copied - 40 pgs. 
Interviews with 411, Pegboy, Resistors, Freak Beans and Shudder 
to Think, reviews and editorials. The layout is obviously Macintosh 
driven, clean almost to a fault. I wish the interviews had more 
dialogue, and didn’t read as if the questions were read off, especially 
with the Pegboy and 411 interviews. Kinda ironic a self serving 
asshole like Spike Jakes got an editorial next to one about women’s 
place in ‘the scene'. (TM) 
Jon / 2515 Bidle Road / Middletown, MD 21769 

WHO CARES? # 3 / $2.00 ppd 
81/2x11 printed - 28 pgs. 
The hate mail was great. Don’t know why I’ve always found hate 
mail so interesting, but it is. The articles on sexuality were good, and 
the in depth Gray Matter interview was well done. Also with 
Velocity Girl interview, reviews, poetry, articles. I like the editor’s 
attitude. (TM) 
POB 1181 / Bethesda, MD 20827 

KELOID #2/$1.50 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - printed - 10 pgs. 
I was quite surprised at the maturity of this. The writing seems well 
thought out and well written, something many zines can’t accomplish 
by their second issue. Contains a lengthy reprint of a Inge Barthel 
(SANE/ Freeze) question* answer session, a lengthy (and intelligent) 
Downcast interview, and editorials on various topics. Very strong. 
(TM) 
Matt / 1822 Floyd Ave / Richmond, VA 23220 

HALF TRUTH #6 / $1.00 ppd 
8 1/2 x 11 - newsprint - 22 pgs. 
Well, not too much to say about this. I had written a review of this 
for the last issue that got lost, and it’s too bad, because that review 
was better written than this will be. This zine pretty much sucked. 
Really meandered between pointless juvenile humor and insulting 
attempts at juvenile humor. Even had a stupid interview with Jesus 
Jones - a no talent band who apparently have no brains as well. No 
thanks. (TM) 
POB 931013 / LA, CA 90093-1013 

CLOSET MONSTER #1 /$1.00ppd. 
The Pee Tanks, As It Stands, Peter, record reviews and go 
veg article. > 
11902 Tanner PI. / Laurel, MD 20708-2810 

ATAKRA #3 / 25* & SASE 
hand written reviews, rants and a puzzle. 
POB 15 / Areata, CA 95521 

FLA. CONTACT LIST #16/ SASE 
Lot’s of band, zines, bookings listings plus part one ot a 
GG All in interview’. 
POB 7521 / North Port, PL 34287 

ANARCHY IN PARADISE #3 / 50* ppd 
News, opinions, articles and contacts. 
2233 Kalkaua Blvd. B205A #1261 / Honolulu, HI 96815 

IIELLRAZOR #3/51.25 & 2 stamps 
Humor, opinions, quotes and some cut & paste grapliics. 
18309 W Anderson Rd. / Sand Springs, OK 74063 

RADIO RIOT #6 / SASE 
News, letters, reviews and a Sheer Terror interview. 
/oWRSU /126 College Ave. / Newr Brunsw ick, NJ 08903 

NOT YOUR BASTARD #1 / $100 plus a photo of 
yourself. 
By myn, about myn, for myn. 
POB 33263 / Mpls., MN 55433 

RIFT $1.00 ppd. 
Opinions, music news and a lot of poetry. 
Box 33302 / Mpls, MN 55433 

AGITATOR #1 / $1.00 ppd. 
Cut & paste, hand wrtten. anti-Bush and punk. 
Borax B. Tidy / 443 Old Epps Bridge Rd. / Athens, GA 
30606 

FUCK TOOTH #1/SASE 
Queer and mad. 
Lavender Mohican Dragon / Box # 130 / 1298 Som Center 
Rd. / Mayfield Hts., OH 44124 

PSYCHO TODAY #2 / SASE 
Rants about xmas, police, love, skinheads, murder and jail 
POB 552 / Veradale, WA 99037 

NOISY CONCEPT #12/ 50* ppd 
Hemp rights, no meat and lots ot addresses. 
/o Mik Thain / 621 Bassett Rd. / Bay Village, OH 44 

VOMIT BLOOD #1 / SASE 
Queer, diapers, anti thanksgiving and not really into the 
concept of war. 
POB 684 / Mankato, MN 56002-0684 

BABBLE #1/SASE 
Az. music news, short G-Whiz interview, reviews, 
predictions for ‘92 and some classifieds. 
POB 25125 /Tempe, AZ 85285-5125 

CHUMPIREZESE #3 / 2-29* stamps L 
Go & Huasipungo interviews plus some reviews. 
RD 2 / Box 530 / Coopersburg, PA 18036 

VELVETGERALDOPAINING last issue/2-29* stamps 
Short editorials and and ‘Old People are Ugly” photo 
spread. 

/o Mike Alderman / 7101 Cumberland N. / College Park. 

V1D 20742 

HARD COPY #5 / 50* ppd , 
All Rollins issue with some reviews in the back. 
324 East Fourth St. / Bethlehem, PA 18015 

DF:AD AT BIRTH #1/$100 ppd K 
Political opinions, some reviews and a tiling on abortion p 
46 Old Hillsboro Rd. / Henniker, Nil 03242 

CARRY SMYTH #6 / 2-29* stamps 
Observations of everday life, opinions and reviews. 
76 Sappliirc / Franklin Park, NJ 08823 

GUNX #1 / 2-29* stamps 
Pro-grul and punk. I 
16 Lord Stirling Rd. / Basking Ridge, NJ 07920 

SUCKERS #6/ $1.00 
GG and other related type of stuff. I 
Cliris Laurence / 1404 Leader Dr. / Killeen, TX 76542 j 
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CQMMOPITIES FOR CONSUMPTION 

A. FURY “Resurrection’* 7" (ex-Swiz a Ignition) 

B. INSPECTOR 12 “Jack" 7” (Gigi says it kicks butt) 

C. THD COMP. 7“ (features INSPECTOR 12, PORCELAIN 
BOYS. DOWNSIDE 3. REACH) 

D. UNCOMMON SOCIETY “Laugh It Away” Cass, (melodic 
pop/punk. Doughboysish... 7 songs) 

E. THE BURNT “Social Disease” 7“ 

F. THE WRETCHED ONES 7M “America’s Most Wanted” 
(heavy punk/oi) 

7“s are $3.50. Cassettes are $5.00. 

All prices are ppd. in Canadian funds. This mail 

order service is primarily for Canucks. Everyone 

else can order items A-D from THD Records, 2020 

Seabury Ave. . Minneapolis. MN. 55406. Items E 3, F 

from Headache Records. 53 Myrtle Ave., Midland Park 
NJ. 07432. 

^DETONATORS 
1. Q Q Q-P.QINTS OF LIES 

The Detonators will be turing in April and May. 
They'll be following Herr George Bush around 
the election primaries. Doing a protest? Organizing 
something of a (gasp!) counter-culture nature? Wanna 
do a Detonators gig- when the primaries hit your town? 
Let us know. Oh yeah, new Detonators 7" out real soon. 

ceasefire 
productions 

Okay, this is a little convoluted ’cause each “office” 

is responsible for different stuff. For Detonators info, 

or any tour booking info, write the Calgary address. For 

distribution info, silk-screening info, or to order some 

fine records, write the Edmonton address. Thanks, Rusty. 
PS- I m trying to locate 3 Legged Dog. last spotted 

in the Seattle region. Can anyone help with this”* 

PPS- Why would I want to fuck Kent McClard? He may be 
cute, but he's not my type. 

CEASEFIRE EDMONTON_ Box 
Canada. T6E 1Z3. (403) 
CEASEFIRE CALGARY Box 
Canada. T2T 0C6. (403) 

29. 10024 82 Avenue. 
432-1094 

51. 1405-17 Avenue SW 
245-6822 

Edmonton, 

Calgary, 

AB, 

AB. 
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swiss array tractor 
"above me'7'700 days" 7" 

HMMONy-NO/Se 

M£LOt>y-FE£t>SACK 

available Top 3 buchs ppd 

UNDERTOW/RESOLUTION . Spilt 7” 
CHAD! Or STRENGTH • •Holds” 7" 

QUICKSAND - Revolution” 7” 
BETRX7 -7" 

BURN - Rmlatlon 7" 

CONSPIRACY OF EQUALS ■ 7" 

ALL WILL DOWN - 7" 

WHTERBTREET - *PaaphMM* 7" 

STATEMENT - -Saoriiloo” 7" 

rUZZLEHEAD • *Im Thn” 7" 

BLIND SPOT • "All This Hats” 7” 
7 INCH BOOTS - ”Consists” 7” 
COLT TURKEY - ”Xmao Books” 7” 
INSURGENCY - 7” 
SCREAM - "Mardi Gras” 7” 
CATHARSIS ■ —Boyond A Joko” 7” 
ONLY THE STRONG ■ -Comp.” 7” 
IMPACT UNIT - "Tho Pit” 7” 
LAST GASP - -Happily” 7” 
INSIDE OUT - -Spiritual” 7” 
INTENT TO INJURE - y« 
YOUTH KORPS - ”«2» 7” 
BORN AGAINST - -Dopt.” 7” 
LETHAL AGGRESSION - 7” 
NO ANSWERS #10 (7- Prlooo) 
DOWNCAST - LP IS* 

BING'S naus 4 SOFT CRSAXlVe 

MOM-VtOLeWT PLAvn4iMG,<; 

star an. ass 26504-4040 

THORNS - LP 12” 
GOI - "TOtal* 12” 
CITIZENS ARREST - -Colossus” 12” 
VOICE Or THOUSANDS • -Comp. 12” 
BROTHERHOOD - -Blood” 12” 
7"s/|2,12*1/11. IIU odd SI gulags, Fot odd $2, 
bia/Xu. add S3. Tsstag* test good op t* 3 items 
odd nor* SSS hr am Item. 

OVERKILL / PO BOX 20224 
SEATTLE, WA. 98102 USA 

|(J (OCfl 

UPCOMING RELEASES: 
I SHAN PAIN "Sienpre lo mi no" EP 

HI JOS 0E NAD IE *E1 puto si sterna" EP 

BOOSE ARREST ooap EP is alnost SOLD OPT! 

J$3.00 ppd (USA) 

[$5.00 ppd(WORLP)j 

COnPUTER [RlflE RECORDS 
74 OSBORNE AVE 

NORWALK. CT OM55. USA 

Epicenter.21 ocfclirt.Strut Or 2ot.TrLb*l 
I tur.CAs/ction roco. 

Tribal «sr tH.lfco Crob SonyCrrsoce) .Old 
•orid roeo.IWtlot rocs,kook rocs.(Corosny) ^ 
hen MolsuDUuotrlol.TVasiXCAlyt.and 

MtoOolylim). 



OUT JANUARY OUT JANUARY 

SSD 
Power 

the history of the most influential 
hardcore band of all time 

2 record set/ CS/ CD 

Mighty Mighty Bosstones 
More Noise & 

Other Disturbances 
11 new tracks by the plaid 

boys of Boston 

OUT FEBRUARY 

BLANK 
Poison 

BLACKOUT 
Idea 

VACANT 
Poison Idea 

Blank Blackout Vacant 
11 blistering new tracks by the 
most hell-bent band in the land 

AVAILABLE NOW 
Mighty Mighty Bosstones “Where’d You Go?” 

7” colored vinyl/ cassingle/ CD five has 3 extra tracks 
Mighty Mighty Bosstones Devil's Night Out LP/ CS/ CD 

Mi eh tv Mighty Bosstones 2 different t shirts/ longsleeve teesI hooded sweatshirts/ posters 
Poison Idea Pick Your King CS/ CD 

Poison Idea Record Collectors are Pretentious Assholes LP colored vinyl/ CS/ CD 
Poison Idea Kings of Punk LP colored vinyl/ CS/ CD 

Poison Idea 4 different t shirts/longsleeve tees/ hooded sweatshirts/ posters 
SSD Xmas 7” single 200 made $6. . 

SSD t shirts/longsleeve tees/hooded sweatshirts 
We also have Mighty Mighty Bosstones plaid Zippo lighters. No shit. $29.99 

Write for a catalog 
of all Taang! releases 

Taane! Records 
P.O.Box 51 

Auburndale, MA 02166 

p R i 
CS/ LP 
CD 
SSD 
T 
cassingle 
t shirt 
long sleeve 
hooaed 
poster 
postage $1 00 first item; then .50 

(fa POTZ RECORDS - MAILORDER & DISTRIBUTION - NEW STUFF IN STOCK f&u 
U& THE FASTEST & CHEAPEST MAILORDER AROUND: DOMESTIC FULL LENGTH RELEASES STARTING AT $4.00, IMPORTED LP's $8.00 ! 

LABELS WE DISTRIBUTE: POST-MORTEM, SUBWAY, HUCKLEBERRY HOME, WE BITE RECORDS, M&S MUSIC, LUX-NOI$E, STAGE 
DIVE VICTORY IMF WE BITE AMERICA, DUCK BUTTER, SUBURBAN VOICE, ROUND FLAT, LOOK AGAIN, X-MIST, DOING TIME, 
BONER, REVELATION, BITZCORE, STIFF POLE, HELLHOUND, C/Z, WRECKAGE, RE-CORE-DS, INCOGNITO, SNOOP & MORE III! 

DESTROY 

mm FASCISM!1 

T-SHIRTS & LONG SLEEVES ETC.: BOLD, BURN, GORILLA BISCUITS, INTO ANOTHER, JUDGE, LIFE SENTENCE, QUICKSAND, SHELTER, THE UNDEAD 

YOUTH OF TODAY & MORE + ALL THE VICTORY STUFF (HOODS ALSO AVAILABLE): VICTORY LOGO SHIRT, BILLINGS GATE, ICEBURN, INSIGHT ... 

THAT’S NOT ALL Ml GET OUR NEW 8 PAGE CATALOGUE - PRINTED ON GLOSSY STOCK - FREEJ11 
NOW OVER 150 IMPORTS TO DOMESTIC PRICES + OVER 50 DOMESTICS & TWO DOZENS SHIRTS 

FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN CHECK OUT MOST OF THE RELEASES WE CARRY VIA TOUCH TONE PHONE. FIND OUT 

ABOUT OUR LIMITED EDITION CLUB AND ALL THE FREE STUFF YOU CAN GET FROM US BY MAILORDER. CLUB MEM¬ 

BERS WILL RECEIVE ALL d-8 WEEKS UPDATES. WE WILL NOT LEAVE YOU IN THE DARK - ALL ORDERS WILL BE PROC¬ 

ESSED THE SAME DAY AND WE’LL SEND YOU A COPY OF THE INVOICE 1ST CLASS, SO YOU KNOW WHEN TO EX¬ 

PECT IT NO MORE HOLD ON CHECKS - WE SHIP THE NEXT DAY! WE ARE PROUD TO PROVIDE A FULL MAILORDER 

SERVICE YOU ARE NOT USED TO. WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? SEND A LOOSE STAMP FOR FREE CATALOGUE !!! 

for MORE INFO & COD s CALL ROTZ RECORDS, INC. 

OUR MAILORDER HOTLINE: 17 NORTH ELIZABETH STREET 

(312)942-1764 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60607-1911 

STORES & DISTRIBUTORS 

CALL: (312)942-1710 

FAX: 942-1806 



I -CLASSIC 
HOME STUDIO ARTISTS... I want to contact 
songwriters who record their music at home. 
Hobbyists, any style, lo-fi okay. Purpose: 
creative and cultural exchange. No promises or 
strings. Increase your audience. Expand your 
network. Take your Musical Adventure One 
Step Further. Please, send a cassette of your 
stuff. I’ll reciprocate. Josher, PoBox 516,Mystic 
Island, NJ 08087 

HARDCORE; Death, Thrash, Speed, Doom, 
Grind, Punk, Core. New list out now. Records, 
cassettes, CDs, shirts, zines, more. Over 2,000 
titles worldwide send SAE (UK), 
2IRCs(overseas) to: Full Circle, 12 Bell St., 
Newsome, Hurdersfield, HD46NN, UK. 

INDIANA BAND looking for shows and clubs 
to play in the Midwest. Former memebers of 
Cheetah Chrome’s “Strychnine” and Pitbulls 
on Crack”. Write: PO Box 53, Bloomington, IN 
47402. C/O Joy Ride. 

SELLING my record, tape and t-shirt collect. 
All kinds of music. From the 60’s, 70’s, and 80's. 
From folk to punk. Please send your want list 
to: Bob Farrington, 7 Florence Drive, Clark, NJ 
07066. 

HOT POOP #2 out now with Born Against, 
Citizens Arrest, and more. $1 + stamps ppd. 
Important! The girl in MN who sent for one, 
write me cuz I lost your address. All mail to: 224 
Whispering Hills Rd., So. Plfd., NJ 07080. 

“WARNING EXPLICIT WORDS” and 
“Warning Explicit Thoughts” t-shirts are now 
available! Send $10 ppd money order or well- 
concealed cash to Bob, PO box 9382, Reno, NV 
89507. Specify large or Xtra large. 

AUCTION (all near mint) 7”. Soundgarden 
“hunted” (blue), Bad Brains “Pay” (no PS), 
Jack Tragic “Kill Hippies” (VG+). LPs: FU’s 
“Kill”, Really Red “Teaching” (sealed, DOA 
“Ignoroids” (censored), Minor Threat (red), 
Social Distortion “Mommys” (blue wax repress, 
20 made), Boston Not LA. Wants: 7”: 
Authorities, Hollywood Squares, Maggots, 1st 
Vktms. Write: Ryan Richardson, Box 5090, 
Wes Station, Middletown, CT 06459. 

19 YR. OLD female interested in goth scene 
seeks correspondence with male or female 
goths/punks (no racists). Into Siouxsie and the 
Banshees, Sisters of Mercy, and Fields of the 
Nephilim, but would like to get hold of harder 
to find music and learn about goth scene. Liz 
Jones c/o U.F.U., PO Box 33455, Waverly 
Station, Baltimore, MD 21218. 

NEW CANADIAN S.E. label. Hand Picked 
Records is looking for bands around the world 
for individual releases and comp. Bands get in 
touch by writing or calling (416-389-3436). 8 
Coronet Court, Hamilton Ontario, L9A 3J1, 
Canada. 

I’VE BOUGHT 100 COPIES EACH OFFUGAZI 
“Blackout”, Morbid A. “Decline..”, YOT 
“Yesterday all 7” bots. 7$ each or 15$ for 3. 
Willing also to trade with other bootleggers 
and labels. Write to Paolo Petralia/V.le 
Beethoven 63/00144 Rome Italy 

CARING EDGE issue #2: Vegan Reich, Raid, 
Ray Cappoo, more. $3 or $2 and stamps. For a 
list of records, zines, and shirts for sale. Send 
stamp. (PX, WA, Judge XL shirts and more!) 
15749 Highveiw Dr., Apple Valley, MN 55124. 

THE UNDERGROUND Quarterly is now 
monthly! If you are involved in the underground 
economy or want to stay out of jail or need hard 
to get info send $3.00 cash to: Quarterly, Box 
26517, Phila., PA 19141. 

ESTONIAN HEAVYMETALavailablefor first 
time in history. Freedom fighters blasting your 
bloody ears out. Be first in your state, city, 
block, yard, itch or whathehell. Shower, Ascent, 
Kulo and a compilation of metalgroups all on 
tapes. Tapes at ea ch $7 but all fours for amazing 
$20 USD together pp airmail. The Right Stuff 
c/o Cassberg, Nygatan 27, S-702 11 Orebro, 
Swden. 

STUPIDO TWINS (Finnish indie label) gives 
you who lives on the wrong continent (planet?) 
the ultimate chance to get the unique and 
excellent (not to say exotic) bands as JMKE/ 
Roovel Oobik/ Waltari/Fuckin World and 
Greenhouse (Show me girl). 2 IRC for list. All 
five 7" for $30 pp airmail.The Right Stuff c/o 
Cassberg, Nygatan 27,S-702 11 Orebro, 
Sweden. 

2 EXTREMELY UGLY freaks over to Europe/ 
Asia, January ‘92 for 5 months. Would like to 
meet/ stay with piss punks in exchange for 
senseless rambling’s on & a few rounds of ale. 
If you can help out, write: Theo, 47 9th St., 
Roxboro, P.Q. H8Y 1J4, Canada. 

FOR SALE: Necros - Sex Drive, IQ 32, 
Conquest; Iron Cross - Hated and Proud; DOA 
- Disco Sucks, Something Better Change; AOF 
- What We Want; SOA - No Policy; Bad Religion 
-Back to the Known, 1st 7” oml2”;Last Rights 
7 ”; Negative Approach 7 ”; GI - Make an Effort; 
Underdog 7”; Y. Brigade - Sound and Fury 
(orig.), Possible; Minor Threat - In My Eyes; 
DYS - Brotherhood; FU’s - Kill, My America; 
Crucifix - 1984; Revelation stuff on colored 
vinyl send for list. Mike, c/o Bolnick. 31 Jane 
St. Apt. 6H, N.Y.,NY 10014. 

SEX, LUST, JESUS? 100% cotton t-shirts, 
send for free catalog. Stark, PO Box 170381, 
San Francisco, CA 94117. 

I AM A LONELY 17 year old punk in serious 
need of correspondence with people who share 
my interests! I like Crass, Rudi Peni, Antischism, 
Nausea, MDC, Op Ivy, Conflict, etc. I’d 
especially like to hear from people in Michigan 
but would be happy to write anyone. Please 
write: Jeff, 14325 Auburndale, Livonia, MI 
48154. 

20 YEAR OLD male seeks others into fantasy, 
passions, desires, animal-rights, R.E.M., Jane's 
Addiction, Circle Jerks, poetry, you name it. I 
love witchcraft, cemetaries, and women with 
beckoning curves. I will answer! Send a pic! 
Love ya! Aaron Bunnell, 70 O’Brien Dr., 
Middletown, CT 06457 

FOR SALE: 100s fo HC/punk LP’s, 7 ”s, demos, 
zines at the best prices! Lots of Greek stuff as 
well! Ask for free list by just writing to: 
Decapitated Records c/o Pan os Tzanetatos, 
Aspasias 55, 15561 Holargos, Athens, Greece. 

ATTENTION! I AM selling record/tape/CD 
collection at cool prices. It includes collector 
stuff, imports, and other stuff like GBH, Wasted 
Youth, Angry Samoans, Die Kreuzen, Sonic 
Youth, & tons more. All stuff in mint shape. 
Send 1 stamp to: Danny Hicks, 709 S. Wood, 
Pryor, OK 74361. 

HELLO! THIS is Norm from Philly. I’m goin’ 
to invade California this year. I need addresses 
of cool record shops and clubs. Places to stay 
too! Help out!!! Norm Hahn, 2110 Simon St., 
Phila., PA 19124. 

HI! MY NAME is Joseph and I sing for The 
Orgasmic Toilet Band and wrote for Philly 
‘Zine. I'm planning to travel across country to 
CA. (with many stops) in late Feb. can you pick 
me up at a Greyhound station and let me stay 
with you for a day or two? Maybe show me 
around. I’m pleasant and trustworthy. Joseph 
A. Gervasi, 142 Frankford Ave., Blackwood, 
NJ 08012. 

GOOD AND PLENTY zine is back. Issue #7 
will be out in early ‘92.1 am in need of photos 
of HC bands from all over. Also, anyone with 
photos of Billingsgate and Saynomore, please 
write. Keep an eye out for future G & P 
classifieds, or ads. Gabe Rodriguez, 2116 Salem 
Blvd., Zion, IL 60099. 

ATTENTION ALL females - good lookin’ but 
lonely guy, looking for someone to go out with 
or just write to. I’m 24; love to party; like any 
kinda metal, punk, hardcore, 50’s-70’s music. 
I’m open minded, fun to be with! So what are 
you waiting for ? Write! I need you! Gordon, 
4459 N. Vassar Rd., Flint, MI 48506. 

WHAT’S NEXT?!! is looking for contributors 
of all kinds for up-coming issues so please get 
in touch. Also bands/labels send in your product 
for definite review. W.N.?!! 301 EdgewoodGrd. 
#22, Sarnia, Ontario, N7S 4X7, Canada. #3 out 
by Xmas! 

FOR TRADE: Nirvana’s “Total Fucking 
Godhead” 7” and “Live at Blind Pig” 7”. Will 
trade for Nirvana’s “Triple Platinum” EP, 
“Beauty and Power”, or other boots. I have 
more, so write: Steven Dilley, 909 Holly St., 
Copperas Cove, TX 76522. 

WANTED - Bootleg albumsby all artists, radio 
shows, promotion items, stand-ups, pin back 
buttons, Beatles items, old toys, independent 
label promo items, and t-shirts. RD Enterprises, 
6318 Thomas Dr.,Spring-field, VA 22150. 

TRADE/SELL: Icons of Filth “Filth & 
Fury”EP, Oi Polloi “Resist the Mence”EP, 
Potential Threat “Demand Alternative”LP, 
Disorder “Fuck Nationality”LP, and more. 
Want: Varukers “Another Religion” 12 EP, 
Abraive Wheels “Punk’s Marching In” LP, 
chaos UK “Just Mere Slaves” 12 EP. Write to: 
E. Aculco, 319 N Marianna Ave., Los Angeles, 
CA 90063. 

RECORD SALE: Blurt/Friday the 12th, 
Buzzcocks/Are Every thing., ./parts 1-3, 
Christian Death/Jesus Christ Proudly Presents 
(six 7 in. box set), The Cramps/ 
Rockinnreelininaucklandnewzeala-nd, The 
Cure/Concert (Ficton), The Cure/A single 
(Fiction), The Fall/Totales Turns, Minestiy/ 
Over The Shoulder (promo), Flipper/Public 
Flipper Limited/Live 1980-1985 (double LP). 
Send bids to Bob, PO Box 9382, Reno, NV 
89507. 

LONELY PUNK, 24, looking for contact with 
punx in the USA, Canada, Europe and the rest 
of the world. Write to: Walli Otto, 
Schliemannstr. NR. 39, 1058 Berlin (0), 
Germany. 

FREE Punk/Hardcore flyers. Bad Religion, 
GWAR, L7, Hole, etc.Also, list of vinyl for sale. 
Send stamps or SASE to: T. Bishop, 160 N. 
21st, Philadelphia, PA 19103. 
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RECOIil) SALE: New Y< >rk Dol Is (picture disk), 
Pychic TV/Live in Gottingen, Pychic Tv/ Live 
in Toronto, Sex Pistols (limited edition 6 7”s), 
Johnny Rotteiynagazine (Spr. ‘78), Sham 89/ 
The Game, Johnny Thunder/ Limited Edition 
12 in., U2/ROK (4 songs), V/A/Red Spot comp. 
(Subterranean/white vinyl), Velvet 
Undergn>und (pr< >duced by Andy Warh< >1). Send 
bids to Bob, PO Box 9382, Reno, NV 89507. 

WANTED: Fits “Bored of Education”, Trapt 
“A Minute Late ”, Pink Steel (both), Subhumans 
“No Hope, No Prayers” and “No Wishes No 
Prayers” LPs, Washingtones “Princess Diz 
Grace”, Curtains “Twistin Up the Beach”, 
Discords “NDG” and Da Slyme LP plus other 
Canadian punkers. Have lots to trade, send 
wants. Frank Manley, PO Box 42 64, Westmount, 
Quebec, H3Z 3B6 Canada. 

DISCOGRAPHY OF CANADIAN punk and 
hardcore records, 1977-91. 8 pages. Lists 
groups, records, formats, size, where the band 
was from and coutry where the record was 
pressed. Send $2.00 to: Frank Manley, PO Box 
4264, Westmount, Quebec, H3Z 3B6 Canada. 

A.C. SHIRT: To Rebekah (the most awesome 
chick in my psycho class), thanks for being cool 
and wearing my Slayer shirt to church...HA- 
HA (private joke!). Dinner at the cemetary at 
the stroke of midnight...be there! Love, your 
own personal Satan, Ian Spencer in West 
Haven! 

HOLY SHIT! The Submachine Minus Device 
EP is out! Also the Lube Job EP (SFA, 
Doomwatch, Necracedia, & Submachine), 
Doomwatch Crankin 21, Subway Arts, Human 
Error/CatO’NineTails EP, Nuclear 1984 comp, 
all $3 including postage, $4 overseas. Chex & 
MO payable to Doug Fedinick. Write for 
complete list including t-shirts, crappy videos, 
and free stuff! Rust Records, PO Box 81942, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15217. 

MISFITS! FUGAZI! -NOT! Underdog Records 
for sale: I.M.F. 7”, 8 Bark 7”s (EP #1 & 2), Dead 
Steelmill 7 ”, Tasty Bush 7 ”, Eskimo Nation 7 ”, 
Spongetunnel 7”, each $3.50 ppd. Send SASE 
for catalog too! Underdog Records, PO Box 
14182, Chicago, IL 60614. 

TRADES: Chrome Alien S. track orig. Siren 
LP incl. poster, newsletter, press release. 
Accelerators 7”, C.O. Strength 7” green, 
Ramones “Wanna live French” 7”, SS20 Wealth 
7”, Dwarves “She’ Dead” 7” white + more. 
Wants: City Bhopal Stiff 7”, Zero Boys + The 
Eat 7”s (bootleg?), Child Molestors all. Marc 
Gauci, Plaine de Gaurels, 81990 Cambon, 
France. 

CONTRIBUTORS WANTED: Fanzine 
showcasing the creative works of punx needs 
contributions of poetry, fiction and black and 
whiteartwork. All contributors that get printed 
recieve copy of first issue. Send to: J.E., 3029 
Santa Fe Trail, St. Cloud, MN 56301. 

HELP! SHOW ME there are some girls out 
there who care for more than how much time 
they should spend in front of a mirror! Send 
word, pictures, art, anything! Will write back! 
Send to: John Helinski, 1044thAve.,Scottdale, 
PA 15683. 

SEEKING OUT somnambulists with 
information and exchange that will keep me 
awake. Photos, videos, and music. I am a fan of 
Dr. Caligari, William Burroughs, Sonic Youth, 
Anus the Menace, and looking for any bootlegs 
by the Sex Pistols from their early stuff. Write 
to me if you don’t have anything better to do. R. 
Rugburn Ass, 8915 E. CD Ave. Apt. 2C, 
Richland, MI 49083. 

J TRADE ONLY: I got YOT “Yesterday!” 7” 
boot, Fugazi “Blackout” &” boot, Dag Nasty 
“Just in Transit” 7” boot, Stalag 13 demo 7” 
boot, Necros “Early Days” 7” boot, Violent 
Children “Skate Straight” 7”. I’m looking for: 
No Escape/Tuming Point 7”, “By All Means” 
7” comp., Undertow “Edge of...” 7”, Negative 
Approach first 7” on boot, Resolution 10”, 
Revelation 7” on colored vinyl, Schism T and 
LS-shirts, YOT “Go Vegetarian!” LS-shirt, 
Brotherhood shirts. Inti Carboni, Via Del 
Boschetto 104, 00184 Roma, Italy. 

HELP ME - If you are into NoMeansNo, Alice 
Donut, Nirvana, DK, Misfits, Keep in Mind, 
The Fiendz, Dog Pound, Ramones, and the 
Dead Milkmen; write me. If you are 15-16 years 
old, play drums or bass, live in Lancaster, PA, 
and want to be in my band; write meat: Patrick, 
1413 Wynnewood Dr., Lancaster, PA 17601. 

CURRENT 93, Death in June, Sioxth Comm, 
Sleepchamber, Coil, Lustmord, Christian 
Death, Klinik, and others. Other interests such 
as Mishima, mythology, Prisoner series, 
Lautreamont, and computers. Please write to 
trade tapes, articles, videos, etc. Wraith, 5530 
Boyertown Pike, Birdsboro, PA 19508. 

SALAD DAZE new 7” EP “Gib” out now on 
limited edition green vinyl. It’s $5.00 ppd. 
airmail for the USA & $6.00 ppd airmail for 
Europe. Four melodic H/C tunes from us at: 33 
Mountbatten Ave., Glenfield, Auckland, New 
Zealand. Distrubution help welcome, thanks. 

■ LOOKING FOR Gism “Death Exclamations” 
live boot; Current 93 “Happy Birthday” 12”; 
Paul Chain triple LP, new 7”, and “Opera 4th” 
LP; and Sol Invictus “Abattoirs of Love” 7”. 
Cash or trade. Send lists - or correspondence 
from people interested in the above bands. Owl 
pee. John Scharpen, 250 Mariposa Ave., 
Mountain View, CA 94040. 

HI, I’M A 20 year old guy who plans to visit the 
US during the summer of ‘92. I’m looking for 
cool people who can give me hospitality in 
NYC, Boxton, Cleveland, DC, Seattle, SF, LA/ 
OC and more...I’m straight edge, vegetarian 
and I skate; also I’m an expert Italian cook! 

CACA. WANT: Ex-Spanish Revolution, CCM- 
Furios Pity, Ruin-Meta, C2D-D Day, Funeral 
O-Shadow, Gepopel-Pcide, A Simons. Have 
traders/will pay cash. Myke Canti/1998-B 
Yonge St./Toronto, Ont/M4S 1Z7/ Canada. 

OLD PUNK JUST OUT needs Misfits tapes 
and lyrics. Will trade old zines, old MRR’s, $, 
tapes, or whatever, Also interested in TSOL, 
Sisters, Samhain, etc. Thanks to all my ward 
friends. Hi K and Deb D. Be good, be brave, and 
other inexpensive wastes of time. Ed, PO Box 
655, Cupertino, CA 95015-0655. 

TECHNICOLOR YAWN ZINE is adding a tape 
traders section-send name, address, list of 
musical taste &/or list of bands (limit 20 bands). 
Also I’m adding an art section-send poetry, 
short stories, drawings, etc. Art contributors 
will get free copy. Send all to: T.Y. Zine/710 N. 
Main St./La Habra, CA 90631. 

SOCKEYE! SOCKEYE! Sockeye! Hey pal, I’ve 
got the official 1991 sockeyeT-shirts. 2 different 
designs. Both are TWO COLOR, front and 
back. XL, white fruit-o-loom t’s. send a stamp 
for posters. BUY! $6 ppd. to Roy B./ 1108 
Cotswold Ln./ West Chester, PA. 19380 \ j free 
stoopid sockeye and volkswhale posters with 
order!! 

VOLKSWHALE T-SHIRTS ASSHOLE!! buy 
thee VOLKSWHALE indus-t-shirt. They’re 
$6ppd. 2 sided, 2 color, and big design. XL, 
fruit-o-loom t’s. Buy Now! Roy B. /1108 
Cotswold Ln./ West Chester, PA> 19380 one 
sockeye and one volkswhale for $10ppd. 

BIG BLACK WANTED - Bulldozer 12 with 
metal sleeve. Lungs 12” with inserts. Contact: 
Mike O’Hare, 24 Laurel Cr., Newtown, PA 
18940. 

WANTED: SOB “Don’t Be Swindle” LP, Cro 
Mags live LP, Gism EP, Project X Ep and live 
EP, Infest split with Fear of God EP, Negative 
Approach LP, GauzeLP’s, EP’s and CD, Morbid 
Angel box set of EP’s, Outo LP and EP’s. I have 
for trade Minor Threat live LP, Heresy Flexi, 
Verbal Assault live LP and red vinyl EP, Snfu 
EP, End the Warzone EP, SSD Live EP and 
Kids LP, Septic Death LP green cover with 
poster. So send all lists to: Joe 0,8922 Clarinda, 
Pico Rivera, CA 90660. 

C’mon, I’m a perfect guest, so write! Inti 
Carboni, Via Del Boschetto 104, 00184 Roma, 
Italy. 

I WILL WORK in the Tokyo area in ‘93; I’m a 
20 year old straight edge, vegetarian, skater 
guy looking for people to know in Japan, so I 
will not feel like an alien when I move there. 
Please write! Inti Carboni, Via Del Boschetto 
104, 00184 Roma, Italy. 

DESTROY PUNK CAPITALISM!Get the new 
list from Life’s a Riot! distribution. Tons of 
punk as fuck records, tapes & zines. Zillions of 
anarchist magazines, books, posters, 
pamphlets, etc. We’re 100% grassroots an non¬ 
profit, too! All proceeds fund NY chapter of the 
Anarchist Youth Federation. For new catalogue 
+basic AYF info, send 2 stamps (orlRC overseas) 
to: Life’s a Riot!/NYAYF, PO Box 365, Canal 
St. Sta., NYC, NY 10013-0365, U$A. Put the 
axe to the punk businessmen. 

MURDERERS - 3rd shift at Belsen. Bob Dwire, 
heard you moved west. Keep in touch. Joan & 
Saundra, 349 Angell St., Prov., RI 02906. 

I GOT: Gorilla Biscuits 7” yellow v., Chain Of 
Strength 7” green v., C.F.A 7” bootleg, Minor 
Threat 7” “‘81 Demos” bootleg and more for 
sale. Write to: Jesse Ramos, 11479 Amboy 
Ave., San Fernando, CA 91340. 

FOR SALE: This Is Boston, Not L.A. LP 
comp.-$20. Sloppy Seconds “Homosexual” 7” 
on pink vinyl-$8. Rudimentary Peni live 7”- 
$15. Mudhoney live cass tape, 90 minutes-$7. 
Send to Dah/ PO Box 40483/ Portland, OR 
97240. 

LONELY 16 YEAR OLD living in a dead Italy 
would like to hear about cool gigs you’ve been 
to, the underground scene in your area, love 
problems, or just liifeand growing up in general. 
Talk to me. Write to: Marshall Miller, CMR- 
427, PO Box 938, APO, AE 09630. 

AUCTION # 7 - 7”s - Vactican Cammandos - 
Just A Frisbee EP (PN Records #2), DOA - 
Disco Sucks (Quintessence) and Right To Be 
Wild (Sudden Death), Agent Orange - 
Bloodstains, and Everything Turns Grey 
(Poshboy #12), Black Falg - Six Pack (SST 005, 
orig.), Dead Kennedys - Holiday In Cambodia 
(Cherry Red 13), Gorilla Biscuts - EP 
(Revelation #4), Flipper - Get Away 
(Subterranean # 35), Big Black - II Duce 
(Homestead). Send bids and list to: Tammy 
8950 SW 106 St., Miami, FL 33176. 

OI! MIGHTY MIGHTY MARCUS. Hopeyou’re 
settling in smoothly in CA. Write me as soon as 
you can. I miss you little brother. See you this 
summer. Love, Pedro. 



AUCTON # 8 - 12” & LP’s - Sumhuin - Unholy 
Passion (Plan 9), Weirdos - Who What When 
Where Why - (orig. Bump. W3), TSOL - EP - 
(Poshboy 1013, orig.), Angry Samoans - Back 
From Samoa (orig. Bad Trip), Chunks - Comp 
- all SST bands (New #1), Verbal Assult - Trial 
(Test Pressing, Giant), SNFU - Better Than A 
Stick In The Eye (marble vinyl, Cargo). Send 
bids and for list to: Tammy 8950 SW 106 St., 
Miami, FL 33176. 

WINNING BIDS will be notified within on e 
week after the close of the auction (one month 
after cover date). Money orders or bank cashier’s 
check must be received one week after 
notifiction or records will be sold to next highest 
bidder, Please, only bid if you intend to buy the 
records you have to bidded on. Thank you. 
Tammy. 

GRAFFITI ART: Wanted for an upcoming 
Graffiti Art magazine. Send all photos and 
drawings. Artist and photographers will receive 
full credit. Photosand art can be returned on 
request. Contact: Nick, 2077 North Dr., Seaford, 
NY 11783. Peace and love. 

GUITARIST NEEDED for Cockney Rejects 
and Agnostic Front meets Ed Geins Car and 
Cock Sparrer band in Oakland. All welcome. 
Non- California residents encouraged. Can you 
dig it?! Toby Bitter. Call collect. (510) 547- 
7871. 

FAMOUS HARDCORE BACK ISSUES 
feature: #3 Psycho, #4 Negative Approach, #5 
Sons Of Ismael, #6 Impulse Manslaughter - 
$1.00 each. Outside US/Canada add $2.00 
airmail. Craighill, 220 Standish #1, Redwood 
City, CA 94063. Cash only. 

SHEDDING MATERIAL MAGAZINE #7 is 
out now!! Interviews with: 411, Pegboy, 
Shudder To Think, Freakbeans, and Resistors 
(Germany band). Also included are columns, 
zine/record reviews, news, feedback and more! 
Plus snazzy glossy cover to boot. Send $2 .OOppd 
to: Shredding Material, 2515 Bidle Rd, 
Middletown, MD 21769. 

EUTHANASIA 7” single out now. Aggro- 
melodic punk similar to Nirvana, Jawbox, 
Social D., Husker Du. Limited edition gold 
vinyl (only 100 copies/few remain) or black. 
$3.50 ppd. add $1.00 overseas. Send to; 
Subcorridor Records/PO Box 936 Astor 
Station/Boston, MA 02123 

FACEPULLER 7” “Pull This” still available. 
1,000 pressed, only a few left. 3 bux NAM, 5 
bux world. Brent Facepuller, 1552 Kilmer Rd., 
N Vancouver, British Columbia, CANADA V7K 
1R4. PSSSSSSTTTT - new materiual out soon! 

MISFITS Horror Hotel 7” - contains 3 high 
quality studio tracks, Ratf ink, Spook City USA 
and Horror Hotel. Feature green “Night of the 
Living Dead”- type picture sleeve, limited 
numbered edition of 300. $7.00 ppd. each, $9.00 
foriegn. Write: V.S. Records, 2611 Via Campo, 
Suite 228, Montebello, CA 906 40. Please make 
check payable to Eric K. 

FREE LAZER STICKER! with winter issue of 
Lizard’s Eyelid zine. Features: Lollaplooza tour 
report, scams, magic mushrooms, cults, killer 
Celtic graphics, interviews (Charles Bukowski, 
Ray Cappo, and The Wussies), reviews, tattoos, 
and more, for only $1! From: MDF Prod., POB 
8561, Jupiter, FL 33468. 

LOOKING FOR MINT copies of Sold Out zine 
issues #1-10. Must be mint. Yasuhiro Koketsu, 
11 East Springfield St. #3, Boston, 
Massachusetts 02118. 

CARBONICS 7”: Looking for “London’s 
Calling/ War Department Store”, and “You 
Are Not Welcome/ I Nicked Your Records/ 
Won’t Share”. Willing to trade my collector 
scum records or $$$. Ben Hughes, POB 15182, 
Gainesville, FL 32604-5182. 

TRADES: Infest - both 7”s (1st pressings), 
“Slave” 12” (orig.), and 8’ Flexi; Zero Boys LP 
(Nimrod); Decry LP; Jerry’s Kids (x-claim); GI 
“Effort” (clear), & “Boycott” LP; Reagan Youth 
12” (Rradical);Nirvana “Bleach” (blue, Aussie 
press), “Total Fucking Godhead” 7” (promo); 
Offenders; Unity; YOT; Fuck Up’s “FU 82” 7” 
(1st press), and lots more. Wants: Bad Posture, 
Rest in Pieces “My Rage”, Nausea LP, Bad 
Religion, Fix, Colera, Bugout Society LP, Crab 
Society. Dave, 506 Meadow Creek Dr., 
Pflugerville, TX 78660. 

NEEDY WANTS: Unity “Blood Days” LP/ 
cass, Vision “In the Blink of an Eye” purple 
vinyl, “The Thing that Ate Floyd” comp (fucked 
freind’s copy), Any Uniform Choice, Rest in 
Pieces, No For an Answer, Token Entry, Insted, 
Sham 69, Skullhead, US of Oi!, 7”, Bootlegs, 
LP”s, t-shirts, hats, talk to me. Adam Stillman, 
POB 15601, Sarasota, FL 34277. 

OI! TO YA! Well I had a classified before, but 
I did not say my wants. Here it is. Rigor Mortis 
LP (UK), Sheer Terror ori g. LPand both demos, 
Iron Cross both 7”s, Condemned 84 5 track 
demo tape, 4 Skins “Plastic Gangsters” 7”. 
That’s it. I will buy or trade. Send list to: Paul 
Parsons, 1328 Tyvola Rd. Apt. #4, Charlotte, 
NC 28210, USA. Markus Mainka in Germany 
owes me 2 - 7”s. Dick! 

HELP! I’m looking for early Amphetamine 
Reptile, and Sub Pop singles. I’m also looking 
for the Frantix “My Dads a Fuckin’ Alcoholic” 
7 ”. Send your lists along with what you need to 
get for them to: Ken F., 55 Azalea Rd., Waltham, 
MA 02154. 

SCENE ZINE now on sale! Fifty pages filled 
with punk, hardcore, alternatives, record 
reviews, zine reviews, and interviews, not to 
mention a whole lot more. Please send $3.00 
ppd. or wend us something to review to: Dave 
King, 2635 W. Spencer St., Appleton, WI54914. 
Phone (414)739-8013. 

OUTBACK #7 out now with Endpoint, Beyond 
Reason, Jawbox, Doggman, Jawbreaker and 
Forced Down. Also includes reviews, news, art 
etc...$2.25ppd. US/ $3.25 ppd. world. Outback 
#6 still available with Shelter, Intent, Draw 
Back plus more. $2 ppd. US/ $3 ppd. world. 
Write to Craig Chapman, 5255 Crane Rd., W. 
Melbourne, FL 32904. USA. 

WOMEN, WIMMIN, CHICKS! Contribute to a 
new zine project to be made up of things you 
send me. Send opinions, articles, reviews, scene 
reports, pictures, interviews, recipes—anything 
on women in punk, sexuality, feminism, or 
anything for women in punk/hc. Free copy to 
contributors. Iza, 212-440 Rathburn Rd., 
Etobicoke, Ont., Ont., M9C 3S7, Canada. 

SICK OF judgement phobia and plastic people? 
Any sober, wild, completely free individuals 
who are not afraid to reveal themselves. “There 
is nothing in the future, and theres nothing in 
the past. There is only this one moment and 
you’ve gotta make it last! ” Robyn Hitchcock. 
Take risks, and take care of yourself? Write me. 
Gwendolyn Wong, PO Box 163, 372 Florin 
Road, Sacramento, CA 95831. 

WRITING A BIOGRAPHY about Stiv Bator - 
anybody with information please write to: 724 
NE 4 Avenue, Gainesville, FL 32601. 

SEARCHING FOR Robert “Shambo” 
Archainbeault and Russel Paalman of H.B. 
California. Drop me a line guys. Wayne “Bip- 
Eye” Garrard Jr., 2417 Sandler St., A1BQ, NM 
87112. 

CONQUER THE WORLD records mail thingy 
has 25 copies of The Horizon Records 7” 
compilation featuring Encounter, Ressurection, 
Lifetime and Flagman. $3.50 ppd. Call or write 
for complete list- cash/ mo/check. Mike 
Warden, 18782 Middlebelt #114 Livonia, MI 

I 48152, (313)937-MIKE 

INSIDER VIEW ZINE “Hey punk beer is for 
wimps! ”SxE T-shirts white or yellow XL only, 
quality 4 sided picture of the hulk grabbing a 
punk $14.00 ppd. please add $4.00 for 2nd day 
shipping. Cash/mo/check to Mike Warden, 
18782 Middlebelt #114, Livonia, MI 48152. 
(313)937-MIKE. Call or write for trades. XXX 
conquer the worldXXX 

WAXPAPER - New Alternative ‘zine. Send us 
your tapes/ recorrds to be reviewed. (Will be 
returned.) Send articles, opinions, scene reports, 
poetry, art, free classifieds, full page ads $5. 
Send to Tracy Peck, 4529 E. Buckeye Rd., 
Madison, WI 53716. 

COMB 5 song 7” EP $4.00, only 200 left (outa 
500). “If You Hate Life You’ll Love This!” 10 
song tape $5.00 4 song tape $3.00. T-shirts 
$10.00. All postage paid U.S. Outside add $2. 
SASE for free stickers & catalog. Zines please 
send a copy for free shit! Comb, POB 8515, 
Tacoma, WA 98418. Thank You! 

RECORDS FOR SALE: DOA - Triumph 12”, 
Prisoner 7 ”, Busted at Oz comp., Freeze - Guilty 
Face, Killdozer - For Ladies 7” and picdisk, 
Intellectuals, etc. Lots of Sub Pop colored vinyl, 
Amphetamine Reptile, Sham 69, Damned, 
Crucial Youth, Misfits, Bauhaus, 7 Seconds, 
Crippled Youth, Faction. Lots more. Send SASE 
to: Requerdos A Todos, PO Box 162113, 
Sacramento, CA 95816. 

SALE! Selling lotsa records by your old faves: 
Sex Pistols, Exploited and GBH. All original 
UK press and near mint condition. All original 
UK press and near mint condition. All between 
$50-$10. Send SASE for list to: Richie Rich, 
Box 5090, Wes Sta. Middletown, CT 06459. 

RECORD SALE: Fugazi 7” (green vinyl, signed) 
$70, Misfits “Evilive” 7”EP$55, “Walk Among 
Us” LP (Italian) $75, Die Die 12” (purple vinyl) 
$65, Reptile House 7” w/insert$40. All original. 
All mint. J/D/M Enterprises, '1017 1/2 
Thomasville Road, Tallahassee, FL 32303. 

FOR SALE: No Fraud “Elected” 4-song 7” on 
red vinyl. Flash Bastard “This Means War” 4 
song 7” on gold vinyl $3.50 each or $6.00 for 
both. Also t-shirts and other cool stuff. Send 
SASE for info to: Stiff Pole Records 3665 E. 
Bay Dr. #204-271 Largo FI. 34641. Always 
looking for rarities by Killing Joke too. 

SEND SASE or IRC for auction list of old 
English and American Oi & punk, comp LPs. 
Also have some old 7”s to auction off, original 
flyers for sale, and loads of promo stuff (punk, 
metal, crust, more). Tin Ear, POB 2246, 
Anaslime, CA 92814) 

LOOKINGFORRECORDSbythebandsDeath 
In June, Current 93, Nurse With Wound, Vagina 
Dentata Organ, White House, MB, Lustmord, 
Coil. Also looking for videos, flyers, posters, 
concert tapes, etc from these bands. Anyone 
who listens to these bands please write, 
especially people from the UK. Write to: Jason 
Saxe 2017 Minto Dr., San Jose, Ca 95132. 



F.Y.P. - “Extra Credit” 7” is $3.00 PPD. 
F.Y.P.”MadeInTheUSA” 7” is also $3.00 PPD. 
If you pay with check or money order it’s 
payable to : Todd Colgelliere or just write. 
Recess Records, PO Box 1112, Torrance, CA 
90505. 

PROEI^Distriuutioriwants to distribute your 
7”s,demos,zines,etc. Hardcore/punk/thrash/ 
death/grind/etc. Also, if you want your demo, 
7”, or album reviewed in Proem zine, than go 
ahead and send your stuff, and it’s guaranteed 
a review and you’ll get a copy, cool? Write/send 

- . material to: Proem c/oRusa Carlton, 204 North 
NIRVANA - “Love/Big Cheese”. Their first I Cameron St., Sterling, Virginia 22170, USA. 
ultra rare numbered 7” on Sub Pop mint. For 
Sale. Cash offers or will trade for rare Sub Pop, 
Amp Rep, Ramones, Touch and Go, etc. Music 
Merchant, PO Box 4f, Hawthorne, NY 10532. 

SKA SALE: LP’s, 12’s, 7”s, CD’s, tapes, t- 
shirts. Over 75 titles! Jamaican Ska, 2 tone ska, 
new ska, importsand rarities. Excellant prices. 
Send SASE to M Susor, 109 Buena Vista, 
Terrace #10, SF,CA 94117. 

FOR SALE/TRADE: Varukers “Blood LP, 
Protest 45, Anti-Sect, Void, Amebix “Enemy”, 
Chaos UK 1st LP, and much more oi, punkk. 
Want G.I.S.M., Swankys - LP’s, T-shirts, etc. If 
anyone from Japan wishes to trade, please 
write. Chris Drea, c/o Dings House, Oxford St., 
St. Phillips, Bristol, Avon, UK. 

SPACE VAMPIRES with mohawks, disco 
droids, hardcore halocaust survivors, 
men inblack, and flower-picking poets: I need 
your letters, tape trades, love and 
understanding, (Hetero) Contact: The Rocket 
Man, Rt. 1 Box 564, Brookline, MO 65619. 

DEMOS, info, and any interesting 
miscellaneous writings wanted for newly 
forming review magazine and also radio show. 
All music considered. NZ contributors 
feverishly wanted. Tapes, etc. will try and 
retrum for $1 US. Teariki, 21 Konene St., 
Rotorua, New Zealand. 

RARE/BRITISH PUNK/OI!/HC: Set-sale 
1500+ items, Abrasive Wheels - Zounds. Want- 
list service. Please send IRC for catalogue: 
Elista, 157 Common Rise, Hitchin, Herts., SG4 

INDECISION FANZINE #2 is out! Interviews 
with Strife, Game Face, Mouthpiece, Lifetime, 
and World Trust. $2.00 ppd. in the U.S. to 
Dave/Indecision, 23391 Mulholland Dr. #430, 
Woodland Hills, CA 91364. 

WANTED: Soundgarden 12” w/”FreshDeadly 
Roses” & CD single “Hands All Over” w/”Come 
Together” & any rare or boot leg SG recordings. 
Have $ to spend & will pay a decent price. Send 
prices to: Chad Kromminga/ 1111 Merritt SE/ 
Grand Rapids, MI 49507. All letters answered. 

J ATTENTION: HC bands, distributors and 
imaginative individuals! I want cool ideas and 
addresses of HC bands and record distributors 
for a soon to be opened HC punk store! Write: 
I Hate Tipper Gore, Baker Centre Postal Outlet, 
10025-106 St., P.O. Box 40051, Edmonton, 
Alberta, T5J 4M9, Canada. 

I AM CURRENTLY LOOKING for Slash 
magazines to fill in for stolen/lost issues in my 
private collection...will possibly buy complete 
set...please mention condition, price, etc...all 
replies appreciated and will be responded to. 
Freddy the Bastard, PO Box 14932, Gainesville, 
FL 32604. 

WANTED WANTED WANTED wanted: early 
7”s by Television Personalities, Halo of Flies, 
Throbbing Gristle, The Birthday Party, The 
Rude Kids, and The Fall. Will pay good/ 
reasonable prices. Please mention condition of 
records. Freddy the Bastard, PO Box 14932, 
Gainesville, FL 32604. 

AUCTION/SALE: CH3 first 12”/ DRI dirty 
rotten LP/ Die Kreuzen first LP/ Dead Boys 
sonic reducer 7 ’’/Kraut an adjustment to society 
LP/ Minor Threat out of step - self titled comp. 
LP - salad days 7 ”/ Nip Drivers destroy whitey 
12”/ SNFU and no else...US & UK pressing/ 7 
Seconds the crew - walk together LP/ Wasted 
Youth reagan in LP/ Youth Brigade sound & 
fury LP/ Rites of Springs LP/ Venus & 
Razorblades LP/ Necros conquest for death 7” 
& LP/ Fartz 7” virus 21 + test pressing promo 
LP Dead Kennedys/ Poison Idea/ Zeroboys/ 
Lemonheads - all records very original, no rip 
off. Send offers to: S.R., PO Box 22, 50051 
Castelfiorentino/ Firenze, Italy. 

CONSTANT SUMMER 1st studio demo 10 tx. 
out now - only $2. All benefits will allow us to 
give some for free send a tape if you’re broke. 
Punk-rock-pop? With sax and all that shit. For 
info, correspondence: Nanu Othelet, 48 Rue J. 
Jaures, 59610 Fournies, France. We are 
searching for a label. 

I’M SELLING my whole collection. Records 
and rare records, most of them cheap. Records 
from Tad, Janes Addiction, Chili Peppers, 
Descendents, Social D, Big Drill Car, 7 Seconds, 
Mudhoney and much more. Send stamp to Tim 
Boyer/ PO Box 265/ Tahoe City, CA 96145. 

ONE THIN DIME: Two four song 7” records 
available. “Quattro”, the first, and the new one 
“Automatic”. $2 each ppd. Free sticker with 
order. Send to OTD/ PO Box 616/ San Pedro, 
CA 90733. 

WOULD LIKE to establish pen-pal/trading 
relationship. I dig shit like: Impulse 
Manslaughter, Psycho, Offenders, early Freeze, 
AOA (UK), Varukers (British reunion now 
taking place), Agnostic Front, ABH. Looking 
for UXA 12” LP, Fair Warning “Scene” LP, 
Raw Power “After Your Brain”, Pent-Up 
Aggression, Virus (NY), Horror Planet. Gotta 
have dual tape dubber. Craig Hill, 220 Stan dish 
#1, Redwood City, CA 94063. Zero Boys in ‘92. 

OHS, England. Tel: (0462) 433089. 

SALE/TRADE: Over 50 rare UK Punk 7” 
including most No Future, Crasss, Riot-City, 
Abrasive Wheels, Acton Pact, Antharax, Blitz, 
Confoict, Dirt, Discharge, Disorder, Drones, 
Epileptics, Exploited, Fits, Icons of Filth, 
Menace, Partisans, Red Alert, Subhumans, 
Varukers, Vice Squad, X-Ray Specs, Zounds, 
and more. I’ll trade for new US LP’s. 2 IRC’s to: 
Sandy, 28 Victoria Rd., Leven, Fife, Scotland, 
KY84EX. 

WANT TO BUY OR TRADE: Asexuals 1st LP, 
Big Boys “Fun Fun” 12”, Cafeteria LP. Youth 
Brigade “Fury” LP 1st press. Dayglo Abortions 
- orig LP’s, Sub Pop 100 LP. Reliable pepole to 
trade with for new US LP’s. Sandy, 28 Victoria 
RD., Leven, Fife, Scotland KY84EX. 

SCARCE U.S. STUFF for sale. Original Bad 
Brains yellow “Roir” cassette (with liner notes), 
Vertigo “Two Lives” 7”, Avengers LP 
(colored vinyl), Misfits “Walk Among Us” LP 
(Ruby Records, pink cover). Great shape in 
every case. Send bids to Tamas L, PO Box 48, 
Budapest 1675, Hungary. Dosh gets pumped 
into independent projects. 

OI! WHOOPS, YO! ER, whatever. I’ll be 
travelling cross country June through Sept., 
experiencing the people and scenes of the US. 
Could use places to crash and scene reports 
with advice on what to check out and where to 
stay away. Bigots need not apply. Will respond 
to all. Pedro Gay Spirit c/o WRSU, Rutgers 
Student Center, 126 College Ave., New 
Brunswick, NJ 08903. 

LOOKING FOR PEOPLE to exchange music, 
videos, articles, ideas, & insight. My main 
inf luences are Current 93, Death in June, Crass, 
Sisters of Mercy, Christian Death, Frontline 
Assembly, body art/piercing and just life in 
general. Anyone with similar interest contact: 
Dave Clooser, 450 Church Lane Rd., Reading, 
PA 19606, USA. (215)370-2811. 

SALE OR TRADE: Over 600 records. All kinds 
of music: punk, hardcore, oi, ska, mod, indie. 
Write for big list. Europe: 1 IRC, USA 2 IRC’s 
or your trade list against mine. Sven 
Wischmann, Brausspark 14, 200 Hamburg 26, 
Germany. 

SALE/TRADE over 600 records. Agnostic Front 
victim 12” (gatefold), Business 7”s & LP’s, 
BGK both LP’s, Jingo De Lunch cursed earth 
12”, Last Resort skinhead anthems (red), 
Newtown Neurotics 7”s, United Skins 12” 
comp, Red Alert 7 ”, Skrewdriver 7 ”s, Violators 
7”s, Murphy’s Law skinhead revenge boot... 
Write for big list and don’t forget: Europe: 1 
IRC, USA 2 IRC’s or your trade list against 
mine. Sven Wischmann, Brausspark 14, 200 
Hamburg 26, Germany._ 

AUNT MARY “ A Lot More Than Just an 
OrdinaryPingPongBall...” 7” EP. 600Trax, 10 
minutes of insanity! $5 - Europe, $6 - world. 
Looking for more distributors, also very 
interested in trading records with bands, labels 
etc. Limited 300 pressed...Write:A.M. 
Isonkorvenr. 10, 02970, ESpOO, Finland. 

SO. CAL AREA, ANYONE out there? Looking 

RAVE! Fastbacks/Gas Huffer split 45, 100 on 
white vinyl $5 US/$6 ppd other. Dwarves 
“She’s” white $25 Rollins SupPop $25 
Soundgarden SupPop $115 Ramones “She’s” 
German $100, “Rocket” Japan LP $80, X-Ray 
Spex “Bondage” German $80, Dickies “Nights” 
Portugal $75 Sham 69 “Questions” Japan $60. 
John Mathies, PO Box 23184, Seattle, WA 98102, 
(206)285-4615. 

AN11SEEN: NORTH CAROLINA’S grunge 
kings take on the Talking Heads’ classic “Psycho 
Killer” on their Jettison Records 7”. $4.00 ppd. 
We also sell records (7”, 10”, and 12”), tapes, 
CDs, fanzines, books, videos, and more, from 
over 20 labels, such as Merge, Drag City, ERL, 
Majora, and more. Reasonable prices, too (7”s 
forabout $2.75 before postage). Why pay more? 
Land Speed Mailorder, PO Box 4066 Duke 
Sta., Durham, NC 27706-4066. 

for people to go to shows/hangout with. Females 
encouraged to reply. Open minded, intelligent, 
individuals a must. I’m into Subhumans (UK), 
Dickies, Vandels, Human Drama, Muffs, 
Calamity Jane, Toy Dolls, O.B.S.; too many to 
list, oh what a deal! Justin Upstart,. 16458 
Bolsa Chica #294, Huntington Beach, CA 92649. 
Fuck, fuck, fuck!! Issue #27 not #25. Happy 
Birthday Crystal, hugs and kisses! Bored? 
Write! 

LET’S TRADE: 7” Wants—Dicks, Freeze, 
Disorder (1st), X-Ray Specs, Devo, capitol Pun 
(lsy), Ice-9, Necros "IQ32", Bad Religion, Dils, 
Cahaos UK (1st), Germs, Vktms (4 song), 
Fix,Vibrators, Crime, Feederz, MDC/Stains, 
AOF, Ramones, Jap Core, MRR's, old Devo 
Paraphenalia and films, warped rarities (yes, 
Warped!), etc. Abraham, 2173 Alder St., 
Eugene, OR 97405. See other ads. 



AI1EN1ION: HC bands, distributors and 
imaginative individuals! I want cool ideas and 
addresses of HC bands and record distributors 
for a soon to be opened HC punk store! Write- 
IHateTipp<#G< ire, Ba ker Cent re Posta 1 Out 1 et, 
10025-106 St., P.O. Box 40051, Edmonton 
Alberta, T5J 4M9, Canada. 

CONSTANT SUMMER 1st studio demo 10 tx 
out now - only $2. All benefits will allow us to 
give some for free send a tape if you’re broke 
Punk-rock-pop? With sax and all that shit. For 
info, correspondence: Nanu Othelet, 48 Rue J. 
Jaures, 59610 Fournies, France. We are 
'searching for a label. 

AllENlION. HC bands, distributors and 
imaginative individuals! I want cool ideas and 
addresses of HC bands and record distributors 
for a soon to be opened HC punk store! Write: 
I Hate Tipper Gore, Baker Centre Postal Outlet 
10025-106 St., P.O. Box 40051, Edmonton’ 
Alberta, T5J 4M9, Canada. 

CONSTANT SUMMER 1st studio demo 10 tx 
out now - only $2. All benefits will allow us to 
give some for free send a tape if you’re broke 
Punk-rock-pop? With sax and all that shit. For 
[info, correspondence: Nanu Othelet, 48 Rue J. 
Jaures, 59610 Fournies, France. We are 
searching for a label. 

“FOR RIG CATALOG of new, used, limited 
edition and colored vinyl punk records from 
bands like: Sloppy Seconds, Vice Squad 
Adolescents, Exploited, Green Day and millions 
of others, including shirts, stickers and badges; 
send two stamps to: Dr. Strange Records, PO 
Box 7000-117, Alta Loma, CA 91701 USA.” 

RECORDS FOR SALE” from Dr. Strange 
Records: DSR-1, Manson Youth 7” “Death 
Dance" (limited supply); DSR-2, The Bolshevics 
I , “Cabbage in Mind”; DSR-3, Rhythm 
Collision 7” “A Look Away”; DSR-4, Manson 
Youth 7” “God’s Fun Children”; DSR-5, 
Guttermouth 7” “Puke”; DSR-6, Rhythm 
CollsionLP “Pressure”; DSR-7, “Guttermouth 
7 “Balls”; & DSR-8, 12 Pack Pretty 7” 
“Foulmouth”. Prices 7”- $3.50ppd. US, $5 50 
elsewhere; LP’s - $7.00 US, $10.00 elsewhere. 
Check cash or money order to: Dr. Strange 
Records, PO Box 7000-117, Alta Loma, CA 
91701USA.Dr. Stange is the punk rock label. ” 

POISON IDEA AUCTION : “Kings of Punk” 
12” test pressing and “Pick Your King" 7” 
(blue wax). Also: audio/video traders of Thee 
tleadcoats, garage, 70’s/80'spunk, “K” bands, 
cult films, ect., please write! Barry, 919Porteous 
St., New Orleans, LA 70124. 

RESIST - 21 SONG LP “The Solution” 
available now! Includes 8 page lyric/info/photo 
booklet and, of course, free stickers! All this for 
only $6.00ppd USA/$8.00ppd. world (surface) 
Watch for the Resist/Deprived split 7” and 
Resist/Disrupt Split 7” - both coming soon! 
Resist c/o Ward Young/1951W. Burnside/P.O 
Box 1654/ Portland, OR 97209, USA. 

LET’S TRADE: 7” Has—CCM “400 Fascists”, 
I Peggio Punx, Final Warning, Th’ Inbred, Poison 

“Pick” (x2) and “Darby’’(blue), Melvins 
(1st), Subhumans “Rats”, Raw Power, DRI 
“Violent”, 7 Seconds, “Commited”, E-13, 
Skinyard (1st), and many more. Lists/offers— 
Abraham King, 2173 Alder St., Eugene, OR 
97405. See other ads! 

LET’S TRADE: 12” Has—Poison Idea “Record 
Collectors” (x2) and “Kings” (comes with stuff) 
Misiits “Walk...”, Crucifix, YOT “Break ” 
(Wishingwell), Scratch Acid (hoi ogram cover), 
and many others. Send your wants/haves lists 
to Honest Abraham, 2173 Alder St., Eugene 
OR 97405. See other ads! 

LET’S TRADE: 12 ” Has—Infamous Scientists, 
Dicks/Big Boys, Peggio Punx, Vibrators, Husker 
Du “Everything....”, SSD “Kids...”, Cardiacs, 
Raw Power (orig.), Avengers, N.A., X-ray Spex, 
Tooth & Nail, Yes LA, Deaf Club, Verbal Abuse 
(1st), FU s (1st), old DOA, ect. Lists—Abraham 
See other ads! 

FUGAZI “BLACKOUT” 7” live in Italy 1990, 
ltd. 500 white vinyl, $8.00/each. Morbid Angel 
“Decline of Rome” 7” live in Italy 1991, ltd. 500 
red vinyl, $7.00/each. Alley Cats “Nightmare 
City” LPsealed orig.‘81$10.00/each. All prices 
postpaid in US, forign please add $2.00. Write: 
V. Street Records, 2611 Via Campo, Suite 228, 
Montebello, CA 90640. Please make payable to 
Eric K. 

ASISITHERE WRITING THIS, I am reflecting 
on the past, dwelling on the present and 
wondering about the future. The stars are out 
and the night is clear. Maybe life isn’t so bad 
after all. Write me, let’s talk for a while. Ariel 
Starr, P.O. Box 231, Landsville, PA 17538. 
Peace. 

TWIN PEAKS. I’m looking for everything 
connected to the TV series (T-shirts, caps 
posters, magazines, you name it. . .) Will trade 

^ 7 Bootlegs: Siege (who. or green cover), 
GB s- demo, Crucifix, Negative Approach (live), 
Crippled Youth, Dag Nasty - live (In Transit) 
Minor Threat - demo, Violent Children (blue) 
Stalag 13, Cromags- 10” (first), YOT- Yesterday 
(300, live). Other shit: Connecticut Fun - Comp 
GB’s - 7 ” (third press), YOT - Break Down (red" 
WW) and more. Send your offers first, will also 
trade for records if you like. Jussi Kummala, 
you owe me money! Todd of Say No More, you 
owe me for that the What It Was - boot. I wrote 
3 times. You’re a piece of shit!!! Marianne 
Hofstetter, Dietlikerstr. 64, 8302 Kloten 
Switzerland. 

FOR TRADE: Brazilian and Spanish bands 
Inoceates LP “Miseria E. Fome,” Armagedon 
LP “Silenzio Finebie”, Contra Ataque LP 
comp. “Rare”, H.H.H. LP “A Por Elios”, CL. 
GSE. LP “Dos Moneatos,” Aneanaea7 LP 
‘Espeiardo Iamente,” “A Mana Hostia.” All 

kids of punk write now. Also send your trade 
lists. Jairo Molina, 200 Mountain Ave, #56, 
Malden, MA 02148. 

SSSSSfSSSVUs-fti*if.'* 
example, the really cool debut LP from RESIST, WA 98225 Box 3103, Bellingham, 

PRG INSTITUTE FOR MENTAL Terrorism, a 
St. Louis-based network of intelligent and free- 
thinking people, are now nationalizing our 
operations. Our purpose is to awaken and 
educate America. Dig this: We are not free; you 
don’t think for yourself; this is nineteen-eighty- 
fucking-four. We’re not paranoid or psychotic. 
Membership is free, terms of membership will 
be described. Power ot the people! We chill at- 
PO Box 1462, Ballwin, MO, 63022. 

M. 7 -V * Vtwvtv X X C/| 1 I llljkJl kj X . 

‘The Solution”! It’s only $6.00 (USA), $8.00 
(world) and comes with a booklet & stickers! 
Buy! Buy! Buy! Resist c/o Ward Young/ 1951 
W. Burnside/ P.O. Box 1654/ Portland OR 
97209, USA. 

WANTED: 7 SECONDS bootlegs, live tapes, 
demos, videos, flyers, anything on 7 Seconds’ 
Bum Baby Bum, or Drop Acid. Does anyone 
have a copy of “Brink” zine for sale? Send lists 
to: Nick, 2077 No 

WAN1ED: Social Distortion - “Mommy’sLittle 
Monster” LP. Must be in perfect condition, 
price negotiable. Write: Refuse to be Silent 
Baker Centre Postal Outlet, 10025-106 St, P.o! 
Box 40051, Edmonton, Alberta, T5J 4M9 
Canada. 

HELLO OUT THERE! Coming to the United 
States in 4/92 and I need travel contacts. I’ll be 
looking for cool bands and writers for our 
record label and publishing company. Can you 
show me clubs/venues/your local underground 
scene? If you visit Germany you’re welcome to 
stay with me. Isabel Rox, Krummacherstr. 4, 

j 4200 Essen 18, Germany. 

ROCK N’ ROLL WRITERS - German 
underground publishing company is looking 
for some cool, crazy, weird, tough, off-beat, 
uncensored, hot stuif. Send us your poems, 
stories, comics, etc. (copies only) or ask for 
more information. Isabel Rox, Krummacherstr. 
4, 4300 Essen 18, Germany. 

NEW 7”S FOR SALE. Punk, post-punk, noise, 
pop, and more. CD’s, tapes, 12”s, magazines, 
and books too. Send a long SASE (IRCs 
overseas) for our catalog. We stock music and 
publications from North Carolina and all over 
the world. Land Speed Mailorder, PO Box 4066 
Duke Sta., Durham, NC 27706-4066. Stores - 
We wholesale. Labels and publishers - send 
samples. 

INIO THE SISTERS, L7, GBH, the Damned 
Fang, Johnny Thunders, LNC, Want to trade 
videos, photos, flyers, ect. Also looking for any 
stars from Mars, nymphs, NOFX stuff, ect I 
have tons to trade. Also tons of stuff set sale/ 
bid SASE fora list + wants. Billy Whitfield, PO 
Box 39158, Baltimore, MD 21212. 

FOR SALE: Cleanse the Bacteria (Pushead 
comp.), Thrash til Death (Pusmort Jap. comp.), 
Poison Idea - “Kings of Punk” (Pusmort), 4 
Bands That Could Change the World (comp), 
Final Conflict - “Ashes to Ashes” (Pusmort), 
Gastunk - “Under the Sun” (Pusmort), Drunk 
Injuns - Live 10”. Send bids and SASE to: 
Kelly Enochs, 1615 Vera Cruz, Memphis, TN 
38117. 

MELINDA FROM MOLINE! Where are you? 
Whydon’tyou keep good penpals?Ihopeyou’re 
not considering moving to Oregon with that 
weirdo. You know who I am - I’m waiting! PS: 
Spooky (Dayton) is a wussy (part wimp, part 
pussy). 

RIFTZINE MUSIC NETWORK seeks zines and 
new music. Send samples of music and zines 
and let us help you distribute your stuff while 
you he.p us distribute other people’s stuff. Plus 
writers and artists get in our listing and find 
people to send your stuff to. Send all inquiries, 
samples, wholesaleprices, and othermisc. junk 
to: Rift, PO Box 33302, Mpls., MN55433. Don’t 
delay, get your stuff out there! 

TOUCH YOURSELF - the masturbation issue 
- the only zine with enough clit and balls to 
admit to it. Send all contributions (fantasies, 
fetishes, stories, poems, songs, art, advice, 
opinions, techniques, and all other 
masturbation related paraphanelia) to: T.Y. 
zine, Kenmore Sta. Box 15109, Boston, MA 
02215 or just write for info - no jizz please and 
no names necessary. Thanks! 

SUPPORT THE SCENE! Outhouse T-shirts. 
S, M, L, XL, + XXL. $12.00 plus $3.00 S.H. 
Money orders only please. Send to: The 
Outhouse, PO Box #44, Lawrence KS 66044 
(913)841-8879/749-1350. 



OFFERS FOR BUZZCOCKS - “Spiral Scratch 
(shitty cover). Blitz “Attack” (first). Cockney 
Rejects “Rippoff ”, 999 “I’m Alive”,Penetration 
“ F i r i n g Sq ua d ”, A n t i No w he re Lea gue “St reet s 
London”, Damned “Newrose” (12” white). Pete, 
HO Colborne Rd., Brighton, MA 02135. Tel. 
(H17)783-$!03. 

FLAMING MIDGET 8 song 7”, yellow vinyl. 
$3 US, $4 foreign. US $ or money order only. 
Bob Suren, 3421SE Mi canopy, Stuart FL 34997. 
Florida bands—send tapes, lyrics for 7” comp. 
Also need 7 Seconds, Freeze photos, etc. 

BANDS—DO YOU WANT AIRPLAY? 
Altemativecollege radioshow WILLplayyour 
music. Any kind of music ok (weirder the better). 
Send your tape, record, CD and it will be 

SALE: TESCO VEE & The Meatkrew (8.00), 
The Business (9.00), Bad Brains (6.00), Butthole 
Surfers (5.00), Flipper (7.00), Generation X 
(8.00), D.O.A. (5.00), Clash(12.00), Sheer Terror/ 
Crawlpappy (3.00), Stand Up/On Life (4.00), 
Slapshot (6.00), Only the Strong Comp. (4.00), 
Forced Down (5.00), Tad (4.00), Beat Happening 

I (4.00). Send SASE - Complete List. 1303 S. Lk. 
1 Stickney Dr., Lynnwood, WA 98037. 

ANDY BUCKLEY, DAN Banned, Dawn from 
Lodi, Robert Brown, Steve Farenga, Jeff 
Espensen, Jeff Hogan, John from Millbrae, 
Liberty, Melodic, Ian Smith, Ben Weasel and 
any other penpals I have abandoned. If any of 
you can find it in your hearts to forgive me, I 
would liketo renew our correspondence. Please? 
Kell Hell/253 8th St. Apt. 1/ Jersey City, NJ 
07302. 

PUNK WRITERS!!! Want to shareyour passion 
of words with others and stop talking to 
yourself? Add your name to a new' alternative 
writer’s corespondance and support network, 
listing addresses of other writers. Send name, 
address, short description of favorite styles/ 
forms/authors or whatever you want to say + 
(optional) short piece of your writing + $1 
(postage + printing) to: Andromeda Press 
Network, PO Box 423592, San Francisco, CA 
94102. List will be sent when printed! 

WE ARE DESPERATELY seeking a song called 
“Army Boot” by No Debt from Belgium who 
did a split record with The Gortex. We have 
been searching for nearly 5 years. Help us!! We 
are prepared to pay much money. Contact 
Athena or Monica at: 955 Alla Ave., Concord, 
CA 94518, USA. 

played. Please include a brief bio and address/ 
phone # to contact you. Newr England is waiting! 
WUMA/ A. Perry, 719 Washington St, Suite 
1H9, Newtonville MA 021H0. 

HELP. 19 year old white male needs somewhere 
to stay. For one night or 50 years, if you have a 
floor let me come. I’m a nice, clean guy into 
everything and will not fuck you over. Whatever 
happened to punks looking out for one another? 
Nik Sauer, 2380 Balmoral, Henderson KY 
42420. 

SUBPOP/MISFITS— Buy/Sell/Trade! Want: 
Soundgarden “Hunted”; Swallow' “Guts”; 
Blood Circus “Two Way”; Headcoats “Time”; 
Misfits (red 12”) “Hitsville”. No boots! GPP, 
POB H1832, King of Prussia PA 1940H. 

AUCTION: 12” - Greenriver, Social Justice, 
Government Issue. 7” - Circle Jerks, 
Soundgarden, Shonen Knief, Unsane, Rev. 
Horton, Heat, Sonic Youth, Gumball, Laughing 
Hyenas, These Mortal Souls, Velvet Monkeys. 
Send SASE - Complete List. 1303 S. Lk. 
Stickney Dr., Lynnwood, WA 98037. 

BAD NEWZ IS IN SF and we are going to kick 
some butt! Jump in and join the fray. Eat ink, 
get papercuts, decollate, eat staples, haul boxes, 
listen to bad music too loud, and eat USDA 
approved animal by-product glue! Bad NewZ, 
PO Box 14318, SF, CA 94114. Bands/zines/ 
trogs 

REALLY RED last of the last 5 “Crowd 
Control” 45’s, $20 ea. 4 “New Strings...” 45 
EP’s w/ps. $25 ea. Originals mint, cash orM.O. 
ppd. to: R.D. Bond, 706 23rd Ave E., Seattle, 
WA 98112. 

VEGANS: I’m just getting into vegamism and 
I need your help. Please send me recipes and 
maybesomereasonsto be vegan. Thanks. Brock, 
1877 El Rancho #204, Sparks, NV 89431. 

HEY YOU!! I’m trying to put together a list of 
corporations that fuck up the world and 
everyone in it. If you’ve got a bitch with a 
company, write down all the details (including 
what other companies are in the same corporate 
“family”) and send them to: Broc, 1877 El 
Rancho #204, Sparks, NV 89431. 

FOR SALE: $25 ea. - LP’s: Vandals “Rome”, 
Stikky, Screeching Weasel 1st, Chemical People 
“Right Thing” (blue),NOFX “Liberal” (orig.), 
DWG 1st, MRR “Not So Quiet...” 2 LP+zine, 
What Are You Pointing At 10”, Melvins 8” 
(1st), PHC/Infest 8”, Corrupted Morals “Think” 
7”, Neurosis “Empty”, Chemical People five 
7”, Halos “Hatetrip” (red), Helios Creed 
“Warming” (orange), Cop Shoot Cop 7”, 
Dehumanizers 7”. Write first. Russ, 9890 

GRITGRITGRIT! The new Grit tape available 
now, 60 min chrome tape of seven delicate 
songs, by the New York noise/punk trio 
compared to Cro-Mags, Pink Floyd/Syd 
Barrett, Jesus Lizard, The Mob, Dinosaur, Sonic 
Youth, etc. for $2.50 from: J. Krummel, Apt. #2, 
441 E. 9th St., New York, NY 10009. 

JOH #3 - MARCH $2.00 1/4 ad space. Also 
want bands for comp. tape. Redeem yourself 
now! Scrotum Dude is your savior, send your 
money. Jason, 414 Northview Dr., Shep, KY 
40165. 

ATTENTION ALL PEN friends of Marc 
Hanson! I’m sorry for the late responses I’ve 
given some people. It accounts for a hectic 
summer and moving. Write me if I haven’t 
written you lately. Old and new friends get 
back in touch! Peace. Marc Hanson, PO Box 
1955, Sioux Falls, SD 57104. 

ACCUSED - “Martha Splatterhead” $25, 
Damage LP $25, Decry - “Falling” $15, Doggie 
Style - “Sun City”, Big Black - “Headache” 
special press $30, Agonostic Front “Victim” 
$12, SASE gets full list $5-$15 EPs. Postage 
paid in US, for orders over $20/overseas, add 
$1 per item. Domenic, 4165 S. 2700 West #2C, 
SLC, Utah 84119. (801)964-5844. Call for 
details, thanks. 

SEX PISTOLS: Anarchy in The UK on EMI 
original pressing. For sale for best offer. Also 
Complete punk auction: Send bids for the 
record or S.A.S.E. (or 2 IRCs) for the list to: 
Seidboard World Enterprises, PO Box 137, 
Prince Street Station, New York NY 10012. Or 
Fax your bids to 212-979-8187. 

FOR SALE: NOTHING!!! Nope, I’m not trying 
to cash in on my record collection. I’m just 
bored and would like to meet new people. So 
write to me cause I love getting mail, and I 
promise to write back. So hurry up and send 
letters, artwork, photos and whatever else to: 
Katie, 815 Chelsea Cr., Cornwall Ontario, K6H 
6Y8, Canada. 

1200 RECORDS SET SALE, hardcore & 
softcore, 200 are mint, only played once 79-84 
hardcore. DRI, Misfits, Minor Threat, Finnish, 
Italian, Japanese, European, USA. Trade’s ok. 
Send for list. Chris bet, po box 16205, San 
Diego CA 92176. BCT’s here. 

PUNK FICTION/POETRY writers wanted to 
submit to an upcoming punk writer’s 
compilation book, aiming to publish some of 
the most talented alternative writers, 
interesting fiction/poetry and to make these 
writings available to other punks and people. 
Send your best stuff along with a SASE to: 

ORIGINAL LP’S: DYS/FU’s (both), Big Boys 
& Dicks Live: Rauls’. 7”s: 7 Seconds - 
Committed for Life, MDC- Multi-Death Corp., 
AOD - Let’s Barbecue, Gang Green - Sold Out 
& Process of Elimination. For prices: 26 Clyde 
St., SF, 94107 CA. (415)543-6386. 

BAD NEWZ IS IN SF and looking for competent 
arthropoids who want to contribute. Not 
poetry! Would most like people to join all 
aspects of the zine production. Need pasteup, 
show//demo/zine reviews, pictures, art, punk 
culture, no poetry! Bad NewZ, PO Box 14318, 
SF, CA 94114. Bands: will do pictures and 
interviews. Zines: contact! will review, share, 
distribute(T). 

FOR WIRETAPPING (phone taps + housebugs) 
blueprints and instructions, send $5.00 and 
SASE to: E. Bush, 201 Revere Dr. Apt. # 15, 
Greensboro, NC 27407 ( you will receive 
package within one week, works with regular 
FM radio). 

SALE! HUNDREDS of HC and punk records. 
From Youth of Today to Crucifix. Call or write 
for a list. Call (908)264-2877 or write: Ryan 
Sikorski, 10 Alexis Ct.,Holmdel,NJ 07733. I’ve 
got Touch & Go, Dischord, Revelation and 
much more. 

FOR SALE: Oi Polloi “Outraged at Atomic 
Menace” LP $10.00, Cowboy Killers “Press 
and Run” 12” $7.00, Media Children “But Still 
They Ignore” 7” $13.00. Also, selling all 
anarcho-punk records. Send stamp for list. PO 
Box 241532, Memphis, TN 38124. 

23 YEAR OLD S W.M. looking. Hi, my favorite 
bands are Cringer and Madonna. I dig taking 
pictures of hot naked babes in the shower. I’m 
into the Gilman punk scene, pick-up trucks, 
and graphic gay porno slides. I collect 
amphibians and live in a closet. I have rich 
parents but can make it on my own! Write to: 
G.M.P., 148 1/2 Central Ave., S.F., CA 94117. 

FREE SEX AND MONEY! Not really but I do 
have an overload of stamps. Everyone who 
reads this magazine uses plenty of stamps, so 
lets trade. Will trade stamps for anything: 
records, zines, shit. Nik Sauer, 2380 Balmoral, 
Henderson, KY 42420. 

IF ANYONE KNOWS the lyrics to “We Bite” 
and “Die, Die My Darling” by the Misfits, 
please write them down and send them to me. 
K., 6653 75th Ave., LA, CA 90043. 

GUITARIST NEEDED for Pollen Art. Based 
on Orange County/San Diego, CA area. We 
have one record out already, another one on the 
way. Influences: Rites of Spring, Dag Nasty, 

Tamarack, Brecksville, OH 441141. Send list Andromeda Press, PO Box 423592, San Justice Leaague. Serios only, call Marc (714) 
too. Francisco, CA 94102. 773-1216. 



RECORD AUCTION type thing. Tons of stuff, 
some rare, some not. Minor Threat, Dag Nasty, 
7 Seconds, Pillsbury Hardcore, Justice League, 
Youth Brigade, etc. SASE for complete list. M. 
Maxey, PO Box 827, Ontario, CA 91761. 

SINGLES SALE: Subpop: L7 ($25), 
Honeymoon Killers ($25), Lazy Cowgirls ($25), 
Rapeman ($45). Ignition “Anger Means” 
(Sammich, DC - $40), Baby Opaque “Pain, 
Fears...” (Ccloaca, VA - $35). Flipper “get 
Away” (Subterranean - $40). Includes postage. 
Donna. 285A 5th St., Oakland, CA 94607. 

KINGDOM SCUM is like Public Enemy meets 
the Virgin Prunes at a Minor Threat concert. Or 
maybe Dead Can Dance meets Big Black. I’m 
not sure. Send $1.00 for pamphlets and stickers, 
$2.00 for a flexi, $3.00 for a tape to: Madam 
eeyore, PO Box, Richmond, VA 23221. 

JESUS GETTING stoned, amidst the bodyparts 
strewn about, as he cats the flesh drinks and 
spills blood. God getting pissed off at his 
Testube Christchild. Tape #4 and pamphlet 
only $4, send money: CNF, Box 9152, Va. Beach, 
VA 23450. 

AVANT-FUCK NOISE. Jazz, Improvisational, 
experimental, etc. Free catalog. Send SASE of 
29 cent stamp to APRAXIA Records, PO Box 
85155, Seattle, WA 98145. 

I WANTED: Good quality live video/audio of 
1 Fugazi, Jawbreaker, Samiam, Fuel, Soul 

Asylum, and expecially Replacements. And 
anything else cool. Send lists. Include quality 
please. Lots ot trade including Green Day, 
Fugazi (many), Dag Nasty on video and 
Jawbreaker, Rites of Spring, OPIV on audio. P. 
Ward, 98 Forbes Rd., Westwood, MA 02090. 

40 WORDS $2CASH 

DEAD CHRISTIANS leaping from their graves to kill; limbless 
torsos smoking pot with Jesus as they aurge in blood and 
crushed body parts. Post punk industrial. Tape #4 only $4.00, 
send money to: CNF, P0 Box 9152, Va. Beach, VA 23450. 

VIDEOS AVAILABLE! On any world system! Movies, live 
shows, punk documentaries, industrial, ska, hardcore, ounk! 
Rare stuff old and new from all over the woridlEven 1991 GG 
Allin shows! Send $1 or SASE for a big list! Or give a call, fast 

•ifiifK diiv d* b , , _ | service, no rip-offs, fair prices. P.De Mattia 8 Haddon Road, 
HELLO. BUY Bm Poo Generator's new 60 minute tape, I Hewitt, NJ 07421 USA (201) 853-4420. HELLO. BUY Big Poo Generator's new 60 minute tape, 
cleverly titled "fig Poo Release". You'll think it is neat! Sen j 
$5 cash to Rikki Rockett, 4088 Pepper Ave., Yorba Linda, CA 
92686... Ecclesiastes 2:16-17... write for more information 
on poo. 

WHY THE FUCK would Ray Cappo mud wrestle Lee Dorian at 
a Catholic beer joint? "To Set the Record Straight", a cool 

■ fyTTVI ! I >10 I 

QUALITY VIDEO! 70's punk, hardcore. Velvet Underground, 
Jello, lagy, T. Rex, Bowie, Elevators/Roky, The Jam, beat 
poets. Burroughs, Bukowski, Kerouac. $18 any two hours 
TDK-EHG tape NTSC format. Send SASE: J. Russo, 136 E. Main 
#33, Bloomsburg, PA 17815. 

BUZZC0CKS LIVE VIDEO! Auf Wiedersehen Markt HaH, Berlin 
1981, Bedrock 1989 BBC TV reunion show & promos. 110 
minutes, $18 ppd. on TDK-EHG tape NTSC format. Money 
order. Jim Russo, 136 E. Main #33, Bloomsbury PA 17815. 

AMERICAN 01! Wanted tapes, demos and records from 
American oi! bands and blue collar bands. Not interested in 
white power groups. Send to: Headache Records, 53 Myrtle 
Ave., MidlamfPk., NJ 07432. 

HEY NAILHEAD, wanna brewski? Well, go buy one! In the 
meantime, check out the Big Mouth "Fat, Drunk, and Stupid" 
cassette! 8 heretical blasts that make Neurosis crave bean 
tacos! Satan-pasta-piles- 

pneumonoultramiaoscopicsiricovolcanoconiosis. $3.00 US/ 
$4.00 world. Robin Miller fan club, POB 270684, Corpus 
Christi, TX 78427. ^ 

DEMO FOR SALE! Irate Youth, A PA punk band selling a demo 
4 songs, great quality, fucking punk! $5.00 to: Irate Youth c/ 

o Rob Sellers,! 223 N.Keim St. Apt. 4, Pottstown,PA 19464. 

GHOUL SQUAD -They Won't Stay Dead" 
_no. fl AA V 'l • . f ..I y ** 

------ -—,- 17-song chrome 
cassette, $6.00. T-shirts (with T. Renner art from new 
cassette), $10. cash or money orders only from: Hyde 
Recordings, PO Box 831, Reisterstowne MD 21136-0831. 
Add $2 outside US. 

BANDS WANTED: doing a comp tape just for fun called 
"Maximum Cheese Roll. Need punk versions of pompous 
Wssongsby Queen, Uriah Heep, ELP, etc. Rain Man 8855 
SW Holly #16, Wilsonville OR 9/070. 

JO - 40 minute cassette "The Way-Out Record For Children I 
(True Tales From Shit Valley)" A dozen chubb actions to drink 
coffee and hang out in G.E.'s ruins too. $3.00 ppd - Wow Coot 
P0 Box 847, Schenectady, NY 12301. 

SLAPSHOT VIDEO from Philadelphia 8/24/91 excellent quality 
50 min $15 cash or money orders only. J Salvatore, 914 Cross 
St, Philadelphia, PA 19147. 

VIDEOS: Hundreds of titles from this list of mostly straight¬ 
edge H.C. & death metal/grind vid's. If you wrote before 
please write again. (Mail lost m address change). Self- 
addressed stamped envelope to Frank, P.0. Box 165, Olmsted 
Falk, OH 44138. 

hung-over, all songs to fuck shit up! 27 bands, 46 songs, you 
know you want it! Save the planet and send $4.00 (or die) to: 
Puke on Yer Mammy and Piss On Yer Pappy/ P.0. Box 
270684/ Corpus Christi, Texas/ 78427. 

MR. BUNGLE: Sacramento 1-15-91 (90 min.). Primus: 1-13 
90 ♦ NJ '91 (80 min.), Sepultura: Scotland 6-26-91 + Brazil 
(pro) 5-11-91. Slayer: Japan 12-15-90 (2 hrs) + 2-12-91 + 
6-91, Suicidal T.: 11-90 (90 min.) + 6-7-91 (50 min.), 
Cromags: 6-90 Penn. + 4-91 NYC (50 min.), Murphy's Law: 
3-90 (90 min.) + Boston 7-21-91 (90 min.). $24.00 ppd for 
2 hrs. of any above shows, free catalog. Send cash or m6 only 
to: M.F. Horn, 1224 Chew St. Apt. 3, Allentown, PA 18102. 

SEARCHING for tape traders with big lists to trade live/demo 
type stuff (no recorded records). Also looking for various 
movie memorabilia, particularly Silence Of The Lambs, and 
James Bond films, among others. Matt Domino/Headtrip 
Distribution...where's my stuff? Old contacts also get in 
touch. Please contact Frank J Cassidy, 23 Wilson Terr, Elizabeth, 
NJ 07208. 

VIDEO DUDE looking for reliable traders with low generation 
shows of: Nirvana, Mudhoney, Janes Addiction, Soundgarden, 
Red Hot Chili Peppers, Ramones, and tons of other alternative 
bands. Hava lots to trade. Send $1.00 for large list, or send 
me your fist: Gary, PO Box 30822, Walnut Geek, CA 94598. 

VIDEOS UP FOR SALE: Samhain - San Diego, CA 1985 $23.00, 
Cro-Mags - Sweden 1991 $23.00, Godflesh 1990 $23.00, 
Mudhoney - Sacramento, CA 1989 $20.00, Ramones - London 
1989 $20.00, Janes Addiction - Universal City, CA 1991 
$25.00, Siouxie - California 1991 $23.00, all videos are of 
the best quality possible. Cash or money orders only to: Gary, 
PO Box 30822, Walnut Creek, CA 94598. 

- 19 COMP. tape. 19 bands: punk, hardcore, poetry, Slcore, politico re, etc. Bug, New Faith, B.E.S.M.E.T., Media 
ren, Vend-A-Bait, Dryrot, etc. 60 min. Includes 19 page 

booklet packed with info. $3 ppd. Kelly, PO Box 3162, 
Montebello, CA 90640. 

SHELTER VIDEO with two live shows from Philadelphia 5/ 
25/91 (Vic's last show) excellent quality total time 90 min. 
$17.00 cash or money orders only. J. Salvatore, 914 Cross 
St., Philadelphia, PA 19147. 

I PANTERA: 6-11-91 (70 min.)+6-8-91 (50 min.). Bad Brains: 
J 10-91 Penn, (tripod, 6 5 min.). Sick of It All: 5-9-90 ♦ 4-6-91 

+ 6-21-91 (all 45 min.), Kreator. 3-9-91 Penn. (75 min.) 
stage shot, Gwan 12-15-90 (90 min.) + 8-4-91 Phila. (80 
min.). Overkill: 6-90 Texas + 5-90 Penn. + 8-91 Penn. (90 
min.). $24.00 ppd for 2 hrs. of any above shows, free catalog, 
send cashor M(J only to: M.F. Horn, 1224 Chew St. Apt. 3, 
Allentown, PA 18102. 

ATTENTION MISTER GUY FREAKS and fans of 60's rock, blues 
and folk. Mr. Guy's latest release, "Fistfull of Sky", available 

Jan. 1992.50 minutes. 12 songs, chrome cassette. $5.00 US, 
$5.00 overseas. Payable to: Third Eye Records, PO Box 385, 
Cheltenam, PA 19012, USA. No foreign checks. Send SASE to 
Third Eye Records for free catalog of available releases. 

FLORIDA BANDS! Send good quality tapes with lyrics for 7" 
comp. Everything will be considered. Anyone— send photos, 
_ t. ideas for pa wage. I also need 7 Seconds and Freeze demos 

live. Bob, $421 $E Micanopy, Stuart FL 34997. 

NEW YORK STYLE HARDCORE. Big F..k'n Deal— studio demo 
off of DAT. Was to be 7" but broke-up. Contains 4 "in your 
face" hardcore tunes. Great Quality + Energy! 4 Dollars, Cash 

63^42° ^e<^S* F-Hazelcrest, Saint Louis, MO 

WANTED: GG ALLIN VIDEO FOOTAGE, photos, fliers for 
professional documentary. Full credit given, payment in copies 
or trade. Covering GG's Milwaukee trial, west coast gigs. The 
real thing. No ripoffs. Mark Hejnar, POB 268018, Chicago IL 
60626 (312)743-4294 

HOW TO KILL FRANK SINATRA: Feel the spirit of the new 
chaos with this incredible compilation, featuring bands like Big 
Poo Generator, The Wallmen. Volkswhale, New Killers on the 
Block, Naughty Ded Hed and the Gothic Hair Freak Art Fags, 
Buttsteakand many more... 23 bands, 90minute cassette...ail 
for $4.00, to Eerie Materials, PO Box 14592 Richmond, VA 
23221. 

HARDCORE BANDS - Want to be on an Irish (!) compilation 
cassette? Course you do! Send me those tunes wint band 
details and lyrics now. P. McLaughlin, 105 Hampton Park, St. 
Helen's Wood, Booterstown, Co. Dublin, Ireland. 

»..n.nU.nt«TD.«D, , . .. ..- CATHARSIS, 'FUCKING RAD UK speedcore!' (Ron Overkill). 
.ii-oi j \2 Colafomcs, Anliseen, Mentors, GG New domo abailable 'Marginally Better than Brooding' 4 
Allin, Bloody Mess Zero Boys, Y.O.T^S.S.D., fitzof Depression, trocks of new flesh from England. Brains and bollox from the 
Have/need staff by these and hundreds more. Send lists-will heart of Middlesborough. Also 'Beyond a Joke' 7" from 
pay $10 for Rave Records 014. Kevin Sisk, 303 SW Blvd., Overkill Records (US) or Yukon Ho! (UK). 4 track demo $5.00. 
Aberdeen, WA 98520. Write: 35 Gresham Rd., Middlesborough, TS1 41U. England. 

UK price £3. 

berdeen, WA 98520. 

VIDEOS: GG ALLIN 1991 shows available. #1 AsburyPaik,NJ 
show & interview. #2 NYC show & Philadelphia show. #3 
1991 tour comp of 10 shows with songs, interviews, news, 

8t more! Shows run about 1 hour each, $30 each. Must be 18 
or older to order! Rude stuff! Peter De Mattia, 8 Haddon Rd, 
Hewitt, NJ 07421 or call 201-853-4420. 

ANGRY HARDCORE is reborn through Naked Violence. A 
collection of four lost drunks releasing their frustrations in a 
fit of rage. Send $5 bucks for 5 song EP, produced by Steve 
Hanford on chrome cassettes, to: Naked Violence, PO Box 
194, Clackamas, OR 97015 



“GABBA GABBA HEY” 
...a tribue to 

the Ramones 
featuring: 

BUGLAMP 
D.l. 

PIGMY LOVE CIRCUS 
L7 

RIGOR MORTIS 
FLESHEATERS 

BADTOWN BOYS 
CHEMICAL PEOPLE 

GROOVIE GHOULIES 
FLOWER LEPERDS 

MOJO NIXON 
BAD RELIGION 

JEFF DAHL 
TOMMYKNOCKERS 

WHITE FLAG 
METAL MIKE, LISA & JULIA 

MOTORCYCLE BOY 
THE AGNEWS 

CREAMERS 
BLAST 

BULIMIA BANQUET 
ELECTRIC FERRETS 

First 2 000 vinyl copies include a 7-inch single containing songs not available on the cassette or CD by THE VANDALS. 
Available on Compact Disc (51057-2), Cassette (51057-4) and Double Album (51057-1). Distributed through Important Records. 
Also available through Triple X Mail Order: P.O. Box 862529, Los Angeles, CA 90086-2529. $11 per Double Album or Cassette 
$16 per CD. Overseas customers add $3.50 per item; CA residents add 8.25% sales tax. ©1991 Triple X Records. All rights 
reserved. Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable laws. 

"URGES AND ANGERS" "Powerful, gripping, rock 
coming in dramatic blasts. Striking, inventive 
guitar passages wound around a busy rhythm 
section...a great balance of instrumental finesse 

and raw power" 
-Suburban Voice 

LP/Cassette/CD 

Coffin Break "No Sleep Til The Stardust Motel" A 
retrospective collection of singles and outtakes 
from Seattles favorite media darlings. Punk rawk 

never sounded so good. 

records 



Aft 
}X WE 

' _ _ xLlC'OO 
ANNOUNCING OUR NEWLY UPDATED SCHEDULE 

•*- >«o o^r > 

I -MAH a 1 i-E D-G E 5 CAR. 
M 'APR 91: LOU' MEATO 

OCT 9 1 : FUNCTIONAL I DlUTs 
v„-‘ - .iu'uu NOV 91 : PIGPEM 

£•*>''»MAY 91: YOUTH GONE MAD DEC 91 : SHAVED PIGS 
JUN 91 : CASEY SCOTT & 

m JOH,\r S. HALL 
n! JUL 9 1 : IRON PROSTATE 

A,1 AUG 91 : DOGBOWL 
* r.c SEP 91 : FLY ASHTRAY 

JUST SU3SCRIDE FOR A 6 OR 12 MONTH 
SUBSCRIPTION & WE'LL SEND YOU A LTD. 
EDITION COLOR VINYL 7" WITH FOUR-FOLD 

JAN 92:DUM3R0CK VOLUME 5 
FEB 92:ARTLESS 
MAR 92:WEEN 
APR 92:UNCLE WIGGLY 

T-sw/tfrj /it'AiLA/ue. Mem- fue\ 
t Arm06. 

□ T2-month subscr 

•tj: POSTER INSERT FOR EACH MONTH. YOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION BEGINS THE MONTH WE RECEIVE 

i,.| YOUR ORDER OR YOU CAN BACKDATE TO BEGIN 
ii WITH ANY MONTH. 

• AHDThe fie<-QCos Agfa- AvALAg.L£ wctt/iDrtu/ 
rrjw£w* ' WO* -Hldftuno c/wciftKia S4**r JewiXc t" ' 

, -P4TSct 
\\jftyto9hj jl\<kvi&<s tP- 

Y/H-C30 \>J-drO- T&l&Sote CD 11-co (<-Asstiri 7 - 

M-Wt 3^<VQgbf»b-^P<yMfV/»wrMfKgPwll«».^l 
pwx VlV^t.2lA/F tplO-**/MTi.or VMlSA<. Hi£f> fstind 
OR V tor - ^ew/z.Mi eP 7" - i >o p^til 

7'I 

LeriH f’ATRot.-S/llVdD^V A/i6jr-*8UcOBATfy J.JOW0 
'Wf;(e»c£/RW>*SW-, /WA,/M VI.&PPQ 

Srtnw-i) f 16$ - nyt Pf8-r ?’• (Wcy zs cerr' - i sorM 
- l<h 7 6fi£*KfihriS see<-Bi> CP - 7'PP‘f 7* r wn«^»sr/i UK - /■ r* ' 

A , fc - Inv ( ilATi UP «>»« MW - -? - pp« 
Y&j7H<*nc Mo/tgKHmuoL j55 

CAN . $ 45.CO OVERSEAS $ S5 OO 

□6 MONTH SUBSCRIPTION $^0»00 
CAN.$25-00 OVERSEAS $ JO.OO 

MY STOTT 4bDWeS TO/ 

□PLEASE BACKDATE TO BEGIN 
WITH 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

VITAL MUSIC RECORDS 
PO BOX 20247 

NYC, NY 10028 0052 

mcLvinid eggnog „0 o,casSS6 cds.o, 
A foiu song masterpiece of bombastic hilar ity including one loooooong underwater sludge march 

and th.ee short kamikaze blasts Without .1 doubt the most flipped out release yet from the always 
eager to please Melvins 

DUH "BlowharcT (LP or Cass $7. CD $12) 

Four insecure males (including one Steel Pole mental defective) gang up and pretend they h.ive 
sex appeal A magnificently stupid shrieking chopsaw punk rock mess, featuring chaotic vocals 
and grimy fuzzbomb musicianship 

All prices postpaid in the U S. Send a stamp for a free catalog 

BONER RECORDS, PO BOX 2081, BERKELEY, CA, 94702-0081,14151 695-1154 
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MAXIMUMROCKNRQLL 
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BERKELEY, CA 

PERMIT No. 1153 

PROFANE EXISTENCE: 

BOOK YOUR OWN FUCKIN' LIFE! 
Do-It-Yourself Resource Magazine No. 1 

There has been a great amount of talk throughout the punk and hardcore scene about 
moving towards greater independence in our activities. PROFANE EXISTENCE and 
MAXIMUMROCKNROLL have decided to join forces and put together a resource magazine 
which will help us put the ideas brought up over the last year throughout our pages into 
concrete action. We wish to put together as one magazine a resource which will benefit the 
entire scope of D.I.Y. activities, for use by bands, promoters, small labels, etc. 

We will be compiling the resources geographically trying to give as a complete listing 
of DIY and related activities as possible. The thoroughness of this project will depend on 
the response we get from people involved with different projects. Listings in this magazine 
will be free of charge-all you have to do is send in a postcard with the information requested 
below. This will be an international magazine so we urge all to send a listing. _ 

BANDS: Name / Address / Telephone Number / Brief 
Description (40 words or less please!) 

DISTRIBUTORS: Name / Address / Telephone Number / 
Specialty (Vinyl, cassettes, CD's, zines, etc.) / Area of 
Coverage (Mailorder, wholesale, gigs, etc.) 

| LABELS: Name/ Address/Telephone Number/Brief 
Description (40 words or less please!) 

PROMOTERS/VENUES: Name / (Mailing) Address / 
Telephone Number / Hall Capacity / Is Lodging or Food 
Provided? / Working Terms (guarantee, percentage, etc.) 

RADIO STATIONS: Station Name & Call Number / Band 
Frequency / Address / Telephone Number / Contact 
Person / Punk-HC shows and times. 

RECORD STORES: Name / Address / Telephone Number / 
Specialties 

ZINES: Name / Address / Telephone Number / Postage Paid 
Price / Frequency / Size / Description (40 words or less 
please!) 

MISCELLANEOUS: We also ask people to send in tips on 
cheap places to eat, free clinics, crash pads, etc. These 
listings could be especially helpful for touring bands who 
may be wondering where to find the veggie grub in 

Tulsa, Oklahoma1.!! 

Send your listings and information to: 

PROFANE EXISTENCE 
P.O. BOX 8722 

MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408 

ADS 
Of course ads will be sold to help pay for this 

project. However, to make this resource issue as fair 
as possible we have decided to have only one size. 
We are doing this to make ads just as accessible to 
the small 20 page fanzines as the big record conglom¬ 
erates! 

The ad size available is 3 3/4" across by 2" down 
or 95mm x 51 mm (basically a slightly elongated busi¬ 
ness card size). The cost for ads is $20 which will help 
keep the cover price as low as possible. Please, only 
one ad per label, zine, promoter, etc. 

Send all ads to: 

MAXIMUMROCKNROLL 
P.O. BOX 460760 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94146-0760 

DEADLINE FOR LISTINGS 
AND ADS IS MARCH 15. 
MAGAZINETO BEOUTIN MAY. 

OK, the name's kind of a dorky Bay Area thing, if you can come up with o better one then stop complaining and write us! 


